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Unification

Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01038
01038
宀 40.7
10 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00312

⿱宀坎

UCV
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Also see WS2021-00138 and 01060. 
 
I still think it is dangerous to make the UCV for 宀 & ⼭ for our
future encoding works.

01186
01186
⼭ 46.13
16 · ㇒ (3) GDM-00343

⿱⼭𤲞

Oppose Unification
Xieyang WANG
Individual

According to the pronunciation of ⿱⼭𤲞, it should be a variant
of ⿰⼟𤲞. 

04581
04581
⿂ 195.6
17 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00223

⿰⿂吏

Unification
TAO Yang
China

Persuasive argument, agree with Eisoch.

02503
02503
⽟ 96.11
15 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00232

⿰王⿂

Oppose Unification
TAO Yang
China

Siku is a super copy of ancient books, we couldn't prove the
original book wrong by a copy.

04691
04691
⿃ 196.4
15 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00324

⿰⿃⽋

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 歍 (U+6B4D)? 
 
The first evidence shows the relationship between this
character and U+6B4D 歍. The meaning of this character is “⼝
相就也”. 《説⽂解字》 and other ancient dictionaries show one
of the meanings for 歍 is also “⼝相就也”.

Unification
TAO Yang
China

 
It must be a variant shape of 歍, could be unified.

03526
03526
⾍ 142.6
12 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00403

⿰⾍囟

Unification
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

 
The right part seems like ⿱⼃㘝 more. Maybe it is unifiable to
𧉫 (U+2726B).

Disunification
TAO Yang
China

 

 
It's a variant shape of 脑, not unify to 𧉫.

03599
03599
⾍ 142.11
17 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00464

⿰⾍聊

UCV
HUANG Junliang
Individual

Level 1 𦕅/聊. 
 
See above comments for rationale. I don't think this character
should be postponed.
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Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Unification
TAO Yang
China

𦕅 is the variant of 聊, which is already appears in 北魏孝⽂弔
比⼲⽂. So I agree to add 𦕅/聊 as a new pair of UCV. 

 
 
蝍GKJ-00464 or 蝍蟟 are the ancient forms of 知了. Obviously,
⿰⾍聊 should be the correct glyph.

03518
03518
⾍ 142.5
11 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00471

⿱处⾍

Unification
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

 
Unifiable to 𧊃 (U+27283)?

Disunification
TAO Yang
China

 
But what is the meaning of 𧊃?

04148
04148
⾦ 167.12
20 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00487

⿰⾦戟

Unification
WANG Yifan
SAT

 

 
 
Though G glyph is apparently more correct.

Unification
TAO Yang
China

If they got the same meaning, they should be unifiable.

04181
04181
⾦ 167.14
22 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00497

⿰⾦𮭲

Unification
WANG Yifan
SAT

The evidence looks damaged. Is it possibly 

 
?

02402
02402
⽝ 94.10
13 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00565

⿰⺨閃

Unification
Andrew WEST
UK

 
Appears to be an error for U+25855 𥡕 in a single edition.
Suggest postponing for additional evidence.

Unification
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Agree with the UK.

Unification
TAO Yang
China

Agree with the UK. No more evidence.

02412
02412
⽝ 94.10
13 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00583

⿰⺨家

Unification
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Agree with the UK.
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02424
02424
⽝ 94.12
15 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00588

⿰⺨間

Oppose Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

not unify to 𤡥 (U+24865) 

 
 
 
NUCV #325 
 
This character is the variant of U+24865 𤡥, but we don’t have
UCV unify them. 

 
▲ 《廣韻》，四部叢刊本，上平聲卷第⼀ 
 

 
▲ 《⿓龕⼿鑑》，早稻⽥⼤學藏本，卷⼆下 
 
If any expert suggest unify them, we need to consider to
change NUCV #325 to UCV.

Oppose Unification
Andrew WEST
UK

I would tend to oppose a UCV for 間~閒.

02417
02417
⽝ 94.11
15 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00628

⿱殸⽝

UCV
Henry CHAN
Individual

⿱𣪊X miswritten as ⿱殸X is quite common in historical
documents, while 𣪊 and 殸 have different etymologies. I
suggest adding a new Level 2 UCV ⿱𣪊X & ⿱殸X, where ⿱
𣪊X also unifiable with ⿹ 
𣪊X. 
 
If the UCV is added, this character should be unified to 㺉
(U+3E89).

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The unification comments from Henry (#6293) and Eddie
(#3077) are different, and this character is related to the
definition of the small seal character, I suggest TCA and China
NB, the authors of WG2 N5191, could choose which one is
better, that will be useful for the future digital dictionary works. 
 
If the new UCV is rejected, the character should be kept as my
suggestion.

01588
01588
⼿ 64.16
19 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00651

⿰⺘⿱⼭鼠

Unification
Ken LUNDE
UTC

 
Unify with 擸 (U+64F8) per China's 2021-09-15 comment?

04045
04045
⾤ 165.5
12 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00720

⿰⾤平

Unification
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

 
Per Huang's comment, should it be treated as a miswritten
form of 秤 (and withdraw)?
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04852
04852
鹿 198.6
17 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00802

⿸鹿𣅀

Unification
Henry CHAN
Individual

 
Consider Unification to 𪊨 (U+2A2A8) and add new UCV rule
of 𣅀 and 旨.

03222
03222
⾁ 130.4
8 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00935

⿰⽉公

Oppose Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Evidence 1 and 3 show the character is the variant of 船, so
the radical should be Radical Moon for these two cases. In my
opinion, the character in Evidence 1 and 3 should be unified to
𣍬 (U+2336C). 

 
 
 
Evidence 2 shows it is the possible variant of U+80C8 胈, and
the meaning is related to human body, so the radical should be
Radical Meat. 
 
Evidence 4 shows it is used for the organic chemistry, so the
radical must be Radical Meat as well. 
 
Therefore, this character is not suitable to unify with 𣍬
(U+2336C), but Evidence 1 and 3 are not also suitable for
encoding.

00969
00969
⾁ 130.3
9 · ㇠ (5) GZ-3881102

⿰女⾁

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 𡜃 (U+21703)? 
 
The right component of U+21703 𡜃 is the variant of ⾁. 
 
If this unification has been accepted, the second RS for
U+21703 𡜃 should be 130.3. The semantic element for
U+21703 𡜃 is ⾁, but Kangxi Dictionary and other ancient
dictionaries moved it under Radical 女.

UCV
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Add a new UCV for U+8089 ⾁ and U+2054E 𠕎 (even
U+2E307 𮌇?) as Level 2. 
 
U+30924 𰤤 is the variant of 皺, but U+26686 𦚆 is the variant
of 䏢. Both are submitted by TCA.

01289
01289
⼺ 59.16
19 · ㇑ (2) KC-05060

⿰鬳⼺

Unification
KIM Kyongsok
ROK

RE: WS2021-SN01289 
 
- U+8668 虨 and WS2021-SN01289 (KC-05060) are two
distinct chars. 
 
- the two chars (one in a blue box, the other in red box) are two
distinct persons' names 
 

01413
01413
⼼ 61.14
17 · ㇔ (4) KC-05106

⿰⺖⿱宷⽇

Unification
Andrew WEST
UK

 
The glyph shown in the evidence is suspicious because no
other encoded character has the component ⿱宷⽇. It is
possibly an error for U+2AB3A 𪬺 (K5-01E2). Consider unifying
to 𪬺 (U+2AB3A) if cognate.

03175
03175
⽻ 124.9
15 · ㇑ (2) KC-05601

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

03178
⽻ 124.10
16 · ㇒ (3) KC-05603
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Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description⿰⽻迥 ⿰⽻逈

unify to WS2021-03178:KC-05603, and it is better to keep
WS2021-03175:KC-05601 
 
The evidence on 03175 shows the person named (權)&⿰⽻
迥;, and his 表字 is 迥⽻; the previous name is (權)&⿰庚⽻;
(WS2021-03174:KC-05596), and his previous 表字 is 庚⽻.
Maybe 庚⽻ is related to “倉庚于⾶，熠燿其⽻” (《詩經·豳風·東
⼭》); maybe 迥⽻ is related to “朝元閣迥⽻衣新” (李商隱《華
清宫》). 
 
The evidence on 03178 shows the same person. 逈 is the
variant of 迥, and the shapes are very similar. These two forms
are often interchanged for the same meaning. 
 

 
▲ 李商隱：《李商隱詩集》，琴川書屋仿宋刻本，卷上 (shows
逈) 
 

 
▲ 洪邁：《萬⾸唐⼈絶句》，四庫全書本，卷四⼗ (shows 迥)

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03175
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03178
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Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description03178
03178
⽻ 124.10
16 · ㇒ (3) KC-05603

⿰⽻逈

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

03175
⽻ 124.9
15 · ㇑ (2) KC-05601

⿰⽻迥

unify to WS2021-03175:KC-05601, and it is better to keep
WS2021-03175:KC-05601 
 
The evidence on 03175 shows the person named (權)&⿰⽻
迥;, and his 表字 is 迥⽻; the previous name is (權)&⿰庚⽻;
(WS2021-03174:KC-05596), and his previous 表字 is 庚⽻.
Maybe 庚⽻ is related to “倉庚于⾶，熠燿其⽻” (《詩經·豳風·東
⼭》); maybe 迥⽻ is related to “朝元閣迥⽻衣新” (李商隱《華
清宫》). 
 
The evidence on 03178 shows the same person. 逈 is the
variant of 迥, and the shapes are very similar. These two forms
are often interchanged for the same meaning. 
 

 
▲ 李商隱：《李商隱詩集》，琴川書屋仿宋刻本，卷上 (shows
逈) 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03178
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Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 洪邁：《萬⾸唐⼈絶句》，四庫全書本，卷四⼗ (shows 迥)

01898
01898
⽋ 76.5
9 · ㇑ (2) SAT-04277

⿰⽬⽋

Oppose Unification
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Note: U+6B25 and SAT-04277 (eq. VN-F208B planned for the
next Vietnam WS submission) are different in Nôm Tày usage
and should not be unified. In the evidence provided by Eiso
above, VN-F208B is read "hăn", meaning "to see". But U+6B25
is read "hất", which means "to work", "put effort into", etc.. Here
is the entry for 欥 (U+6B25) from the same source (Hoàng
Triều Ân: “Từ Điển Chữ Nôm Tày”, p 202): 

03463
03463
⾋ 140.16
20 · ㇐ (1) SAT-04384

⿱⺿臻

Unification
HUANG Junliang
Individual

According to CNS11643, 𫇑 is pronounced as zhēn. Same with
⿱⺿臻 (從草臻聲). Consider unify to 𫇑 by UCV #307c. SAT
can HE if the shape is preferred. 
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03491
03491
虍 141.2
8 · ㇑ (2) SAT-05654

⿸虍⼈

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 虎 (U+864E) 
 
We have one case to unify 虎 and ⿸虍⼈ in WS2015.
WS2015-04676:GHZR74467.11 ⿰阝⿸𠂆⿸虍⼈ has been
unified to U+28EC6 𨻆. 

 
 
In the ancient books, ⿸虍⼈ is also common.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03491
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03491
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UCV
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Add a new UCV for 虎 and ⿸虍⼈ as Level 1. 
 
U+202A4 𠊤 ^⿰⺅⿸虍⼈$(GT) 
U+4FFF 俿 ^⿰⺅虎$(GJKT) 
 
U+2200A 𢀊 ^⿰巢⿸虍⼈$(GT) 
U+2720A 𧈊 ^⿰巢虎$(G) 
 
U+2249C 𢒜 ^⿰⿸虍⼈⼺$(GT) 
U+5F6A 彪 ^⿺虎⼺$(GHJKT) 
 
U+238D5 𣣕 ^⿰⿸虍⼈⽋$(GT) 
U+238CD 𣣍 ^⿰虎⽋$(GT) 
 
U+249A3 𤦣 ^⿰𤣩⿸虍⼈$(G) 
U+7425 琥 ^⿰𤣩虎$(GHJKTV) 
 
U+27201 𧈁 ^⿰兼⿸虍⼈$(GT) 
U+27201 𧈁 ^⿰兼⿸虍⼈$(GT) 
 
U+2732D 𧌭 ^⿰⾍⿸虍⼈$(GT) 
U+45C2 䗂 ^⿰⾍虎$(GKT) 
* In Kangxi Dictionary, 𧌭 is only used as the variant of 螔, but
we can find 䗂 is also used as the variant of 螔, such as 䗂蝓=
螔蝓 (snail 🐌 ) and 䗂䗔=螔䗔 (gecko 🦎 ). 
 
U+27A50 𧩐 ^⿰訁⿸虍⼈$(GT) 
U+8AD5 諕 ^⿰訁虎$(GHJKT) 
 
U+29CF0 𩳰 ^⿺⿁⿸虍⼈$(GT) 
U+4C27 䰧 ^⿺⿁虎$(GT) ^⿺⿱⽥⼉虎$(U) 
 
U+30C9A 𰲚 ^⿸𠂆⿸虍⼈$(G) 
U+8652 虒 ^⿸𠂆虎$(GHJKT) 
 
U+22290 𢊐 ^⿸⼴𰲚$(GT) 
U+22280 𢊀 ^⿸⼴虒$(GT) 
 
U+2240F 𢐏 ^⿰⼸𰲚$(GT) 
U+2240B 𢐋 ^⿰⼸虒$(GT) 
 
U+256D5 𥛕 ^⿰⺭𰲚$(G) 
U+79A0 禠 ^⿰⺭虒$(GHT) ^⿰示虒$(K) 
 
U+25C3D 𥰽 ^⿱⺮𰲚$(GT) 
U+7BEA 篪 ^⿱⺮虒$(GHJKT) 
 
U+273D5 𧏕 ^⿰⾍𰲚$(GT) 
U+8794 螔 ^⿰⾍虒$(GHKT) 
 
U+2792B 𧤫 ^⿰⾓𰲚$(GT) 
U+46A6 䚦 ^⿰⾓虒$(GKT) 
 
U+28ABE 𨪾 ^⿰釒𰲚$(G) 
U+28A89 𨪉 ^⿰釒虒$(GT) 
 
For U+2720E 𧈎, U+27F25 𧼥, U+28091 𨂑, U+28F6F 𨽯, we
don’t have ⿲虎⾰⼺, ⿺走虎, ⿰𧾷虎, ⿲阝虒虒.

01926
01926
⽍ 78.12
17 · ㇑ (2) SAT-05686

⿰⺞單

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 殫 
 
The evidence has shown it is the variant of 殫 clearly. 
 
Also see WS2021-01915:SAT-05862

01915
⽍ 78.4
9 · ㇠ (5) SAT-05862

⿰⺞𠬛

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01926
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01926
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01915
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Unification
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Agree with Eiso.

01915
01915
⽍ 78.4
9 · ㇠ (5) SAT-05862

⿰⺞𠬛

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 歿 
 
The evidence shows it is the variant of 歿 clearly. 
UCV #149 for the right part.

UCV
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Add ⺞ to UCV #92a as Level 2 when the component is the left
part. Similar to UCV #397.

Unification
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Agree with Eiso.

01610
01610
⽁ 66.9
13 · ㇑ (2) SAT-05880

⿰𰏘⽁

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 敝 (U+655D) 
 
See Comment #2984 and #4868 from Huang Junliang and
Conifer.

00001
00001
⼀ 1.0
1 · N/A SAT-05947

㇀

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

U+31C0 
unify to ㇀ (U+31C0)? 
 
The current script for U+31C0 ㇀ is common (Zyyy), but it also
has the Script_Extensions value as Han (Hani).

04497
04497
⾺ 187.6
16 · ㇑ (2) SAT-05996

⿰⾺㕜

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 駛 (U+99DB) 
 
The evidence shows the fanqies are 師利反 and 師事反, that
means the variant of 駛.

UCV
Eiso CHAN
Individual

史 vs 㕜 as Level 1

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01915
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01915
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01610
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01610
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00001
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00001
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04497
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04497


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03170
03170
⽻ 124.4
10 · ㇔ (4) SAT-06161

⿱㝉⽻

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 𦐉 (U+26409) if they are cognates? 
 
Also see WS2021-00138, 01038 and 01060

00138
⼈ 9.5
7 · ㇑ (2) UK-20577

⿰⺅𫵲

IRGN2549WS2021v3.0Pending 
Postponed for unification to 佇 U+4F47, pending possible
UCV for right hand side component, IRG 57. 

01038
宀 40.7
10 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00312

⿱宀坎

01060
宀 40.15
18 · ㇑ (2) UK-20039

⿱宀畾

 
 
The evidence shows this character is the variant of 蚩, and
shows the quotation from 《廣雅》, but the understanding
looks questionable. 
 

 
▲ 張揖：《廣雅》，叢書集成初編本，卷三

01388
01388
⼼ 61.13
17 · ㇒ (3) SAT-06249

⿱觧⼼

UCV
Andrew WEST
UK

Consider adding UCV for 解~觧. See also TE-3773 (⿱觧⾍)
and VN-F1B70 (⿱觧会).

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03170
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03170
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00138
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01038
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01060
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03170-4911bbe9a4a683d44e8d532cc6383a1c754242f6509b940e0425b8333b2f46ef.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01388
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01388


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03123
03123
⽷ 120.15
21 · ㇠ (5) SAT-06436

⿰⽷𦋺

Unification
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

 
𦆢 (U+261A2) 
reading, sense and shape are similar. Kangxi entry for
U+261A2 quotes Quangyun: 居例切，⾳罽。○按从⽹之字，或
省作冈，或變作四。This appears to be a variant using a form
of 四.

01335
01335
⼼ 61.8
12 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06518

⿱⿰⼯𢩦⼼

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 𢙷 (U+22677) 
 
The evidence has shown it is the variant of 恐, and the
difference between the submitted character and U+22677 𢙷 is
very slight.

UCV
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Add UCV for 丮, 𢩦, 𠃨 as Level 2. 
 
In the traditional usage, 丮, 𢩦 and 𠃨 are undoubtful variants,
but 𢩦 is also used as the Cantonese word zit1 (to tickle). It is
better to treat it as Level 2 now.

01089
01089
⼫ 44.6
9 · ㇠ (5) SAT-06635

⿱⼫充

Oppose Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

This character looks like U+21C53 𡱓, but the meanings are
different. It is not better to unify them.

02673
02673
⽫ 108.6
11 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06800

⿱⿰三三⽫

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 益 
 
The other method to handle this one is that it should be unified
to 益 U+76CA. The evidence has shown it is the variant of 益
clearly. The people often write the Lishu style of 益 as the form
in Evidence 3. Please see the following picture. 顺益兴四合院
is a real estate company selling courtyards in Beijing. The
Tianyancha page is here.
https://www.tianyancha.com/company/10425537 The official
website is here. http://www.siheyuan.cc/  
 

 
▲ 顺益兴四合院（东城分店） 
 
If this character is encoded separately, and any type designer
wants to design a Lishu style font to cover all the CJKUIs in
UCS/Unicode, maybe the end users need to meet the
duplicate pair, that is not good. This form is close to Lishu form
and some seal forms, so I think there is no need to add a new
UCV.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03123
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03123
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01335
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01335
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01089
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01089
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02673
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02673
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02673-f1f6f349bc6c6d91298ca2abbb8d3233f193c02cfccf4b52744fffc8248de797.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02885
02885
⽲ 115.12
17 · ㇒ (3) SAT-07086

⿰⽲⿱𠆴⾙

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 𥢼 (U+258BC) 
 
As Lee’s comment in #6740, this character is the variant of 𥢼.
Evidence 2 shows the following glyph. 

 
This glyph is similar to 𥢼 (U+258BC) very much.

UCV
Henry CHAN
Individual

Add new Level 1 UCV rule 𧵩 = ⿱𠆴⾙

03097
03097
⽷ 120.12
18 · ㇐ (1) SAT-07097

⿰⽷⿱𠆴⾙

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

[ WS2017-03449 ] 
U+31E8A 

unify to WS2017-03449:SAT-04475 U+31E8A 
[ {{WS2017-03449}} ] 
 
 
See WS2021-02885:SAT-07086

02885
⽲ 115.12
17 · ㇒ (3) SAT-07086

⿰⽲⿱𠆴⾙

04744
04744
⿃ 196.10
21 · ㇐ (1) SAT-07198

⿱𣪊⿃

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 鷇 (U+9DC7) 
 
The evidence shows the fanqie is ⼝候反, and the Kangxi
Dictionary shows the fanqies for 鷇 are 苦候切, 丘侯切 and so
on, that means the readings are the same, and the meanings
are the same as well.

UCV
Eiso CHAN
Individual

⿱𣪊X vs ⿰⿳⼠⼍X⽎ vs ⿰⿳⼠⼍⿱⼀X⽎ 
 
They are used as the same characters in general.

01919
01919
⽍ 78.6
11 · ㇑ (2) SAT-08632

⿰⺞旬

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 殉 
 
Also see WS2021-01915:SAT-05862

01915
⽍ 78.4
9 · ㇠ (5) SAT-05862

⿰⺞𠬛

Unification
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Agree with Eiso.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02885
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02885
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02885-32532fcbcc4b272fa8a80b0d8ee66fb313e25d48b8ea6c2e0c84bc12d067ccae.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03097
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03097
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2017/app/?id=03449
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2017/app/?id=03449
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02885
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04744
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04744
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01919
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01919
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01915


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01917
01917
⽍ 78.5
10 · ㇑ (2) SAT-08699

⿰⺞㐱

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 殄 
 
The evidence has shown it is the variant of 殄 clearly. 
 
Also see WS2021-01915:SAT-05862

01915
⽍ 78.4
9 · ㇠ (5) SAT-05862

⿰⺞𠬛

Unification
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Agree with Eiso.

01084
01084
⼫ 44.1
4 · ㇠ (5) SAT-08816

⿸⼫⼄

UCV
Eiso CHAN
Individual

It is dangerous to add ⼫, ⼾, 戸, 户 as extended UCV #7.

00172
00172
⼈ 9.9
11 · ㇒ (3) SAT-08847

⿰⺅⿳𠂉⼝𧘇

UCV
HUANG Junliang
Individual

Unify to 偯. 
 
The right component is also similar to 𭈆, which is a variant of
哀 according to MOE dictionary.  
 
I suggest adding a new UCV 哀/⿳𠂉⼝𧘇, similar to UCV 151b
and 230a. 
 

 

Unification
Conifer TSENG
TCA

 
偯，於豈反。偯，哭餘聲也。(《⿓龕⼿鑑．⼈部》) 
 
偯 and ⿳𠂉⼝𧘇 have the same pronunciation and meaning,
so agree with HUANG Junliang’s comment that ⿳𠂉⼝𧘇 could
unify to 偯.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01917
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01917
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01915
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01084
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01084
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00172
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00172
https://dict.variants.moe.edu.tw/variants/rbt/word_attribute.rbt?educode=A00564-008
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00172-e4ebf8530c91979d3a8b270c6240a47f7370b7cbd61ac54aae2ce7659df09a4c.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03965
03965
⾡ 162.6
10 · ㇔ (4) SAT-08913

⿺⻎𭁄

Unification
Henry CHAN
Individual

 
Unify to 逆 (U+9006), cf. UCV #447: 

01925
01925
⽍ 78.10
15 · ㇑ (2) SAT-08985

⿰⺞員

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 殞 
 
The evidence has shown it is the variant of 殞 clearly. 
 
Also see WS2021-01915:SAT-05862.

01915
⽍ 78.4
9 · ㇠ (5) SAT-05862

⿰⺞𠬛

Unification
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Agree with Eiso.

01262
01262
⼴ 53.10
13 · ㇔ (4) SAT-09314

⿸⼴剡

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 㓹 (U+34F9)? 
 
The evidence shows it is the bottom of 罽, and the real bottom
of 罽 should be 㓹. 
 

 

 
▲ 《説⽂解字》，藤花榭本，第七下

02005
02005
⽔ 85.5
8 · ㇔ (4) SAT-09363

⿲⺡⼸⼙

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 泓 
 
When we read the glyph in the second evidence, we will see
the glyph ⿰⺡𪪺 (WS2017-01932:T13-324D). Two pieces of
evidence both show it is also the variant of 泓 clearly, and ⿰⺡
𪪺 has been unified to 泓 in WS2017. 
[ {{WS2017-01932}} ] 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03965
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03965
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03965-079a401d6489b2f47a43edbcda9db3521240f06c60a485c89c3e1e8b06bac156.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01925
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01925
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01915
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01262
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01262
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01262-28fcadf2e9cd255c237cc33a8054c80cd7eb9af0f1e2d959f133e288a9bdd1d0.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01262-cc0bc279dfacad6182d00c21bbad5d94c45ec5205fc39522a76a48f07b48cde3.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02005
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02005
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2017/app/?id=01932


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Unification
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Agree with Eiso.

03459
03459
⾋ 140.15
19 · ㇔ (4) T9-7D74

⿱⺿⿸麻⽌

Unification
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

 
𮒃 (U+2E483): they look identical.

02836
02836
示 113.7
12 · ㇔ (4) TC-5D40

⿰⺭𬉸

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 𥙿 (U+2567F) 
 
This character reads as yù, and U+2567F 𥙿 also reads as yù. 
 
𬉸 is often used as the variant of ⾕. 
U+5BB9 容 ≈ U+21A10 𡨐 
U+7D8C 綌 ≈ U+2602D 𦀭 
U+8C41 豁 ≈ U+2BD13 𫴓

UCV
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Extend UCV #132 as ⾕𧮫𠔌𬉸 as Level 2

03358
03358
⾋ 140.8
12 · ㇒ (3) TD-3170

⿱⺿季

Oppose Unification
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The similar character, 𦰁 (U+26C01), is read "lǐ" and the
evidence for this character says "jì". Since shape and reading
are different, no unification.

02929
02929
⽵ 118.7
13 · ㇑ (2) TD-4266

⿱笡⼋

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
Unify to 𮅕 (U+2E155)? 
 
If Lee’s comment is right, we should consider to unify this
character to 𮅕 (U+2E155) (also TD-5079). 
{{https://moji.or.jp/mojikibansearch/info?
MJ%E6%96%87%E5%AD%97%E5%9B%B3%E5%BD%A2%
E5%90%8D=MJ058270}}

03369
03369
⾋ 140.9
13 · ㇑ (2) TD-4443

⿱莫厶

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 𮐋 (U+2E40B)? 
 
As Lee’s comment, the submitted character is the variant of 篡/
簒. U+2E40B 𮐋 is submitted by ROK. If ROK can confirm the
meaning, we will be easy to confirm how to handle this
character.

01263
01263
⼴ 53.11
14 · ㇐ (1) TD-4B2A

⿸⼴𤲅

UCV
Andrew WEST
UK

The supplementary evidence provided by Eiso Chan shows the
character to be a variant of 庵. It seems like 𤲅 is a common
variant of 奄, and a possible candidate for a UCV.

03256
03256
⾁ 130.11
15 · ㇠ (5) TD-5C73

⿰⺼晝

Oppose Unification
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The reading given is different from those for 䐸 (U+4438):
guo2, huo4, so no unification.

03370
03370
⾋ 140.9
13 · ㇔ (4) TD-7734

⿱⺿𠖇

Unification
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

 
This is very similar in reading and shape to 蓂 (U+84C2)

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03459
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03459
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02836
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02836
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03358
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03358
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02929
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02929
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03369
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03369
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01263
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01263
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03256
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03256
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03370
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03370


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01288
01288
⼺ 59.16
19 · ㇐ (1) TE-2261

⿰霖⼺

Unification
Ken LUNDE
UTC

 
If this ideograph's only use is in a personal name, then it is
likely unifiable with 霦 (U+9726) according to the new rules
(same components, different structure).

Unification
KIM Kyongsok
ROK

RE: WS2021-SN01288 
 
- 1a: U+8668 虨 is NOT a variant of 霦 U+9726 
 
- 1b: whether to unify WS2021-SN01288 and 霦 U+9726? 
if two are cognate -> unify them and encode WS2021-
SN01288 using IVD 
if two are non-cognate -> disunify them and encode WS2021-
SN01288.

03428
03428
⾋ 140.13
17 · ㇔ (4) TE-2776

⿱⺿𪧛

Unification
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

 

 
Unify to 藔 (U+85D4), based on similarity of components ⿳⼤
⽇⼩ and 尞

UCV
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Add UCV for ⿳⼤⽇⼩ and 尞 
 
U+2860E 𨘎 vs U+2708F 𧂏 
U+2CAF4 𬫴 vs U+9410 鐐 
U+2D777 𭝷 vs U+61AD 憭 
U+2DE21 𭸡 vs U+7360 獠

03418
03418
⾋ 140.13
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-282D

⿱⺿嗎

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 𡁣 (U+21063)? 
 
UCV #305.

03472
03472
⾋ 140.17
21 · ㇑ (2) TE-4242

⿱⺿蟃

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

03654
⾍ 142.15
21 · ㇑ (2) TE-7B31

⿰⾍蔓

unify to WS2021-03654:TE-7B31? 
 
The readings are the same.

03654
03654
⾍ 142.15
21 · ㇑ (2) TE-7B31

⿰⾍蔓

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

03472
⾋ 140.17
21 · ㇑ (2) TE-4242

⿱⺿蟃

unify to WS2021-03472:TE-4242? 
 
The readings are the same.

01106
01106
⼭ 46.4
7 · ㇐ (1) UK-20038

⿱⼭壬

Unification
Conifer TSENG
TCA

 
Unify to 㞷 U+37B7? (UCV #1 & #96)

Oppose Unification
Andrew WEST
UK

Oppose unification as non-cognate. This character is used in
China, and you have to apply two UCVs to change its shape to
the G glyph form (⿱⼬王), which is too dissimilar to ⿱⼭壬.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01288
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01288
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03428
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03428
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03418
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03418
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03472
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03472
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03654
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03654
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03654
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03472
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01106
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01106
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02879
02879
⽲ 115.9
14 · ㇐ (1) UK-20042

⿰⽲柰

UCV
Eiso CHAN
Individual

It is better to treat UCV 奈/柰/𥘾 as Level 2.  
 
U+6E3F 渿 vs U+3D0E 㴎 
U+3B8F 㮏 vs U+3B88 㮈 vs U+235DF 𣗟 
U+3CA1 㲡 vs U+23BA6 𣮦 
U+217AB 𡞫 vs U+2178F 𡞏 
U+24E0F 𤸏 vs U+24DC8 𤷈 
U+25221 𥈡 vs U+251E7 𥇧 
U+26CD0 𦳐 vs U+8418 萘 
U+29236 𩈶 vs U+2922B 𩈫 
U+29E5F 𩹟 vs U+4C5E 䱞 vs U+29E9A 𩺚 
U+2D860 𭡠 vs U+637A 捺 vs U+2BF69 𫽩 
 
U+6B40 歀, U+96B8 隸, U+236D2 𣛒, U+23729 𣜩, U+2B389
𫎉, U+2EA15 𮨕; U+20903 𠤃 and so on are not related to this
UCV.

02054
02054
⽔ 85.9
12 · ㇠ (5) UK-20083

⿰⺡架

Oppose Unification
Andrew WEST
UK

Based on the second evidence provided by Eiso Chan, ⿰⺡架
is not a misprint but a known variant of 深. Therefore keep in
M-set.

03018
03018
⽶ 119.9
15 · ㇐ (1) UK-20439

⿰⽶柰

UCV
Eiso CHAN
Individual

See WS2021-02879:UK-20042

02879
⽲ 115.9
14 · ㇐ (1) UK-20042

⿰⽲柰

IRGN2549WS2021v3.0Pending 
Postponed for further investigation, IRG 57. 

01157
01157
⼭ 46.9
12 · ㇠ (5) UK-20468

⿱⼭眉

Unification
Henry CHAN
Individual

 
Unify with 𭗙 (U+2D5D9). 
 
𭗙 (U+2D5D9) is mapped to KC-05009, but the newest version
of KC-05009 is ⿱⼭眉: 

 
 
Suggest to update K glyph and also add new UCV 眉 ~ 睂.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02879
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02879
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02054
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02054
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03018
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03018
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02879
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01157
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01157
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01157-33707283a0f7cced76e8960cc720da0d2693dfa00d948afd4ba48d60b004dafb.png
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00764
00764
⼞ 31.3
6 · ㇐ (1) UK-20835

⿴⼞⼟

Unification
HUANG Junliang
Individual

 
Here are some evidences of 𡆮: 
 

 
▲ 康熙字典（清內府刊本）丑集備考 folio 9b 
 

 
▲ 五⾳篇海（明正德刊本）卷14 folio 4b 
 
Per the GHZR evidence mentioned in my last comment, the
kIRG_GSource of 𡆮 is incorrect because GHZR gives ⿴⼞⼟.
I suggest China update 𡆮's source reference to GKX. 
 
From evidences above we know that ⿴⼞⼟ and 𡆮 are
homonyms. I guess ⿴⼞⼟ is a variant of 𡆮 and might be
unifiable to 𡆮 by UCV #312, although they are separated in 五
⾳篇海. If we decide to unify, then I suggest UK to HE 𡆮 with
⿴⼞⼟.

Unification
Andrew WEST
UK

 
As 𡆮 (⿴⼞⼠) is only listed in the "備考" section of KXZD, the
KX glyph form cannot be considered to be authoritative, and
KX should not be used as a source reference. The definitions
"⼟入⼝也" and "沙⼟入⼝" clearly indicate that ⿴⼞⼟ is the
correct glyph form for this character. Given that GHZR (which
supercedes the GHZ-10711.06 source reference) has
corrected the glyph to ⿴⼞⼟, the preferred solution is to
correct the G glyph for U+211AE to ⿴⼞⼟ and amend the
source reference to GHZR-10766.06. If this solution is
accepted then UK will agree to unification and withdraw UK-
20835. Horizontal extension is only required if China is
unwilling to change the glyph for U+211AE.

03525
03525
⾋ 140.8
12 · ㇠ (5) UK-20848

⿱⺿⿱⼑⾍

Unification
BAI Yi
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
(汉语⽅⾔⼤字典 page 5293). misprint of 𬝋.

Unification
Andrew WEST
UK

 
Agree to unify to 𬝋 (U+2C74B).

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00764
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00764
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00764-e723d4e1bb88b7ddb178be644e333ca4714f482ebf3a8e671e014a7d57fc9183.webp
https://nrs.lib.harvard.edu/urn-3:fhcl:4339956?n=3791
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00764-47e0c2b22f3b69362da4e3377e84b61786f3178a85b7138d3017475642ee98b4.webp
https://digicoll.lib.berkeley.edu/record/73473
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03525
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03525
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03525-d04131d91c6f4cd732b317cd62ec9d249968e8b39f0816fbf0487e08bb82299f.png
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01087
01087
⼫ 44.5
8 · ㇐ (1) UK-20862

⿸⼫可

Unification
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

 
The pronunciation shown on the evidence indicates that it is
unifiable to 局.

01719
01719
⽇ 72.15
19 · ㇑ (2) UK-20886

⿰⽇𡼙

UCV
HUANG Junliang
Individual

Here are some evidences of ⿰⽇𦻏: 
 

 
▲ 臨汾縣志（清乾隆刊本）卷7 folio 15 
 

 
▲ 貴州通志（清乾隆刊本）卷8 folio 8 (⿰⽇𦻏/⿰⽬𦻏); 
 
⿰⽇𦻏 is also a taboo character of 曄, if we accept these
evidences, please also consider UCV 𦻏/𡼙.

01514
01514
⼿ 64.11
14 · ㇔ (4) UTC-00459

⿰⺘𡨴

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 𢴕 (U+22D15) 
 
For the Cantonese usage, there are two words, ning1 for “take”
and “carry”, ning6 for “bring”, “turn” and “shake”. The ning1
usage is written as U+22D15 𢴕 in Prof. Hou’s book. 
 

 
▲ 侯兴泉，吴南Z：《信息处理⽤粤⽅⾔字词规范研究》，⼴
州：⼴东⼈⺠出版社，2017.05，p. 277 
 
This character was also used in the 庚辰本 of “A Dream of Red
Mansions” (《紅樓夢》). 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01087
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01087
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01719
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01719
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01719-6cfcf662b5a0362d80ecd72dfa7e1b8472af81889f4c8f786e61bb508a7ce2e1.webp
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:49488095$191i
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01719-44b5638332e8d16119692160f0495e91931fc4d31cb561a8e336531589107189.webp
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img/4759896
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01514
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01514
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01514-bc1963c6a3242d84efdfa6972111d795a4d0c6c6c8c86fc195247c2c221b8d3b.png
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▲ 曹雪芹，無名⽒，脂硯齋：《脂硯齋重評⽯頭記》，庚辰
本，第⼋回 
 
Other form was used in the other version in the same position. 
 

 
▲ 曹雪芹，無名⽒：《紅樓夢》，萃⽂書屋⽊活字本，第⼋回 
 
The above evidence is not clear enough, and we check the
same character in other position of the same version as below. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01514-92ab0ec6b0d6f2373b1f95bc589c4feecd62c4cba7e2196079d313f151c774e1.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01514-53cf7b303f9c9262e64df8aeacc63d35250a4a562786340ab6fe35ba8aa7e42a.png
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▲ 曹雪芹，無名⽒：《紅樓夢》，萃⽂書屋⽊活字本，第⼆⼗
⼋回 
 
It is U+22D15 𢴕 in the above evidence.

03319
03319
⾊ 139.12
18 · ㇑ (2) UTC-00738

⿰𣊔⾊

Unification
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
unify to 䒐 (U+4490) 
 
Agree with Lee and Andrew, but there is no need to add any
new UCV rule. 
 
BTW, I do not think 䒐䒏 is a proper word form for the
Cantonese word mang2zang2, but so many people and
scholars use this form.

02122
02122
⽔ 85.16
19 · ㇔ (4) UTC-03179

⿰⺡⿸廌⼟

Unification
Andrew WEST
UK

 
The character shown is very unclear because it is so small, but
it is obviously intended to be U+704B 灋. If ⿰⺡⿸廌⼟ is not
attested in any other source then this can be considered to be
a one-off error in this particular telegraph code book. It seems
unnecessary to encode this particular error form for this single
usage. Therefore suggest unification with 灋 (U+704B).

01535
01535
⼿ 64.12
16 · ㇒ (3) VN-F18A1

⿰⼿無

UCV
Andrew WEST
UK

Given the large number of V source characters which show
variation of ⼿～⺘ on the left, could we consider adding a UCV
for ⼿～⺘ where cognate?

01510
01510
⼿ 64.11
14 · ㇑ (2) VN-F18C5

⿰⺘𦰟

UCV
Andrew WEST
UK

Given the large number of V source characters which show
variation of ⼿～⺘ on the left, could we consider adding a UCV
for ⼿～⺘ where cognate?

03754
03754
⾓ 148.12
19 · ㇔ (4) VN-F1B70

⿱觧会

UCV
Andrew WEST
UK

Consider adding UCV for 解~觧. See also TE-3773 (⿱觧⾍)
and SAT-06249 (⿱觧⼼).

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01514-078629b6005bc8e16e16017dd42c9dd4a600965d3afb3d59e32f16900805142e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03319
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03319
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02122
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02122
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01535
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01535
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01510
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01510
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03754
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03754
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02878
02878
⽲ 115.8
13 · ㇠ (5) GDM-00230

⿰⽲𭖔

Radical
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Change Radical to 46.0 (⼭), SC=10, FS=3 
 
See #8763, the RS should follow 嵇.

02750
02750
⽯ 112.5
10 · ㇠ (5) GDM-00261

⿰⽯尕

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=3 

#1, IRGN954AR:

02581
02581
⽥ 102.4
9 · ㇒ (3) GDM-00271

⿰⽥乏

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=5, TC=10 

#3, IRGN954AR:

04673
04673
⿂' 195'.8
17 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00302

⿰⻥耶

Residual Stroke
Count
LI Yuan
SAT

SC=9.

03365
03365
⾋ 140.9
13 · ㇑ (2) GDM-00319

⿱⺿⿲⼁⼃辛

IDS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

Should the IDS be changed from ⿱⺿⿲⼁⼃辛 to ⿱⺿⿰&S2-
01;辛?

02654
02654
⽩ 106.8
13 · ㇑ (2) GDM-00338

⿱泉双

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=5 
#25, IRGN954AR:

02941
02941
⽵ 118.10
16 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00360

⿱⽵耙

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=3

00771
00771
⼞ 31.6
9 · ㇔ (4) GDM-00365

⿴⼞亦

IDS
HUANG Junliang
Individual

Update IDS to ⿴⼞𰁜, since it is a simplification of 圝.

04626
04626
⿂ 195.11
22 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00216

⿰⿂𢛢

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual

IDS=〾⿰⿂𢛢 
 
The current IDS suggested in #5926 doesn’t match the glyph.
And Tao Yang has explained the reason.

01934
01934
⿂ 195.10
21 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00254

⿹𣪊⿂

Radical
Henry CHAN
Individual

Per Kangxi, the majority of characters with ⿹𣪊X structure by
default have X used as the radical, so the second radical 79.0
(⽎) is not necessary.

Radical
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Including 79.0 as a secondary radical will aid in discoverability.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02878
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02878
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02750
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02750
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02750-a83dd86b97e70f42a398431185290079f8ffe6ec44a028405f3c0bf948e8c527.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02581
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02581
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02581-624afa7cffe113ee7205fc4470f50a231fbdb070e34814dffebc80842e7ed6f2.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04673
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04673
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03365
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03365
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02654
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02654
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02654-480a999796d5f0b886968a5b32955db840924dee8e6da1c8e0dafe61361e2e4d.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02941
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02941
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00771
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00771
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04626
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04626
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01934
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01934
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04574
04574
⿂ 195.4
15 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00261

⿰⿂夭

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual

IDS=⿰⿂天

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual

FS=1

04579
04579
⿂ 195.5
16 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00262

⿰⿂夘

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IDS=⿰⿂卯 if Comment #4214 been accepted. 
 
I support Henry's comment.

04606
04606
⿂ 195.9
20 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00280

⿰⿂亟

FS
LI Yuan
SAT

The FS of 亟 (U+4E9F) is 1. Please confirm.

04510
04510
⿃ 196.10
21 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00299

⿰⾺⿃

Radical
Henry CHAN
Individual

Keep primary radical 196.0 ⿃, remove secondary radical
187.0 ⾺.

01408
01408
⿃ 196.9
20 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00318

⿰恨⿃

Radical
Henry CHAN
Individual

Keep primary radical R=196.0 (⿃), remove secondary radical
R(2)=61.0 (⼼).

02824
02824
⿃ 196.13
24 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00336

⿰碎⿃

Radical
Henry CHAN
Individual

Keep primary radical 196.0 (⿃), remove secondary radical
112.0 (⽯).

04783
04783
⿃ 196.14
25 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00349

截⿃

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

⿰截⿃

IDS
LI Yuan
SAT

IDC⿰ cannot be shown normaly, please confirm.

02153
02153
⿃ 196.14
25 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00353

⿰潄⿃

Radical
Henry CHAN
Individual

There should be no second radical as per Kangxi the character
鸂 which is a type of waterfowl has radical ⿃.

04184
04184
⿃ 196.12
23 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00363

⿰欽⿃

Radical
Henry CHAN
Individual

Keep primary radical 196.0 ⿃, remove secondary radical
167.0 ⾦.

04709
04709
⿃ 196.7
18 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00365

⿰吞⿃

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=1 or 3?

04283
04283
⿃ 196.8
19 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00368

⿰阿⿃

Radical
Henry CHAN
Individual

Keep primary radical 196.0 ⿃, remove secondary radical
170.0 ⾩.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04574
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04574
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04579
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04579
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04606
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04606
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04510
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04510
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01408
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01408
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02824
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02824
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04783
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04783
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02153
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02153
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04184
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04184
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04709
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04709
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04283
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04283
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01587
01587
⼿ 64.16
19 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00370

⿰押⿃

Radical
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Change Radical to 196.0 (⿃), SC=8, FS=1 per Eiso's 2021-05-
31 comments?

Radical
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Agree with Ken.

03565
03565
⾍ 142.8
14 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00400

⿰⾍建

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=9, TC=15 
#3, IRGN2221: 

01050
01050
⾍ 142.8
14 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00408

⿱宕⾍

Radical
Henry CHAN
Individual

Keep R=142.0 (⾍), remove second radical R(2)=40.0 (宀).

03579
03579
⾍ 142.10
16 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00433

⿱𤭃⾍

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=11, TC=17 

#12, IRGN2221:

03550
03550
⾍ 142.8
14 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00439

⿰⾍芥

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=2 
#36, IRGN954AR: 

03647
03647
⾍ 142.14
20 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00449

⿰⾍蒼

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS =2 
#36, IRGN954AR: 

03522
03522
⾍ 142.6
12 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00465

⿰⾍成

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=7, TC= 13 

#17, IRGN2221: 

03551
03551
⾍ 142.9
15 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00469

⿰⾍苗

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=2 
#36, IRGN954AR: 

04146
04146
⾦ 167.11
19 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00506

⿲⾦⾱⺉

IDS
Eddie LI
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

⿰鍏⺉

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It's not better to update the IDS to ⿰鍏⺉ because of the
semantics based on the evidences. Please keep ⿲⾦⾱⺉.

04187
04187
⾦ 167.15
23 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00526

⿰鏁⽄

Radical
WANG Yifan
SAT

Should it belong to 69.0 ⽄ or 167.0 ⾦?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01587
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01587
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03565
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03565
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03565-cd0e93bf508f5ac9014a5175bc5893901a40589745c50b0ed77704e47b21a102.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01050
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01050
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03579
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03579
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03579-614b628657cbd7f2af957bb1fcfb38a2dfae03ae2ba6d2ec23ad37ee267a2f0b.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03550
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03550
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03550-1eb96b4f4f8cc1a79f73cd616a0abbcc2b9ae34fb0f54bd75f5e8369571003ec.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03647
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03647
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03647-51008b0d4101d82a605916a00430ed780099f02d211813272b75aa1c252cc8ca.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03522
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03522
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03522-5fce6d7d2de036f01b4e81922334f330eb625ca3a3ad92993a27b689b1a5b7ad.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03551
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03551
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03551-3a5f4fce743dab5430821cbad80198e262d40b30a15645ca52ada31fe2842a83.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04146
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04146
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04187
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04187


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02449
02449
⽝ 94.15
18 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00581

⿰⺨遼

Residual Stroke
Count
Ken LUNDE
UTC

16

Total Stroke Count
Ken LUNDE
UTC

19

02831
02831
示 113.4
8 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00624

⿰⺭⽝

Total Stroke Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

TC=9 
#31, IRGN954AR: 

01793
01793
⽊ 75.8
12 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00635

⿰枤⽊

IDS
Henry CHAN
Individual

Per IRGN1183 Revised IDS decomposition principles, the IDS
should be reverted to ⿲⽊⽝⽊: 

IDS
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Agree with Henry.

03191
03191
耳 128.2
8 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00727

⿰耳⼈

IDS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

Given that the glyph has been updated, the IDS should be
changed to ⿰耳𡿨 as suggested.

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
 
The kTotalStrokes value for 𡿨 U+21FE8 is 1, but the glyph on
the evidence shows the SC should be 2 as the current value.
Maybe the IDS should be ⿰耳⿱⼃⼂. 
 
The glyph on the evidence looks like the following. 

02845
02845
示 113.9
13 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00745

⿰⺭保

Total Stroke Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

TC=14 
#31, IRGN954AR:

02850
02850
示 113.11
15 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00746

⿰⺭崩

Total Stroke Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

TC=16 
#31, IRGN954AR:

04682
04682
⿂' 195'.12
20 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00757

⿰⻥盎

Residual Stroke
Count
LI Yuan
SAT

SC=10.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02449
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02449
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02831
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02831
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02831-722e6e00ea18a143d09edb020e053fee1a484f1ff9b1dee042f429f55e072053.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01793
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01793
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/iwds/IRGN1183-1-1.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03191
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03191
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03191-9f20c269fb7dbaffbdd9dc43dfd644f64bd444f310d7cfeaa32027ed2b4aff9e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02845
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02845
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02845-f182baf24a09e56d41ce55eedea636a1a80397c5dc06e31ec35410cc66bcdf10.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02850
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02850
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02850-d667881991df018c13fb4bb99db07fb7a51e7b9017aa060d5d7572500305008e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04682
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04682


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Total Stroke Count
LI Yuan
SAT

SC=10.

01935
01935
⽬ 109.4
9 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00775

⿱比⽬

Radical
Henry CHAN
Individual

Keep primary radical 109.0 ⽬ only, remove secondary radical
81.0 比.

Radical
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Keeping 109.0 as a secondary radical will aid in discoverability.

03436
03436
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00778

⿱⺿⿰娄瓜

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=4

02626
02626
⽧ 104.10
15 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00798

⿸⽧莭

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=2, SC=11, TC=16 
#36, IRGN954AR:

02128
02128
⽔ 85.17
20 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00856

⿰消剋

Residual Stroke
Count
Andrew WEST
UK

SC=16

Total Stroke Count
Andrew WEST
UK

TS=19

02746
02746
⽯ 112.5
10 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00884

⿰⽯⿱⼀»

IDS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

Given that the glyph has been updated, the IDS should be
changed from ⿰⽯⿱⼀» to ⿰⽯市.

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual

FS=4

00447
00447
⼝ 30.5
8 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00910

⿰⼝㕣

IDS
Eddie LI
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

⿰⼝⿱𠘧⼝

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The current IDS is OK, there is no need to change.

03693
03693
⾏ 144.14
20 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00914

⿲⼻養亍

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=15, TC=21 

#31c, IRGN2221: 

03687
03687
⾏ 144.11
17 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00915

⿲⼻⻩亍

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=12, TC=18 
#35, IRGN2221: 

03694
03694
⾏ 144.14
20 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00920

⿲⼻綠亍

IDS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

The IDS is yet to be changed from ⿲⼻綠亍 to ⿲⼻绿亍.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01935
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01935
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03436
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03436
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02626
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02626
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02626-62ea933341f735841c9fb6f41aaa6781ac215b29a8e94c732b4d41db5691cfea.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02128
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02128
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02746
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02746
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00447
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00447
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03693
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03693
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03693-b49e636cca20bd2e1551f14a922e4327ec1fb94a05779fa20fab2e9e2dbb615f.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03687
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03687
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03687-86c867876536155d4233ee9b22da46b1628ccf6a890c83cf97cfddafc8cad265.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03694
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03694


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

Given that the glyph has been updated, SC=11, TC=17.

03677
03677
⾏ 144.4
10 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00928

⿲⼻⽔亍

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=5 

#25, IRGN954AR:

02841
02841
示 113.8
12 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00937

⿰⺭炎

Total Stroke Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

TC=13 
#31, IRGN954AR: 

02551
02551
瓦 98.7
11 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00947

⿺瓦克

Total Stroke Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

TC=12 

#12, IRGN2221:

02545
02545
瓦 98.3
7 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00948

⿺瓦万

Total Stroke Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

TC=8 

#12, IRGN2221:

02569
02569
⽣ 100.6
11 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00952

⿰⽣亞

IDS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

The IDS is yet to be updated from ⿰⽣亞 to ⿰⽣亚

00640
00640
⼝ 30.13
16 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00956

⿰咅舍

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=4

02039
02039
⽔ 85.9
13 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00957

⿰⺡𠫴

IDS
Henry CHAN
Individual

The IDS should be reverted to ⿰法少 because the character is
composed of 法 + 少.

IDS
Andrew WEST
UK

Keep IDS as ⿰⺡𠫴 because the IDS is purely descriptive of
the character's shape, and is not intended to provide any
semantic information.

00113
00113
⼝ 30.4
7 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00962

⿱六⼝

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=4

03372
03372
⾋ 140.9
13 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00978

⿱茄⽊

IDS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

Alternative IDS for consideration: ⿱⺿架

03743
03743
⾒ 147.14
21 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00995

⿰雐⾒

FS
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=2

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03677
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03677
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03677-72deb98b576b2b5ba2649614668deed3f077bd603258b16d8e29a5c0ad5d2e2b.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02841
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02841
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02841-df431f4fa0c04dacf0556e94a6c1206c65c3beebb397559fe2ee2571259f8b75.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02551
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02551
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02551-1b3ee7c0008da3b17274dc06baab8152bad93bb5b7d18151770e606758aea504.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02545
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02545
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02545-4915ec00a84c8bf45cfec45a2c886f24aea35349af14feb679d3d957ea266c8e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02569
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02569
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00640
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00640
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02039
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02039
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00113
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00113
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03372
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03372
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03743
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03743


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02555
02555
瓦 98.11
15 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00997

⿰第瓦

Total Stroke Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

TC=16 

#12, IRGN2221:

04555
04555
⿁ 194.6
16 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00998 UK-20785

⿺⿁旨

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=1 
 

 
 
▲ IRGN954AR

04567
04567
⿁ 194.12
22 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-01004 UK-20788

⿺⿁勝

FS
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=3

04117
04117
⾦' 167'.10
15 · ㇒ (3) GXM-00433

⿰⻐荣

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=2

01732
01732
⾁ 130.5
9 · ㇐ (1) GZ-0092201

⿰⽉布

Radical
Henry CHAN
Individual

Keep primary radical 130.0 ⾁ only, remove secondary radical
74.0 ⽉.

Radical
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Agree with Henry.

00727
00727
⿃ 196.9
20 · ㇑ (2) GZ-0252103

⿰品⿃

Radical
Henry CHAN
Individual

Keep primary radical R=196.0 (⿃), remove second radical
R(2)=30.0 (⼝).

01746
01746
⾁ 130.9
13 · ㇑ (2) GZ-0381205

⿰⽉品

Radical
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Remove secondary radical.

03895
03895
⾜ 157.10
17 · ㇔ (4) GZ-1101103

⿰𧾷党

FS
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=2

01753
01753
⾁ 130.12
16 · ㇐ (1) GZ-1152104

⿰⽉提

Radical
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Remove secondary radical.

01748
01748
⾁ 130.10
14 · ㇒ (3) GZ-1221201

⿰⽉爹

Radical
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Remove secondary radical.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02555
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02555
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02555-465c53863d876d05c79ecf5522e2df43cc6f8c323401c9190ed7b203e468e1e7.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04555
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04555
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04555-af179e0407720cb83877f7fe019235faef67732617f2da03fa2e82f895e08377.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04567
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04567
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04117
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04117
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01732
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01732
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00727
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00727
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01746
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01746
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03895
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03895
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01753
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01753
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01748
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01748


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01741
01741
⾁ 130.8
12 · ㇑ (2) GZ-1442201

⿰⽉图

Radical
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Secondary radical should be removed.

01620
01620
牙 92.4
8 · ㇔ (4) GZ-1521506

⿰⽂牙

Radical
Henry CHAN
Individual

Keep primary radical R=92.0 (牙), remove secondary radical
R(2)=67.0 (⽂).

03899
03899
⾜ 157.11
18 · ㇒ (3) GZ-1622410

⿰𧾷⿂

Radical
WANG Yifan
SAT

Maybe change Radical to 195.0 (⿂), SC=7, FS=2?

02376
02376
⽝ 94.8
11 · ㇑ (2) GZ-1691202

⿰⺨肯

IDS
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph and IDS should be changed to ⿰⺨𮌈. 
U+2E308 𮌈

01735
01735
⾁ 130.6
9 · ㇑ (2) GZ-2081109

⿰⽉凹

Radical
Henry CHAN
Individual

Keep primary radical 130.0 ⾁ only, remove secondary radical
74.0 ⽉.

Radical
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Agree with Henry.

02590
02590
⽥ 102.8
13 · ㇒ (3) GZ-2141206

⿰男光

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=5 

#12, IRGN954AR:

03376
03376
⾋ 140.10
14 · ㇐ (1) GZ-2232101

⿱⺿救

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

If the missing dot is added to the 救 component, SC=11,
TC=15.

01736
01736
⾁ 130.6
10 · ㇒ (3) GZ-2382307

⿰⽉后

Radical
Henry CHAN
Individual

Keep primary radical 130.0 ⾁ only, remove secondary radical
74.0 ⽉.

Radical
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Agree with Henry.

03160
03160
⽺ 123.8
14 · ㇔ (4) GZ-2471202

⿰美号

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=1

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

Change FS to 1.

01024
01024
⼦ 39.12
15 · ㇑ (2) GZ-2702102

⿰⼦粦

FS
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

FS=4

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01741
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01741
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01620
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01620
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03899
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03899
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02376
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02376
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01735
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01735
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02590
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02590
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02590-a5974be3123525c7c9d67b6af32993fdac99bdf3ccc2e0c346575e20953957a3.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03376
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03376
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01736
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01736
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03160
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03160
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01024
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01024


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00419
00419
⼜ 29.7
8 · ㇒ (3) GZ-2902802

⿰立及

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=4

00398
00398
⼚ 27.6
8 · ㇔ (4) GZ-3231202

⿸⼚⾃

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=3

02996
02996
⽶ 119.2
8 · ㇠ (5) GZ-3252405

⿰⽶⼑

Radical
HKSAR
Hong Kong

As the character means a sharp knife as shown in the
evidence, should the radical be changed to 18.0 ⼑?

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

If radical = 18.0 ⼑, FS=4, SC=6

Radical
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Agree with HKSAR. #7647

02920
02920
立 117.18
23 · ㇐ (1) GZ-3321510

⿰亲墓

IDS
John Knightley
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Change IDS from ⿰亲墓 to ⿰亲暮.

01749
01749
⾁ 130.10
14 · ㇒ (3) GZ-3461207

⿰⽉拿

Radical
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Remove secondary radical.

04940
04940
⿐ 209.10
24 · ㇒ (3) GZ-3511102

⿰⿐能

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=5

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=5

01733
01733
⾁ 130.6
10 · ㇐ (1) GZ-3781201

⿰⽉艾

FS
Henry CHAN
Individual

FS=2

03595
03595
⾍ 142.10
20 · ㇠ (5) GZ-3852202

⿰⾍嫩

Residual Stroke
Count
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

SC=14

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=14

02740
02740
⽯ 112.4
9 · ㇒ (3) GZ-4232407

⿱⽯⼼

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=4 
#23, IRGN1105:

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00419
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00419
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00398
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00398
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02996
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02996
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02920
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02920
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01749
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01749
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04940
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04940
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01733
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01733
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03595
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03595
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02740
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02740
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02740-67a1e3d8c7f370de69cc4ec9ea64c5b6936d00e72959106ce9a06ad0784f7040.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02990
02990
⽵ 118.18
26 · ㇐ (1) GZ-4402601

⿰笨審

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=20

04030
04030
酉 164.7
14 · ㇔ (4) GZ-4622501

⿰肖酉

FS
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=2

00071
00071
⼄ 5.7
8 · ㇠ (5) KC-00043

⿱尾⼄

IDS
BAI Yi
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

⿸尾⼄ describes the glyph better.

IDS
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR will modify the glyph to match the original IDS.

00085
00085
⼄ 5.11
13 · ㇐ (1) KC-00081

⿱累⼄

Total Stroke Count
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

TS=12

Total Stroke Count
ROK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

KR does not agree to change TS=12. Keep TS=11. The middle
component has 6 strokes. See U+7D2F below. 

00732
00732
⼝ 30.17
20 · ㇔ (4) KC-00568

⿱廣叱

IDS
Kushim JIANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

According to evidence, ⿸廣叱 would be better.

00180
00180
⼈ 9.10
12 · ㇐ (1) KC-04818

⿰⺅禼

IDS
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

With normalization, IDS should be ⿰⺅卨

IDS
ROK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Since KR already proposed to change glyph ( ⿰⺅卨), KR will
also change IDS accordingly.

01162
01162
⼭ 46.10
13 · ㇔ (4) KC-05014

⿳亠⿲⼑丫？⼭

IDS
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

D10-01 in IRGN2225 maybe can applied to this issue. 
IDS can be ⿱ D10-01⼭, instead of ⿳亠⿲⼑丫？⼭, which
contain a question mark "?".

IDS
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Consider using ⿱&D10-01;⼭

IDS
ROK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

KR would rather keep the current IDS.

01338
01338
⼼ 61.8
12 · ㇒ (3) KC-05079

⿱⿰⼾攵⼼

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

⿱𢼄⼼

IDS
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

IDS is not necessarily unique. 
The suggested IDS could be added (not replace the original
IDS).

02469
02469
⽟ 96.4
8 · ㇒ (3) KC-05376

⿰王⼾

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=4 
#76, IRGN954AR

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02990
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02990
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04030
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04030
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00071
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00071
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00085
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00085
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00085-dbf97154c8cee319c3c346acd755f689a11ea0d1c7e4c3023848cdcc4686d784.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00732
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00732
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00180
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00180
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01162
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01162
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01338
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01338
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02469
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02469
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02469-a979938ae6d97ed9e2871898ba96b1770e0a529b1aa1d2cabe35b0b1baa56982.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02482
02482
⽟ 96.8
13 · ㇒ (3) KC-05388

⿱⿰⼾攵⽟

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

⿱𢼄⽟

IDS
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

IDS is not necessarily unique. 
The suggested IDS could be added (not replace the original
IDS).

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=4 
#76, IRGN954AR

04169
04169
⾦ 167.13
21 · ㇒ (3) KC-05828

⿰⾦彙

FS
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=5

FS
ROK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

KR does not agree.

FS
WANG Yifan
SAT

For the indexing purpose, 彙 should be FS=5. 
But the glyph has undergone normalization. May need
discussion about this case.

04489
04489
香 186.9
18 · ㇒ (3) KC-07352

⿰香咸

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=1

FS
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR does not agree.

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Does ROK mean the first stroke of 咸 is 3 (撇) in the ROK
conventions?

FS
ROK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

KR agrees to chagne FS=1.

03773
03773
⾔ 149.8
15 · ㇔ (4) SAT-04274

⿰⾔⿹⼓𠮷

FS
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=3

03030
03030
⽶ 119.11
17 · ㇔ (4) SAT-04276

⿰⽶⿱⽲⽽

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=3

02964
02964
⽵ 118.12
18 · ㇒ (3) SAT-04392

⿱⽵⿰离⺉

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=13, TC=19 
#11, IRGN2221:

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=4 
#56, IRGN954AR:

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02482
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02482
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02482-945d482b9c7ec5e2eeec780037fc9391b2653d4cfe55e7ed5e387d06ba384850.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04169
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04169
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04489
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04489
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03773
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03773
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03030
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03030
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02964
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02964
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02964-922ae9d16396f82c0d8306bbe25292f6a0fc4171ff345bdc22a612a43e1d3412.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02964-894dbd3a65d92cf8500221e8e3ec7789e5bcedcde98d4057e4e3838b2b43dd23.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03774
03774
⾔ 149.8
15 · ㇔ (4) SAT-04579

⿰⾔⿱从龰

FS
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=3

04265
04265
⾩ 170.8
11 · ㇠ (5) SAT-04584

⿰阝長

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=1

04523
04523
⾻ 188.6
16 · ㇑ (2) SAT-04597

⿰⾻⾊

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=3

Radical
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Change Radical to 139.0 (⾊), SC=10, FS=2 
 
According to the evidence, the best radical should be ⾊ not ⾻.

04941
04941
齊 210.4
16 · ㇔ (4) SAT-04670

⿱&D10-01;⿲⼃火⼁

Radical
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Two horizontal strokes for the outside component 齊 is missing
in this character, so, is it OK to use 齊 as the radical? If yes,
the RS values for this character and 齌 are the same, but the
TS values are different, that looks not better; if not, I suggest
using 火 86.0 as the radical, and SC=12, and keep FS without
change.

02693
02693
⽬ 109.7
12 · ㇑ (2) SAT-05057

⿰⽬䀏

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=3

03491
03491
虍 141.2
8 · ㇑ (2) SAT-05654

⿸虍⼈

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=3

03071
03071
⽷ 120.7
13 · ㇠ (5) SAT-05666

⿰⽷狂

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=3

01252
01252
⼴ 53.4
7 · ㇔ (4) SAT-05684

⿸⼴廿

FS
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=1.

01931
01931
⽎ 79.7
11 · ㇑ (2) SAT-05865

⿰⿱？⼏⽎

IDS
Ken LUNDE
UTC

⿰⿱⿷⼕⼆⼏⽎

03806
03806
⾘ 153.5
12 · ㇒ (3) SAT-06072

⿰⾘兄

FS
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=2

02630
02630
⽧ 104.12
17 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06241

⿸⽧⿱⺿𤰅

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=2 
#36, IRGN954AR:

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03774
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03774
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04265
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04265
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04523
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04523
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04941
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04941
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02693
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02693
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03491
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03491
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03071
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03071
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01252
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01252
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01931
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01931
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03806
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03806
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02630
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02630
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02630-ecbba071f8242c08795e8cba0ad65696ca0e72b0176a4e0f3ce571dffa5bc87f.png
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03219
03219
⾁ 130.3
9 · ㇑ (2) SAT-06374

⿰⾁⼲

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=1

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

Change FS to 1.

01254
01254
⼴ 53.5
8 · ㇔ (4) SAT-06420

⿸⼴古

FS
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=1.

03123
03123
⽷ 120.15
21 · ㇠ (5) SAT-06436

⿰⽷𦋺

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=2

01421
01421
火 86.8
12 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06465

⿰𤆰⼽

Radical
Henry CHAN
Individual

Keep primary radical 86.0 (火), remove secondary radical
R(2)=62.0 (⼽).

01094
01094
⼫ 44.10
13 · ㇑ (2) SAT-06471

⿸㞑𠂕

IDS
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

IDS=⿸⼫⿱⺢𠂕(.);⿸⼫⿱⿲⼆⼁⼆𠂕(T)

03282
03282
⾅ 134.3
10 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06505

&P10-01;

IDS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

Alternative IDS for consideration: ⿳𦥑⼀⼋

03851
03851
走 156.4
11 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06508

⿺走⽑

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=3

02345
02345
⽝ 94.5
8 · ㇒ (3) SAT-06646

⿰⺨夯

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

⿰⺨⿱⼤⼑

IDS
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Per comment #1643, change IDS to ⿰⺨⿱⼤⼑.

01258
01258
⼴ 53.8
11 · ㇔ (4) SAT-06647

⿸⼴季

FS
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=3.

02287
02287
⽙ 90.2
6 · ㇑ (2) SAT-06795

⿰⽙⼔

IDS
BAI Yi
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

⿰⽙𠤎

02673
02673
⽫ 108.6
11 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06800

⿱⿰三三⽫

Residual Stroke
Count
Eiso CHAN
Individual

SC=5 and TS=10 
 
See #8153

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03219
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03219
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01254
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01254
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03123
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03123
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01421
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01421
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01094
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01094
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03282
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03282
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03851
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03851
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02345
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02345
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01258
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01258
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02287
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02287
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02673
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02673


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

IDS
Andrew WEST
UK

If glyph form shown in Evidence 3 is accepted, ⿱⿳⿰⼀⼀⼀⿰
⼀⼀⽫ would be a better IDS. The component ⿳⿰⼀⼀⼀⿰⼀
⼀ also occurs in U+23E79 𣹹.

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Agree with Andrew’s comment on IDS change. #8232 I
withdraw my comment on #8154.

04024
04024
酉 164.5
12 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06822

⿰酉㘝

FS
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=2

01047
01047
宀 40.9
12 · ㇔ (4) SAT-06842

⿳宀⿰龶刃⼶

Residual Stroke
Count
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

SC=10

Total Stroke Count
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

TS=13

FS
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

FS=1

02881
02881
⽲ 115.10
15 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06845

⿰𥝸古

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=2 
#59, IRGN954AR:

01270
01270
⼴ 53.20
23 · ㇔ (4) SAT-06884

⿸⼴䢉

FS
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=3.

01037
01037
宀 40.6
9 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06967

⿱宀⿻⿱⼀⺿⼗

IDS
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

IDS=⿱宀⿻丅龷

IDS
Conifer TSENG
TCA

IDS might be ⿱宀⿻⼲⺿.

03607
03607
⾍ 142.11
17 · ㇑ (2) SAT-07153

⿱⿰⾂巿⾍

IDS
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The SC value of 11 suggests that the upper-right component is
市 (⿱亠⼱), but the IDS uses 巿 (⿻⼀⼱). Change IDS to ⿱⿰
⾂市⾍?

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS =1 
#33, IRGN954AR: 

04229
04229
⾨ 169.8
16 · ㇑ (2) SAT-08310

⿵⾨取

FS
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=1

03098
03098
⽷ 120.12
18 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08353

⿰⽷葉

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=2 
#36, IRGN954AR: 

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=13, TC=19 
#36, IRGN954AR: 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04024
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04024
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01047
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01047
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02881
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02881
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02881-5e70f5b7d655f7ed54a9c096b384f2efe308770eacd33a91b441276a4324fca6.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01270
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01270
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01037
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01037
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03607
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03607
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03607-7df75ca08a756930f2a6605497fd638a92acc10a0ecd3dff9d519e3427cb0bd2.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04229
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04229
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03098
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03098
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03098-38fb8625bb158b4734e8220bc18eacb9d08e165d17f652047e6f8b2ff343d532.png
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Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03945
03945
⾞ 159.9
16 · ㇠ (5) SAT-08372

⿱⿲⺓⾞⺓亾

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

⿱⿲⺓⾞⺓⿺𠃊㐅

02243
02243
火 86.13
17 · ㇔ (4) SAT-08382

⿱𮘎灬

IDS
Ken LUNDE
UTC

⿱⿲⺓⾔⺓灬

01715
01715
⽇ 72.14
18 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08386

⿰⽇蕐

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual

⿰⽇⿻𰰜⿱从丛

Residual Stroke
Count
Eiso CHAN
Individual

SC=15, FS=2, TS=19

01947
01947
⽑ 82.7
11 · ㇠ (5) SAT-08488

⿱㱼⽑

IDS
BAI Yi
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

⿱⿰⼰⽎⼿

IDS
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

We prefer the current one.

02083
02083
⽔ 85.12
15 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08498

⿰⺡葢

Residual Stroke
Count
Ken LUNDE
UTC

13

Total Stroke Count
Ken LUNDE
UTC

16

01802
01802
⽊ 75.9
13 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08553

⿰⽊茷

Residual Stroke
Count
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Change SC to 10.

Total Stroke Count
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Change TC to 14.

03172
03172
⽻ 124.8
14 · ㇒ (3) SAT-08561

⿰⽻免

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=7, TC=13 
#18, IRGN2221: 

01504
01504
⼿ 64.11
14 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08577

⿰⺘莎

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual

If the current glyph is kept, the IDS should be 〾⿰⺘莎

02901
02901
⽳ 116.8
13 · ㇔ (4) SAT-08609

⿱⽳⿰爪爪

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=3 
#58, IRGN954AR:

03368
03368
⾋ 140.9
13 · ㇑ (2) SAT-08693

⿺莧厶

IDS
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Change IDS to ⿱⺿⿷⾒厶.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03945
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03945
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02243
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02243
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01504
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02901
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02901
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02901-ad203a1cbd41313d2cc0785b42fe00a27f01f10db4f3e121b5f71db0e97ffd74.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03368
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03368


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

IDS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

Should the IDS be changed from ⿺莧厶 to ⿱⺿⿷⾒厶 or ⿷莧
厶?

01233
01233
⼱ 50.10
13 · ㇑ (2) SAT-08700

⿰⼱⾺

FS
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=1.

03391
03391
⾋ 140.11
14 · ㇑ (2) SAT-08830

⿱⺿𧆨

Total Stroke Count
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Change TC to 15.

Total Stroke Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

TC=15

01261
01261
⼴ 53.10
13 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08895

⿸⼴⿱𭮀⼼

Radical
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Add the secondary radical as 61.0 ⼼ if my comment #6747 is
right. And then, SC=9, FS=4.

03216
03216
耳 128.15
21 · ㇔ (4) SAT-08942

⿰⿹耳王悤

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=1

03601
03601
⾍ 142.12
18 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08954

⿰⾍𦯧

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=2 
#36, IRGN954AR:

02674
02674
⽫ 108.7
12 · ㇐ (1) SAT-09012

⿱芉⽫

FS
Henry CHAN
Individual

FS=2 for ⺿.

04002
04002
⾡ 162.18
22 · ㇔ (4) SAT-09259

⿺⻎⿱豕㽞

FS
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=1

02544
02544
瓜 97.11
17 · ㇑ (2) SAT-10081

⿰虚瓜

IDS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

If the left component is 虛 (U+865B) as shown in Evidence 1
(though it looks like 虚 (U+865A) in Evidence 2), the IDS
should be changed from ⿰虚瓜 to ⿰虛瓜.

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

If the left component is 虛 (U+865B) as shown in Evidence 1,
SC=12

03841
03841
⾙ 154.18
25 · ㇒ (3) SAT-10196

⿰⾙蹙

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=1

03387
03387
⾋ 140.11
17 · ㇐ (1) T9-7658

⿱⺿碓

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=13

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01233
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01233
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03841
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Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02181
02181
火 86.7
11 · ㇒ (3) T9-783E

〾⿰火肜

IDS
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IDS should be changed to ⿰火肜; 〾 is not needed as 肜 can
be both ⿰⽉⼺ and ⿰⺼⼺. Plus there is UCV rule 53.

IDS
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Per the Version 2.0 comment, the IDS should be changed to ⿰
火肜 (no need to prefix with 〾).

04498
04498
⾺ 187.6
16 · ㇑ (2) T9-7A76

⿰因⾺

Radical
WANG Yifan
SAT

According to CNS11643, the pronunciation is mǎ. 
Change Radical to 31.0 (⼞), SC=13, FS=1 
 

Radical
Andrew WEST
UK

IRG PnP §2.2.1 d. (5) c) states: 
 
"If the technically correct (aka semantic) radical for an
ideograph hampers its discoverability, or is region-dependent,
the primary radical shall be assigned as though made by an
ideograph expert who is neither a specialist in the history of the
Han script nor familiar with ideograph etymology. The
technically correct radical can be assigned as a second radical.
Both are shown in the code charts, though the primary one
serves as the basis for ordering within a CJK Unified
Ideographs block." 
 
As R31 ⼞ is not the obvious radical, and would hamper the
discoverability of this character, the radical should be kept as
R187 ⾺.

03381
03381
⾋ 140.10
16 · ㇒ (3) T9-7C3F

⿱⺿⿰重阝

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=12

02888
02888
⽲ 115.12
17 · ㇠ (5) T9-7C5F

〾⿰⽲巽

IDS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

Should the IDS be changed from 〾⿰⽲巽to ⿰⽲巽?

03458
03458
⾋ 140.15
21 · ㇔ (4) T9-7C7C

⿱⺿賽

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=17

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02181
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02181
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04498
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04498
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04498-4ad0466c87d4247d3815aa2362a5a8f8ccbe56de3c819f0c714f6fd4bf327e62.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03381
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03381
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02888
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02888
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03458
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03458
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02210
02210
火 86.10
14 · ㇔ (4) T9-7D53

⿱𤇾⽝

Radical
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Change Radical to 94.0 (⽝) 
 
SC and FS should be kept. 
 
The radicals of ⿱𤇾X should be the bottom component. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

00375
00375
⼗ 24.7
9 · ㇒ (3) TC-3051

⿳⼗⼍令

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=4

01770
01770
⽊ 75.4
8 · ㇒ (3) TC-3452

⿱⽗⽊

Radical
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Change Radical to 88.0 (⽗), SC=4 (no change), FS=1 
 
If the reading is mù provided by TCA, the better radical should
be ⽗ not ⽊.

03956
03956
辰 161.2
9 · ㇒ (3) TC-4254

⿱辰九

Radical
WANG Yifan
SAT

Any idea about this 字理? 
Maybe Change Radical to 4.0 (⼃), SC=8, FS=1 ?

01737
01737
⽉ 74.6
10 · ㇒ (3) TC-4A25

⿰⽉向

Radical
Andrew WEST
UK

Could Lee or Eiso confirm that VN-F195D uses R74 'moon'
radical?

03278
03278
⾄ 133.4
10 · ㇑ (2) TC-4F45

⿰⾄少

Radical
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Change Radical to 42.0 (⼩), SC=7, FS=1 
 
The reading provided by TCA is zhì, so it is better to choose
the radical of 少 as the radical.

04009
04009
⾢ 163.3
6 · ㇠ (5) TC-766C

⿰⼦阝

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IDS should be ⿰孑阝 
 
The left component is 孑, not a 孑-like component for ⼦.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02210
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02210
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00375
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00375
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01770
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01770
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03956
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03956
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01737
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01737
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03278
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03278
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04009
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04009
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IDS
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Keep ⿰⼦阝, like U+273C4, U+2EB2A.

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

At least, this case is different from U+273C4 𧏄. The Kangxi
Dictionary shows the left part is the real ⼦. So, it’s OK to use
⼦ as the left component in the IDS. 
 
For U+2EB2A 𮬪, the current source reference is cited from ⼤
正藏, I can’t understand the contextual meaning. Maybe SAT
knows if the left component is ⼦. I also find out U+2EB2A is
used as a place name character in ⼴东德庆, which is near to
Xijiang River (⻄江), but it’s a pity that I don’t know the meaning
as well. 
 
According to the pronunciation provided by TCA, jié means the
phonetic element should be 孑 not ⼦, so I still think ⿰孑阝 will
be better. If TCA hopes to keep ⿰⼦阝, maybe we should use
two IDSes for this case.

IDS
WANG Yifan
SAT

FYI: We suspect that U+2EB2A 𮬪 is a malformed glyph of 鳩
in the SAT context.

03456
03456
⾋ 140.15
21 · ㇑ (2) TC-7C61

⿳⺿睢灬

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=17

02548
02548
瓦 98.6
11 · ㇒ (3) TC-7D38

⿰孚瓦

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=7, TC=12

01790
01790
⽊ 75.7
11 · ㇒ (3) TC-7E60

⿰杉⽊

IDS
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Change IDS to ⿲⽊⼺⽊, because the first and third
components are the same.

Radical
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Add the secondary radical as 59.0 (⼺), SC=8, FS=1 based on
the new evidence under #5339.

02849
02849
示 113.11
16 · ㇐ (1) TD-612B

⿰⺭盛

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=12, TC=17 
#17, IRGN2221:

04487
04487
香 186.6
15 · ㇐ (1) TD-665D

⿰香⾆

Radical
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Change Radical to 135.0 (⾆), SC=9, FS=3 
 
The pronunciation is xiāng.

03397
03397
⾋ 140.11
15 · ㇔ (4) TD-7E22

⿱⺿𣶬

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=12, TC=16 
#25, IRGN2221:

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03456
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03456
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02548
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02548
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01790
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01790
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02849
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02849
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02849-98d93c721734647dec407f97ab57365233c5ad5135c8584d57d4685f9a3e0b29.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04487
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04487
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03397
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03397-5d679c57826f6b0f1baa80e7cb785b49ee3a6d65344f6cc992a447d064b05fbb.png
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01392
01392
⼼ 61.13
17 · ㇔ (4) TE-2562

⿰育思

Radical
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Change Radical to 130.0 (⾁). 
 
The pronunciation is sī provided by TCA, so the semantic
element should be 育.

02948
02948
⽵ 118.11
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-2655

⿱⽵盛

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=12, TC=18 
#17, IRGN2221:

03083
03083
⽷ 120.10
16 · ㇑ (2) TE-2725

⿰⺯𧆠

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

Given that the glyph has been updated, SC=11, TC=17. 
The IDS should be changed from ⿰⺯𧆠 to ⿰⺯虖.

02250
02250
火 86.14
18 · ㇔ (4) TE-2D68

⿱𤇾𡬠

Radical
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Change Radical to 41.0 (⼨), SC=15 
 
FS should be kept as-is. 
 
See WS2021-02210:T9-7D53

02210
火 86.10
14 · ㇔ (4) T9-7D53

⿱𤇾⽝

03437
03437
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇑ (2) TE-2F7C

⿱卝閣

IDS
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The IDS should at least be normalized to ⿱⺿閣. If not, there is
a danger that ⿱⺿閣 may be separately encoded in the future.

IDS
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

According to UCV#152, ⿱⺿閣 should not be separately
encoded in the future. Could IDS have two kinds? Make ⿱卝閣
the primary IDS and ⿱⺿閣(or 〾⿱⺿閣) as the secondary
IDS.

03450
03450
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇠ (5) TE-3024

⿱卝綾

IDS
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The IDS should at least be normalized to ⿱⺿綾. If not, there is
a danger that ⿱⺿綾 may be separately encoded in the future.

IDS
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

According to UCV#152, ⿱⺿綾 should not be separately
encoded in the future. Could IDS have two kinds? Make ⿱卝綾
the primary IDS and ⿱⺿綾(or 〾⿱⺿綾) as the secondary
IDS.

03440
03440
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇒ (3) TE-302C

⿱卝毓

IDS
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The IDS should at least be normalized to ⿱⺿毓. If not, there is
a danger that ⿱⺿毓 may be separately encoded in the future.

IDS
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

According to UCV#152, ⿱⺿毓 should not be separately
encoded in the future. Could IDS have two kinds? Make ⿱卝毓
the primary IDS and ⿱⺿毓(or 〾⿱⺿毓) as the secondary
IDS.

03441
03441
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇒ (3) TE-302D

⿱卝⿰⽲昷

IDS
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The IDS should at least be normalized to ⿱⺿𥠺. If not, there is
a danger that ⿱⺿𥠺 may be separately encoded in the future.

IDS
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

According to UCV #152 & #320, ⿱⺿𥠺 should not be
separately encoded in the future. Could IDS have two kinds?
Make ⿱卝⿰⽲昷 the primary IDS and 〾⿱⺿𥠺 as the
secondary IDS.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01392
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01392
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03450
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03440
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03440
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03441
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03441


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03445
03445
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇔ (4) TE-3048

⿱卝旗

IDS
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The IDS should at least be normalized to ⿱⺿旗. If not, there is
a danger that ⿱⺿旗 may be separately encoded in the future.

IDS
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

According to UCV#152, ⿱⺿旗 should not be separately
encoded in the future. Could IDS have two kinds? Make ⿱卝旗
the primary IDS and ⿱⺿旗(or 〾⿱⺿旗) as the secondary
IDS.

02862
02862
示 113.15
20 · ㇔ (4) TE-3828

〾⿰⺭蔑

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=2  
#36, IRGN954AR:

IDS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

Should the IDS be changed from 〾⿰⺭蔑 to ⿰⺭蔑?

02892
02892
⽲ 115.14
19 · ㇑ (2) TE-3A42

⿰和⿃

Radical
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Change Radical to 196.0 (⿃), SC=8, FS=3 
 
The reading is hé. If the radical is ⽲, it looks the better reading
is related to míng.

00963
00963
⼤ 37.13
16 · ㇔ (4) TE-7141

⿱𦥯⼤

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=3

02893
02893
⽲ 115.14
19 · ㇠ (5) TE-7865

⿰⽲暨

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=16, TC=21 
#32, IRGN2221:

02978
02978
⽵ 118.14
20 · ㇠ (5) TE-7A49

⿱⽵暨

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=16, TC=22 
#32, IRGN2221:

03742
03742
⾒ 147.14
21 · ㇑ (2) TE-7B35

⿰聞⾒

Radical
WANG Yifan
SAT

Change Radical to 128.0 (耳), SC=15, FS=2 
supposed from the pronunciation.

04049
04049
⽥ 102.17
22 · ㇒ (3) TE-7B76

〾⿰番兼

Radical
Henry CHAN
Individual

Keep primary radical 102.0 ⽥, remove secondary radical
165.0 ⾤.

04020
04020
⾢ 163.12
15 · ㇑ (2) UK-10803

⿰⿱⽇來阝

IDS
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Based on the 魏書 evidences, I think we should encode ⿰⿱旦
來阝 instead, with ⿰⿱⽇來阝 being a unifiable variant of ⿰⿱
旦來阝. 
 
Change IDS to ⿰⿱旦來阝and update the glyph accordingly.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03445
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03445
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02862
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02862
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02862-618f694c730ba0af9e4cbbaded0db51bd5841a6aecdaa48b5362870a60574c38.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02892
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02892
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00963
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00963
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02893
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02893
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02893-3ed13c5deeba65c8cc6a6021c780efd7aec87477dca0d6e2db3e2d78694f66e6.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02978
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02978
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02978-64ecdef754a3e38c54ea67027729c04ec2ed3e4e8d652f868b1c23b386c74c46.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03742
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03742
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04049
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04049
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04020
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04020


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03799
03799
⾖ 151.9
16 · ㇒ (3) UK-20024

⿰⾖扁

FS
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=4 According to IRGN954AR.

01106
01106
⼭ 46.4
7 · ㇐ (1) UK-20038

⿱⼭壬

FS
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=3.

02580
02580
⽥ 102.3
8 · ㇑ (2) UK-20046

⿱⽥⺒

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=5

00810
00810
⼟ 32.6
9 · ㇔ (4) UK-20059

⿱𣲆⼟

IDS
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Based on the evidences mentioned above. I think we should
encode ⿱氾⼟, with ⿱𣲆⼟ and ⿱汜⼟ being its variants. 
 
The original has ～銅爲之, ⿱氾⼟ is likely a variant of 笵. 「範
銅爲之」appears in 清史稿: 
 
Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 清史稿（1942） pp. 211 
 
change IDS to ⿱氾⼟ and update the glyph accordingly.

02499
02499
⽟ 96.10
14 · ㇔ (4) UK-20113

⿰王宫

Residual Stroke
Count
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The glyph and IDS shown are for 宫, which TC=9. SC=10, is
this a conscious normalization of the stroke count, or should it
be SC=9?

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=9, TC=13

Residual Stroke
Count
Andrew WEST
UK

I thought that we counted the strokes of 宫 as if it were 宮,
which is why the automatic attribute counts at the top right of
this page are correct.

04885
04885
麥 199.5
16 · ㇐ (1) UK-20183 SAT-09217

⿺麥失

FS
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=3

02512
02512
⽟ 96.12
16 · ㇑ (2) UK-20196

⿰王朝

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=1

03900
03900
⾜ 157.11
18 · ㇒ (3) UK-20221

⿰𧾷扈

FS
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=4 according to IRGN954AR.

01829
01829
⽊ 75.11
15 · ㇐ (1) UK-20223

⿰梪⽊

IDS
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Change IDS to ⿲⽊⾖⽊, because the first and third
components are the same.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03799
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03799
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01106
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01106
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02580
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02580
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00810
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00810
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00810-59045dc521d4d7a023656a6c32f1f3eafe7cf3355bbbbf1155f9a934cee2615d.pdf
https://taiwanebook.ncl.edu.tw/zh-tw/book/NTUL-9900012972
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02499
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02499
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04885
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04885
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02512
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02512
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03900
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03900
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01829
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01829


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01752
01752
⽉ 74.11
15 · ㇔ (4) UK-20238

⿰章⽉

Radical
Andrew WEST
UK

Keep R74 'moon'

04417
04417
⾴ 181.10
19 · ㇔ (4) UK-20410

⿰⿱𠂤⽌⾴

FS
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=3

02709
02709
⽬ 109.12
17 · ㇐ (1) UK-20411

⿰⽬𣈆

IDS
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Change IDS to ⿰⽬晉 per new evidence and the new UCV 晉/
𣈆 discussed in IRG #58, update the glyph accordingly.

01110
01110
⼭ 46.4
7 · ㇒ (3) UK-20417

⿱⼭龰

FS
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=2.

02539
02539
⽟ 96.20
24 · ㇐ (1) UK-20450

⿰瓌⽋

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=4

01760
01760
⽉ 74.14
18 · ㇐ (1) UK-20488 UTC-03203

⿰⽉赫

Radical
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Change Radical to 130.0 (⾁), SC=14, FS=1

Radical
Andrew WEST
UK

Agree to change to R130 'meat'

01988
01988
⽔ 85.1
5 · ㇑ (2) UK-20514

⿲乛⼁𰛅

IDS
Ken LUNDE
UTC

⿻⽔⼁

03048
03048
⽶ 119.23
29 · ㇔ (4) UK-20533

⿰⽶戀

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=5 
#72, IRGN954AR: 

03247
03247
⾁ 130.10
14 · ㇒ (3) UK-20535

⿰⽉帮

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=1

00142
00142
⼈ 9.6
8 · ㇐ (1) UK-20541

⿰⺅⿱七天

IDS
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Given the meaning, it is highly probable that the structure is
meant to be ⿰⺅⿱𠤎天 (i.e. ⿸化天)

IDS
WANG Yifan
SAT

According to the new evidence, it is now clearer that IDS
should be ⿰⺅⿱𠤎天 or ⿸化天.

00935
00935
夕 36.3
6 · ㇑ (2) UK-20567

⿴⿻⼕乁夕

IDS
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Given the glyph based on comment #4927, ⿹⺄⿺𠃊夕?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01752
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01752
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04417
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04417
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02709
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02709
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01110
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01110
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02539
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02539
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01760
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01760
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01988
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01988
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03048
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03048
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03048-5dc41c7b941aca020ce6de71e5af3b7ae8711b5c3b246beff368b1ffbc8f5669.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03247
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03247
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00142
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00142
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00935
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00935


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01799
01799
⽊ 75.8
12 · ㇠ (5) UK-20573

⿲⽊↷𠃛𠃛

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

〾⿲⽊𠃛𠃛

04654
04654
⿂ 195.15
26 · ㇔ (4) UK-20591

⿰廣⿂

Residual Stroke
Count
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

SC=14 as there is 龷, which isn't 廿, in the first piece of
evidence and the glyph.

Total Stroke Count
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

TS=25

Residual Stroke
Count
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

All 廣 components (with ⿈ or ⻩) should be counted as 15 in
IRG WS to KX. The real glyph shapes and the regional
conventions are not important for the stroke counts. The SC
and TS should be kept as the submitted ones.

Total Stroke Count
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Please see #4105.

02737
02737
⽯ 112.4
9 · ㇑ (2) UK-20611

⿰⽯⽚

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=3

03154
03154
⽺ 123.7
13 · ㇔ (4) UK-20618

⿰⽺肖

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=2

01114
01114
⼭ 46.5
8 · ㇒ (3) UK-20626

⿱⼭册

IDS
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

⿱⼭冊.

03047
03047
⽶ 119.18
24 · ㇐ (1) UK-20828

⿰⽶雚

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=2 
#36, IRGN954AR:

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01799
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01799
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04654
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04654
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02737
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02737
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03154
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03154
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01114
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01114
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03047
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03047
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03047-0e4ab5ac15fa4c0f6d157b598dbe1f4e2756d989ef221c89542931416bfc8b99.png
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04471
04471
食' 184'.8
11 · ㇔ (4) UK-20859

⿰⻠穸

IDS
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I agree with Eddie that ⿰⻠穸 is an error form, 穸 and 𡨝 is
non-cognate. 
 

 
 
▲ 汉字海（华语教学出版社, 2018） pp. 691 quotes 汉语⽅⾔
⼤词典 but changes the glyph to ⿰⻠⿳⽳⼈⼜, which is the
simplified form from the T-glyph of 𩜯 (康熙字典). I don't have
汉语⽅⾔⼤词典 but I guess the original evidence is likely
where 汉字海 quotes. More evidences from 汉语⽅⾔⼤词典
will be appreciated. 
 
汉字海 also gives a simplified form from the G-glyph of 𩜯 (廣
韻): ⿰⻠叜. 
 
I suggest we encode ⿰⻠叜 instead per new evidence, change
IDS to ⿰⻠叜 and update the glyph accordingly. 
 

 

02588
02588
⽥ 102.7
12 · ㇠ (5) UK-20909

⿰⽥廷

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=3 

#21, IRGN954AR:

02111
02111
⽔ 85.15
18 · ㇑ (2) UK-20910

⿰⺡輩

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=3

02863
02863
示 113.16
21 · ㇔ (4) UK-20944

⿰⺭遷

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=1 

#67, IRGN954AR: 

02847
02847
示 113.9
13 · ㇠ (5) UTC-03173

⿰⺭𫨻

Total Stroke Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

TC=14 
#31, IRGN954AR:

01212
01212
⼯ 48.9
11 · ㇠ (5) V4-4725

⿱巨吝

Total Stroke Count
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

TC=12.

02566
02566
⽣ 100.5
10 · ㇔ (4) V4-4E2B

⿺礼⽣

Total Stroke Count
Henry CHAN
Individual

TS=11 
 
According to IRGN954AR #13, the left part of 礼 is counted as
5 strokes: 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04471
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04471
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04471-33bda04cf87151fde2d40b8217670cfd4b79a0391766ea5e2278d5eebfd00360.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02588
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02588
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02588-ae79ac3a560b474a33a5ad4609d300c48759ea6374559266af665c6982c6d428.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02111
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02111
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02863
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02863
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02863-43b3fcd836b5289379c305b6d873863a56ae26ac80c8bc4231c92ee722067333.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02847
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02847
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02847-55607b54df244dd24ad58efb7dd54c7e302dba6c959683b137e307e50d1e7f80.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01212
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01212
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02566
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02566
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02566-774ce13c3c21f4756e6d4eeacd84cc6cde62c4c4633de926a9b147eed4704531.png
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Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=6, TC=11 
#31, IRGN954AR:

03285
03285
⾅ 134.13
19 · ㇒ (3) V4-525E

⿰舅后

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=2

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

Change FS to 2

03389
03389
⾋ 140.11
15 · ㇐ (1) V4-532B

⿰𫇰光

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=2

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

Change FS to 2.

00086
00086
⼄ 5.11
12 · ㇐ (1) VN-F0013

⿰胃也

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=2

FS
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=2 is correct

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=2

00104
00104
⼆ 7.8
10 · ㇑ (2) VN-F0019

⿱⼆非

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=3 according to IRGN954AR 
 

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=3 according to IRGN954AR

00153
00153
⼈ 9.7
9 · ㇠ (5) VN-F0026

⿰今尼

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=1 or 4

00556
00556
⼝ 30.10
13 · ㇐ (1) VN-F00AA

⿱司來

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=5

FS
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Agree FS=5

02866
02866
禸 114.17
21 · ㇠ (5) VN-F0167

⿰离巢

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=4, TC=22 
#11, IRGN2221:

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02566-4f12ebf1990ea1206aebd9006c8085e1dde15e2c097c714e347fb4b9a7d89254.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03285
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03285
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03389
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03389
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00086
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00086
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00104
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00104
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00104-90fb94edf0bbcc0f9aa93a887fd0a70706c1b720dfe99569c032775147eda138.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00153
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00153
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00556
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00556
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02866
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02866
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02866-b33d89d579d8e63880b5da8f17fcadd9c6db1f71b438e5acbb79e43c38001b23.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01269
01269
⼴ 53.14
17 · ㇒ (3) VN-F0191

⿸⼴⿱殸夂

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

⿸⼴⿱殸⼢ will be better 
 
This character is the variant of 慶, and the bottom of 慶 is ⼢
not 夂.

IDS
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

I think the IDS should be keep as ⿸⼴⿱殸夂 based on the
glyph.

IDS
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with #1531.

IDS
Andrew WEST
UK

Agree with #1531.

01365
01365
⼼ 61.11
14 · ㇑ (2) VN-F01CC

⿰⺖⿱𭁈𰀁

IDS
Andrew WEST
UK

Change IDS to ⿰⺖ once Unicode 15.0 is released.

02137
02137
⽔ 85.18
21 · ㇐ (1) VN-F0304

⿰漂⾒

IDS
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IDS should be changed to ⿰⺡𧢄.

IDS
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Not opposed to changing IDS, but it's not clear what the benefit
is. The current IDS, 漂⾒, follows the analysis of the dictionary
compiler, as he notes "(phiêu kiến)". Historically, 漂 was used
first alone, then the component ⾒ was added to distinguish it.

02304
02304
牙 92.9
12 · ㇐ (1) VN-F033B

⿰牙夌

Residual Stroke
Count
Eiso CHAN
Individual

SC=8

02645
02645
⽧ 104.15
20 · ㇔ (4) VN-F038F

⿸⽧⿸⼴⿰尚⽋

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

⿸⽧廠

IDS
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Evidence shows ⽋ on the right side of 尚, so ⿸⽧廠 is not an
accurate IDS

02649
02649
⽨ 105.2
7 · ㇒ (3) VN-F0392

⿱⽨⼔

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=1 
#13, IRGN954AR:

02688
02688
⽬ 109.4
9 · ㇒ (3) VN-F03A0

⿰⽬

IDS
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Agree to change of IDS.

02834
02834
示 113.7
11 · ㇐ (1) VN-F03DF

⿰⺭吾

Total Stroke Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

TC=12 
#31, IRGN954AR:

03238
03238
⾁ 130.8
12 · ㇔ (4) VN-F04AB

⿰⽉芣

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=2 
#36, IRGN954AR: 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01269
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01269
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01365
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01365
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02137
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02137
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02304
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02304
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02645
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02645
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02649
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02649
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02649-4f60a06adb1b8af554494b4bea73674e5bd764df269d63414981bb90327d4c13.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02688
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02688
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02834
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02834
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02834-8ce43f56987cdbedab5ba5882f372d03683eb05b1c59a967aefe454e1d9b3edb.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03238
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03238
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03238-9842a1aac7cc4fa34da6e0a5807070a009778a3e72c491c286ff7ca2b2f7892f.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03874
03874
⾜ 157.4
11 · ㇑ (2) VN-F0577

⿰𧾷以

Residual Stroke
Count
Henry CHAN
Individual

SC=5, TS=12. 
以 is counted as 5 strokes by Kangxi.

Residual Stroke
Count
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Agree with Henry, I thought we were following Kangxi.

04043
04043
酉 164.21
28 · ㇐ (1) VN-F05BC

⿰酉𧃲

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=2

04703
04703
⿃ 196.6
17 · ㇐ (1) VN-F0694

⿰⿃礼

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=4

04779
04779
⿃ 196.13
24 · ㇒ (3) VN-F06AE

⿰⿃粤

Residual Stroke
Count
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

SC=12, TS=23

Residual Stroke
Count
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The SC should be counted as 粵 U+7CB5 not 粤 U+7CA4, so
keep the current data for SC and TS.

02042
02042
⽔ 85.9
12 · ㇐ (1) VN-F0732

⿰汫令

IDS
Andrew WEST
UK

Change IDS to ⿰汫⿱⿵𠆢⼂𰆊 if the rhs is not 令. If the rhs is
a form of 令 then normalize the glyph to use the standard V
form of 令.

00530
00530
⼝ 30.9
13 · ㇐ (1) VN-F077D

⿺⿱⼝⺃畐

IDS
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Might be ⿰⼝⿷⼕⿱⼝⽥?

01074
01074
⼩ 42.5
8 · ㇠ (5) VN-F0B84

⿺巴少

Residual Stroke
Count
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

SC=4.

Residual Stroke
Count
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

According to the Unihan data, 巴 is 4 strokes and 少 is the
radical 42 with 1 residual stroke, so it seems that SC=5 is
correct.

03068
03068
⽷ 120.7
13 · ㇑ (2) VN-F0B89

⿰⺯別

IDS
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

IDS would change to ⿰⺯别

03576
03576
⾍ 142.9
15 · ㇔ (4) VN-F0B9E

⿰⾍𤇮

Residual Stroke
Count
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

SC=8

Total Stroke Count
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

TS=14

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03874
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03874
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04043
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04043
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04703
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04703
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04779
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04779
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02042
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02042
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00530
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00530
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01074
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01074
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03068
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03068
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03576
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03576


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00036
00036
⼃ 4.11
12 · ㇠ (5) VN-F0BE9

⿱⿱𠂊囚⿲⼃𰀁⺃

IDS
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Suggest alternatively ⿳⺈𠔿𠂡

IDS
Conifer TSENG
TCA

Suggest IDS change to ⿳⺈囚⿲⼃𰀁㇂.

02604
02604
⽧ 104.4
9 · ㇑ (2) VN-F0CFD

⿸⽧内

IDS
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Change IDS to ⿸⽧內.

02984
02984
⽵ 118.16
22 · ㇒ (3) VN-F15FE

⿱⽵耨

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=1

04385
04385
非 175.5
13 · ㇐ (1) VN-F1638

⿰丕非

Radical
WANG Yifan
SAT

Suggest secondary radical 1.0 (⼀), SC=12, FS=1

00130
00130
⼈ 9.2
4 · ㇠ (5) VN-F163D

⿰乃⼈

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=3 according to IRGN954AR 
 

00339
00339
⼒ 19.10
12 · ㇒ (3) VN-F169D

⿱助㐌

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=2

FS
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Agree, FS=2

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

FS=2

01079
01079
⼩ 42.9
12 · ㇔ (4) VN-F16AB

⿰卒少

Residual Stroke
Count
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

SC=8.

03296
03296
舛 136.4
10 · ㇐ (1) VN-F17AF

⿱壬舛

FS
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS should be 3

01221
01221
⼰ 49.13
16 · ㇑ (2) VN-F1828

⿰巴為

Residual Stroke
Count
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

SC=10.

Total Stroke Count
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

TC=13.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00036
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00036
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02604
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02604
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02984
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02984
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04385
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04385
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00130
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00130
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00130-d91fe846771f5049c5a85c5ce3c4ee86a265f464ec21e4f315a15892216976d4.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00339
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00339
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01079
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01079
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03296
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03296
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01221
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01221
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Residual Stroke
Count
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

爲 and 為 are unifiable, and they should be counted as 爲 for
SC. There is no need to change.

01329
01329
⼼ 61.6
10 · ㇠ (5) VN-F1871

⿰忍女

Radical
Andrew WEST
UK

U+21756 𡝖 (entry above in the evidence) is under R38 女 so it
would make sense for this character to also be under R38.

Radical
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

I'm fine with changing the radical to 女, which seems more
natural, but note that 女 is phonetic and 忍 is semantic, so by
current IRG rules, it has to be 61 in 忍.

01249
01249
⺓ 52.16
19 · ㇒ (3) VN-F187B

⿰⿱⼈⺢幾

IDS
Andrew WEST
UK

Change IDS to ⿰幾 once Unicode 15.0 has been published.

02572
02572
⽣ 100.10
13 · ㇑ (2) VN-F1902

⿱𦉼⽣

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=8

01809
01809
⽊ 75.9
13 · ㇒ (3) VN-F1987

⿰末季

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=1

04438
04438
風' 182'.8
12 · ㇒ (3) VN-F1992

⿱枚⻛

FS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS=1

02031
02031
⽔ 85.8
11 · ㇐ (1) VN-F19B9

⿰⺡⿰⺘⿻⿻⼍九⼂

IDS
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Could the IDS be ⿲⺡⺘⿻⼍丸 despite the position of the dot?

02546
02546
瓦 98.4
9 · ㇐ (1) VN-F1A29

⿺瓦中

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=2

02635
02635
⽧ 104.12
17 · ㇐ (1) VN-F1A40

⿸⽧塊

Residual Stroke
Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

SC=13, TC=18 
#29, IRGN2221:

02610
02610
⽧ 104.6
11 · ㇒ (3) VN-F1A4C

⿸⽧⽾

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=1

02679
02679
⽫ 108.10
15 · ㇔ (4) VN-F1A5C

⿰盗屯

Residual Stroke
Count
Henry CHAN
Individual

盗 and 盜 are unifiable, it may be better to count by 盜 per
Kangxi for consistency. In that case, SC=11, TS=16.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01329
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01329
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01249
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01249
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02572
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02572
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01809
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01809
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04438
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04438
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02031
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02031
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02546
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02546
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02635
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02635
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02635-74c76476cbc3a1c323a697f835279f39f12ffa466bcc7076c553e114aa4fecea.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02610
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02610
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02679
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02679
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02683
02683
⽫ 108.19
24 · ㇔ (4) VN-F1A5D

⿰盗遁

Residual Stroke
Count
Henry CHAN
Individual

盗 and 盜 are unifiable, it may be better to count by 盜 per
Kangxi for consistency. In that case, SC=20, TS=25.

02716
02716
⽬ 109.13
18 · ㇒ (3) VN-F1A62

⿰⽬頓

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=1

03096
03096
⽷ 120.11
17 · ㇠ (5) VN-F1ABE

⿰⺯⿰𤴔吏

IDS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

Should the IDS be changed from ⿰⺯⿰𤴔吏 to ⿲⺯𤴔吏?

03066
03066
⽷ 120.7
13 · ㇐ (1) VN-F1AD0

⿰⺯妙

FS
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

FS should be 5

03114
03114
⽷ 120.13
19 · ㇠ (5) VN-F1AD7

⿰絲⾙

IDS
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Change IDS to ⿰⺯𦁀.

IDS
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It's better to keep the current IDS because of the rationale,
which the semantic element is 絲 and the phonetic element is
⾙. 
 
If the we use ⿰⺯𦁀 as the IDS, it will make the people think
the semantic element is ⺯(⽷), the phonetic element is 𦁀, and
the shape of the middle element should be near to ⺯ not
current ⽷.

01065
01065
宀 40.22
25 · ㇐ (1) VN-F1AE9

⿰翥容

Residual Stroke
Count
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

SC=21. There is no dot inside 者.

Total Stroke Count
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

TS=24

03215
03215
耳 128.15
19 · ㇑ (2) VN-F1AF9

⿰耳蓬

Total Stroke Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

TC=21

03230
03230
⾁ 130.6
12 · ㇒ (3) VN-F1AFE

⿰⾁⽾

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=1

04562
04562
⿁ 194.8
18 · ㇔ (4) VN-F1B02

⿰肩⿁

Radical
LI Yuan
SAT

Suggest to change the Radical to 130.0 (⾁), SC=14, FS=4.

03413
03413
⾋ 140.12
15 · ㇔ (4) VN-F1B13

⿱⺿詔

Total Stroke Count
HKSAR
Hong Kong

TC=16  
#36, IRGN954AR: 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02683
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02683
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02716
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02716
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03096
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03096
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03066
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03066
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03114
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03114
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01065
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01065
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03215
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03215
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03230
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03230
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04562
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04562
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03413
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03413
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03413-4cd02ba0c0f6c63d0c233eaff663b2bfaeadb4fd339f838855353b81eba2de36.png
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03478
03478
⾋ 140.17
21 · ㇒ (3) VN-F1B34

⿰蒂卑

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=4

02669
02669
⽪ 107.12
17 · ㇔ (4) VN-F1B65

⿰補⽪

Residual Stroke
Count
Henry CHAN
Individual

SC=13, TS=18. 
 
According to IRGN954AR, the left hand side of 補 should be
counted as 6 strokes, so SC=13, TS=18.

Residual Stroke
Count
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Our original submission was SC=13. Suggest changing back.

03803
03803
牙 92.11
15 · ㇒ (3) VN-F1B7E

⿰象牙

Residual Stroke
Count
Henry CHAN
Individual

SC=12, TS=16.

04237
04237
⾨ 169.11
19 · ㇑ (2) VN-F1BD9

⿰⾨⿱𭁈𰀁

IDS
Andrew WEST
UK

Change IDS to ⿰⾨ once Unicode 15.0 is released.

01904
01904
⽋ 76.10
14 · ㇔ (4) VN-F1BDD

⿵⻔欲

Radical
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Change Radical to 169.1 (⻔), SC=11, FS=3

Radical
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Note: 169.1 (⻔) is phonetic, 欲 is semantic, but I agree that it
is much more helpful to assign radicals based on form than
meaning.

02728
02728
⽮ 111.12
17 · ㇒ (3) VN-F1CE4

⿱半短

FS
HKSAR
Hong Kong

FS=4

01278
01278
⼷ 56.8
11 · ㇐ (1) VN-F1CFE

⿰⽽弍

Radical
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Change Radical to 126.0 (⽽), SC=5, FS=1

Radical
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

126.0 (⽽) would be a natural way to look this up and should be
an alternate radical. However, the meaning of this character is
"two" and ⽽ is phonetic, so based on IRG rules, the best
radical might be 7.0 (⼆), SC=9, FS=1

Radical
Andrew WEST
UK

I'm not sure what IRG rules you are referring to. However, IRG
PnP §2.2.1 d. (5) c) states: 
 
"If the technically correct (aka semantic) radical for an
ideograph hampers its discoverability, or is region-dependent,
the primary radical shall be assigned as though made by an
ideograph expert who is neither a specialist in the history of the
Han script nor familiar with ideograph etymology. The
technically correct radical can be assigned as a second radical.
Both are shown in the code charts, though the primary one
serves as the basis for ordering within a CJK Unified
Ideographs block." 
 
Therefore, in this case the primary radical should be R126 ⽽.

01017
01017
⼦ 39.5
8 · ㇠ (5) VN-F1F45

⿰孛⼄

FS
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

FS=1? Unless it is written from right to left

 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03478
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03478
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02669
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02669
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03803
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03803
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04237
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04237
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01904
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01904
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02728
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02728
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01278
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01278
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01017
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01017


Evidence

Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03506
03506
⾍ 142.3
9 · ㇠ (5) GDM-00223

⿰⾍叉

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Please confirm the evidence source name.

02878
02878
⽲ 115.8
13 · ㇠ (5) GDM-00230

⿰⽲𭖔

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The administrative system of Changsha City, Hunan Province
(湖南省⻓沙市) once had a great change in the late 20th and
early 21st centuries. The mountain mentioned in the evidence
is located at the junction of what is now Yuelu District (岳麓区),
Wangcheng District (望城区) and Ningxiang County (宁乡县),
and the main part is in current Jijiashan Village, Yuchangping
Town (雨敞坪镇) which is now under the jurisdiction of Yuelu
District based on 湘⺠⾏发〔2008〕3号, and ⻩⾦镇 (also ⻩⾦
乡) mentioned in the evidence is disassembled into ⻩⾦园街
道, ⽩⻢街道 and so on. Jijiashan Village is the geographical
name in the evidence related to the submitted character. There
is a folk tale that the original name of this mountain is 鸡叫⼭,
and the people changed the name to 嵇家⼭/嵇珈⼭/嵇伽⼭/嵇
𡶐⼭/嵇𡶥⼭ (so many forms) because the reading of 鸡 and 嵇
are similar, 叫 and 家/珈/伽/𡶐/𡶥 are also similar. This
behaviour is called as 地名雅化, but the folk tale is very
unbelievable. Current Jijiashan Village uses 嵇家⼭ as the
official county name, because 家 is a common character. This
is not a good choice. For the mountain, people use 嵇珈⼭/嵇
伽⼭/嵇𡶐⼭/嵇𡶥⼭ in the daily life. We can know the phonetic
elements of 珈/伽/𡶐/𡶥 is 加 easily. For the submitted
character, the component ⽲ and ⼭ come from 嵇, and 加 is
also the real phonetic element. Therefore, the current glyph is
acceptable. 
 

01792
01792
⽊ 75.8
12 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00239

⿰⽊𰿖

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Please provide the source for the evidence image (title,
publisher, year, page)

01810
01810
⽊ 75.9
13 · ㇔ (4) GDM-00240

⿰⽊阁

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Please confirm the source names.

01811
01811
⽊ 75.9
13 · ㇔ (4) GDM-00242

⿰⽊弯

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Isn't there some question about the suitability of 汉字海 as a
reliable source? I think it can be used as secondary evidence,
but I would prefer to see additional evidence for ⿰⽊弯 as a
place name.

01008
01008
女 38.13
16 · ㇠ (5) GDM-00244

⿰女辟

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Please correct the source name. The evidence is not cited
from 《全宋⽂》.

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

吉巷乡 and 卓洋乡 are both in 福建省宁德市古⽥县.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03506
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03506
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02878
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02878
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02878-775cf48f28014a537778cc5b2d311609286517667ac242cb1a3939d1a796d070.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01792
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01792
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01810
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01810
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01811
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01811
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01008
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01008


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02065
02065
⽔ 85.10
13 · ㇔ (4) GDM-00248

⿰⺡恋

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Add image of web page cited in #5128
 

01109
01109
⼭ 46.4
7 · ㇒ (3) GDM-00250

⿰⼭仓

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

《湖北省郧县地名志》 will be better as the evidence.

01146
01146
⼭ 46.8
11 · ㇔ (4) GDM-00251

⿰⼭底

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The place mentioned in the evidence should be ⼭底村. 
 
The evidence mentioned a road / highway in Liquan County,
Xianyang City, Shaanxi Province (陕⻄省咸阳市礼泉县). This
road / highway is similar to current 凤凰⼤道. 
 

 
▲ 仪⻔寺 to ⼭底村 (AMAP) 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02065
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02065
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02065-e41129f47087e77b903f73559f678916a388449e760331917bbcce74f8915443.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01109
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01109
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01146
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01146
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01146-1cc12a66caad497f3cff681b89b465d3657c12fd232b4fc4c98f59638c2ecb7a.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 仪⻔寺 to 赵镇 (AMAP) 
 

 
▲ 赵镇 to ⼭底村 (AMAP) 
 
The National Database for Geographical Names of China
provides the naming reason of ⼭底村 is to live at the south
foot of Mountain Jiuzong (以居九嵕⼭之阳⼭底得名). 
 

 
▲ National Database for Geographical Names of China 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01146-b677451db121503980438935f947aeabeece44ce8d129bb3e46d5b6ec6381f37.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01146-45ee54ead4d6346dcc33098f0e8c9f02e2a28bb700c82ee4f39fa7fa115e0771.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01146-61a5134c4c2238149c99d47e1455cb7bffe34d7235f9fd52ba648e2e92e68222.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ National Database for Geographical Names of China 
 
So, I suspect it is a non-existent character based on the
evidence.

02744
02744
⽯ 112.5
10 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00258 UTC-03168

⿰⽯东

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The China submitted evidence is not 《五⾳集字》. Please
confirm the source names.

02823
02823
⽯ 112.9
14 · ㇑ (2) GDM-00268

⿰⽯𬙔

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Please show the evidence source name.

00901
00901
⼟ 32.13
16 · ㇒ (3) GDM-00293

⿰⼟𤲞

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual

《江⻄地名》1996年第2期，江⻄省地名⽅⾔⽤字读⾳、含义及
区域表，P37 

 

04672
04672
⿂' 195'.8
16 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00300

⿰⻥奇

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Where does the only one evidence cite from? 闽侯县地名录 or
福建省地名全册? 
 
Note that the current evidence is acceptable, and this
character should be encoded. The reason why I need to know
the real source is that I want to add the language usage label.
If this character is used in 闽侯县, it should be a character
used for 闽东⽅⾔.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01146-8e9bd1ce015f33cb99513015af5d38221a0e9a3b7389e68b856c5c06a6949257.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02744
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02744
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02823
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02823
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00901
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00901
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00901-c2cb6250a1c799eab429015fa7a3c0c8c1947b6bbc1e0a7ca36e4c337aba3026.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00901-c2c30aa29ca8b263e7652d0b94e2da1e9373e5100a6cae5f7bb8dfc81bf6d193.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04672
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04672


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01038
01038
宀 40.7
10 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00312

⿱宀坎

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

It looks the variant of 崁. 
 
The evidence shows the character is used for the geographic
name in the southern end of Taiwan Island. As the famous
historical and cultural site, 赤崁樓 / 赤嵌樓, 崁 and 嵌 are
common in Taiwan. If one character used for the common
geographic names in Taiwan, TCA should handle this
character well. In fact, this character has not been included in
CNS 11643 yet.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA

Agree to comment #6670. 
In addition, regarding the content of the evidence, in Taiwan,
there is only "崁" in place names, "嵌" is rare, but there is no
"⿱宀坎". 
According to 陳正祥's statistics quoted in the evidence, the font
should be "崁". 
 
陳正祥，《臺灣地名⼿冊》(臺灣省⽂獻委員會，1959年)，P14. 
https://tm.ncl.edu.tw/article?u=007_101_000009&lang=chn

Evidence
Henry CHAN
Individual

I suggest China to withdraw the character.

03404
03404
⾋ 140.12
16 · ㇑ (2) GDM-00321

⿱⺿赑

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The village mentioned in the evidence is under current 贵州省
黔东南苗族侗族⾃治州黎平县⽔⼝镇. Is it the same place
related to WS2017-03819 ⿱茨⿰次次? 
 
[ {{WS2017-03819}} ] 
 
 
Maybe two place names are both used in the same village, this
is OK. I just consider how to add the language tag. If this
village is the same the one mentioned in WS2017-03819, that
means the name is derived from Kamese 侗语.

03323
03323
⾋ 140.4
8 · ㇒ (3) GDM-00325

⿱⺿乌

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The evidence source is not 《汉字海》, please confirm the real
source name.

02161
02161
火 86.2
6 · ㇒ (3) GDM-00333

⿱九灬

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

A list of local vulgar simplifications does not seem sufficient
evidence for encoding. At the very least I would expect to see
evidence of the submitted character in actual textual use.

Evidence
TAO Yang
China

It is difficult to preserve such characters in written materials.
They are the products of historical times. They only circulate in
specific periods and regions, and will disappear with the
process of standardization. They were usually used in daily
writing, such as slogans, ground or wall drawings, etc. with the
change of buildings, the carrier of such characters will also
disappear. Documents can preserve this kind of characters
occasionally, but the usage of them is difficult to rediscovered.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01038
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01038
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01038-e2f8f98154c18f198013fb7b32bceafd67802acd8fb09530a3a0e3796926b468.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03404
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03404
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2017/app/?id=03819
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03323
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03323
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02161
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02161


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01186
01186
⼭ 46.13
16 · ㇒ (3) GDM-00343

⿱⼭𤲞

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual

江⻄省⼴昌县地名志，P226-227 

 
According to the evidence, ⿱⼭畬 and ⿱⼭𤲞 has the meaning
of 斜坡. They are congnate but have the different meaning of
畬.  
In place names, 畬、畲 and 𤲞 can be used as each other. But
there are not too many pairs. 
As I know,  
For radical ⼟, there are 𰊮（U+302AE）, ⿰⼟畲 and ⿰⼟𤲞; 
For radical ⼭, there are ⿰⼭畬、⿰⼭𤲞、⿱⼭畬
（WS2017）、⿱⼭𤲞.  
However, 𤲞 is also a variant of 番 which means ⿰⼟𤲞 can be
a variant of 墦, ⿰⼭𤲞 can be a variant of 嶓.  
Considering people will more likely to think 余 and ⿱⼈⽶ as
different characters, I suggest we encode them seperately.

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual

http://www.koreanhistory.or.kr/newchar/list_view.jsp?
code=70922 
I think here is a case that ⿰⼟𤲞 is a variant of a 墦 (坟)： 

00368
00368
⼗ 24.2
4 · ㇒ (3) GDM-00350

⿱㐅⼗

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

古今錢略

04314
04314
雨 173.8
16 · ㇒ (3) GDM-00355

⿱雨乳

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

This evidence is a little unclear in the bottom part. It'd also look
like ⿱雨孔, for example.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01186
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01186
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01186-1f25b90ade7fa5ec92ab91948c49044c5d9fba94ca062d6bcafc117193638824.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01186-cca16427c177ce5a37e520745be8e9a86df3866abc4380da86feddaebdb386bf.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00368
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00368
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00368-ea4acc8c0f43dce0c92f25988c6d6c4fcc82ff65aeea8533667dd9d92db7aa53.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04314
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04314


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02989
02989
⽵ 118.17
23 · ㇑ (2) GDM-00358

⿱⽵𨗩

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

As what I wrote for WS2021-02878, the administrative system
of Changsha City, Hunan Province (湖南省⻓沙市) once had a
great change in the late 20th and early 21st centuries. The
town mentioned in the evidence, 九江乡, now under the
jurisdiction of Yuelu District (岳麓区) based on 湘⺠⾏发
〔2008〕3号, and the name was changed to 含浦街道 (the
previous name is 含浦镇) , and 学⼠街道 was also
disassembled from 含浦街道. The geographical name related
to the submitted character is written as 作肖/作硝/笮筱, and the
material show the original name should be 筰筱. (See the entry
of 作肖 and 笮筱⼤屋 on National Database for Geographical
Names of China, and 作硝 is used in AMAP/⾼德地图.) I have
not found the picture included the country name used in the
country, so I can not confirm which names are proper. 
 
The evidence is clear, but it is hard for me to understand the
rationale of the submitted character.

02927
02927
⽵ 118.6
12 · ㇠ (5) GDM-00359

⿱⽵厽

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The image is not clear, though the reading "lèi", does suggest
the component 厽. Is it possible to get clearer evidence?

04633
04633
⿂ 195.11
22 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00213

⿰⿂淮

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Please show the whole page of this evidence.

Evidence
TAO Yang
China

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02989
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02989
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02927
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02927
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04633
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04633
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04633-df347a836db04cb10046389af93d32b25fd888e7859a1bc37843c9bb7b0031f1.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04628
04628
⿂ 195.11
22 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00214

⿰⿂累

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 《通州志》，天⼀閣藏明萬曆刻本，第四卷 
 
Note that 通州 here means current Nantong City (南通市) in
Jiangsu Province, not Tongzhou District in Beijing City.

04587
04587
⿂ 195.7
18 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00222

⿰⿂两

Evidence
LI Yuan
SAT

丙 and 两 have a close relationship between each other. The
paper below discusses etymology and diachronic changes of
丙 and 两. Therefore, ⿰⿂两 appearing in Evidence 1 韻經五
卷, after 蛃, is reasonable. I don't think we can immediately say
⿰⿂两 is an error here. 
 
““丙”与“两”⼆字形⾳义关系密切，使⽤时代互补，皆可证⾦
⽂“两”为“丙”的分化字， 
其量词⽤法继承⾃量词“丙””（p.36） 
李建平、龙仕平2018 量词“丙”“两”的语源及其历时演变《古汉语
研究》2018年03期,pp.32-38. 
https://www.cnki.com.cn/article/cjfdtotal-ghyy201803004.htm 
 
《韻經》五卷，成書于嘉靖⼗七年(1538)，張之象編輯。全書正
⽂包含了古韻和今韻兩部分内容，其古韻參照吳械的《韻補》和

楊慎的《轉注古⾳略》，繼承中⼜有⾃⼰的創⾒，今韻依據詩

韻，并結合實際語⾳，分韻為⼀百⼀⼗六部。 
https://cdmd.cnki.com.cn/Article/CDMD-10394-
1015720357.htm

Evidence
TAO Yang
China

Thanks for demonstration from LI Yuan. 
Although ⿰⿂两 is obviously the variant of 𩶁, there is no rule
for unification of 丙 and 两. As a head character of a dictionary,
it has an independent status other from the ones occasionally
appear in the text.

04581
04581
⿂ 195.6
17 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00223

⿰⿂吏

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

It is the the variant of 鯁 based on Evidence 1, 鮫 based on
Evidence 2. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04628
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04628
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04628-c2ef6db541fb8c80191f03c4445c38e1a3cb744d4f84d1fce10893d630a479eb.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04587
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04587
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04581
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04581


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 張芹：《備遺錄》，豫章叢書 
 

 
▲ 張芹：《備遺錄》，四庫全書本 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04581-d8c5bfe7528988fe09078cb27bf80fc071f04ff5f15b8b84188529a91f7a3e3e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04581-ea1c277ed040283a5f2d24e48b6a72b8818be8ed105b5d5bfcf8474b4771cbbc.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 《續⽂獻通考》，明萬曆刻本，卷⼆百三⼗六 
 

 
▲ 《松江府志》，嘉慶⼆⼗⼆年明倫堂刻本，卷六

04630
04630
⿂ 195.11
22 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00231

⿰⿂覓

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Please show the whole page of the evidence.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04581-916f94d4f56d89d414e96b52c83c448edaed08d1c13ed1aaec3e2ca9ff62f924.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04581-eff6d42c7a5ffd4e1ca48460ea8660a8611fb68e09623abbd235a004af637cd8.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04630
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04630


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02503
02503
⽟ 96.11
15 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00232

⿰王⿂

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

This poem is 《⻘草湖即事》, and 四庫全書 gives ⿂. 
 

 

 
▲ 薛瑄：《敬軒⽂集》，四庫全書本，卷⼀

04660
04660
⿂ 195.17
28 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00236

⿰⿂縻

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The second source should be 《野記》 written by 祝允明 (aka
祝枝⼭). 
 
He recorded the seafood he had eaten in the Lingnan (嶺南) in
this book. Maybe Lingnan here means Guangdong.

04612
04612
⿂ 195.9
20 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00238

⿰⿂俞

Evidence
LI Yuan
SAT

The character circled in Evidence 2 is wrong. The next
character is the right one.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02503
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02503
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02503-fbe0fdcf1df4d288f6ca19fb6adfeacc2dfc3387f2a37774d261b699745846ac.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02503-683876fef82b1f85d77baf289cecdb96986cca652ab13dca0896dbae4cb81833.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04660
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04660
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04612
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04612


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04637
04637
⿂ 195.12
23 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00239

⿰⿂盛

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Under the entry of 鰈 in 《正字通》, the other name of ⽔晶⿂
should be 鱵 which is cited from 《臨海志》. It looks it is a
modern type for 鱵. 
 

 
▲ 張⾃烈：《正字通》，清畏堂原板，卷⼗⼆ 
 
Note that ⽔晶⿂ means 銀⿂ (salangid) currently, and which is
called as ⽩飯⿂ in HKSAR. It is different from ⽔晶⿂
mentioned in 《正字通》.

04659
04659
⿂ 195.17
28 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00240

⿰⿂虧

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Please show the whole page of the evidence.

04642
04642
⿂ 195.12
23 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00242

⿰⿂𰕎

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The poem mentioned in the evidence means the 梁太⼦蕭統’s
work 《⼤⾔》: “觀脩鯤其若轍鮒，視滄海之如濫觴。經⼆儀⽽
跼蹐，跨六合以翱翔。” All the version of this poem in the
ancient books show that position is 轍. Here is a modern typo,
so we should remove this character. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04637
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04637
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04637-3a4244c3e3f8de206d5fe20ff880fad8ee1989d022a18a4b8ddd035236361b59.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04659
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04659
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04642
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04642


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 謝榛：《詩家直説》，明萬曆刻本，卷⼆ 
 

 
▲ 謝榛：《詩家直説》，清光緒刻本，卷⼆

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04642-51f3123d3b664f693ac1aab831a7cdfa259c161ece30583f5e47cf2f0844b2af.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04642-85bf1a31a41501dc86da294346d54fa40430173249e92ae2839fe4de2342b952.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04634
04634
⿂ 195.11
22 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00243

⿰⿂宿

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

類化字 of 縮? 
 

 
▲ 劉學箕：《⽅是閒居⼠詞》，⺠國彊村叢書，⼀卷 
 
The whole poem is shown as below. 
 
漁家傲 ⽩湖觀捕⿂ 
 
漢⽔悠悠還漾漾，漁翁出没穿風浪，千尺絲綸垂兩槳，收⼜放，

⽉明長在煙波上。 
釣得活鱗鯿縮項，篘成⽟液香浮盎，醉倒⾃歌歌⾃唱，輕嫋纜，

碧蘆紅蓼清灘傍。 
 
鯿縮項 means 縮項鯿, which is 武昌⿂ (Bluntnose black
bream) in modern Chinese.

04588
04588
⿂ 195.7
18 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00244

⿱折⿂

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The evidence shows this kind of fish is related to 鮓⿂, so it
should be related to 海蜇 (jellyfish) as well. 
 
Maybe it is a modern typo for 蜇.

04631
04631
⿂ 195.11
22 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00246

⿰⿂梟

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Please show the whole page of the evidence.

02117
02117
⽔ 85.16
19 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00255

⿰⺡鮑

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Whole page of evidence would be helpful.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04634
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04634
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04634-a5bfacebfd15135c558e990318aab38d9b8cf5f9c2fa79fb8966ffc69fd45dab.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04588
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04588
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04631
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04631
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02117
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02117


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04574
04574
⿂ 195.4
15 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00261

⿰⿂夭

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The full page is shown as below for Evidence 1 & 2. It is easy
to know the right phonetic component is 天 not 夭, because the
pronunciation is 填. So the glyph should be changed to ⿰⿂天
not ⿰⿂夭. 
 
𤘠 for ⽜, ⿰⾺天 for ⾺, ⿰⿂天 for ⿂. 
 

 
 
⿰⿂天 is also a Japanese character, but I have not found the
original source for the Japanese use. 
 

04608
04608
⿂ 195.9
20 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00268

⿰⿂⾴

Evidence
Henry CHAN
Individual

As mentioned in the comments by Huang Junliang and Eiso,
Evidence 1, 6 7 and 8 for this character appears to be for 顦
(U+9866). It should be removed. 
 
Also, the source names for the remaining evidences should be
given.

02993
02993
⽵ 118.24
30 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00271

⿱⽵⿰⿂詹

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Tao Yang has not provided the full unclipped evidence.

04592
04592
⿂ 195.7
18 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00282

⿰⿂秃

Unclear evidence
LI Yuan
SAT

In order to confirm the details, please show the whole page of
evidence.

04680
04680
⿂' 195'.11
19 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00288

⿰⻥笨

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Chongwu is a town under Hui’an County, Quanzhou City (泉州
市惠安县). I don’t have the materials on the Chongwu dialect,
but we can see the Nan’an dialect which is one Min nan dialect
of Nan’an City, Quanzhou City (泉州市南安市). 
 
In Nan’an dialect, “吻” reads as bun⁵⁵, “本” reads as pun⁵⁵. It is
acceptable for me that the local people use 笨 as the phonetic
element.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04574
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04574
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04574-bcaf03153ef0c2d23fa06d3fe35a90a501ea30ac00ff5ba489a54139cbe1bdb2.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04574-89f237c55d2eeb0081420f3b12bdd08ad963cb172909b56f2eaa39813c8211ca.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04608
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04608
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02993
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02993
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04592
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04592
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04680
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04680


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

My friend whose mother comes from Hui’an County and has
always lived in Minnan dialect area tole me that 笨 reads as
pun¹¹ there. This character shares the same pronunciation.

04718
04718
⿃ 196.8
19 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00291

⿱叔⿃

Evidence
LI Yuan
SAT

In order to confirm the details, Please show the whole page of
this evidence1.

01586
01586
⿃ 196.8
19 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00293

⿰拐⿃

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Please show the full page of the evidence.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

The evidence is insufficient. Firstly, please show the full page
of the evidence. Secondly please show the original source that
is being quoted so we can be sure that character shown in the
modern source is not a mistake.

04757
04757
⿃ 196.11
22 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00294

⿰笛⿃

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]  

 
 
Variant/misprint of 鶅? Note that 笛 is very similar to ⿱𡿧⽥ (甾
+ VS19). 
 
See 鶅 on ctext: 
 
太平御覽（靜嘉堂藏宋刊本）卷917 folio 5：「⻄⽅⽈鷷，東⽅
⽈緇（⾳緇衣之緇）」緇/鶅 share the same phonetic element. 
 
春秋左傳正義（清同治刊本）卷48 folio 8:「⻄⽅⽈鷷雉，東⽅
⽈鶅雉，南⽅⽈翟雉」 
 
An original evidence from 寶慶本草折衷 would help to ensure it
is not a modern misprint.

Evidence
LI Yuan
SAT

In order to confirm the details, please show the whole page of
Evidence1.

04759
04759
⿃ 196.11
22 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00297

⿰貫⿃

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The evidence is insufficient to judge if it's a typo.

Evidence
LI Yuan
SAT

In order to confirm the details, please show the whole page of
Evidence1.

04770
04770
⿃ 196.12
23 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00304

⿰善⿃

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

What does the second evidence cite from?

03487
03487
⾋ 140.21
25 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00306

⿱⺿⿰⿱𠂤⽌⿃

Evidence
Henry CHAN
Individual

The comment from Huang Junliang suggests that this
character should be withdrawn.

04739
04739
⿃ 196.9
20 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00309

⿱陟⿃

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The character is not included in the first evidence. The scholar
mentioned the second evidence was a famous historian in
Japan. The followings are his books. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04718
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04718
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01586
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01586
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04757
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04757
https://ctext.org/dictionary.pl?if=en&char=%E9%B6%85
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=gb&file=80650&page=73
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=80240&page=71
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04759
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04759
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04770
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04770
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03487
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03487
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04739
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04739


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
The name was written as 桑原𨽥藏 by 岩波書店 in 1935. 
https://book.kongfz.com/535541/4390005805/ 
 

 
The name was written as 桑原隲藏 by 商務印書館. 
https://book.kongfz.com/565592/4500160884/ 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04739-ebb85e55afb923c0699514262558acb9d7af457492d2cb833d85884907dadb99.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04739-0b724e71a425d1a5914722c6319f4ec9202838de04293a338e5aaa498083e214.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
The name was also written as 桑原隲藏 by 岩波書店 in 1968. 
https://book.kongfz.com/271942/4788602597/ 
 

 
The name was also written as 桑原𨽥藏 by 臺灣商務印書館 in
1971. 
https://book.kongfz.com/446938/4381053120/ 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04739-af160ca97290a31512f9a731b5fa968d9e21a44d9d25c0cb0850855ef222bcd9.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04739-6bab80c7ed692787dbff22233b81f17cc14f0829543bae96128fc866b2ad86ab.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
The name was written as 桑原骘藏 by 中華書局 in 2007. 
https://book.kongfz.com/517/4421072712/ 
 

 
The name was also written as 桑原隲藏 by 中華書局 in 2009. 
https://book.kongfz.com/351791/4657623042/ 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04739-abdf54b5aa62e5d1453fb2368e69749b34a14416351ddc544473cf48b86a7b25.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04739-9f0c8ff197a795bd70ded4a43da7b5f7c9b4059477864f4f362c98beca96fc20.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
The name was written as 桑原骘藏 by 科学出版社 in 2019. 
https://book.kongfz.com/268892/3685037725/ 
 
All the books are not related to the submitted character, so it is
not better to encode it.

03499
03499
虍 141.11
17 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00314

⿸虍⿃

Misidentified glyph
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The annotated ideograph in the evidence looks like it includes
烏 as a component, whereas the ideograph below it definitely
includes ⿃ as a component.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Please provide the whole page of this evidence, as it difficult to
understand the meaning of the character from this small
extract.

01408
01408
⿃ 196.9
20 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00318

⿰恨⿃

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

It is difficult to trust the modern edition of the text as experience
shows that modern editions often introduce glyph errors or
create imaginary characters. Therefore, please show an image
of the original text, apparently from 《明憲宗純皇帝實錄卷之六
⼗⼋》.

04768
04768
⿃ 196.12
23 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00320

〾⿱⿶&P9-01;与⿃

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

12 pieces of evidence but only one source name.

04691
04691
⿃ 196.4
15 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00324

⿰⿃⽋

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Evidence 2 and Evidence 3 are one piece. 
 
4 pieces of evidence, but only one source.

04719
04719
⿃ 196.8
19 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00325

⿰肯⿃

Evidence
LI Yuan
SAT

In order to confirm the details, Please show the whole page of
this evidence1.

00217
00217
⿃ 196.6
17 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00326

⿰伐⿃

Evidence
Eddie LI
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

misprint of “鵝” ? 
“天鵝，鵠也。”

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04739-5916c7d5235ca2a0d158f89afb78d00b80d6abc2ac29fe2ea18d15d44177f992.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03499
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03499
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01408
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01408
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04768
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04768
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04691
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04691
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04719
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04719
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00217
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00217


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The supplementary evidence for Comment #3020 is showed
as below. 
 

 
 
▲ 《字課圖説》，光緒三⼗年澄衷蒙學堂⽯印本，卷三

Evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Very probable that it is a misprint of 鵝 from the evidence.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00217-7a3fa45d9cdf4963bb3e68f1c04c3ccf565e2d146960fc54439069b4b206d5d7.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04731
04731
⿃ 196.9
20 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00327

⿰⿃則

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The character looks like the variant of 鰂 in the first evidence,
which the word means 烏賊/烏鰂 (squid). It is not related to the
Cantonese word zak1 (e.g. 鰂⿂涌 in HKSAR). If my
understand is reasonable, the current radical is questionable. 
 
In the second evidence, the head character should be the
variant of 鷺. When I check the relative sentences of 鷺 in the
ancient books, I found the following in 爾雅. So many books
cited this sentence to explain 鷺. Maybe they are two
characters there. 
 

 
▲ 《爾雅疏》，四部叢刊本，卷第⼗

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04731
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04731
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04731-9775d036cb162b2e4ed4102fe700c28470b438f5d2ca3e9c7ac0280235e026d1.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03179
03179
⽻ 124.11
17 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00328

⿱⽻⿃

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
宋版史记⼀百三⼗卷本

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The new evidence shows an error form. The quoted poem
actually has "⽩⿃翯翯". My personal rule is not to accept for
encoding error forms only attested in a single edition (cf. my
comment to UK-20004). I would only accept this character for
encoding if additional evidence could be supplied that
demonstrates that it is not an error form or that it is an error
form that has been transmitted widely enough to be considered
a "stable error".

04775
04775
⿃ 196.13
24 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00335

⿱幹⿃

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

4 pieces of evidence, but only one source name.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03179
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03179
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03179-f62f191f0d96e1979abcd31d68260ce8a05169e8607942ee64c0423deb14fb8a.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04775
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04775


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02824
02824
⿃ 196.13
24 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00336

⿰碎⿃

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 《集韻》，寧波明州述古堂影宋鈔本，卷之⼗，入聲下，⼆
⼗⼆昔 
 
鸊 is also included in this version of 《集韻》. 

 

 
▲ 《集韻》，寧波明州述古堂影宋鈔本，卷之⼗，入聲下，⼆
⼗⼀麥

02664
02664
⽪ 107.11
16 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00348

⿰⽪⿃

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

It is better to show the full page. 
 
Evidence 2 shows this character is under 祲 with ⼦. It looks
like fanqie. If yes, it should be the variant of 鴆 and the radical
should be changed.

04725
04725
⿃ 196.8
19 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00356

⿰岳⿃

Evidence
LI Yuan
SAT

Pictures of Evidence1 and Evidence2 are reversed.

04786
04786
⿃ 196.15
26 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00361

⿱毆⿃

Unclear evidence
LI Yuan
SAT

In order to confirm the details, please show the whole page of
Evidence1.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02824
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02824
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02824-e285cd633074f80bdd2147eae7df5c2b4d8f9563c5d4edccaf330e0ca75b49e8.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02824-47869f5b088515b3a43b54ce712b42113e1b8f6a26c45c73b042755b01a8f31d.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02824-29660c3c9bf0b2a8a69f2836c32ae15f17a612380fd419c329b96f50c24aecbd.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02664
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02664
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04725
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04725
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04786
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04786


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04752
04752
⿃ 196.10
21 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00369

⿰桑⿃

Evidence
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=gb&file=9021&page=135 
《埤雅》，《四庫全書》

04707
04707
⿃ 196.6
17 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00376

⿰关⿃

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

While the image is clear, it would be helpful if we could see
more of the context. Is there more text in the commentary, or
does it just say ⾳鴙? If that's all, then, given the similar shape
and reading, is this in fact a variant of 鴙?

04516
04516
⾺ 187.20
30 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00378

⿱⿰⾯⿃⾺

New evidence
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
成化丁亥重刊改併五⾳類聚四聲篇海 
https://archive.org/details/02076730.cn/page/n42/mode/2up

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04752
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04752
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04752-d2830ba00b7a84471616fb773b1b750fe3af997f660ab6988cf0aeedfa19d99e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04707
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04707
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04516
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04516
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04516-1d6b9cc26e6e10fab08466ffbd68411e1b2b4a40b7169a3defadd92a02d989bb.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00675
00675
⼝ 30.15
18 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00385 UK-20677

⿲⼝牙⿃

New evidence
L F CHENG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

華英通語 
 
https://dcollections.lib.keio.ac.jp/sites/all/libraries/uv/uv.php?
archive=FKZ&id=F7-A01-02#?
c=0&m=0&s=0&cv=47&r=0&z=1048.314%2C1832.5365%2C6
91.408%2C531.18 
https://dl.ndl.go.jp/info:ndljp/pid/898727/147 
 

04777
04777
⿃ 196.13
24 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00387

⿰虜⿃

Evidence
LI Yuan
SAT

The glyph does not match the evidence4.

04814
04814
⿃' 196'.10
15 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00393

⿱陟⻦

Evidence
Henry CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Misprint of 骘? What is the main entry for 陰～ in this source?

03657
03657
⾍ 142.16
22 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00397

⿰⾍噩

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Could this be a variant of 鱷 (U+9C77)? It's paired with another
dangerous aquatic creature, 蛟. It would be good to see more
of the context in the evidence.

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

This is what Baidu says about 蛟鱷: 
蛟鱷是漢語詞彙，讀⾳為jiāo è，出⾃《寧德縣重修城隍廟
記》，解釋蛟⿓與鱷⿂。亦泛指兇猛的⽔中動物。 
 
They quote a passage from 宋·陸游《寧德縣重修城隍廟記》:
“濤瀾洶湧，蛟鱷出沒。”

03519
03519
⾍ 142.5
11 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00401

⿰⾍永

New evidence
Eddie LI
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

CNS11643 中⽂全字庫

03526
03526
⾍ 142.6
12 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00403

⿰⾍囟

Unclear evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Can clearer evidence be supplied?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00675
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00675
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00675-42595b57977ab6b3c2315d4b5a6f478232b3ca000e5daef2d814e7d42c4f8225.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04777
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04777
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04814
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04814
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03657
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03657
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03519
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03519
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03519-2308620d49ebdedf8629600e9b59f8bf43a0219f9ccc207ade4a1ea0836a972a.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03526
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03526


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03604
03604
⾍ 142.11
17 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00404

⿱距⾍

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It would be useful to see the complete image of the evidence,
not just a tiny clip.

03521
03521
⾍ 142.6
12 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00410

⿰⾍灰

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 張璐：《本經逢原》，清康熙長洲張⽒刻本，卷三 
 
It looks the variant of 虺. 
 

 
▲ 張璐：《本經逢原》，醫學初階本，卷三

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03604
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03604
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03521
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03521
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03521-c45ed0e7bb0c4d5c6a0cd1f5fea30ffd68411db25329ee539c6d13bc255c331d.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03521-5d59e837faebc56f9debdfa761e0c7cb60d13bd3c90890b8047361fdcef8cf58.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03548
03548
⾍ 142.8
14 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00415

⿰⾍亞

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

In Evidence 1, the character is the error form of 啞. 
 

 
▲ 《職⽅典》，古今圖書集成本，第六百⼋⼗⼀卷（《蘇州府
物産考》）

03606
03606
⾍ 142.11
17 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00425

⿰⾍問

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]  

 
 
Misprint of 蜩? 
 
Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 宋景⽂公筆記（⽂淵閣四庫全書本）卷下葉6：「鶬鶊鳴春，
蟋蟀唫夏，蜩蟧喝秋，螘⼦戰隂。」

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Seems to be an error form for 蜩 (cf.
https://baike.baidu.hk/item/%E8%9C%A9%E8%9F%A7/46979
10). DO not encode without additional evidence that the
character is correct or is a stable error.

03516
03516
⾍ 142.5
11 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00428

⿰⾍四

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Please provide the full page for the evidence in order to better
understand the meaning of the proposed character.

03549
03549
⾍ 142.8
14 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00429

⿰⾍武

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Please confirm the evidence source name.

03608
03608
⾍ 142.11
17 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00430

⿰⾍猛

Unclear evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Can clearer evidence be supplied?

Unclear evidence
response
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

只恐双溪舴艋⾈，载不动许多愁。 
——李清照《武陵春》

03559
03559
⾍ 142.8
14 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00435

⿱牧⾍

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The Ningpo Syllabary（宁波⽅⾔⾳节），P28 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03548
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03548
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03548-a80bcc06d03e28ef30a44561d1092722747cd262663ec1b806cf5cbdaefd6e9e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03606
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03606
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03606-7abff29f5c9958e3ee93c9f5b78b997b253cf45f57d186657478929fae2bdd2b.pdf
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3ACADAL06061729_%E5%AE%8B%E6%99%AF%E6%96%87%E7%AD%86%E8%A8%98%C2%B7%E5%8D%B7%E4%B8%8A~%E5%8D%B7%E4%B8%8B.djvu&page=73
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03516
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03516
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03549
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03549
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03608
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03608
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03559
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03559
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03559-dd7f0b9ff0262e4638fbdf3b38af2943b65a7254fee9be420ea222b85875ca47.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03550
03550
⾍ 142.8
14 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00439

⿰⾍芥

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The evidence shows this character is cited from 《蒼頡篇》. It
is better to check the original source.

03587
03587
⾍ 142.10
16 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00442

⿰⾍臬

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

Where is the other evidences?

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Source of evidence image is 《多歲堂詩集》卷⼆

03666
03666
⾍ 142.19
25 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00448

⿰⾍簾

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It would be helpful if the complete evidence was provided, not
just a tiny clip.

03599
03599
⾍ 142.11
17 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00464

⿰⾍聊

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

High resolution details of 順治河南通志 (top) and 雍正河南通志
(bottom): 
 

 
 

 
 
Shunzhi version shows ⿰⾍𦕅, but Yongzheng version shows
⿰⾍聊. I suppose that ⿰⾍聊 (liáo?) is the correct form as it
likely rimes with 螬 cáo, and ⿰⾍𦕅 is a contracted form due to
the difficulty of writing ⿰⾍聊 in the available space. 
 
As 中华字海 and 雍正河南通志 both give ⿰⾍聊 I suggest to
accept the current glyph and IDS, and return GKJ-00464 to the
M-set.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03550
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03550
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03587
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03587
https://archive.org/details/02104172.cn/page/n40/mode/2up
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03666
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03666
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03599
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03599
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:12326303?n=1420
http://read.nlc.cn/OutOpenBook/OpenObjectBook?aid=892&bid=20128.0
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03599-c724dd7d603bdbb5256d00e4e5d8c3d700d334fe09671e82f1901656cd69d957.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03599-50a1709fb3b7151fdb3ec8d13afac927b59f752848c5a247840180d1ccacd8a4.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03518
03518
⾍ 142.5
11 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00471

⿱处⾍

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Please provide the full page for the evidence in order to better
understand the meaning of the proposed character.

03660
03660
⾍ 142.16
22 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00473

⿰⾍縈

Unclear evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Can clearer evidence be supplied?

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The character is obviously a mistake/variant of U+8811 蠑 in
the word 蠑螈 'salamander'. Is this single piece of evidence
sufficient for encoding?

03667
03667
⾍ 142.19
25 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00477

⿰⾍贊

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It would be helpful to see the whole page of the evidence, in
order to better understand the meaning of the character.

04388
04388
⾰ 177.6
15 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00481

⿰⾰⾍

Evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

Highly suspected to be misprint(?) of 鞿鞅. Is there also 史记集
解 source?

04074
04074
⾦ 167.7
15 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00492

⿰⾦⾞

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Please confirm the source name.

04068
04068
⾦ 167.5
13 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00494

⿰⾦幼

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

6 pieces of evidence, but only one source name. At lease, the
last one evidence is cited from 《補註洗冤録集證》.

04111
04111
⾦ 167.10
18 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00495

⿰⾦畟

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

The text 鉤⾏之陳…… is from 《銀雀⼭漢墓⽵簡（貳）·論政論
兵之類·⼗陣》and the text 左右旁伐以相趨…… is from 《銀雀
⼭漢墓⽵簡（貳）·論政論兵之類·略甲》. I don't know why ⽂史
combine them as if they were from the same source. Note that
the text is incorrectly included in 孫臏兵法 on the Internet. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03518
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03518
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03660
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03660
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03667
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03667
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04388
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04388
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04074
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04074
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04068
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04068
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04111
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04111
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04111-d1cbff3c3b27809190c50a7737df2fa75f031e0b16b8abc54f9a9861963f70c8.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
 
▲ 銀雀⼭漢墓⽵簡（貳）⽂物出版社2010 pp. 197 
 
Here is the bamboo slip for reference: 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04111-d1cbff3c3b27809190c50a7737df2fa75f031e0b16b8abc54f9a9861963f70c8.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04111-f88dd65c86fcad983f76ad71d90881d8a47a2dfc06c752f67208a62a9851df64.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 銀雀⼭漢墓⽵簡（貳）⽂物出版社2010 pp. 68

04076
04076
⾦ 167.7
15 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00496

⿰⾦岔

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

The evidence is not sufficient to understand the context. Do
you have a full page evidence?

04181
04181
⾦ 167.14
22 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00497

⿰⾦𮭲

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The first piece of evidence is wrong.

Evidence
TAO Yang
China

The evidence from 詞林韻釋. 

04069
04069
⾦ 167.6
14 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00504

⿱死⾦

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The first evidence is not cited from 《中華字海》.

Evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

The first evidence from 《疑难字续考》.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04111-f88dd65c86fcad983f76ad71d90881d8a47a2dfc06c752f67208a62a9851df64.webp
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04076
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04076
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04181
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04181
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04181-ac1a8e8708c639422090715e7c7ebe77b295d5596bad1a912f52ca678067271e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04069
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04069


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04127
04127
⾦ 167.11
19 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00516

⿰⾦規

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

This is a passage of 蜀都賦 cited by 輶軒使者絶代語釈別国⽅
⾔箋疏. 
《蜀都賦》：「藏鏹巨萬，䤨摫兼呈。」 
Could you check if the original evidence is correct?
 
https://archive.wul.waseda.ac.jp/kosho/bunko19/bunko19_f002
1/bunko19_f0021_0001/bunko19_f0021_0001_p0081.jpg 

04196
04196
⾦ 167.17
25 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00520

⿰⾦簇

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

Do you have a larger image?

04103
04103
⾦ 167.9
17 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00522

⿰⾦昝

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

Either evidence is not very clearly showing the shape. Do you
have better images?

04105
04105
⾦ 167.9
17 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00525

⿰⾦負

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

Is the evidence really from ⼀切經⾳義? The description style
looks not very typical of that. Could you provide which volume
this part is from?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04127
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04127
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04127-d0efce9c7fb455a224782ee0eb5265f4ad83ef441f092be4b8192ce760a4b7e0.jpg
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04196
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04196
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04103
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04103
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04105
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04105


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02330
02330
⽝ 94.4
7 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00538

⿰⺨五

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

全上古三代秦漢三國六朝⽂九⼗六 gives 狂: 
 

 
 
GKJ-00538 is clearly an error for 狂, so suggest China
withdraw it.

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

I agree with Andrew that ⿰⺨五 is an error for 狂. For
reference here is an older evidence: 
 

 
 
▲ 中華再造善本//陸⼠⿓⽂集（慶元六年華亭縣學刻本）卷8
folio 9b（Also in 明正德覆宋本）

02329
02329
⽝ 94.3
6 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00539

⿰⺨⼝

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Hand-written evidence alone is not satisfactory, especially
when no evidence is shown of the character in actual textual
use.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02330
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02330
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=gb&file=43941&page=6
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02330-09ff86465b19edf410a4cf34520b2096d927f45301ab2f886e0a0e05f1bdcc03.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02330-6bfd831fb250c20c5fc0d8107f04b5da2c9eba8e6483fd8a49a589c48584fc6b.webp
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan0589-%E9%99%B8%E9%9B%B2-%E9%99%B8%E5%A3%AB%E9%BE%8D%E6%96%87%E9%9B%86-2-2.djvu/52
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02329
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02329


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02370
02370
⽝ 94.8
11 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00546

⿰⺨妻

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ 三晋⽂字编. pp. 616 
 
The character is a transcription of the seal script form from
《中國古印：程訓義古璽印集存》.

02353
02353
⽝ 94.6
9 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00547

⿰⺨仲

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

臺灣省通志稿．卷⼋：同冑志 (1965) p. 604: 
 

02423
02423
⽝ 94.12
15 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00552

⿰⺨圍

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

The full reference for the source should be provided (author,
title, publisher, year), as well as the name of the author and
title for the piece in which this character occurs.

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Agree with Andrew. Does it also cite from 残雪’s works?

02390
02390
⽝ 94.9
12 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00555 TB-5027

⿰⺨秋

Unclear evidence
Eddie LI
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Missing Evidence.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02370
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02370
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02370-9000da1f65e82fd156db49c9aa8d0218b2850aa7170549ab218af507f89fdc06.pdf
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02353
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02353
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02353-c3d599f6e4fc8608612890d19320502c45c4959c8f8d092d3a959ff705e90b80.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02423
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02423
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02390
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02390


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

This character occurs in Japanese sources for the name of the
Chuja Islands 楸⼦群島 in Korea (source twitter): 

 

02400
02400
⽝ 94.9
12 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00557

⿰⺨敄

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is also used for Taiwanese Hokkien as shown in
{{https://xiaoxue.iis.sinica.edu.tw/download/files/WSL_TPS_Hu
ibian.pdf 新編台灣閩南語⽤字彙編}} p. 196: 

02410
02410
⽝ 94.10
13 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00558

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Complete reference for the source (author, title, publisher,
year) would be useful. It would also be interesting to see the
complete page, and not just a tiny extract.

https://twitter.com/JUMANJIKYO/status/1505793126195073026
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02390-23ab2aec12f6a38d4e334277f1dde1fab380274c3b62a50a3f384cc515cb53e7.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02390-2c88cdd954934fe207ed45d8367e07805182d7ce5a16703a4f618bd6e13e1c68.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02400
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02400
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02400-e1e676d3248b721f010de5066ebbaed85cc55d119afd4ce032f754a1781d9822.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02410
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02410


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

⿰⺨窄
Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Agree with Andrew. 残雪 is a famous writer in Contemporary
Chinese Literature. Mr. Goran Malmqvist (⻢悦然) once once
recommended her to participate in the selection of the Nobel
Prize for literature. I can’t believe a character like 狭 and 窄
used in a modern Chinese novel.

02391
02391
⽝ 94.9
12 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00559

⿰⺨⿱册⽌

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

五⾳集字 is authored by 汪朝恩, the earliest known published
version is 道光⼗三年(1833年)刊本. 
 
The text possibly comes from 康熙字典. 康熙字典（清康熙內府
刊本） gives 
 

 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02410
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02391
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02391
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:17752267$1711i
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02391-2dde55554616d955434c17ba8c2fc518325b33d15bcd7bcb9f078aba32a3237d.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
𤠏……本作㺁或作𧳦𧳺, quoted from 集韻. 
 
I suspect ⿰⺨⿱册⽌ is a misprint of 𤠏, consider pending
more evidences.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Agree with Huang Junliang that ⿰⺨⿱册⽌ is an error form for
𤠏. Therefore suggest to postpone pending additional
evidence.

02457
02457
⽝ 94.16
19 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00560

⿰⺨舉

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Can you provide the full evidence? The only complete text is
「……包肚⽪，係⽤～⽪所製」, what is made of ～⽪? Which
year of 中国经济年鉴?

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Current evidence is insufficient. Please provide complete page
of the evidence so we can properly evaluate the proposed
character.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02391-d7e48ae960178b2e1f155f3723f729fcdedd0318e468b3fc75f47cdd0542726f.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02457
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02457


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02378
02378
⽝ 94.8
11 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00563

⿰⺨肴

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

It looks it is the misprint / error form of 倄. 
 
The evidence shows some Chinese syllables by fanqie. There
are two 韻⺟, and the 韻⺟ are stable, one is 猥, the other is 倄. 
 
More evidence will be better.

02402
02402
⽝ 94.10
13 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00565

⿰⺨閃

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

集韻卷五 has U+25855 𥡕 
 

02335
02335
⽝ 94.5
8 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00566

⿰⺨𡗕

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

The wrong ideograph is highlighted in Evidence 3.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02378
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02378
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02402
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02402
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=gb&file=9471&page=77
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02402-082ce85c22a7b046b5f2f0ba20b79a4a8957ea8dd48b03199873579010d7b28c.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02335
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02335


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

02440
02440
⽝ 94.14
17 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00567

⿰⺨蓋

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The evidence shows this character is cited from the Dunhuang
manuscripts. The following is the original manuscript which is
collected in France. The original manuscript shows the
character should be ⿰⺨盖 not ⿰⺨蓋. It is a misprint form in
the modern publishing books. 
 

 
▲ 沙州城⼟境 
 
⿰⺨盖 is also included in other source. 

 
▲ 《改併五⾳類聚四聲篇海》，明萬曆⼰丑本，卷⼆ 
 
Please not encode ⿰⺨蓋 and change to ⿰⺨盖 or encode ⿰
⺨盖 in future.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02335-faa3fa995a7f35dd66a0cf7d7de558d7c4a21c40acafc62da8778e69e2342e0c.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02440
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02440
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02440-2499f9f7ac468696270e02a11348898ff36ef6a3cf9adf1325517f28f8d24af4.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02440-0fae523d587568f61776b2f9b7210489ad52b98643d32dec65841cf226d9354d.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Better image of manuscript Pelliot chinois 2691 
 

02361
02361
⽝ 94.7
10 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00570

⿰⺨狂

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Seems probable that ⿰⺨狂 is an error for 𢓯. In my opinion it
is not appropriate to encode an error form on the evidence
shown (rime tables are notoriously error-prone), and so
suggest to postpone pending additional evidence.

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

This evidence is cited from 《四聲等⼦》. 
 
In the evidence, we can get the following information. 
聲⺟: ⾒ the same as 光 
韻⺟: 陽 (宕攝) the same as 匡, and the tone is 平聲, 開合 is
合, 等第 is 三等 
So, this Putonghua and Cantonese pronunciation of this
character is the same as 光 here (different in middle Chinese). 
 
Kangxi Dictionary shows the fanqie of 𢓯 is 巨往切 and the
pronunciation should be 狂上聲, so the 聲⺟ is 羣, the 韻⺟ is
宕攝陽韻合⼝三等. 
 
The 聲⺟ and 聲調 are different. I think they are different
character, but it is better to get more useful information on the
definition.

02458
02458
⽝ 94.17
20 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00572

⿰⺨優

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence is quote from 《禮記・樂記》, however I didn't
find any version of 禮記 that gives ⿰⺨優. 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 附釋⾳禮記註疏（元泰定, 致和間刊 明遞修）卷39葉1 gives
獶. 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 纂圖互註禮記（南宋刊 （建安））卷11葉16 gives 優, in the
annotation it gives 獶. 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 禮記注䟽挍勘記（清嘉慶刊本）卷39葉1 
 
Furthermore, 阮元's 禮記注䟽挍勘記 does not mention ⿰⺨優.
He notes that 「各本同⽯經」and gives 獶, so we can
conclude that he didn't see any 禮記 version giving ⿰⺨優. 
 
I suggest pending original evidences from a specific version of
禮記, in order to rule out the possibility that ⿰⺨優 is a modern
misprint of 獶.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

The current evidence is insufficient. Please provide an image
from an edition of 禮記 which shows this character. Otherwise
it should be postponed pending additional evidence.

02434
02434
⽝ 94.13
16 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00573

⿰⺨靳

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Any update?

http://idp.bl.uk/database/oo_loader.a4d?pm=Pelliot%20chinois%202691
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02440-fb068cb615fd6eb69e381499cd93d85229f53c88d4851845b658657ff089a3db.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02361
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02361
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02458
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02458
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02458-7c085c2a7f97d3e1b7531fc96b41a36a9ec07b10843cc32b3537acafa3175f01.pdf
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3ASBL137_%E9%99%84%E9%87%8B%E9%9F%B3%E7%A6%AE%E8%A8%98%E8%A8%BB%E7%96%8F.pdf&page=1107
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02458-f22913cad7109d7e6aa4a01122ca3358833a2e3b10ee66db3169218a1428bd17.pdf
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3ASBL007_%E7%BA%82%E5%9C%96%E4%BA%92%E8%A8%BB%E7%A6%AE%E8%A8%98.pdf&page=317
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02458-6fcab277d3dc799c77882a50aef4885795d2ba79b2cb538dd308e6ce000aae9c.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=411999024787
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02434
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02434


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01844
01844
⽊ 75.12
16 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00575

⿰⽊𭸟

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Is it possible to see what other editions of 集韻 give? My
suspicion is that ⿰⽊𭸟 is a corrupt form of some other
character, perhaps U+23682 𣚂.

02459
02459
⽝ 94.17
20 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00577

⿰⺨斂

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

What do the characters on the evidence mean?

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Please provide full page of evidence so we can understand the
context. What are the characters shown in the evidence meant
to represent? They look like a list of rime characters. If so,
please provide an image of that shows the literary text where Li
Yu uses the character ⿰⺨斂. 
 
Also, the character ⿰⾙斂 is not encoded and not proposed for
encoding. Why propose only ⿰⺨斂 and not ⿰⾙斂
immediately below it? It makes no sense.

02430
02430
⽝ 94.12
15 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00579

⿰⺨尊

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]  

 
 
I suspect it is a misprint of 猼. 
 
The evidence is quote from 《史記·司⾺相如列傳》. 說⽂字⺟
集解 is authored 井上夬菴 by published in 寬保01年（1741）. 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 史記（南宋建安⿈善夫家塾刊本）卷117 folio 6 gives 猼. 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 史記（宋刊本）卷117 folio 4 gives 猼. 
 
史記（清武英殿刊本） also gives 猼. 
 
According to the evidence, ⿰⺨尊且 is synonym of 巴且.
Assuming the phonetic component is 尊, 尊/巴 are pronounced
very differently, while 尃/巴 are much more similar. 
 
Consider pending more evidences.

02412
02412
⽝ 94.10
13 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00583

⿰⺨家

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Which version of 廣雅 does the evidence come from? I
checked both 畢效欽明刊本、⽂淵閣四庫全書本、寶曆07年刊
本, all of them give 嫁. 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 廣雅（畢效欽明刊本）卷3 folio 2 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 廣雅（⽂淵閣四庫全書本）卷3 folio 3 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 廣雅（寶曆07年刊本）卷3 folio 15 
 
BTW, the character is used in 反切, which should be a
common character.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

This appears to be a one-off error for 嫁. Therefore suggest to
postpone pending additional evidence.

New evidence
TAO Yang
China

 
New evidence from 贵州通志.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01844
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01844
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02459
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02459
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02430
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02430
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02430-1aa142a5e6d0a2428646c9cf5e00038a43b8e5b265e6d002236aec0856395328.pdf
https://khirin-a.rekihaku.ac.jp/sohanshiki/h-172-81
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02430-40d83ef4dfb783f05c371e145e4d1fbbf9c579fa07e1a49ba5229ca9e042b61a.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=412004000261
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=79521&page=25
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02412
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02412
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02412-24ef6e45d2a439ba4124ec3426219dd42cce3d3e1ff475653a1eb109ded1b910.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=412000002813
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02412-a6f80d6eb1426dc4f5f384e018ff6eb440bf11f8ac69ea4c4775f53890afc686.pdf
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=54365&page=17
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02412-4e1bea72c5d9d5367be9813d48616758cfff84498e4f93faf83b38fa64ba16e1.pdf
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img/4031765
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02412-c3dde95d4a96c1a8bbc889e5d6c6949913e5774527a5ada6273fcb3c85c14e31.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02407
02407
⽝ 94.10
13 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00590

⿰⺨隻

New evidence
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

Found in https://ja.m.wikipedia.org/wiki/稲荷⼭古墳出⼟鉄剣. 
(Extract from a textbook:
https://twitter.com/tubatuubaa/status/1508748190094278661)

02334
02334
⽝ 94.4
7 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00592

⿰⺨⽅

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Evidence 1 appears to show an error for 彷徨. 
 
Evidence 2 is suspect. What is the character supposed to
mean here? A character with a 'dog' radical makes no obvious
sense in this context, and I suspect that it is an error for some
other character. 
 
Therefore suggest to postpone pending additional evidence.

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 顧藹吉：《隸辨》，⽟淵堂，卷第五 
 

 
▲ 朱駿聲：《説⽂通訓定聲補遺》，道光刻本，豐部 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02407
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02407
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02334
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02334
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02334-6b8c5cd96fbfd7600b233e98a1fe9cedbdb3e2191ff66303ef18e3560cee92b9.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02334-54fb61b4b2779af545441e8e7fd581fa74157e63095f9c6e7f94b40b239f216f.png
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▲ 洪适：《隸釋》，四部叢刊本，卷第⼗七 
 
This character is used as the variant form of 彷彿. 
 

 
▲ 過庭訓：《本朝分省⼈物考》，明天啟刻本，卷之三⼗⼋ 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02334-d2b441b007dbdc443a5f6257fdf201a3404752f8c9dc8b9719a55b8cb93f84dd.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02334-a0df4bd2fc93314a6d3491ffef6c8fc7c00e28c00fff9f825380b3ff9741f513.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 何喬遠：《名⼭藏》，明崇禎刻本，卷之⼀百七

02354
02354
⽝ 94.6
9 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00594

⿰⺨关

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Please provide full reference to the source, and full page
image.

02450
02450
⽝ 94.15
18 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00599

⿰⺨賢

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The third evidence does not match IDS, instead it gives ⿰⺨
腎. Based on current evidence, ⿰⺨腎 is a variant of ⿰⺨賢.

02357
02357
⽝ 94.7
10 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00605

⿰⺨赤

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Babed on the additional evidence adduced by Huang Junliang,
it seems probable that ⿰⺨赤 is an error for 捇 in this one
particular edition. Therefore suggest to postpone pending
additional evidence for this form of the character.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02334-417643dfe9ccf5dceae1e4961b76d3bf69ab04da8794ae0eca582016391cb724.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02354
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02354
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02450
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02450
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02357
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02357
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02358
02358
⽝ 94.7
10 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00617

⿰⺨克

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

woodblock edition of 狂夫之⾔ confirms the character shown in
Evidence 1: 
 

02351
02351
⽝ 94.6
9 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00619

⿰⺨刑

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

汉字海 would not seem to be an authoritative source for bronze
inscriptions. Given that that the evidence shown by Huang
Junliang transcribes the character as 荆, additional evidence
should be provided before encoding this character.

02443
02443
⽝ 94.14
17 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00621

⿰⺨舞

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

 
 
▲ 乾隆⼤理府志卷12 folio 7 // 故宮珍本叢刊 v. 230 
 
玀⿰⺨舞 is same with 玀⿰⺨武(雍正廣⻄通志90:2). Alternative
words are 羅武(康熙楚雄州志1:40) and 羅婺(乾隆雲南通志
24:30). 

02371
⽝ 94.8
11 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00582

⿰⺨武

Evidence accepted, IRG 57. 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02358
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02358
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=gb&file=208073&page=72&remap=gb
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02358-7eadf0c64ca4ea771df36bcf4529c19a2d768b45a6395760ab74c098543cd02e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02351
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02351
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02443
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02443
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02443-117f69c3eceae516691d3429d9b8adcbaab498216a9c6ac9ef6617942ea061c4.webp
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02371
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02445
02445
⽝ 94.14
17 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00622

⿰⺨麽

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Additional evidence for ⿰⺨麽 is given in WS2021-02373 GKJ-
00551 Evidence 1. Evidence 2 shows the variant form ⿰⺨摩
which is not encoded or proposed for encoding.

03279
03279
⾄ 133.8
14 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00626

⿰⾄戾

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence appears to show that these three characters are
vulgar forms of some other character, but the extract does not
show what it is. Can the full page for the evidence be provided
so we can better understand the meaning of these characters
? 
 
Also, why are ⿰⾄及 and ⿰⾄⽀ not also proposed for
encoding? It seems pointless to encode ⿰⾄戾 but not the two
other characters in the same extract.

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Support Andrew’s comment #4696. Is it the vulgar variant of
U+81F4 致 and U+2693A 𦤺. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
▲ 邢准：《新修絫⾳引證群籍⽟篇》，⾦刻本，卷第⼆⼗六

04825
04825
⿄ 197.4
15 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00631

⿰⿄⽝

New evidence
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
成化丁亥重刊改併五⾳類聚四聲篇海 
https://archive.org/details/02076735.cn/page/n46/mode/2up

03132
03132
缶 121.4
10 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00633

⿰缶⽝

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with Huang Junliang that this is probably a corruptyed
form of 缺. Suggest to postpone pending additional evidence.

04935
04935
鼠 208.10
23 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00636

⿰鼠⿀

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Per IRG PnP 2.1.1: "The supporting evidence for submitted
characters in printed form 
must be in regular scripts (楷書). Other styles cannot be used
as evidence for encoding such 
as clerical style, small seal, etc.." 
 
IMO the left component of ⿰鼠⿀ is not in regular scripts. 
 
Consider provide a new evidence of ⿰鼠⿀ in regular script.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02445
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02445
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02373
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03279
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03279
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03279-53532eb4bfc371706b3cbbe3db42e0a65c992d44dc5526249b5ba86cb12d0173.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04825
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04825
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04825-2dc5bf1a0358cafc14a81b1a06378c289d1182f67400914857360bd75ab7ddcf.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03132
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03132
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04935
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04935
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04922
04922
鼠 208.7
20 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00643

⿰鼠余

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

There are two pieces of evidence, but there is only one book
name. Please confirm the sources.

01954
01954
⽑ 82.13
17 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00649

⿰⽑鼠

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The context in the evidence looks incomplete and incorrect. 
 

 
▲ 《邊裔典》，古今圖書集成，第⼋⼗四卷

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Experience suggests that the modern edition may have an
incorrect character, so please provide an image of the original
text that is quoted here.

04927
04927
鼠 208.8
21 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00656

⿰鼠戾

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The submitted evidence shows the glyph is ⿰鼠戻. In PRC
rule, 戾 and 戻 are different characters based on 《说⽂解字》,
which is different from Japan. It looks a typo, because the real
⿰鼠戾 is shown in the same page. The following is a piece of
new evidence for normalized ⿰鼠戾. 
 

 
▲ 李昉：《太平御覽》，四庫全書本，卷四⼗

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04922
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04922
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01954
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01954
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01954-6d8ebae299328faf1b8da14d3f46d48b6fc512f411c0775c33ed7d441342bf26.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04927
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04927
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04927-b86c79d926a150aed36ab289d7918ab9a65e3da6f0125f8e937e2a09d48f747c.png
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Evidence
LI Yuan
SAT

Agree with Eiso Chan's comment #6309. 
⿰鼠戾 is intermingled in Evidence1. 
 

04933
04933
鼠 208.9
22 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00657

⿰鼠癸

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The evidence shows “或讹作”, so, is there any another more
sufficient evidence for this character?

03813
03813
⾘ 153.13
20 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00659

⿰⾘鼠

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

Since this is a modern book, it is probably a misprint of 貔. 
《史記》「軒轅乃修德振兵，治五氣，藝五種，撫萬⺠，度四

⽅，教熊羆貔貅貙虎」

04928
04928
鼠 208.8
21 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00660

⿰鼠炎

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 柳建钰,秦冕.《全元诗》未编码疑难字考辨⼋例[J].古汉语研
究,2021(1):105-111 
 
In the article the author argues that ～ is a variant of 鼷.

04924
04924
鼠 208.7
20 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00662

⿰鼠秃

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Is there any other evidence for this character? We have found
so many typos in 《中华⼤典》 during the previous meetings.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04927-705da0df40bb2e2889f7cd3cbcf0ed7830f6037578160319a90d06cb0a03b496.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04933
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04933
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03813
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03813
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04928
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04928
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04928-14ce10ae8ece86e253035442712c27707a5b05f99aa4f75f1424e4f6e5e29ab6.pdf
http://qikan.cqvip.com/Qikan/Article/Detail?id=7103870645
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04924
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04924
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04932
04932
鼠 208.9
22 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00667

⿰鼠扁

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ 廣韻（四部叢刊景海鹽張⽒涉園藏宋刊⼱箱本）卷3 folio 10 
 
廣韻 has 「鸓。⾶⽣⿃。名⾶且乳。⼀⽈鼯䑕。⽑紫赤。⾊似
𮕙蝠⽽長」 
 

 
 
▲ 重修政和證類本草（四部叢刊景上海涵芬樓藏⾦刊本）卷18
folio 14 
 
本草 has 「陶𨼆居云。鼺是鼯䑕。⼀名⾶⽣」 
 
I suspect it is a misprint of 鼺, suggest pending more
evidences.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04932
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04932
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04932-75f97bf8b6ce4cb30a8200c5ae242b6e94fa218aea4f866b586132871342ebe1.webp
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan0083-%E9%99%B3%E5%BD%AD%E5%B9%B4-%E5%BB%A3%E9%9F%BB-5-3.djvu/20
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04932-22c23a15109b73779f85635119562023c1d75b59927b2b4924be374c6e8c98c2.webp
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan0384-%E5%94%90%E6%85%8E%E5%BE%AE-%E9%87%8D%E4%BF%AE%E6%94%BF%E5%92%8C%E8%AD%89%E9%A1%9E%E6%9C%AC%E8%8D%89-12-09.djvu/144
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New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 陳耆卿：《嘉定赤城志》，四庫全書本，卷三⼗六 
 

 
▲ 陳耆卿：《嘉定赤城志》，清嘉慶刻本，卷三⼗六 
 
The glyph looks stable in 台州.

01301
01301
⼻ 60.11
14 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00668

⿰⼻鹿

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 新刊⼤宋演義中興通俗演義（明嘉靖刊本）卷8 folio 6

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04932-07037abb729d0d3537bfed3bfefbb98df12ba3df318cf5fe1e36cadc7975ebe3.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04932-2819cd6f3121252e8250b5d5daa109a6fb39d01f1d0e19d7c2a1015845e77257.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01301
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01301
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01301-e2eb9758789c3d249ccf9b70b89c28311575b72ae21690fc1b341aaf664c543b.pdf
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img/4255476
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Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

《⼋編類纂》 shows the name is 徐應鏕. 
 

 
▲ 陳仁錫：《⼋編類纂》，明刻本，卷之⼆百六⼗

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01301-bac252809bcded9e96c50a210bb4ad27931cc4f73323326f8587581c6024a750.png
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04881
04881
鹿 198.15
26 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00669

⿸鹿賣

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Other evidence shows the character should be 麌 as well. 
 

 
▲ 《御製詩四集》，四庫全書本，卷九⼗⼆ 
 

 
▲ 董誥：《皇清⽂穎續編》，武英殿刻本，卷⾸⼆⼗六（⾼宗
純皇帝聖製詩） 
 
BTW, does the evidence cite from 《道光承德府志》 really?

04851
04851
鹿 198.6
17 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00678

⿸鹿⿰𠂎⺒

Evidence
Henry CHAN
Individual

Corrupted form of 麑? Consider withdrawing or encoding via
IVS.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04881
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04881
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04881-e111be52cea2efdeae7641a8a613aa89aacd8b9ab4c60b9efe684d1705b9d78f.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04881-52bb392196d0a02b30c36da5c34b3dba1defb4ff7f3e7533a767118aba7caa14.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04851
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04851
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03789
03789
⾔ 149.19
26 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00680

⿰⾔⿱鹿兔

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Corrupted form of 讒. The original evidence is from 宋四名家詩
選 published in 1875. 
 

 
 
▲ 劎南詩稾（明崇禎汲古閣刊本） 卷9 folio 7b gives 讒. 
 
Consider pending more evidences.

03483
03483
⾋ 140.19
22 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00681

⿱⺿麕

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It would be nice to see the whole page for the evidence in
order to better understand the usage of this character.

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Likely a misprint of 麕. 隨五草 is authored by 尹嘉銓（1711-
1781）. 
 
The evidence has 「江汜野⿱⺿麕諸篇……」, where 江汜 is
《召南·江有汜》 and 野⿱⺿麕 is 《召南·野有死麕》. Consider
pending more evidences.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03789
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03789
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03789-b5bc1f583f47ecfd90ce73fcab44336b14d81fc60fc4b350fc2812e0eee16cd3.webp
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img/4429787
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03483
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03483
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02127
02127
⽔ 85.17
20 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00684

⿰⺡⿱曲鹿

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence is from ⽵齋詩集（清嘉慶刊本） authored by 王
冕. 
 

 
 
▲ {{https://www.kanripo.org/text/KR4e0061/002#1a ⽵齋集
（⽂淵閣本）卷中 folio 42a}} gives 灑. I suspect ⿰⺡⿱曲鹿 is
a corrupted form of 灑, consider pending more evidences.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Hand-written evidence alone is not satisfactory, and in this
case the submitted character appears to be an error or
idiosyncratic variant of 灑. Therefore suggest to postpone
pending additional evidence that ⿰⺡⿱曲鹿 is a widely-used
variant form.

04847
04847
鹿 198.6
17 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00688

⿸鹿曲

Evidence
LI Yuan
SAT

In order to confirm the details, please show the whole page of
Evidence1.

02131
02131
⽔ 85.17
20 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00691

⿰⺡簏

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

The character is obviously a variant of U+6F09 漉, but the
evidence is very insubstantial. It would be really nice to have
additional evidence that this variant is not just used once in this
one source.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02127
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02127
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=GBZX0301013936
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02127-3f28d449fe532f0c67b6ed5e7a02e4320c18040e1e12ab3d2d857870eb7a50a6.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04847
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04847
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02131
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02131
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03782
03782
⾔ 149.11
18 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00696

⿰⾔鹿

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

This is from another unknown version of 正字通, where the
character at this position is 註 and looks reasonable. 
http://codh.rois.ac.jp/pmjt/book/200020612/ 
Could you check if the text in the original evidence is
authentic? 
 

01307
01307
⼻ 60.14
17 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00721

⿰⼻蒦

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence has 「⿰⼱晝，霍切，⾳⿰⼻蒦，裂帛聲」* 
 
⿰⼱晝 should be ⿰⼱畫 = 𢄶 
 
⿰⼻蒦 should be ⿰⺨蒦 = 獲 
 
The source seems to come from an ancient dictionary,
however it misprints 畫 as 晝. I doubt if it is an authoritative
source. Consider pending more evidences. 
 
*  is [ {{WS2017-03148}} ] 
.

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Per Huang's 2022-01-03 comment, I agree that more evidence
should be provided.

00288
00288
⼎ 15.11
13 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00732

⿰⼎票

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

同⾳字辨 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03782
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03782
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03782-ca4c10a45be46bc60172c786e8a180c9c96162a4b62d6b3a2a79b6e13b354b21.jpg
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01307
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01307
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2017/app/?id=03148
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00288
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00288
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00288-24ca5fbb79b63cb81afc9e4c2a542275e2a60c25d8900c6f1610f715f52422fc.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

⽯笥⼭房⽂集 

皇朝⽂典 

南湖詩⽂集

04824
04824
⿃' 196'.16
21 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00738

⿰⻦羲

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Agree with Huang Junliang's comment (#2650). If we don't
have other evidence, it's not better to encode this character.

04730
04730
⿃ 196.9
20 · ㇐ (1)

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

As Hou Man mentioned, this character is related to U+2A13B
𪄻. The followings are the relative entries in different version of
《廣韻》 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00288-0613401b135127b391343869352fe142f9bcc6f3004857cb4eb4c36de82cf81a.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00288-4784a8db9016c7407037cc92b7f9757682ded2141ca218b5b2dd7b6d65b8fc8f.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00288-727762abc918766925ea0b8b7eb67d44a1d193096df7f10fb16195aa84923c8b.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04824
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04824
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04730
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04730


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description
GKJ-00739

⿰⿃春

 

 
符⼭堂藏板 shows 䮷𪄻 and 𪇆鶺. 
 

 
⿓⾕⼤學藏⾄正南⼭書院刊本 shows 𪇆鶺. 
 

 
覆元泰定本 shows 𪇆𪂹. 
 

 
宋乾道五年刻本 shows 𪇆&⿰眷⿃;, which the second
character has been included in CNS 11643 as TB-4917. 
 

 
古逸叢書覆宋本 shows 𪇆&GKJ-00739;. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04730
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04730-1217c87101c35fd13a80a06a01c27902b188952eb4cb917649284b6e1727f5e1.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04730-3ba520454d7fbbe1b7ca39f10355359aba167f76bcfbe03404044bb56e063da5.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04730-4a60c2823fadc98b20b3d632b33ca875ceeee61d84182d776e7ccfa83aae49bf.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04730-c672317847f44716bb261e91bfb9156515d65298620cc45cca009243baaae0b6.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04730-c5cd2f630ed0afd6a60b6674047f46b7170160459138b93803e1c8ff49e71ca0.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04730-c1b77533a1b707d4f52f2992701e34d539c373a473b6f08f0fa1721d8f1a196a.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
四部叢刊⼱箱本 shows 𪇆&GKJ-00739;. 
 
However, the second character is under 鍾韻, and the reading
is the same as 舂, so the most proper glyph should be 𪄻.

02315
02315
⽜ 93.8
12 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00740

⿰⽜参

Unclear evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

The left side of the character does not entirely look like 牜, and
if it is a variant of 犙 it is not clear to me what it means in this
context. Additional evidence would be helpful.

04475
04475
食' 184'.12
15 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00743

⿰⻠善

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

What the evidence described is related to 岳王庙 in Hangzhou
City (杭州市). The four sinners in front of Yue Fei’s (岳⾶) tomb
are 秦桧/秦檜, 王⽒, 张俊/張俊 and 万俟𫧯/万俟卨. ⿰⻠善 is a
typo here. The current evidence is insufficient for the encoding. 
 
I don’t believe the current evidence is cited from 《中药⼤辞
典》. If 《中药⼤辞典》 includes this character, please change
the evidence.

04536
04536
⾽ 190.9
19 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00776

⿱⾽须

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Please identify the proposed character. It's hard to tell where it
appears in the document.

03366
03366
⾋ 140.9
13 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00780

⿱⺿𣆀

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Error form for U+451C 䔜. Do not encode on this evidence.

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 董斯張：《廣博物志》，四庫全書，卷四⼗⼆

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04730-861fe0d97be4438eb671cfa45e190b8f1f8d864aa8cdebef86220c75efd05735.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02315
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02315
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04475
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04475
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04536
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04536
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03366
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03366
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03366-2384e7a8e46f21b00277ee07e14bbf33304909f74460dcb9c313549772111240.png
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03383
03383
⾋ 140.10
14 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00784

⿱⺿阆

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Please confirm the evidence source name.

03384
03384
⾋ 140.10
14 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00785

⿱⺿挛

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Please confirm the evidence source name.

03322
03322
⾋ 140.4
8 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00787

⿱⺿⽁

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

A quick search on the internet confirms that "⻩芪" is also
known as "芰草", therefore it is extremely likely that the
proposed character is an error form for 芰. In this light, the
evidence shown is not sufficient for encoding, and the
character should be withdrawn.

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

I agree with Andrew's comment.

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Agree with Andrew and Lee. If there is no other sufficient
evidence, this character should not be accepted. 
 
It is also SAT-04688.

03399
03399
⾋ 140.12
16 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00788

⿱⺿翘

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Please confirm the evidence source name.

03386
03386
⾋ 140.10
14 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00790

⿱⺿绥

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Please confirm the evidence source name.

03359
03359
⾋ 140.8
12 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00791

⿱⺿𬮠

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The evidence sources are not right.

02924
02924
⽵ 118.5
11 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00796

⿱⽵⽲

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The source name of the evidence is not right.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03383
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03383
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03384
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03384
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03322
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03322
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03399
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03399
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03386
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03386
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03359
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03359
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02924
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02924


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02626
02626
⽧ 104.10
15 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00798

⿸⽧莭

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Not exactly the same, but we can see a very similar reduction
of the 節 component of 癤 in 《番漢合時掌中珠》 where the
bamboo radical has been reduced to two strokes (it may even
be a printing error for ⿸⽧莭): 
 

02625
02625
⽧ 104.9
14 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00800

⿸⽧兹

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲
{{https://repository.lib.cuhk.edu.hk/en/islandora/object/cuhk%3
A655073 本草求原（清道光刊本）卷1}}

04852
04852
鹿 198.6
17 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00802

⿸鹿𣅀

Evidence
TAO Yang
China

急就篇 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02626
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02626
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02626-51db0e589d6943b63cb274d45a02a140a25a97a6f39a1a1eeb06e3e669567e6c.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02625
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02625
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02625-75e8c4395e64e3dcf543963a857995793f11cca9598d1fef535b30957f80696a.webp
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04852
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04852
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04852-ec99446ef23c0300c28a583ee53d51fec5c539acfd5a46bb8580b10b07f2f1d7.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

國事 

鉅宋廣韻 

初學記 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04852-006614a30e9590b263eca0f498eca7add454480cc32a3b83ebdf7ed51a97c51a.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04852-ed8913b3bcc630f52b9fb1643559b6b68ce8628e7a6c4945877e7c1a1adc28ca.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04852-1a0a516f332981be60fbb46c65d7acd417e3e09cd8b9218fc7a9fac81ab67f40.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

埤雅

04916
04916
鼠 208.6
19 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00804

⿰鼠回

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence is certainly not from 類⾳/集韻. Please provide
the 類⾳ / 集韻 evidence, I suspect ⿰鼠回 is a misprint of 𪕍. I
do find 𪕍 in 集韻: 
 

 
 
▲ 集韻（南宋潭州刊本）卷4 folio 13 平聲⼗五⻘. 
 

 

04661
04661
⿂' 195'.2
10 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00806

⿰⻥丁

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It's hard to make out the ⻥ radical in the image provided. It's
probably ⻥ given the fish name, but a clearer image would
help.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04852-2421f5ae2fa0bbbb078671bd93c9a005dc19b60697d080a2ca3d18c7c16b3c46.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04916
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04916
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04916-0d3c82206e9b8bb0225152255f73a4ff2b19f6a46d2806e4759833c1b4f7f162.webp
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=412004000234
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04661
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04661


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual

 

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The name of this kind of fish sounds like 沙丁⻥/沙甸⻥
(Sardine) in Chinese. The current Chinese name of
Herklotsichthys punctatus should be 斑点翠鳞⻥, and Sardine
and “Herklotsichthys punctatus” are both included in Clupeidae
(鲱科), but one is included in Sardinella (沙丁⻥属/⼩沙丁⻥属),
the other one is included in Herklotsichthys (翠鳞⻥属). 
 
We should pay more attention to judge if it's suitable to encode
this character.

04685
04685
⿂' 195'.17
25 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00807

⿰⻥霜

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It's hard to make that image out as 霜

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual

P236 of the same book. 

 
If experts think this to be unclear, I'd like to buy a hard copy
and take a picture myself.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04661-407bb64350f64c27df740ddf0bd31d96241f8e124b5f35632aeff1e5c140246b.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04661-cf2b129bc99a85d3d6d777b5e67dde28586626dd2c389fbf0a46618fc44b865e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04685
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04685
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04685-50991d916143e45dfbe911d524f088ea77aeced84069a93f01269828a7343448.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The online Bing dictionary shows Microgadus tomcod is ⼤⻄洋
霜鳕, so the current glyph looks reasonable for me. 
 
https://cn.bing.com/dict/tomcod

03130
03130
⽷' 120'.4
7 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00808

⿰⺰太

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The ideograph appears in the fourth column on the first page of
the first piece of evidence, but is not highlighted.

03367
03367
⿂' 195'.8
16 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00815

⿰⻥享

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The photo in Evidence 2 was taken in Beijing Workers Stadium
Richina Underwater World (北京⼯体富国海底世界).

00743
00743
⼝ 30.18
21 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00817

⿰⼝𪖙

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA

《中國藥學⼤辭典》(世界書局，1935年)，P494. 
This dictionary also gives 𪖙. 
http://read.nlc.cn/OutOpenBook/OpenObjectBook?
aid=416&bid=17310.0 

 
 
Other medicinal materials, such as "榆⽩⽪", also mention "𪖙".
Does 中药⼤辞典 also use "⿰⼝𪖙"?

04182
04182
⾦ 167.14
22 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00821

⿰⾦滷

Unclear evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence from 近代化学译著中的化学元素词研究 is very
blurry, can you provide better evidence?

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

From 《化学阐原》，⺠国上海同⽂馆出版 

04201
04201
⾦ 167.20
28 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00822

⿰⾦礬

Unclear evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence from 近代化学译著中的化学元素词研究 is very
blur, can you provide better evidence?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03130
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03130
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03367
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03367
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00743
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00743
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00743-c0492255ea785c8dadec9c5d1815582361d108531a1502451a473a5e1285b0e1.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04182
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04182
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04182-d0a123aa4cf0344a3926c7bed2716847af3c3184f2d4627f331b4bf21d5841a2.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04201
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04201
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New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

From 《化学阐原》，⺠国上海同⽂馆出版 

04205
04205
⾦ 167.29
37 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00828

⿰⾦⿱⿰名無異

Unclear evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence from 近代化学译著中的化学元素词研究 is very
blurry, can you provide better evidence?

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

From 《化学阐原》，⺠国上海同⽂馆出版 

 
The glyph should be changed accordingly.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04201-bfc23315c7863602f6a8a6d36961c43a926b4fb536171b1cd04a583dd0a782d9.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04205
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04205
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04205-05391a9198c8cc097d5213082b7ed3e9d4572d69a317e64b2398276210983abf.png
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New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

From 《化学阐原》，⺠国上海同⽂馆出版 

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

Is it ⿰名無 or ⿰各無?

04114
04114
⾦ 167.10
18 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00830

⿰⾦倭

Unclear evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence from 近代化学译著中的化学元素词研究 is very
blurry, can you provide better evidence?

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

From 《化学阐原》，⺠国上海同⽂馆出版 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04205-140f8dce678c5b4486fe870c2ad94e9b213952482515ca8a5ec95cab9fe5def8.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04114
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04114
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04107
04107
⾦ 167.9
17 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00833

⿰⾦信

Evidence
Eddie LI
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Missing Evidence

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

If the evidence won't be provided, this character should be
removed.

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I believe this character should be 𬒘（U+2C498） 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04114-d93c1d8097e23a932086c7713a5a58f5843107b78b3fa44a697a37dc07767944.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04107
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04107
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04107-3b4ef5091cf1cc49d8be921c9b4dbd9cbc6f93477ca0e8abde723ae17c20e6af.png
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New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

化学原质新表(附表)，《亚泉杂志》1900 年，第1期，P3 

04204
04204
⾦ 167.28
36 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00836

⿲⾦霜⻩

Unclear evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence from 近代化学译著中的化学元素词研究 is very
blurry, can you provide better evidence?

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Same comment as above

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04107-ca00fa59f314b9aa93d45ca1c56212a49ed06916df4ea63734a7fd10fa8e6ea8.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04204
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04204


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The IDS and glyph should changed accordingly. 

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

化学原质⼤同表，《商务报》，1900 年第10期，P6 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04204-a4062aa7f22a80ea68c3dfae7c2904756a00c63980ba0da50d21e724c7560204.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04204-707fc3557f14444e3fb460bf62be2fb882244c9f447601b61de02be33906a873.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

化学原质新表(附表)，《亚泉杂志》1900 年，第1期，P3 

Evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

Only the last evidence by Wang Xieyang matches the glyph.

04071
04071
⾦ 167.6
14 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00837

⿰⾦吐

Unclear evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence from 近代化学译著中的化学元素词研究 is very
blurry, can you provide better evidence?

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

From 《化学阐原》，⺠国上海同⽂馆出版 

04115
04115
⾦ 167.10
18 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00839

⿰⾦爹

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The current evidence is not cited from 《化學初皆》(化學初
階?).

Evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The posted evidence is 王琳. 近现代化学元素名称研究[D].辽宁
师范⼤学,2015,P21-22 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04204-56bf966151c3b5acf4d5b78263b720232e0fde62a2f14a58f4d9306394de9a4f.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04071
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04071
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04071-84606985510d660ac222221858bebf3783372cb156172940a14016b379b9f37f.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04115
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04115


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 

 
李丽：近代化学译著中的化学元素词研究，北京：中央⺠族⼤学

出版社，2012年6⽉，P44 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04115-eeeddfa877e5a0df89a02ca0bd6dc7961b3fc58d61744b28d5be258a1d9b9d03.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04115-61148f25936556c49f35a315b4ceab9cb9d60e70c7f5a6feddb0704b8d81317d.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

As above.

04100
04100
⾦ 167.9
17 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00840

⿰⾦虹

Unclear evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence from 近代化学译著中的化学元素词研究 is very
blurry, can you provide better evidence?

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

From 《化学阐原》，⺠国上海同⽂馆出版 

04116
04116
⾦ 167.10
18 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00853

⿰⾦射

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

What does it mean here? The character only appears once in
this page unlike other terms, so need to confirm that this
character is not an incidental mistype.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04115-ff77d21492f8fedb9f6449130f5235d70dd0521c128b633a4274e958645707d4.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04115-2d1e87868da6a9bf2aad03dafcd78dc04770ac030e7c00291628a2f3cb10be4c.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04100
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04100
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04100-e9a9e8283ac2c9e6d44c0f367fbc95dbc8ad3351f42f985ff01f2d84ce36babb.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04116
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04116


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02797
02797
⽯ 112.12
17 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00880

⿰⽯晶

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

It's very difficult to make out what this character is. Is it
possible to get a larger / clearer image?

00434
00434
⼝ 30.4
7 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00911

⿰⼝仄

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Did the character exist? Current Taiwanese terminology seem
to use 唉. 
https://terms.naer.edu.tw/detail/2288138/ 
https://terms.naer.edu.tw/detail/2293439/ 
https://terms.naer.edu.tw/detail/2296337/ 

02915
02915
立 117.9
14 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00955

⿰立突

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

It's difficult to make out the shape from the image provided. It
would help to get a clearer image.

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Other characters in Table 2.B of the evidence are shown as
below. They are once common used, but I can not find the
actual using cases for the submitted character. 
 
U+25AB3 𥪳 U+7AD3 竓
U+25A58 𥩘 U+7AF0 竰 
U+25A7B 𥩻 U+7AD5 竕
U+7AD4 竔 
U+41C6 䇆 U+7ACD 竍 
U+41C9 䇉 U+7AE1 竡 
U+25A95 𥪕 U+7ACF 竏

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02797
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02797
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00434
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00434
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00434-781bdc36e3bca531f6adcae93a437ef570edd63e795cb50aba7189030cd29348.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02915
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02915


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02312
02312
⽜ 93.6
10 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00966

⿰⽜宅

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

A different edition of the same text, 《元亨全圖療⽜⾺駝集》
(1891) 
 

03280
03280
⾄ 133.11
17 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00973

⿰⾄竟

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

As far as I can tell, the original quote given in all other sources
is ⾄於桑野，是謂晏食。⾄於衡陽，是謂隅中。What is the
reason that ⾄ is here written as ⿰⾄竟? Is this a weird
mistake, or is there some reason for writing it this way.

02185
02185
火 86.7
11 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00974

⿰火弃

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Other quotations of this text give "⼭茶嫩葉炸熟" or "⼭茶嫩葉
煠熟" or "⼭茶嫩葉{⿰火棄}熟".

01409
01409
⼼ 61.18
22 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00975

⿰愚㚇

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The text is a list of movable types (活字), which should only
consist of common characters. 
 

 
 
▲ 農書（四庫全書本）卷22 gives 鬷. 
 

 
 
 
As we tend to reject unencoded characters in telegraph code
books, I think we should consider pending more evidences of
⿰愚㚇.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02312
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02312
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02312-699989c5ef40bfb7e76efa72f81e59217fcbbe2f4f57499509eaf862722a50cf.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03280
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03280
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02185
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02185
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01409
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01409
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01409-7884f33fb5bb7fa7de82e0eb9b81f622f79513b1d0bc5b784575298317d3a289.png
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=gb&file=54294&page=120


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The submitted evidence is a character list, but it's not used by
the movable types. This has been confirmed by the typography
history scholar Prof. Sun Mingyuan who is from Macao
Polytechnic Institute.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

(元)王禎撰，《農書．農器圖譜卷⼆⼗⼆》(明嘉靖九年(1530)⼭
東布政司刊本) gives ⿰愚㚇. 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01409-d7b39beb71f36d844bb3c8c2b057df54d61c2b2960835fce2c6095d4feab35c0.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

> The submitted evidence is a character list, but it's not used
by the movable types. 
 
I don't think so. The text before this list clearly indicates that it
is a list of samples of movable types （活字板式）: 
 
「今載立號監韻活字板式于後。其餘五聲韻字俱要倣此」 
 

 
 
▲ 農書（⽂淵閣四庫全書本）卷22

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01409-e33a7d19690529cd824a0890115275bbc06ee69dd914522ee74ae2b8c25f6ac0.webp
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=gb&file=54294&page=120


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01636
01636
⽄ 69.8
12 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00976

⿰屈⽄

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The text is quote from 《農書》. 三農紀 was published in 乾隆
25年. 
 

 
 
▲ 農書（明嘉靖刊本）卷1 folio 28 (p30) gives 斸. 
 

 
 
▲ 農書（四庫全書本）卷2 folio 14 also gives 斸. 
 
Based on these evidences, I guess ⿰屈⽄ is a variant of 𣃁/𰕟,
more evidences would be helpful.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Based on the additonal evidence produced by Huang Junliang,
it would seem that the submitted character is an error for 斸.
Therefore suggest to postpone pending additional evidence.

01243
01243
⼲ 51.9
12 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00977

⿰并𠮷

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The text is quote from 《⾄正河防記》. 三農紀 was published
in 乾隆25年. 
 
Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 河防⼀覽（明萬曆刊本）卷6 folio 5 gives 舡. 
 
Attached PDF file 
 
▲ ⾄正河防記（中國⽔利⼯程協會, 1936） gives 舡. 
 
Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 新元史（中国书店, 1988）志 pp. 269 gives 船, variant of 舡. 
 
See also {{https://www.google.com/search?
tbm=bks&hl=en&q=%E7%9F%B3%E8%88%B9%E5%A0%A4
Google books search results: ⽯船堤}}. 
 
I guess 并 is a corrupted form of ⾈, and 𠮷 may be corrupted
form of 㕣. Based on these evidences, I suggest pending more
evidences of ⿰并𠮷.

03372
03372
⾋ 140.9
13 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00978

⿱茄⽊

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

From context this appears to be an error form of 葉. 《三農
紀》 seems to have many error forms, and so is not a reliable
source. I would not like to see this character encoded on the
basis of this evidence alone.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01636
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01636
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01636-802ba808739c57bc8a0cce7bcc051a8b437b340d724dc43345d06c2be49e63e7.webp
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img/4220595
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01636-a58eb51f41e96146f6134cfeb2978e43666875afe45b24e33de21d598b7a881b.webp
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=gb&file=54272&page=74
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01243
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01243
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01243-9542e6fcb0603703644343300fcfe7e158a6f392bdf5b0a9d16d0c1fe0cf5248.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=411999021730
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01243-7367667d919e3d3102d37f15b0517572b15efcda9a3ab3eea3b13fd2633d65f6.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_416&fid=08jh003294
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01243-7cf163fe2016869a4b3945cf6b93354067f8ffa9171a0ad3c123cf12cd6b560c.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_402&fid=001386229
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03372
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03372
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03410
03410
⾋ 140.12
16 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00983

⿱⺿㴔

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The text is a quote from 《管⼦》(See 農政全書（明崇禎初刊
本）卷1 folio 6) 
 

 
 
管⼦（四部叢刊景常熟瞿⽒鐵琴銅劍樓藏宋刊本）卷19 folio 4
has 蘟. 
 

 
 
▲ The evidence also gives 蘟 in subsequent text.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Error for U+861F 蘟. Do not encode on this evidence.

02313
02313
⽜ 93.7
11 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00987

⿰⽜君

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Any update?

02874
02874
⽲ 115.8
13 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00989

⿰⽲長

Evidence
Eddie LI
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Missing Evidence

02555
02555
瓦 98.11
15 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00997

⿰第瓦

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It seems that both 𤭌 and ⿰第瓦 are used in different sources,
and as 弟 and 第 are not unifiable, it is acceptable to encode
⿰第瓦 based on the original evidence and the additional
evidence provided by Huang Junliang.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03410
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03410
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:54072419$62i
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03410-ebd4788ce828f1699e33db1331967e31c0e57bd65e5f4290afa6ccdc228fbf8c.webp
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan0346-%E6%88%BF%E7%8E%84%E9%BD%A1-%E7%AE%A1%E5%AD%90-4-3.djvu/129
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03410-ed45ec1603619a0d58f5fba89303f79aa50384ef90fde9be58bbe14203835af6.jpg
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02313
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02313
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02874
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02874
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02555
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02555
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04486
04486
香 186.5
14 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-01001

⿰香占

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Maybe it is the variant of U+9ECF 黏. 
 

 
▲ 周嘉胄：《香乘》，四庫全書本，卷⼆⼗

04036
04036
酉 164.11
18 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-01005

⿰酉教

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The submitted evidence looks like 《居家必⽤事類全集》(明隆
慶⼆年⾶來⼭⼈刻本). 
 
This character is the variant of U+9175 酵. 
 

 
▲ 朱翼中：《北⼭酒經》，清知不⾜齋叢書本，卷下 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04486
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04486
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04486-fbe3d69d56b6f68b0d82afe388489dc60fb95ee52c92131bc0c2b5db53716498.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04036
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04036
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04036-cff62bad3bf0c5fd57aa27b551d07a74d3085feab02fcf5702fac362109d91e1.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 朱翼中：《北⼭酒經》，續古逸叢書本，卷下 
 
This form is stable in 《居家必⽤事類全集》, it is OK to encode
it. 
 

 
▲ 《居家必⽤事類全集》，明隆慶⼆年⾶來⼭⼈刻本，⺒集

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04036-fd077d53b49f141f1fbc7dbf5b72d6363b8f47dbdd44a00dc3439613419537c6.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04036-c5b61ff078cf52b02c5cb922eb1f19fd3e3383067f0f9e7c6a8867bc353f7dd9.png
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01612
01612
⽁ 66.10
14 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-01011

⿰𰗣攵

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

敘? 
 
《新鋟抱朴⼦內篇四卷外篇四卷．釋滯卷⼋》(明萬曆間刻本) 

 
 
抱朴⼦內篇(《平津館叢書》本) 

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

The glyph in the original evidence is unclear, and the evidence
produced by Conifer Tseng indicates that the character should
be 敘. Therefore suggest to postpone pending additional
evidence that this is not a one-off error for 敘.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01612
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01612
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01612-4d28a347b9cdf1bd386e703780808fdc30333b570349e2b1aa74eb7cbed3a367.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01612-6737c79295c640e07e1245a01235c32b2f4036e24e016ade50bf8b62c86c7a9b.png
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04424
04424
⾴' 181'.6
12 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-01020

⿰名⻚

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

This character should be U+310A5 𱂥 according to the original
context in 《⽅⾔》. 
 

 
▲ 揚雄：《輶軒使者絕代語釋別國⽅⾔》，四部叢刊本，卷第
⼗ 
 
Macao SAR submitted U+2CC43 𬱃 based on the Macao
telecode book. I once clarified this issue in my further
comments on IRGN2197. 
https://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~irg/irg/irg50/IRGN2197EisoCo
mmentsU2CC43.pdf

02947
02947
⽵ 118.11
17 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-01022

⿱⽵匾

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

This character looks like the error form of 筐 or 匾. 
 

 
▲ CN205305764U (Patents in China) 
 

 
▲ CN2478349 (Patents in China)

00302
00302
⼑ 18.5
7 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-01027

⿱分千

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA

The glyph on the evidence looks like ⿱分⼲.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04424
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04424
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04424-e77765b8f84de38486d991181c6da6fcf8bfdaa9a90f7971581c9b2f0c667324.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02947
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02947
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02947-0dc2c72cd2756e4f821d1de2441da428673e4d285d486782429f81f6b9be8ef5.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02947-b7dff8487cc08e4b1d17a0e3cf8700505b0ec31c39369c3e01de488e1894c190.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00302
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00302


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02206
02206
火 86.10
14 · ㇐ (1) GXM-00267

⿰火秦

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Evidence image in #2964 is from 《東漢會要》(edition not
specified). The text is a quotation from 《後漢書・應劭傳》
which reads "逆⾂董卓，荡覆王室，典宪焚燎，靡有孑遗...".
Therefore ⿰火秦 here should be a corruption of 燎.

04259
04259
⾩ 170.7
10 · ㇑ (2) GXM-00303

⿰阝⿱⽌⻢

Evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

汉印⽂字征·卷⼗ P1 

04117
04117
⾦' 167'.10
15 · ㇒ (3) GXM-00433

⿰⻐荣

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The second piece of evidence is lost in Internet.

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

See
{{https://web.archive.org/web/20151212165149/http://fj.sina.co
m.cn/news/s/2015-12-05/detail-ifxmhqaa9963366.shtml Web
Archive}} and {{http://dzb.hxnews.com/2015-
12/05/content_334883.htm 海峽都市報}} for the second
evidence.

01798
01798
⽊ 75.8
12 · ㇒ (3) GZ-1522413

⿰⽊肥

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

The wrong ideograph is highlighted in the evidence image.

02376
02376
⽝ 94.8
11 · ㇑ (2) GZ-1691202

⿰⺨肯

New evidence
John Knightley
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The top of the LHS should be ⽌ 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02206
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02206
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04259
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04259
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04259-7952178b38be12447dec8cf3d470420da060efa1ad63ead4e2974eb6a2d1976d.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04117
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04117
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01798
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01798
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02376
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02376
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02376-8982763e8a7a6f0d90d0fa0cb3e2018e9d74010fbeceef35a621e39bdc4fd4e9.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00287
00287
⼎ 15.10
12 · ㇒ (3) GZ-3832302

⿰冷尼

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA

The glyph does not match the evidence(⿰𪞘(U+2A798)尼), but
judging from the other characters and meaning of the
evidence, it seems that the evidence is wrong? Is there any
other evidence written as "⿰冷尼"?

02331
02331
⽝ 94.4
7 · ㇐ (1) GZ-4812502

⿰⺨不

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 陳凌千：《潮汕字典》，汕頭育新書社，1935，p. 265

00055
00055
⼄ 5.5
5 · ㇑ (2) KC-00020

⿱古⼄

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
段甜: 《韩国固有汉字分析》, 洛阳: 中国⼈⺠解放军外国语学院
(Luoyang: PLA University of Foreign Language), 2007, P. 14

New evidence
ROK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Thanks for your additional evidence.

Evidence
ROK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It is different glyph to U+3414 㐔. 
We consider that 㐔 is changed from ⾼/⼄

00808
00808
⼟ 32.6
9 · ㇒ (3) KC-00623

⿰⼟⾆

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ ⿓龕⼿鑑（景江安傅⽒雙鑑樓藏宋刊本）卷2 folio 23

New evidence
ROK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Thanks for your additional evidence.

01720
01720
⽇ 72.15
19 · ㇒ (3) KC-05180

⿰⽇質

Unclear evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

The left side of the glyph is unclear. Is there any additional
evidence?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00287
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00287
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02331
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02331
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02331-09dd85151f2c7fba23341d2d0dcd606244a02a891ccc3701ecdeabfe58689321.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00055
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00055
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00055-705c9227d45e970f963c5783b5c49e0c582391a2836d5aa3da319a0c1b561511.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00808
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00808
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00808-3e1088a7480fe24ab92781bab4e8875229c4e3697d6d4eef7818b47276350c20.pdf
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=89290&page=187
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01720
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01720


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02004
02004
⽔ 85.5
8 · ㇒ (3) KC-05231 TC-3E43

⿰⺡向

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 《嘉靖⻘州府志》，天⼀閣藏本，卷⼗ 
 
This evidence is copied from Comment #1235 on WS2021-
02011

03361
03361
⾋ 140.8
12 · ㇠ (5) KC-05646

⿱荔⼗

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ ⽩⽒長慶集（四部叢刊景江南圖書館藏⽇本活字本）卷64
folio 5 
 
The text gives 九～燈炫轉，七寳帳熒煌. A more popular
version to date is 九微燈炫轉，七寳帳熒煌, yet I don't think ～
is a variant of 微.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02004
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02004
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02011-2c3d788a805ed8caa6f4b60861f382963c63b2de073ce681d855cab25194f972.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03361
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03361
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03361-2f07276d3099e7470a99e2b528d08287bd0d538d012483234f7eecb32cbfc53c.webp
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan0745-%E7%99%BD%E5%B1%85%E6%98%93-%E7%99%BD%E6%B0%8F%E9%95%B7%E6%85%B6%E9%9B%86-24-22.djvu/96


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
ROK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

KR will provide a new evidence showing that SN 03361 is not
unifiable U+5FAE 微. 
～夷爭笑. 

03858
03858
走 156.9
16 · ㇔ (4) KC-05746

⿺走斿

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

ROK said "KR will add a new KR Norm rule regarding the
middle component" in #2716, but maybe it is better to
normalize the whole inside component (⿰⺘⿱𠂉⼦) to 斿, not
normalize ⺘ to ⽅.

Evidence
ROK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

KR agrees to add a new Norm rule as suggested by Eiso
CHAN.

04578
04578
⿂ 195.5
16 · ㇑ (2) KC-05933

⿰⿂兄

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

It looks the variant of U+9B67 魧. The fanqie 何廣切 mentioned
in the evidence matches 魧 basically. 
 

 
▲ 《爾雅注》，四庫全書本，卷下

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03361-2012682084fa84b5660ef3c6308101760cf92ea3e881e28a2506100072179747.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03858
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03858
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04578
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04578
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04578-ac26a5d69dcceb0dfc9c0902e7d75e88fbc493d2ea965f958569df139d229e53.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00115
00115
亠 8.9
11 · ㇔ (4) SAT-04260

⿳亠⺫⽊

Unclear evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Wrong citation, the original glyph should be 褢 U+8922 in every
version of 说⽂. 

 

 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00115
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00115
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00115-98a6b600ca45bfd2968834ad4c5ffd8683b64457a2b291f92f0ec8021e62e045.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00115-d50e3d728fbe4d0c2a0e586f0431d34e92837b0dc82c0444def48bb390e07aac.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00115-8e3a7f0eaaac532ac7fba8c8ed124759eabdcd5fca396f19e7015b908d4a1009.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00599
00599
⼝ 30.11
14 · ㇠ (5) SAT-04265

⿱𠙼⿻⾥⼋

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

说⽂解字

01898
01898
⽋ 76.5
9 · ㇑ (2) SAT-04277

⿰⽬⽋

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ Hoàng Triều Ân: “Từ Điển Chữ Nôm Tày”, p. 410

04267
04267
⾩ 170.9
12 · ㇠ (5) SAT-04369

⿰阝𡿺

Evidence
Eddie LI
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

pic2 shows ⿰阝𡿺, but pic1 shows ⿰阝⿱⼮㐫 which is not
matched the IDS.

Unclear evidence
response
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

We believe those shapes are unifiable under Annex S.1.5.c
and common in this literature, and we take the printed form as
a glyph.

00249
00249
⼉ 10.15
17 · ㇑ (2) SAT-04406

⿺兄貴

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Wrong citation from 爾雅. 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00599
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00599
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00599-71c934a38987a21cf255eadf6bd4b7f3b387aaee632fa9341caf08e7d87920c7.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01898
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01898
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01898-acd7b4040e20b6c765689cf20fe6421db43778deb7aa36cd116f95c09682b89d.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04267
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04267
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00249
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00249


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00249-43ef3b47bf21ae61ed8823864ef619ab19105ddcdc75ce6c9ed0fa03042fb6d6.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00249-bc7f69553f388924f7364a4f9f5ee5e3d1b96d47f71d850a91d65b6de44af674.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00249-c2fcba857bd5251ce3d33c74900b25bae42935960a0d3a15288ee4bded7b6891.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03373
03373
⾋ 140.9
13 · ㇠ (5) SAT-05114

⿱⺿卺

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

It looks like part of the evidence for this character's
equivalence to 𧯷 (U+27BF7) is based on the quote from the Yi
Li: 四爵⽽合𧯷. But, it's not completely clear that the last
character is U+27BF7. Is it possible to get a clearer image?

00266
00266
⼌ 13.6
8 · ㇑ (2) SAT-05651

⿵⼌⿱从⼈

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
慧琳⼀切經⾳義 

 
希麟⼀切經⾳義

03071
03071
⽷ 120.7
13 · ㇠ (5) SAT-05666

⿰⽷狂

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 柳建钰,秦冕.《全元诗》未编码疑难字考辨⼋例[J].古汉语研
究,2021(1):105-111 
 
In the article the author argues that ～ is a variant of 𤞘.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03373
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03373
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00266
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00266
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00266-346d62d9a798f90c7cecf462831f58bcfd95f737f5f20f19c744fa537a93c5bd.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00266-cb195108c02827dfd75eb6cf687471040b3f8f84c6fe4129d348a2a42005d9fb.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03071
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03071
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03071-e20879da1b3e1b9a9dc6e5263590efbade62af886fa9480c8ca151ef38a068bd.pdf
http://qikan.cqvip.com/Qikan/Article/Detail?id=7103870645


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Vietnamese character with identical shape, meaning a reel,
device used in handicrafts, from "Giúp đọc Nôm và Hán Việt",
p. 436 
 
 
 

03762
03762
⾔ 149.4
11 · ㇔ (4) SAT-05834

⿰⾔之

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Other meaning in Chinese ancient books as below. 
 

 
 
▲ ⻩道周：《遵古本正韻⽯齋海篇》，崇禎藜光堂刻本，卷之
⼗五

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03071-3e073e5be90bea2e362f464f330f706a9f99cde6beecf3e2a7f8058a04bb5414.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03762
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03762
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03762-b57399844c630a7500945c5647f82df6d9713003318110802f783586c98f8fe0.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01610
01610
⽁ 66.9
13 · ㇑ (2) SAT-05880

⿰𰏘⽁

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

01610 is a varuant of 敝. 
⿓龕⼿鑑(《欽定四庫全書》本) 

 
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=gb&file=56026&page=182

00341
00341
⼒ 19.11
13 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06152

⿱⿰来攵⼒

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01610
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01610
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01610-daf08c96f1114bd3e832517224bc9c6ccea08b70cf09c91e5712be853a70f048.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00341
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00341


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

慧琳⼀切經⾳義 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00341-817895f38209fa034390ed733312fa4a5d004706971e432e49695c0da4340914.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00341-ccbc6ac6ff71e14e57665d2b71062c9defbb9fa6964ea8ec6b40c2a0a6574bb0.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

⽞應⼀切經⾳義

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00341-eb11636c3b4e34ec1a89f4a38cc66dd1da522c80a623bf0a64bb72cc3b6b3054.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00341-ebe69f05a79121ac3a55343899fd8a7cbf6d2a63078b0b7bde7432b074236d45.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03496
03496
虍 141.10
16 · ㇑ (2) SAT-06257

⿰虛𠔃

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 《洪武正韻》，四庫本，卷⼆ 
 
The same head entry in the Ming versions shows 𧇾. It is not
better to unify 雐 with 虛/虚.

01254
01254
⼴ 53.5
8 · ㇔ (4) SAT-06420

⿸⼴古

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03496
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03496
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03496-e58cfa7aecb0370c8262c68dc2883408c175423a8aca6642d385d58571187202.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01254
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01254
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01254-513ec0bf20be47fd70ed81c5aa50f43b8cb0cc510fcd806512bc3540581519fa.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01254-8086b2cb0e9e0b75282a5770f3cf6d2d321ab3cbb86e26cd2fdee135efe70796.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

慧琳⼀切經⾳義

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The glyphs on the new evidence in Comment #5013 are all
related to 㽽 (U+3F7D), which are not suitable for this
character.

03283
03283
⾅ 134.6
12 · ㇠ (5) SAT-06466

⿰⾅叒

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

It is hard to identify if the glyph is ⿰⾅叒 or ⿰⽩叒 in Evidence
1 and 2. The glyph in Evidence 3 looks like ⿰𪠨㕛.
 
Is there any definite reason to confirm how to write the left
part?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01254-79ec2d3f11147c16714125ee2025ea0451b11d891acaa674b08cdb80802742e5.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01254-d1d1df2f25d62144fc778b446fe456ae29eb4475873fbb6f989e061b100f486a.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03283
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03283


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00258
00258
⼋ 12.7
9 · ㇒ (3) SAT-06676

⿱⼋⿴⼞仌

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
Quite different in 說⽂.

01047
01047
宀 40.9
12 · ㇔ (4) SAT-06842

⿳宀⿰龶刃⼶

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

慧琳 ⼀切
經⾳義 
 
The glyph looks so strange, evidence 1 is not a good source.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00258
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00258
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00258-bf50e55f936e963c1bd75a855b8c2564033074454a66ba6b67f7f28a3e8e9503.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00258-ff53e3815ae1bb75300432dd330710eab2ca6a6ed10e95d1b5549c99666ebc54.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00258-78914f92b3fc0bc5fb63fbd58b46c99cccc887a2dadc29c5444b4cca7552db4b.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00258-ff060fe26e14b964ca2cfe5bfa2250658143db4a28096668dc5f0e73c61ec75a.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01047
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01047
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01047-3c81b00d2ed9d5c20e0db7dc3e1fe24b5bcb7608e7ba370b9530555627e44b93.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01047-2a85b9490e81238b27794f725bd2d24744e7c0a89bdee085bddb15b4ab64098f.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00251


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description00251 00251
⼉ 10.18
20 · ㇒ (3)

SAT-06900

⿺兒堯

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Citation may come from two sources, 說⽂ or 聲類. 䰫 is not
exist in the current versions of 說⽂, it is speculated that it is
from the version of the Tang Dynasty, analysed by 說⽂逸字.
According to 
the versions of ⼀切經⾳義 the author saw at the time, 廣雅疏
證 records quotations from 聲類. 
No matter what source is the original one, SAT-06900 is a
wrong glyph of 䰫 (U+4C2B) indeed. 

 
廣潛研堂說⽂答問疏證 

 
⼩學盦遺書 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00251
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00251
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00251-2df06ff207224c6fd2a6ca0f16d1387dcaa0b2f38eb40e5b4b0f82ff3428e6de.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00251-f147ed9d805bf87cc53af10e15fd21b06135042b73f4bdfbd029a81d733c80b5.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
說⽂逸字 

 
廣雅疏證

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00251-6bc596f634ee526528837fa9c073b9345bc2b0976adb47300a23dcf964fe3e6f.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00251-8660340aed8b862b8a607293453299f05be18554ffdabb1f3e9a49bedbf0a0da.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00251-6457d681512f5563c877553cef3b8f61801530db995111951d2afbc74e37a2fd.png
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00145
00145
⼈ 9.6
8 · ㇒ (3) SAT-07051

⿰仌⿱厶⼈

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Wrong citation from 说⽂. 

 

02967
02967
⽵ 118.12
18 · ㇔ (4) SAT-07036

⿱⽵亮

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 李⽂鳳：《越嶠書》，明藍格鈔本，卷之⼗六 
 
This is a Chinese ancient book to record Vietnamese history in
Ming dynasty. It looks this is a character used for a Vietnamese
person name.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00145
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00145
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00145-d53dd8b1b8d68f5fff7c56966fc2fa15941ee7b27983cde687123e799fb6f2f9.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02967
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02967
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02967-542e42bf2a2f2fa2b15baba14524886de5c97d81f32c05715139dd14645aa459.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 

04449
04449
食 184.8
16 · ㇐ (1) SAT-07200

⿰飠取

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The current evidence is OK, and I found this character used in
other books. I still have a question. What book is 説⽂聲集
mentioned in the evidence? Does it mean 《説⽂聲系》 written
by 姚⽂⽥?

Evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

I don't think I see the book name 説⽂聲集 in the evidence.
Could you elaborate more?

03769
03769
⾔ 149.7
14 · ㇒ (3) SAT-08272

⿰⾔𠯓

New evidence
BAI Yi
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

《和製漢字字典》 

00272
00272
⼍ 14.4
6 · ㇑ (2) SAT-08359

⿱⼍龰

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA

 
 
In ⼀切經⾳義, we can find 3 ways of writing: 廣雅, 廣⽦, and
廣⿱⼍龰. Therefore, ⿱⼍龰 should consider unifying with ⽦
U+758B.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00145-9bc62c860f79d0bd94cd320bf14dfa49b17646772bc9da84c0ef798f53e18803.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00145-51364121938f43b8f4600c497d3500ade112a4198e76ca0085f278e12aeb027c.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04449
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04449
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03769
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03769
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03769-229eaca3792b34d0426a3ff537a41f64d322adcc2ac070dbf9566d7009c33ee0.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00272
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00272
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00272-6a7b0ebc321de5ddd475440fb939c9126d69914a9a09c7c0ff2bcec92f13d4a7.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00763
00763
⼞ 31.2
6 · ㇒ (3) SAT-08642

⿱⼃囚

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

⽞應⼀切經⾳義

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00763
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00763
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00763-4afe98a6f254b2d6bd114e9fa74407ce667c96d48808096ff304e7bc9c25ed1e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00763-81bb5c0deff63a8fee53926dd277801c2387252c12f32ff7b0518a8dcc06cacc.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01299
01299
⼻ 60.9
12 · ㇒ (3) SAT-08688

⿰⼻待

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence mentions “說⽂(⿰⼻待)待也儲(⿰⼻待)具也”.
Based on any version of 說⽂解字 gives 偫 (U+506B) . 
《說⽂解字》藤花榭本．卷⼋上 
(http://www.guoxuedashi.net/kangxi/pic.php?f=swjzzb&p=270) 
 

 
 
I think it is a variant of 偫(U+506B), and suggest pending other
evidence.

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Agree with TCA's comment dated 2022-01-05.

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

《新刻洪武元韻勘正切字海篇群⽟》 includes all three
characters at the same time. 《國語辭典》 also includes the
submitted one. 
 

 
▲ ⻩道周：《新刻洪武元韻勘正切字海篇群⽟》，明崇禎刻
本，第⼀卷 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01299
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01299
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01299-a61d3a3262a7c917e6055d9bba351192c6fee45ee28a26228c4d41e9505db0cb.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01299-3acf82a41f8215cebe2e57113fa844de72ddc7e743a7838c0ea01dae49c7ea07.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ ⻩道周：《新刻洪武元韻勘正切字海篇群⽟》，明崇禎刻
本，卷之⼗六 
 

 
▲ ⻩道周：《新刻洪武元韻勘正切字海篇群⽟》，明崇禎刻
本，卷之四 
 

 
▲ 《國語辭典》，⺠國37年重印本，p. 42

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01299-5162d3fbcf201dedb1d5822249daab6ddcc0737193d7dad377d630bf5fd828ca.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01299-5e148ae7888e661df6028cb312ca33f19925a100b4e26b7ca5aa5611b20110ac.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01299-f4ec522e88ebf307e679567d03aa6530a2ac7a570abf5e5ede267acbed9abc03.png
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00252
00252
入 11.12
14 · ㇒ (3) SAT-08844

⿱入軰

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
⽞應⼀切經⾳義

00581
00581
⼝ 30.11
14 · ㇑ (2) SAT-08851

⿰⼝⿱⿰三三⽫

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Derivative of ⿰⼝盖. According to the words ⽅⾔厮⿰⼝盖噎楚
⽈厮 on the left, SAT-08851 must be redundant. 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00252
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00252
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00252-29c96f830ca575b75914c8bfd0386358d945317bb7695daed7403044c797ecf8.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00252-a15fb829b17f420966bb3cd339c2615fc8ede1b7bd0718acb14b61dac8740b91.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00581
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00581
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00581-8ec58b994b49b661360ee865f66342cd691ae20f03c7d1d104e9470b3742c499.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00581-a52e771b0d7b42eb6bc62f2f26d4ff9252efef1e85179176ff4c3c167d93859f.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

⽞應⼀切經⾳義

01261
01261
⼴ 53.10
13 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08895

⿸⼴⿱𭮀⼼

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The entry of 揭路荼 (ग�ड/𑖐�� 𑖚?) in 《⼀切經⾳義》(獅⾕蓮社刻

本) shows the name of this bird is ⿓惌 (⿱𭓩⼼ could be unified
to 惌). The entry of ⾦翅⿃ shows ⿓怨. 
 

 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00581-e3b1be5d4aacf0a46ccc00853ac01f4c6b0a4f4208a7b1ace217d28b7b92a419.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01261
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01261
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01261-80852c6dba734996eada474ebc2a6aaa3ce1e79864089779739337b575f4e757.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 釋慧琳：《⼀切經⾳義》，獅⾕蓮社刻本，卷第⼀ 
 

 
▲ 釋慧琳：《⼀切經⾳義》，獅⾕蓮社刻本，卷第五⼗三 
 
Please confirm which one is the proper one.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01261-ca4387f7219ba85d4f166da99f3695c95f190bb5ec530edc53555db524988ad3.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01261-d858a492f66337c60d7195311c7e420a167263b9cb426fe9e2059238adcd6386.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03965
03965
⾡ 162.6
10 · ㇔ (4) SAT-08913

⿺⻎𭁄

New evidence
L F CHENG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

03822
03822
⾙ 154.7
14 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08945

⿳⼗⼍⿱⼱⾙

Evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

責-related glyphs in SAT database: 
 
責: 責 (majority) vs 𧵩 (5 occurrences) vs ⿱𠆴⾙ [[WS2021-
03816]] (1) vs ⿳宀⼤⾙ SAT-06862 (1) vs SAT-08945 (1) 
賾: 賾 (majority) vs ⿰𦣞𧵩 SAT-09172 (4 occurrences) 
漬: 漬 (majority) vs 𣿙 (5 occurrences) vs ⿰⺡⿱束⾙ SAT-
06457 (2) 
績: 績 (majority) vs ⿰⽷𧵩 [[WS2017-03449]] (1 occurrence) vs
⿰⽷⿱𠆴⾙ [[WS2021-02885]] (1) 
積: 積 (majority) vs ⿰⽲⿱𠆴⾙ [[WS2021-02885]] (1
occurrence) 
磧: 磧 (majority) vs ⿰⽯⿱束⾙ [[WS2021-02808]] (1
occurrence) 
勣: 勣 (6 occurrences) vs ⿰⿱𠆴⾙⼒ SAT-08806 (1) 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03965
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03965
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03965-0f796dbc8627a1c964e9c2b32d2f418e328177ffb8fb15e5818e794cb8ffd9f7.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03822
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03822


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03822-5fdb4b31ef20e1cd203564f1c6569c596ff0af9be3636216e798425ab819fbca.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03822-80fee79e7e02c86294b47812f8c7f5320f10291d2b793345564f22256a87f2ab.png
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03822-38044dd9f2d7dbef6cdea677c6c948a3953105eb90ed25fc25f948214edb694f.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

責: 責 (majority) vs 𧵩 (5 occurrences) vs ⿱𠆴⾙

03816
⾙ 154.5
12 · ㇐ (1) SAT-07087

⿱𠆴⾙

IRGN2549WS2021v3.0Pending 
Postponed for unification to 𧵩 U+27D69, IRG 58. 

(1) vs ⿳宀⼤⾙ SAT-06862 (1) vs SAT-08945 (1) 
賾: 賾 (majority) vs ⿰𦣞𧵩 SAT-09172 (4 occurrences) 
漬: 漬 (majority) vs 𣿙 (5 occurrences) vs ⿰⺡⿱束⾙ SAT-
06457 (2) 
績: 績 (majority) vs ⿰⽷𧵩 [ {{WS2017-03449}} ] 
(1 occurrence) vs ⿰⽷⿱𠆴⾙

02885
⽲ 115.12
17 · ㇒ (3) SAT-07086

⿰⽲⿱𠆴⾙

(1) 
積: 積 (majority) vs ⿰⽲⿱𠆴⾙

02885
⽲ 115.12
17 · ㇒ (3) SAT-07086

⿰⽲⿱𠆴⾙

(1 occurrence) 
磧: 磧 (majority) vs ⿰⽯⿱束⾙

02808
⽯ 112.14
19 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06454

⿰⽯⿱束⾙

Glyph to be updated, SC=14, TS=19, IDS=⿰⽯⿱束⾙, IRG
57. 

(1 occurrence) 
勣: 勣 (6 occurrences) vs ⿰⿱𠆴⾙⼒ SAT-08806 (1)

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03816
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2017/app/?id=03449
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02885
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02885
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02808
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00535
00535
⼝ 30.9
12 · ㇑ (2) SAT-09431

⿰⼝𦮰

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Variant glyph of 嚇. Minor differences from 𠵢 (U+20D62).  

⽟篇殘卷 

⼤⽅便佛報恩經·惡友品第六

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00535
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00535
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00535-3f3bae1117d3e3fa2cbcf4d6fd855ab2727500d90d70b285188030a8ce632441.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00535-d8dda2b65f1ca2f5969ee214f9e3abe9bd3fd9e86bc00dda68e91d7757150ad2.png
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慧琳⼀切

經⾳義 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00535-a9590e14b28c0bd4509504a9e6abe1f542ec961b7196042dded947e98d3b0626.png
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⽞應⼀切經⾳義

00373
00373
⼗ 24.6
8 · ㇐ (1) SAT-10114

⿱⼗𪢴

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

慧琳⼀切經⾳義

04244
04244
⾨ 169.14
22 · ㇠ (5) T11-2123

⿵⾨隠

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03474
03474
⾋ 140.17
21 · ㇒ (3) T9-755C

⿱⺿鎾

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00535-9d5c9b25a16e80d033afd3ec11e1ae0380a3515e45bc899e37311f7f6b8cde28.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00535-4e2fdb86d2298b412b7ba29bb7d119ad6c430c8b7b7e231484cc4bb676cb28d1.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00535-f7853e88a3d0b8c8c94ca2291bb8f8c7ef4e2b65b02ec2ad3716ffc609dc479f.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00373
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00373
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00373-549170fc8fe399881a3bdbf0dacf3b3e407cb777c208a361936c329b265945e0.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04244
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04244
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03474
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03474
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Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

00968
00968
女 38.5
8 · ㇠ (5) T9-7569

⿰女⿱⼩⼜

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

說⽂長箋 

古⽂字诂林

02270
02270
火 86.20
24 · ㇔ (4) T9-757C

〾⿱𩕆灬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

03387
03387
⾋ 140.11
17 · ㇐ (1) T9-7658

⿱⺿碓

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04541
04541
⾽ 190.13
23 · ㇔ (4) T9-7661

⿱⾽裏

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00968
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00968
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00968-6b7c8122cf67fb1f96dd56149b96bf9ffa1dbec21ad13df174c2f90f8104b008.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00968-b963e36c0c827f5586dc3d0b1f90f77272b79f4fb10420919675626a04dea919.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02270
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02270
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03387
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03387
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04541
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04541


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03281
03281
⾄ 133.13
19 · ㇑ (2) T9-772B

⿰⾄睘

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01684
01684
⽇ 72.10
14 · ㇐ (1) T9-7734

⿰⽇泰

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02043
02043
⽔ 85.9
12 · ㇑ (2) T9-773B

⿰⺡苟

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02180
02180
火 86.7
11 · ㇒ (3) T9-7756

⿱犾灬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01875
01875
⽊ 75.15
19 · ㇒ (3) T9-782D

⿰⽊箱

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00484
00484
⼝ 30.7
10 · ㇠ (5) T9-783F

〾⿰⼝𡥘

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

03207
03207
耳 128.11
17 · ㇔ (4) T9-7847

⿰耳窓

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04355
04355
雨 173.14
22 · ㇔ (4) T9-784F

⿱雨⿰⾔⾢

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03281
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03281
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01684
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01684
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02043
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02043
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02180
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02180
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01875
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01875
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00484
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00484
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03207
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03207
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04355
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04355


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

00128
00128
亠 8.16
18 · ㇠ (5) T9-7869

⿱亡罷

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

02059
02059
⽔ 85.10
14 · ㇐ (1) T9-7925

⿰⺡⿱百⽲

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00140
00140
⼈ 9.5
7 · ㇠ (5) T9-7971

⿱⿻⼸⼈⺀

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

03072
03072
⽷ 120.8
14 · ㇐ (1) T9-7A38

⿱卧⽷

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03101
03101
⽷ 120.12
18 · ㇑ (2) T9-7A52

⿰⺯閑

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01532
01532
⼿ 64.12
16 · ㇒ (3) T9-7A70

⿰⺘亂

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02152
02152
⽔ 85.21
25 · ㇠ (5) T9-7A7B

⿰⺡孌

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00128
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00128
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02059
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02059
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00140
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00140
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03072
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03072
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03101
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03101
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01532
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01532
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02152
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02152


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01445
01445
⼿ 64.5
9 · ㇒ (3) T9-7B30

⿱他⼿

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01265
01265
⼴ 53.11
14 · ㇔ (4) T9-7B39

⿸⼴⿱火⾙

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01622
01622
⽂ 67.6
10 · ㇐ (1) T9-7B5D

⿰⾂⽂

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00380
00380
⼗ 24.11
13 · ㇔ (4) T9-7C26

⿰⺦真

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546

03176
03176
⽻ 124.9
15 · ㇑ (2) T9-7C2A

⿰昱⽻

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03381
03381
⾋ 140.10
16 · ㇒ (3) T9-7C3F

⿱⺿⿰重阝

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03453
03453
⾋ 140.15
19 · ㇐ (1) T9-7C4F

⿱⺿摯

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01445
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01445
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01265
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01265
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01622
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01622
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00380
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00380
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03176
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03176
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03381
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03381
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03453
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03453
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02839
02839
示 113.8
13 · ㇒ (3) T9-7C74

⿰⺭近

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03458
03458
⾋ 140.15
21 · ㇔ (4) T9-7C7C

⿱⺿賽

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03336
03336
⾋ 140.6
10 · ㇔ (4) T9-7D28

⿱⺿⿰⼎勻

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01990
01990
⽔ 85.2
6 · ㇑ (2) T9-7D2E

⿰⽔⼘

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02833
02833
示 113.6
11 · ㇑ (2) T9-7D30

⿰⺭⿱⼝凡

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03084
03084
⽷ 120.10
16 · ㇑ (2) T9-7D3A

⿰⺯茟

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02839
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02839
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03458
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03458
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03336
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03336
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01990
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01990
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02833
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02833
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03084
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03084
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Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04708
04708
⿃ 196.6
17 · ㇠ (5) T9-7D48

⿱𢆶⿃

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Shape and reading, "sī", suggest this may be a variant of
U+9DE5 鷥. But, what is the evidence that justifies this
reading? In other cases, such as U+2A028 𪀨 , a variant of 鴉
according to Kangxi, the component 𢆶 represents another
phonetic.

Unclear evidence
response
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card. According to ancient book(重訂
直⾳篇), this character is a variant of 鷥. 

 
 
(or https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=gb&file=18582&page=133)

01189
01189
⼭ 46.14
17 · ㇑ (2) T9-7D51

⿰⼭蓉

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

02210
02210
火 86.10
14 · ㇔ (4) T9-7D53

⿱𤇾⽝

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01070
01070
⼨ 41.11
14 · ㇒ (3) T9-7D7B

⿰⿱⺤⾖⼨

New evidence
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Evidence shown is not primary source. Need new evidence.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

03297
03297
⾈ 137.3
9 · ㇒ (3) T9-7E3E

⿰⾈凢

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04708
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04708
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04708-83cff170cc20efccf2f2af6bec188ce2b4bf6020dd2148df057b7d233448bad0.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01189
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01189
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02210
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02210
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01070
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01070
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03297
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03297


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02266
02266
火 86.17
21 · ㇑ (2) T9-7E7D

⿰火⿵⾨𰌼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00247
00247
⼉ 10.13
15 · ㇑ (2) TB-4945

⿺光㒸

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00723
00723
⼝ 30.17
20 · ㇐ (1) TB-4978

⿰⼝壐

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

04268
04268
⾩ 170.10
13 · ㇔ (4) TB-4B2C

⿰阝容

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01623
01623
⽂ 67.6
10 · ㇐ (1) TB-4B39

⿰⽂⾂

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01695
01695
⽇ 72.11
15 · ㇒ (3) TB-4B46

⿰星成

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01824
01824
⽊ 75.10
14 · ㇠ (5) TB-4B6E

⿰⽊⿱⼮囱

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

03411
03411
⾋ 140.12
16 · ㇔ (4) TB-4C58

⿱⺿𣸹

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02266
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02266
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00247
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00247
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00723
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00723
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04268
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04268
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01623
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01623
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01695
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01695
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01824
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01824
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03411
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03411


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03401
03401
⾋ 140.12
16 · ㇐ (1) TB-4C5C

⿱⺿貰

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01001
01001
女 38.11
14 · ㇔ (4) TB-4E63

⿰女淑

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

03426
03426
⾋ 140.13
17 · ㇔ (4) TB-4F2D

⿱⺿源

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01018
01018
⼦ 39.6
9 · ㇒ (3) TB-4F75

⿰⼦𠂢

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

古⽂奇字  

⽔仙亭詞集

02072
02072
⽔ 85.11
14 · ㇑ (2) TB-5021

⿰浿少

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03401
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03401
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01001
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01001
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03426
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03426
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01018
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01018
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01018-0d5b9997789065b3810aa53d676fc51ddf2112a18a8046e25d9e63440fdbdb21.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01018-0fbf98e99a3c3c8bfbef994542105eea1f1c3969538f8551bbcb6045bb1a0568.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02072
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02072


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01312
01312
⼼ 61.4
7 · ㇐ (1) TB-5067

⿰⺖井

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00985
00985
女 38.9
12 · ㇑ (2) TB-522D

⿰女⿸虍㐄

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01828
01828
⽊ 75.11
15 · ㇐ (1) TB-527D

⿰⽊⿱林⼺

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

03013
03013
⽶ 119.7
13 · ㇐ (1) TB-5440

⿰⽶酉

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03613
03613
⾍ 142.11
17 · ㇔ (4) TB-5453

⿰⾍密

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ 古壮字字典, p. 329

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01312
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01312
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00985
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00985
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01828
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01828
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03013
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03013
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03613
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03613
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03613-c154f122c444c33811f736a3c49edf38f46b2118a4c83aab0ab8e7efd118a882.png
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01126
01126
⼭ 46.6
9 · ㇑ (2) TB-584A

⿰⼭尖

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00987
00987
女 38.9
12 · ㇔ (4) TB-597A

⿰女宦

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01043
01043
宀 40.9
12 · ㇐ (1) TB-597D

⿱宀咸

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

03002
03002
⽶ 119.4
10 · ㇑ (2) TB-5A6E

⿰⽶內

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ 古壮字字典, p. 366

00999
00999
女 38.11
14 · ㇑ (2) TB-5B46

⿰女𮏄

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

02168
02168
火 86.5
9 · ㇑ (2) TB-5B64

⿰火申

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00728
00728
⼝ 30.17
20 · ㇑ (2) TB-5C54

⿰⼝闊

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00496
00496
⼝ 30.8
11 · ㇑ (2) TB-5C55

⿱昒⼝

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I suspect that this is mistranscription of U+8117 脗. 

 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01126
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01126
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00987
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00987
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01043
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01043
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03002
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03002
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03002-da9dce8425e9adbbfe7447a20ef507d5c4e1dcee2a8eefa5521083264d4a7e55.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00999
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00999
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02168
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02168
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00728
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00728
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00496
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00496
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Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546. 
 
⽇ and ⺼ is not a common combination mixed up because of
similar shapes, so I don't think it's a mistranscription of 脗.

00886
00886
⼟ 32.12
15 · ㇐ (1) TB-5C5C

⿰⼟⿷匸晏

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

(乾隆)⽢肅通志

02441
02441
⽝ 94.14
17 · ㇐ (1) TB-5D38

⿰⺨厭

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01657
01657
⽇ 72.4
8 · ㇒ (3) TB-5D3F

⿰⽇兮

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

also as KC-10920
http://www.koreanhistory.or.kr/newchar/list_view.jsp?
code=160502

02851
02851
示 113.11
16 · ㇒ (3) TB-5D73

⿰⺭𢚩

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02840
02840
示 113.8
13 · ㇒ (3) TB-5D77

⿰⺭⾦

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00886
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00886
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00886-63c5f418d2207125a8eab2bbd94c65ae9840fa970f14525cd96c18186c6c81c9.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02441
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02441
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01657
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01657
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02851
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02851
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02840
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02840
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Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02025
02025
⽔ 85.8
12 · ㇐ (1) TB-5E6F

⿰世求

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01593
01593
⼿ 64.17
20 · ㇒ (3) TB-6049

⿰⺘獲

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02102
02102
⽔ 85.14
17 · ㇐ (1) TB-606C

⿰⺡𬚟

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01838
01838
⽊ 75.12
16 · ㇐ (1) TB-614C

⿰⽊⿷匸𭔰

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

03061
03061
⽷ 120.6
12 · ㇒ (3) TB-623F

⿰⺯𫥞

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02792
02792
⽯ 112.11
16 · ㇒ (3) TB-6250

⿰⽯貭

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

It would be good to have additional evidence to support the
reading given, "dùn". The phonetic is 貭, which is a variant of
質, so I would expect a different reading, such as "zhì".
Otherwise, this would appear to be a variant of U+78B7 碷
"dùn"

03942
03942
⾞ 159.8
15 · ㇐ (1) TB-6337

⿰⾞武

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02025
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02025
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01593
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01593
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02102
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02102
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01838
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01838
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03061
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03061
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02792
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02792
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03942
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03942
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03942-ed64281e810ba607734973a9c9cabd36843f586136b394d3a9e8216651861e1e.webp
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03942-ed64281e810ba607734973a9c9cabd36843f586136b394d3a9e8216651861e1e.webp
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04325
04325
雨 173.10
18 · ㇒ (3) TB-672B

⿱雨倪

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01223
01223
⼱ 50.4
7 · ㇐ (1) TB-675A

⿰⼱元

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

御

定佩⽂韻府 
But it's a wrong shape of 岏. 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03942-ed64281e810ba607734973a9c9cabd36843f586136b394d3a9e8216651861e1e.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:12930023?n=47
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04325
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04325
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01223
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01223
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01223-4b4b6aa19e37e1ef19cc06bfe283d3d02964f45dd8eb9ce1d22cd69a9031023d.png
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御定佩

⽂韻府

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The name of a living person is the different issue with ancient
character.

02761
02761
⽯ 112.7
12 · ㇒ (3) TB-696C

⿲⽯⽉习

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02942
02942
⽵ 118.10
16 · ㇐ (1) TB-6973

⿱⽵桂

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01750
01750
⽉ 74.10
14 · ㇒ (3) TB-6A65

⿰⽉⿱𠂉其

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01223-c512fcb4322c87e0860adb29ebce005b7cd2f42cc65294b558e041c602f1d3f4.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02761
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02761
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02942
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02942
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01750
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01750
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01833
01833
⽊ 75.11
15 · ㇔ (4) TB-6D6E

⿰⽊㫋

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02227
02227
火 86.12
16 · ㇔ (4) TB-714B

⿱焱火

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

04294
04294
雨 173.4
12 · ㇐ (1) TB-7157

⿱雨五

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02272
02272
火 86.21
25 · ㇔ (4) TB-7168

⿰火鶯

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00133
00133
⼈ 9.4
6 · ㇐ (1) TC-2460

⿰⺅切

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00134
00134
⼈ 9.4
6 · ㇐ (1) TC-2471

⿱𠆢⽊

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01937
01937
⽑ 82.2
6 · ㇑ (2) TC-2725

⿺⽑⼘

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01086
01086
⼫ 44.4
7 · ㇔ (4) TC-2A64

⿱尺三

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01251
01251
⼴ 53.4
7 · ㇒ (3) TC-2B30

⿸⼴卬

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01833
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01833
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02227
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02227
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04294
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04294
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02272
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02272
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00133
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00133
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00134
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00134
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01937
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01937
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01086
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01086
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01251
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01251
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01651
01651
无 71.3
7 · ㇒ (3) TC-2C25

⿺旡⼺

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01654
01654
⽇ 72.3
7 · ㇐ (1) TC-2C27

⿰⽇⼟

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01995
01995
⽔ 85.4
7 · ㇐ (1) TC-2C5A

⿰⺡匹

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01996
01996
⽔ 85.4
7 · ㇐ (1) TC-2C5B

⿰⺡𠤭

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02162
02162
火 86.3
7 · ㇐ (1) TC-2C69

⿱火下

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

03220
03220
⾁ 130.3
7 · ㇔ (4) TC-2D37

⿰⺼亡

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The original TCA evidence is not sufficient for encoding. The
evidence provided by Lee Collins is sufficient for encoding if
proposed by Vietnam, but should not be used to justify
encoding by TCA.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04255
04255
⾩ 170.4
7 · ㇐ (1) TC-2D62

⿰阝云

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01651
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01651
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01654
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01654
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01995
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01995
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01996
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01996
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02162
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02162
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03220
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03220
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04255
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04255
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00417
00417
⼜ 29.6
8 · ㇒ (3) TC-2F5E

⿰⾎⼜

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
新刻辨疑正韻同⽂⽟海

00769
00769
⼞ 31.5
8 · ㇒ (3) TC-3024

⿴⼞匆

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00797
00797
⼟ 32.5
8 · ㇐ (1) TC-3040

⿰⼟右

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is also registered as KC-00614, and it’s also
used as a person name character, which reads as 우. 
 
http://www.koreanhistory.or.kr/newchar/list_view.jsp?
code=70809

00938
00938
夕 36.5
8 · ㇐ (1) TC-3047

⿱𡗗夕

Evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Very likely to be this: 
https://dict.variants.moe.edu.tw/variants/rbt/word_attribute.rbt?
quote_code=QjAwNjA0LTAwNA 
 

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00375
00375
⼗ 24.7
9 · ㇒ (3) TC-3051

⿳⼗⼍令

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00417
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00417
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00417-f2ddcaa3050e6cbd35b6b99b376f63c5427dea2c842bbde13f9c3be842ce7dca.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00769
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00769
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00797
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00797
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00938
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00938
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00938-2f451c36ca9b35eebaa52d36475479196eb030652fa00c2158df3c457a05ce31.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00375
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00375
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樂經或問 

律呂正聲 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00375-a56ff34ff8f4ca9fbac499d8d6aa5159c61d85c9f6271a42c6b05d63aca0c39b.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00375-402072f51f83479a25d16e28d368da01e6850bae09fa6cb201f77f5d5a08b42a.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00375-9abbbe914da10dc9f977e3bc1335c10ec26e2bdb9ce4e488895a0b22c14ea67a.png
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與古齋琴譜

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The new pieces of evidence provided by Tao Yang are all
related to the Jianzi Musical Notation. We don’t have
consensus to handle the fingering letters of the Jianzi Musical
Notation. 
 
The original evidence shows it’s a person name character used
in Changhua County (彰化縣). 
 
I suggest not use the evidence related to the Jianzi Musical
Notation at this stage. Note that the Hanzi/Kanji/Hanza texts in
the Guqin books should be acceptable.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with Eiso's comment. 
 
"The original evidence shows it’s a person name character
used in Changhua County (彰化縣)." 
→Supplementary note: the ID starts with N, which means that
the place where the person first registered their household
registration is in Changhua County.
(https://bthr.gov.taipei/News_Content.aspx?
n=A75E2BF58F8BC883&s=A0B263D2B83B811B)

01036
01036
宀 40.5
8 · ㇑ (2) TC-3077

⿱宀央

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It’s also registered as KC-00878 cited from 醫⽅類聚. 
 
http://www.koreanhistory.or.kr/newchar/list_view.jsp?
code=71073

01318
01318
⼼ 61.5
8 · ㇒ (3) TC-316F

⿰⺖仔

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00375-7ba3d2f62aa6c75bdfbe7566a5d553e38e161a96ad7f8663d672de48e4f61898.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01036
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01036
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01318
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01318


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01313
01313
⼼ 61.4
8 · ㇒ (3) TC-3222

⿱⽑⼼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01621
01621
⽂ 67.4
8 · ㇐ (1) TC-3252

⿰⽂尤

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01940
01940
⽑ 82.4
8 · ㇐ (1) TC-3359

⿺⽑王

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01941
01941
⽑ 82.4
8 · ㇒ (3) TC-335E

⿰勿⽑

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01961
01961
⽓ 84.4
8 · ㇒ (3) TC-3365

⿹⽓⽑

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02001
02001
⽔ 85.4
8 · ㇔ (4) TC-342C

⿱⽔⽂

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01770
01770
⽊ 75.4
8 · ㇒ (3) TC-3452

⿱⽗⽊

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02995
02995
⽶ 119.2
8 · ㇑ (2) TC-3547

⿰⽶⼘

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This charater is also shown as a vulgar simplification for 糧 in
the evidence for GDM-00344: 

01659
01659
⽇ 72.5
9 · ㇐ (1) TC-364C

⿱丕⽇

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01313
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01313
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01621
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01621
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01940
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01940
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01941
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01941
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01961
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01961
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02001
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02001
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01770
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01770
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02995
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02995
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02995-7d4c12978c289e24b448155acb6959c5010252584f659c88e0bbafd824f01f09.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01659
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01659
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00281
00281
⼎ 15.7
9 · ㇒ (3) TC-3767

⿰⼎含

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
⼀切經⾳義

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00281
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00281
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00281-f8b2ec1eace529e02077979d9bb80d50b5c5d121cc324db3dcad064858b5a706.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00281-40581a400b0f150bd25178e3fad524514c88032ff0738d5012101b5737936c2b.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00305
00305
⼑ 18.7
9 · ㇐ (1) TC-3826

⿰束⼑

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

望⻄先⽣年谱 

⻄⼭先⽣真⽂忠

公⽂集 

横塘集

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00305
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00305
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00305-fbfcf633290dadd6ec805d5f1e91e016b7bc8753634e939fe61f5495b3703107.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00305-873d4dfcd4da4d168bcf30d52884202fe284b35f62c8df9586d93d4cc4997eef.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00305-fdb9969ff44ea7af3ee1c10741bad464a43fc1198f8e098f6b6c51668e9d9d6e.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00965
00965
女 38.5
8 · ㇐ (1) TC-3A23

⿰女充

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

歷代畫史彙傳

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00965
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00965
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00965-f748f220678818f1e2013a90c94bc97c59922fc2d80cafd1307dd04e771c3b2d.png
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01121
01121
⼭ 46.6
9 · ㇐ (1) TC-3A56

⿱⼭旨

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

東甌⾦⽯志

01605
01605
⽀ 65.5
9 · ㇒ (3) TC-3C2A

⿰令⽀

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01121
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01121
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01121-1c5f1adcabd1acdf44b93c5c8f2d4ca3feebe1f8ee493b7cac0288d8a2a8f808.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01121-e329714158ffc132cee09d1c7383c5590bae2d9d437e1ec3b989b6c91b56f1d2.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01605
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01605


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01661
01661
⽇ 72.5
9 · ㇒ (3) TC-3C54

⿰⽇⿱⼋亏

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01774
01774
⽊ 75.5
9 · ㇑ (2) TC-3D38

⿰⽊凸

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01916
01916
⽍ 78.5
9 · ㇐ (1) TC-3D64

⿰⽍平

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02010
02010
⽔ 85.6
9 · ㇒ (3) TC-3E3E

⿰⺡伎

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02311
02311
⽜ 93.5
9 · ㇠ (5) TC-3F28

⿱奴⽜

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02687
02687
⽬ 109.4
9 · ㇒ (3) TC-402B

⿱升⽬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02997
02997
⽶ 119.3
9 · ㇐ (1) TC-407A

⿰⽶于

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02998
02998
⽶ 119.3
9 · ㇒ (3) TC-407C

⿰⽶丸

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01661
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01661
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01774
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01774
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01916
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01916
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02010
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02010
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02311
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02311
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02687
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02687
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02997
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02997
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02998
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02998
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Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

笹原宏之：⽇本的汉字，新星出版社，2019年，P41 

03143
03143
⽹ 122.4
9 · ㇐ (1) TC-413D

⿱罒友

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03192
03192
耳 128.3
9 · ㇠ (5) TC-4149

⿰耳⼸

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

00158
00158
⼈ 9.8
10 · ㇑ (2) TC-4355

⿰⺅岩

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02998-7da0036922ea258d2b32853fbf7a89f4d6be70f28d4e58dea3b94e3fca26acd9.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03143
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03143
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03192
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03192
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00158
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00158
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00282
00282
⼎ 15.8
10 · ㇒ (3) TC-443C

⿰⼎舍

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00386
00386
⼘ 25.8
10 · ㇑ (2) TC-4479

⿰占它

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

⿰⿄它？⿰占⼔？ 
Please provide the evidence include the glyph how it is used or
what it means.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00485
00485
⼝ 30.7
10 · ㇠ (5) TC-454A

⿱𨸢⼝

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01067
01067
⼨ 41.7
10 · ㇔ (4) TC-4743

⿺完⼨

New evidence
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Evidence shown is not primary source. Need new evidence.

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

三蘇全集 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00282
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00282
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00386
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00386
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00485
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00485
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01067
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01067
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01067-aed6da5da6839392012a83ba51205e560b1ba68b4e8b4e78a8c5e7a8253034a3.png
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⽔雲邨吟稿

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01276
01276
⼶ 55.7
10 · ㇒ (3) TC-482E

⿱合Z

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01322
01322
⼼ 61.6
10 · ㇒ (3) TC-484F

⿱朱⼼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01323
01323
⼼ 61.6
10 · ㇒ (3) TC-4856

⿱先⼼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01738
01738
⽉ 74.6
10 · ㇒ (3) TC-4A2B

⿰⽉全

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01782
01782
⽊ 75.6
10 · ㇠ (5) TC-4A5D

⿰⽊邚

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01781
01781
⽊ 75.6
10 · ㇔ (4) TC-4A68

⿱𠖲⽊

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01067-7070204b866661475b3c2401a87d0b90228bb7df25f6ed6f32f59776a4e5358c.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01276
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01276
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01322
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01322
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01323
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01323
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01738
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01738
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01782
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01782
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01781
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01781


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01778
01778
⽊ 75.6
10 · ㇐ (1) TC-4A70

⿰有⽊

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01779
01779
⽊ 75.6
10 · ㇐ (1) TC-4A72

⿱⾄⽊

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01943
01943
⽑ 82.6
10 · ㇠ (5) TC-4B35

⿺⽑如

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02016
02016
⽔ 85.6
10 · ㇠ (5) TC-4B47

⿱⽔⽻

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02021
02021
⽔ 85.7
10 · ㇒ (3) TC-4B4B

⿰⺡⿱𠘧⽫

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

03006
03006
⽶ 119.4
10 · ㇠ (5) TC-4E64

⿰⽶允

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03003
03003
⽶ 119.4
10 · ㇒ (3) TC-4E65

⿰⽶今

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03004
03004
⽶ 119.4
10 · ㇒ (3) TC-4E67

⿰⽶及

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01778
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01778
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01779
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01779
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01943
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01943
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02016
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02016
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02021
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02021
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03006
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03006
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03003
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03003
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03004
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03004


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03278
03278
⾄ 133.4
10 · ㇑ (2) TC-4F45

⿰⾄少

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03338
03338
⾋ 140.6
10 · ㇠ (5) TC-4F51

⿱⺿㚥

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03327
03327
⾋ 140.6
10 · ㇑ (2) TC-4F5D

⿱⺿尖

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03334
03334
⾋ 140.6
10 · ㇒ (3) TC-4F67

⿱⺿⾊

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03328
03328
⾋ 140.6
10 · ㇑ (2) TC-4F69

⿱⺿囝

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03278
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03278
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03338
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03338
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03327
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03327
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03334
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03334
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03328
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03328


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03329
03329
⾋ 140.6
10 · ㇑ (2) TC-4F76

⿱⺿𠮻

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04260
04260
⾩ 170.7
10 · ㇠ (5) TC-5129

⿰阝君

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

00168
00168
⼈ 9.9
11 · ㇑ (2) TC-517E

⿰⺅胃

New evidence
PERSIKOV Maksim
Sergeevich
Individual

 
 
観智院本『類聚名義抄』

00274
00274
⼍ 14.9
11 · ㇒ (3) TC-5249

⿳⼍⼋免

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03329
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03329
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04260
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04260
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00168
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00168
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00168-1b817f71e02093a6f312f994368de7b372ecaaf7a9167fc5eb25d7cc0e60daa6.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00274
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00274


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
⽂獻通考 

 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00274-1b1af600aa0591add1977cd02cf8285383eedc8de9c004bed3d3abbde3189705.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00274-ac096d08e90d32c4cce46bf0fae81ef2b9f3bf3fcd7d2c7cc13f855f678e0116.png
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續古⽂苑 

 
學詁齋⽂集

00313
00313
⼑ 18.9
11 · ㇒ (3) TC-5262

⿱利分

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

復初齋⽂集

00836
00836
⼟ 32.8
11 · ㇑ (2) TC-5428

Evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Could you check if this is not a misprint of 埍?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00274-01f08394684aa73e9ffdb8c4d80711d87e41261db94c414b12424a46a20353eb.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00274-048952e4f320d5d859de281e7ea0e54274fad3f3c5d6cf58078b5784145af620.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00274-335cd42db9122af761becf88c9f3c737ab147afff7b2cb534b4c5a29d9d5779c.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00313
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00313
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00313-298bd55493ebf2edd6f771ea0c871c6d882c103cf5c3c6238ecb051eb28ceb7b.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00836
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00836


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description⿰⼟⿱⼝且

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

TCA checked, it will not be printed incorrectly. 
 
This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00955
00955
⼤ 37.8
11 · ㇐ (1) TC-5461

⿱枝⼤

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00974
00974
女 38.8
11 · ㇐ (1) TC-547E

⿰女戔

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ] 敦煌本《佛說⽗⺟恩重

經》研究

00978
00978
女 38.8
11 · ㇒ (3) TC-552F

⿰女受

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

曾南豐先⽣⽂粹

00979
00979
女 38.8
11 · ㇒ (3) TC-553D

⿰女乖

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01899
01899
⽋ 76.7
11 · ㇔ (4) TC-5964

⿰⿸⼾⼭⽋

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00836
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00955
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00955
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00974
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00974
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00974-551952a644164a14b824e520e06666e9bc297c582c7365b2709b43aa125d2329.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00978
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00978
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00978-28e6543351d22587f41f60430c76cf3f6ec51daaa0d9b8b39ea2883219ed7b82.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00979
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00979
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01899
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01899
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02036
02036
⽔ 85.8
11 · ㇔ (4) TC-5A40

⿲⺡𦍍亍

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02037
02037
⽔ 85.8
11 · ㇔ (4) TC-5A54

⿰⺡𫥾

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02026
02026
⽔ 85.8
11 · ㇐ (1) TC-5A62

⿰⺡枕

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02182
02182
火 86.7
11 · ㇒ (3) TC-5A7D

⿱佔灬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02178
02178
火 86.7
11 · ㇐ (1) TC-5B3C

⿰火𢒈

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02564
02564
⽣ 100.6
11 · ㇐ (1) TC-5C37

⿰⽣存

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02725
02725
⽮ 111.6
11 · ㇐ (1) TC-5C7B

⿰⽮⻄

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02836
02836
示 113.7
12 · ㇔ (4) TC-5D40

⿰⺭𬉸

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02036
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02036
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02037
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02037
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02026
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02026
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02182
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02182
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02178
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02178
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02564
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02564
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02725
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02725
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02836
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02836


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02869
02869
⽲ 115.6
11 · ㇒ (3) TC-5D59

⿰⽲向

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02911
02911
立 117.6
11 · ㇐ (1) TC-5D6E

⿰立吉

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03008
03008
⽶ 119.5
11 · ㇑ (2) TC-5E2C

〾⿱⽶冉

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03055
03055
⽷ 120.5
11 · ㇒ (3) TC-5E47

⿰⺯瓜

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03151
03151
⽺ 123.6
12 · ㇐ (1) TC-5E5E

⿱𦍌⿷尤厶

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02869
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02869
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02911
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02911
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03008
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03008
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03055
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03055
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03151
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03151


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03194
03194
耳 128.5
11 · ㇠ (5) TC-5E73

⿰耳台

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The online 和製漢字の辞典 shows the reading is おどろく (驚
く?) “to surprise?”. 
 

 
 
https://ksbookshelf.com/nozomu-
oohara/WaseikanjiJiten/WaseikanjiJiten_6b.html 
 
On the other hand, this character is also registered as KC-
12693. 
 
http://www.koreanhistory.or.kr/newchar/list_view.jsp?
code=162287 
 
Maybe Japanese and Korean experts know more details for
this character used in Japan and Korea.

03301
03301
⾈ 137.5
11 · ㇒ (3) TC-5F2A

⿰⾈冬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03194
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03194
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03194-486745e366124cef1aa57de3563c9fd903ea38aef6a4173b9ce19f36553871cf.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03301
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03301


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

As what I wrote in #122, this character is also used for the
common Malaysian Chinese (⻢来⻄亚华语) word “tongkang”,
which means a type of boat in Malaysia and Singapore.
Malaysia NB once submitted this character in IRGN1418.
Please see the following picture. 
 

 
 
The second column makes the component wrong and the third
column shows that the origin form (本字) is 舯, which I don’t
agree. In fact, ⿰⾈冬舡 is a real Malaysian transliteration
based on the Chinese Min Nan dialect used in Southeast Asia.
This word is written as 舯舡 in Singapore, and these two
characters are not related to the original meaning of 舯 and 舡
in Chinese. The initial (聲⺟) of 中 is 知 in the middle Chinese,
and its initials are t- in almost all Chinese Min dialects. 
 
This character and the form of this word has been accepted by
Chinese Language Standardisation Council of Malaysia (⻢来
⻄亚华语规范理事会, 语范), so I think it’s better to accept it like
some characters submitted by Macao SARG.

03343
03343
⾋ 140.7
11 · ㇑ (2) TC-5F3D

⿱⺿呌

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The original evidence provided by TCA is not sufficient for
encoding, and the additional evidence provided by Eiso Chan
is not sufficient to support the TCA encoding of this character.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03493
03493
虍 141.5
11 · ㇒ (3) TC-5F73

⿸虍⿱⼋⼢

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04384
04384
非 175.3
11 · ㇒ (3) TC-6155

⿱非乇

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The reading and shape suggest this might be a variant or
erroneous form of U+975F. Can we get evidence to show that
it's not?

Unclear evidence
response
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This is not an erroneous character. It is the name of someone
who is alive now, and is used a lot in schools, banks and
official documents ......

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03301-696df86dfc325e50fc12e470da0c0a47b82f69c4dfa1263cb66b0d0ef6c9dd06.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03343
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03343
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03493
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03493
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04384
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04384


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04243
04243
⾨ 169.14
22 · ㇐ (1) TC-6A7C

⿵⾨臧

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02076
02076
⽔ 85.11
14 · ㇒ (3) TC-6B45

⿰⺡凰

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00975
00975
女 38.8
11 · ㇑ (2) TC-6B46

⿰女⿱⼝且

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Please provide the evidence include the glyph how it is used.

Evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Could you check if it is not a mistranscription of 娟?

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

TCA checked, it will not be printed incorrectly. 
 
This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

03732
03732
⾑ 146.8
14 · ㇒ (3) TC-6C5A

⿱⻃非

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01806
01806
⽊ 75.9
13 · ㇑ (2) TC-6E21

⿰⽊苔

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01885
01885
⽊ 75.17
21 · ㇔ (4) TC-6E36

⿰⽊謝

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02432
02432
⽝ 94.12
16 · ㇔ (4) TC-714C

⿰⿱⽳⾥⽝

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04243
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04243
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02076
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02076
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00975
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00975
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03732
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03732
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01806
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01806
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01885
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01885
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02432
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02432


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00131
00131
⼈ 9.3
5 · ㇐ (1) TC-745A

⿱𠆢亐

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

02832
02832
示 113.6
11 · ㇐ (1) TC-754E

⿰⺭百

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01235
01235
⼱ 50.11
14 · ㇠ (5) TC-7555

⿱務⼱

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

02085
02085
⽔ 85.12
15 · ㇑ (2) TC-755B

⿰⺡菀

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01286
01286
⼺ 59.3
6 · ㇒ (3) TC-7658

⿰𰃦⼺

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00112
00112
亠 8.4
6 · ㇑ (2) TC-7659

⿱亠𰀡

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01768
01768
⽊ 75.3
7 · ㇐ (1) TC-7739

⿰⽊亍

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01291
01291
⼻ 60.4
7 · ㇐ (1) TC-775B

⿰⼻云

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01633
01633
⽃ 68.5
9 · ㇐ (1) TC-792F

⿰古⽃

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02741
02741
⽯ 112.4
9 · ㇒ (3) TC-7A47

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00131
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00131
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02832
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02832
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01235
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01235
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02085
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02085
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01286
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01286
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00112
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00112
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01768
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01768
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01291
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01291
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01633
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01633
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02741
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02741
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⿰⽯卬
Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02012
02012
⽔ 85.6
9 · ㇒ (3) TC-7A58

⿰⺡⽵

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00239
00239
⼉ 10.8
10 · ㇑ (2) TC-7C4B

⿺光中

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

03456
03456
⾋ 140.15
21 · ㇑ (2) TC-7C61

⿳⺿睢灬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

00980
00980
女 38.8
11 · ㇔ (4) TC-7C6E

⿰女泥

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

02186
02186
火 86.7
11 · ㇔ (4) TC-7C71

⿱灶火

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00981
00981
女 38.8
11 · ㇔ (4) TC-7C76

⿰女房

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01948
01948
⽑ 82.7
11 · ㇠ (5) TC-7C7C

⿺尾⽑

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02548
02548
瓦 98.6
11 · ㇒ (3) TC-7D38

⿰孚瓦

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by ken Lunde.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02741
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02012
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02012
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00239
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00239
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03456
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03456
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00980
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00980
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02186
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02186
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00981
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00981
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01948
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01948
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02548
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02548


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01790
01790
⽊ 75.7
11 · ㇒ (3) TC-7E60

⿰杉⽊

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

An identical glyph is found in Vietnamese. It's a variant of 彬,
read "băn". See Takeuchi, p. 10 

01341
01341
⼼ 61.8
12 · ㇔ (4) TC-7E7C

⿱宀㤐

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00184
00184
⼈ 9.10
12 · ㇑ (2) TD-2151

⿲⺅⼁㚅

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00942
00942
夕 36.9
12 · ㇒ (3) TD-243B

⿰多有

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01092
01092
⼫ 44.9
12 · ㇒ (3) TD-2561

⿺尾⽯

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01248
01248
⺓ 52.9
12 · ㇒ (3) TD-2632

⿰⺓律

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

I agree completely with Ken Lunde's comments on TCA-
submitted ideographs with insufficient evidence (there is an
implicit "agree" comment from me on all of Ken Lunde's
repeats of this comment for other TCA characters).

01486
01486
⼿ 64.9
12 · ㇔ (4) TD-273F

⿰⺘⿺兑厶

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02187
02187
火 86.8
12 · ㇐ (1) TD-275D

⿱招灬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01790
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01790
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01790-260c8039786eb87fb937ebbec741bea996e73998de8ad5caa0013e507d088a1f.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01341
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01341
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00184
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00184
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00942
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00942
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01092
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01092
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01248
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01248
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01486
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01486
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02187
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02187


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01670
01670
⽇ 72.8
12 · ㇐ (1) TD-2858

⿰⽇表

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01675
01675
⽇ 72.8
12 · ㇔ (4) TD-285E

⿰⽇咅

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01682
01682
⽇ 72.9
13 · ㇔ (4) TD-2925

⿱祈⽇

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01739
01739
⽉ 74.7
11 · ㇑ (2) TD-2939

⿰⽉芳

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01803
01803
⽊ 75.9
13 · ㇐ (1) TD-296D

⿰⽊巷

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02053
02053
⽔ 85.9
12 · ㇠ (5) TD-2B2D

⿰⺡⿱⼮㓙

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02047
02047
⽔ 85.9
12 · ㇒ (3) TD-2B46

⿱泃分

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02049
02049
⽔ 85.9
12 · ㇔ (4) TD-2B74

⿰⺡⿱宀𠂢

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02191
02191
火 86.8
12 · ㇒ (3) TD-2C27

⿰火帛

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02193
02193
火 86.8
12 · ㇔ (4) TD-2C39

⿱炏火

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01670
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01670
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01675
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01675
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01682
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01682
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01739
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01739
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01803
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01803
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02053
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02053
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02047
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02047
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02049
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02049
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02191
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02191
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02193
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02193


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02190
02190
火 86.8
12 · ㇑ (2) TD-2C62

⿱芼灬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02279
02279
爪 87.8
12 · ㇠ (5) TD-2C6B

⿱⺤𡬠

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02586
02586
⽥ 102.7
12 · ㇒ (3) TD-2D6E

⿱⽥坐

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02757
02757
⽯ 112.7
12 · ㇐ (1) TD-2E34

⿰⽯却

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02758
02758
⽯ 112.7
12 · ㇐ (1) TD-2E3C

⿰⽯声

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02762
02762
⽯ 112.7
12 · ㇒ (3) TD-2E45

⿰⽯寽

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02190
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02190
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02279
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02279
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02586
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02586
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02757
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02757
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02758
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02758
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02762
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02762


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02844
02844
示 113.9
14 · ㇑ (2) TD-2E6C

⿰⺭咢

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ ⼭東通志（清乾隆元年 [1736] 刻道光⼗七年 [1837] 補刻）卷
15之2 folio 94

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02844
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02844
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02844-5c39132ce6dca42f764b077578d281e47b2f8aa160b9ec35629b9b6b16fe208a.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:12086880?n=1678


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02926
02926
⽵ 118.6
12 · ㇒ (3) TD-2F3C

⿱⽵伏

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02925
02925
⽵ 118.6
12 · ㇐ (1) TD-2F46

⿳⽵⼀右

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03010
03010
⽶ 119.6
12 · ㇒ (3) TD-2F64

⿰⽶各

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03060
03060
⽷ 120.6
12 · ㇑ (2) TD-2F7A

⿰⺯曲

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03356
03356
⾋ 140.8
12 · ㇒ (3) TD-3149

⿱⺿斦

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02926
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02926
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02925
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02925
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03010
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03010
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03060
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03060
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03356
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03356


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03357
03357
⾋ 140.8
12 · ㇒ (3) TD-3156

⿱⺿侟

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03360
03360
⾋ 140.8
12 · ㇔ (4) TD-3169

⿱⺿⿰⽅⽅

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03358
03358
⾋ 140.8
12 · ㇒ (3) TD-3170

⿱⺿季

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03536
03536
⾍ 142.6
12 · ㇠ (5) TD-3222

⿰⾍𪪊

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03529
03529
⾍ 142.6
12 · ㇒ (3) TD-3226

⿰⾍名

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03357
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03357
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03360
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03360
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03358
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03358
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03536
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03536
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03529
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03529


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ 古壮字字典, p. 325

03702
03702
衣 145.6
12 · ㇐ (1) TD-3239

⿱夻衣

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03792
03792
⾕ 150.5
12 · ㇑ (2) TD-3264

⿰⾕且

Misidentified glyph
WANG Yifan
SAT

Does not the pronunciation suggest that the right component is
旦?

00195
00195
⼈ 9.11
13 · ㇔ (4) TD-3559

⿰⺅部

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00260
00260
⼋ 12.11
13 · ㇐ (1) TD-3569

⿰其令

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00289
00289
⼎ 15.11
13 · ㇑ (2) TD-357A

⿰⼎累

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

前四史 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03529-15bc387f03fda300643d1ad4a7eae0673c728c32962a4425854ee9007acda6e4.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03702
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03702
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03792
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03792
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00195
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00195
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00260
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00260
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00289
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00289
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00289-14ffa928d47c425ec25232784a2b9a40163a0807a91a408123ea52f6a00448c3.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00289-e928cc7e656cb66784c55e77449ecd15aeee1aeb8e3ff1c2e1ed224c112e0c9e.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

字彙 

漢書 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00289-6b9e7621fbc911f4ea56165471c8b99848d13fee14ebde893a5c37b3d7c71126.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00289-fce795851d780c2c5f58b1b57bb0a2560d20e903faa4dd09354ea1827c2a2823.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

字彙 
The wrong glyph of 漯.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The name of a living person is the different issue with ancient
character.

01068
01068
⼨ 41.9
12 · ㇐ (1) TD-3729

⿱⿻⼟⼝吋

New evidence
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Evidence shown is not primary source. Need new evidence.

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Please provide the evidence include the glyph how it is used or
what it means. 
There are hundreds of variants of 壽, encode every form of
them would waste too many code points.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

There are indeed many variants of 壽, but TCA has not coded
all of them. Please don’t worry. 
 
This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00862
00862
⼟ 32.10
13 · ㇑ (2) TD-3747

⿰⼟峯

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00868
00868
⼟ 32.10
13 · ㇠ (5) TD-376E

⿰⼟⿺⼵隶

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00289-bf312d9f0cbfe5fe5cf6db0790fa6566154b3c4081ef6e278fa1c603186d017b.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01068
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01068
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00862
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00862
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00868
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00868


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

存素堂⽂槀 

慈溪⿈⽒⽇抄分類 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00868-5175ffc065139c18fce0b20e4365cd6c1d310290e20d9ab39030954c9b7bd833.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00868-4aab1467c29074aa6f8226ab0926519fffde5dc0a6f05a2933f8124fe1702463.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

經典釋⽂ 

重校鶴⼭先⽣⼤全⽂集

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00868-935d80a7ab1ad5e934d2aceb739d74da11277950de6efe1c2998b4a7ccadb06d.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00868-2edcffd4d850cf94ca9096f7410e35c10acd4ba4f921bd2fab704c3c8511fa71.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

TCA do not accept the new evidence because the shape is
different with which TCA submitted.

00866
00866
⼟ 32.10
13 · ㇔ (4) TD-377E

⿲⼟关⽉

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00991
00991
女 38.10
13 · ㇑ (2) TD-3845

⿱䀠女

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

⽟鼎字彙  

王紹墓誌

00992
00992
女 38.10
13 · ㇒ (3) TD-3861

⿰女卿

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

03244
03244
⾁ 130.9
13 · ㇔ (4) TD-3942

⿰𦚏尤

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01490
01490
⼿ 64.10
13 · ㇐ (1) TD-3B4D

⿰⺘唇

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01653
01653
无 71.9
13 · ㇐ (1) TD-3C32

⿱兓旦

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00866
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00866
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00991
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00991
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00991-3930009d5bca3119c9e2da2dc6766f816f74338e1fd31610d562d21a32fd677c.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00991-37bc1284c9213b457aa6a1e1be6d0dbfb8c130e1d786fb58c194b2c105e00a4d.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00992
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00992
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03244
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03244
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01490
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01490
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01653
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01653


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01819
01819
⽊ 75.10
14 · ㇒ (3) TD-3C56

⿰⽊勉

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01812
01812
⽊ 75.9
13 · ㇔ (4) TD-3C58

⿰⽊⿱⽳⽅

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02066
02066
⽔ 85.10
13 · ㇔ (4) TD-3D77

⿰⺡宴

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02062
02062
⽔ 85.10
13 · ㇑ (2) TD-3D7D

⿰⺡䓁

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02196
02196
火 86.9
13 · ㇐ (1) TD-3F2F

⿱春灬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02296
02296
⽚ 91.9
13 · ㇑ (2) TD-3F65

⿰⽚昷

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02726
02726
⽮ 111.8
13 · ㇔ (4) TD-4143

⿰⽮定

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02846
02846
示 113.9
14 · ㇒ (3) TD-4171

⿰⺭盾

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01819
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01819
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01812
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01812
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02066
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02066
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02062
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02062
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02196
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02196
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02296
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02296
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02726
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02726
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02846
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02846
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02876
02876
⽲ 115.8
13 · ㇔ (4) TD-4239

⿰⽲宜

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02902
02902
⽳ 116.8
13 · ㇔ (4) TD-424C

⿱⽳放

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02929
02929
⽵ 118.7
13 · ㇑ (2) TD-4266

⿱笡⼋

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Agree with Lee. 
 

 
▲ 《集韻》，南宋初明州刻本，卷之七 
 

 
▲ 《汉语⼤字典》（第⼆版），p. 3181

02928
02928
⽵ 118.7
13 · ㇐ (1) TD-426C

⿱⽵孝

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02876
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02876
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02902
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02902
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02929
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02929
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02929-dcb35d34a0a263c49ddefd5756d500472c23a9110b5f3b9a6dfd2b067da9538a.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02929-85656f1b0f0df9bd6122bfff7d2128c74da78f59755c7028cd96cc7274488dcc.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02928
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02928


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03369
03369
⾋ 140.9
13 · ㇑ (2) TD-4443

⿱莫厶

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03374
03374
⾋ 140.9
13 · ㇠ (5) TD-4476

⿱⺿孨

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

00246
00246
⼉ 10.12
14 · ㇑ (2) TD-4851

⿰光其

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

03155
03155
⽺ 123.8
14 · ㇐ (1) TD-4927

⿱𦍌取

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01902
01902
⽋ 76.10
14 · ㇐ (1) TD-4A24

〾⿰𥞤⽋

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00960
00960
⼤ 37.11
14 · ㇒ (3) TD-4A31

⿱從⼤

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03369
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03369
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03374
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03374
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00246
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00246
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03155
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03155
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01902
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01902
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00960
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00960


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00995
00995
女 38.11
14 · ㇐ (1) TD-4A3A

⿱⿰未成女

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01000
01000
女 38.11
14 · ㇑ (2) TD-4A4B

⿰女問

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Unconvincing pronunciation. 
Please provide the evidence include the glyph how it is used or
what it means.

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

全宋⽂

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01169
01169
⼭ 46.11
14 · ㇑ (2) TD-4A7A

⿰⼭崙

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01360
01360
⼼ 61.11
14 · ㇐ (1) TD-4B49

⿰⺖欶

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01357
01357
⼼ 61.10
14 · ㇔ (4) TD-4B51

⿱𬀴⼼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01367
01367
⼼ 61.11
14 · ㇔ (4) TD-4B60

⿰⺖竟

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00995
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00995
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01000
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01000
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01000-c041c2d752674e87a80f94f51aa330d1a190b9bd05195690d80b28896080d628.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01169
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01169
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01360
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01360
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01357
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01357
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01367
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01367


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01358
01358
⼼ 61.10
14 · ㇔ (4) TD-4B68

⿱記⼼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01424
01424
⼽ 62.10
14 · ㇑ (2) TD-4B70

⿰豈⼽

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01505
01505
⼿ 64.11
14 · ㇐ (1) TD-4B7C

⿰⺘責

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01508
01508
⼿ 64.11
14 · ㇑ (2) TD-4C2D

⿰⺘荷

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01637
01637
⽄ 69.10
14 · ㇔ (4) TD-4C4F

⿰⾼⽄

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01690
01690
⽇ 72.10
14 · ㇔ (4) TD-4C5E

⿰⽇兼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

03245
03245
⾁ 130.10
14 · ㇑ (2) TD-4C77

⿰⺼晏

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The original TCA evidence is not sufficient for encoding, and
the additional evidence provided by Eiso Chan is not sufficient
to support the encoding of this character by TCA.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01820
01820
⽊ 75.10
14 · ㇒ (3) TD-4D41

⿰⽊笑

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01817
01817
⽊ 75.10
14 · ㇑ (2) TD-4D42

⿱杏杏

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01358
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01358
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01424
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01424
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01505
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01505
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01508
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01508
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01637
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01637
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01690
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01690
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03245
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03245
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01820
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01820
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01817
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01817


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01823
01823
⽊ 75.10
14 · ㇔ (4) TD-4D54

⿰⽊烜

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01821
01821
⽊ 75.10
14 · ㇒ (3) TD-4D55

⿱𨈕⽊

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02624
02624
⽧ 104.9
14 · ㇒ (3) TD-512B

⿸⽧⿱𠂊男

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02848
02848
示 113.10
15 · ㇒ (3) TD-5173

⿰⺭追

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03135
03135
缶 121.8
14 · ㇐ (1) TD-535F

⿰𦈢奉

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03173
03173
⽻ 124.8
14 · ㇒ (3) TD-536C

⿰⿱⽩⼲⽻

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01823
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01823
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01821
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01821
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02624
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02624
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02848
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02848
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03135
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03135
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03173
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03173


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03197
03197
耳 128.7
13 · ㇒ (3) TD-5379

⿰耳免

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03198
03198
耳 128.8
14 · ㇐ (1) TD-5423

⿰耳夌

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03303
03303
⾈ 137.8
14 · ㇐ (1) TD-5437

⿰⾈長

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03379
03379
⾋ 140.10
14 · ㇑ (2) TD-543E

⿱⺿閃

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03378
03378
⾋ 140.10
14 · ㇐ (1) TD-5447

⿱⺿埔

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03197
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03197
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03198
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03198
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03303
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03303
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03379
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03379
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03378
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03378


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03567
03567
⾍ 142.8
14 · ㇠ (5) TD-5562

⿱⿰⾍⽭⼟

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03733
03733
⾑ 146.8
14 · ㇠ (5) TD-5571

⿱⻃𡬠

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03823
03823
⾙ 154.7
14 · ㇑ (2) TD-5637

⿰⾙⾒

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ 宋史（朝鮮刊本）表13 folio 22 
 
The new evidence shows that ⿰⾙⾒ is non-cogante with 賏:
趙伯賏 and 趙伯⿰⾙⾒ are brothers.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03567
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03567
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03733
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03733
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03823
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03823
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03823-6528a03dbe917a9d1378ddf922b4493ff6454fb64780bd8ce8191e68765701cc.webp
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img/3901970


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04224
04224
⾨ 169.7
15 · ㇑ (2) TD-5756

⿵⾨芒

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Unclear evidence
response
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04405
04405
⾳ 180.5
14 · ㇠ (5) TD-5825

⿰⾳台

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

00204
00204
⼈ 9.13
15 · ㇐ (1) TD-5874

⿰⺅勤

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00627
00627
⼝ 30.12
15 · ㇠ (5) TD-594D

⿰⼝犀

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00612
00612
⼝ 30.12
15 · ㇑ (2) TD-5951

⿰⼝萃

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01236
01236
⼱ 50.12
15 · ㇔ (4) TD-5B39

⿰⼱𦋐

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01266
01266
⼴ 53.12
15 · ㇑ (2) TD-5B43

⿸⼴⿱央⾙

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01375
01375
⼼ 61.12
15 · ㇒ (3) TD-5B60

〾⿰⺖𫒀

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01533
01533
⼿ 64.12
15 · ㇒ (3) TD-5C3E

⿰⺘掱

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04224
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04224
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04405
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04405
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00204
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00204
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00627
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00627
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00612
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00612
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01236
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01236
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01266
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01266
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01375
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01375
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01533
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01533


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01691
01691
⽇ 72.11
15 · ㇐ (1) TD-5C5B

⿺是早

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01692
01692
⽇ 72.11
15 · ㇑ (2) TD-5C69

⿱⽇堂

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

03256
03256
⾁ 130.11
15 · ㇠ (5) TD-5C73

⿰⺼晝

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02087
02087
⽔ 85.12
15 · ㇒ (3) TD-5E47

⿰⺡創

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02086
02086
⽔ 85.12
15 · ㇑ (2) TD-5E56

⿰⺡𫈖

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02216
02216
火 86.11
15 · ㇔ (4) TD-5F4F

⿱𤈽灬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02322
02322
⽜ 93.11
15 · ㇠ (5) TD-5F63

⿱⿰牜君⽜

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02787
02787
⽯ 112.10
15 · ㇒ (3) TD-605F

⿰⽯盌

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01691
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01691
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01692
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01692
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03256
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03256
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02087
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02087
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02086
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02086
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02216
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02216
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02322
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02322
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02787
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02787


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02849
02849
示 113.11
16 · ㇐ (1) TD-612B

⿰⺭盛

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02852
02852
示 113.11
16 · ㇔ (4) TD-612D

⿰⺭庸

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02904
02904
⽳ 116.10
15 · ㇒ (3) TD-614D

⿱⽳殷

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02905
02905
⽳ 116.10
15 · ㇒ (3) TD-614F

⿱⽳射

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02938
02938
⽵ 118.9
15 · ㇑ (2) TD-6167

⿱⽵炭

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02849
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02849
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02852
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02852
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02904
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02904
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02905
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02905
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02938
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02938


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03202
03202
耳 128.9
15 · ㇐ (1) TD-626B

⿰耳臿

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03203
03203
耳 128.9
15 · ㇒ (3) TD-626E

⿰耳段

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03497
03497
虍 141.9
15 · ㇒ (3) TD-637D

⿱處⽉

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03578
03578
⾍ 142.9
15 · ㇠ (5) TD-642A

⿰⾍⿱彐吋

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04225
04225
⾨ 169.7
15 · ㇑ (2) TD-662B

⿵⾨⾜

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03202
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03202
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03203
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03203
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03497
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03497
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03578
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03578
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04225
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04225


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04487
04487
香 186.6
15 · ㇐ (1) TD-665D

⿰香⾆

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04692
04692
⿃ 196.4
15 · ㇒ (3) TD-6722

⿰升⿃

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

If we accept the reading shown, "shēng", and the phonetic
element 升, this is not cognate with 鳽 (U+9CFD), but it would
be good to see this character in context to determine how the
reading was determined.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

00211
00211
⼈ 9.14
16 · ㇑ (2) TD-6742

⿰㒂⼒

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01700
01700
⽇ 72.12
16 · ㇐ (1) TD-6830

⿺堯⽇

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01007
01007
女 38.13
16 · ㇒ (3) TD-686A

⿰女𡕱

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01305
01305
⼻ 60.13
16 · ㇒ (3) TD-6964

⿰㣫⽋

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01304
01304
⼻ 60.13
16 · ㇐ (1) TD-6969

⿰⼻⿱⼗𭾱

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01373
01373
⼼ 61.12
16 · ㇑ (2) TD-6A2A

⿱中惢

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01554
01554
⼿ 64.13
16 · ㇒ (3) TD-6A3A

⿰⺘𥭗

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04487
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04487
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04692
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04692
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00211
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00211
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01700
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01700
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01007
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01007
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01305
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01305
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01304
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01304
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01373
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01373
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01554
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01554


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01839
01839
⽊ 75.12
16 · ㇐ (1) TD-6B37

⿰⽊⿱𦣻夯

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01905
01905
⽋ 76.13
17 · ㇐ (1) TD-6B6A

⿰感⽋

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02093
02093
⽔ 85.13
16 · ㇑ (2) TD-6B79

⿱⺿滋

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02222
02222
火 86.12
16 · ㇑ (2) TD-6C73

⿱歮灬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02218
02218
火 86.12
16 · ㇐ (1) TD-6C79

⿱⿰來尤灬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00902
00902
⼟ 32.13
16 · ㇒ (3) TD-6D25

⿰奚圭

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

樂志書屋遺集

02554
02554
瓦 98.11
16 · ㇐ (1) TD-6D56

⿰瓦區

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01839
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01839
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01905
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01905
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02093
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02093
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02222
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02222
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02218
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02218
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00902
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00902
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00902-f12f7379e4d010ed1381abd54e991941493a9958a62a12d2c72823537e8cebdc.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02554
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02554


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04453
04453
食 184.8
16 · ㇠ (5) TD-6D67

⿰飠孟

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02882
02882
⽲ 115.11
16 · ㇑ (2) TD-6E35

⿰⽲崙

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02917
02917
立 117.11
16 · ㇔ (4) TD-6E46

⿰立庸

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03081
03081
⽷ 120.10
16 · ㇐ (1) TD-6E73

⿰⺯栽

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03407
03407
⾋ 140.12
16 · ㇒ (3) TD-6F5E

⿱⺿猫

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04453
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04453
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02882
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02882
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02917
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02917
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03081
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03081
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03407
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03407


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03402
03402
⾋ 140.12
16 · ㇐ (1) TD-6F66

⿱⺿敢

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03415
03415
⾋ 140.12
16 · ㇠ (5) TD-6F72

⿱⺿⿰阝彥

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01274
01274
⼵ 54.12
15 · ㇑ (2) TD-712E

⿺⼵萑

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01275
01275
⼵ 54.13
16 · ㇐ (1) TD-7130

⿺⼵𣕃

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03402
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03402
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03415
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03415
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01274
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01274
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01275
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01275


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04021
04021
⾢ 163.13
16 · ㇐ (1) TD-7136

⿰嗇阝

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ 確⼭縣志（乾隆7-10 [1742-1745]刊本）卷三 folio 5 
 
In this evidence, ～縣 is a place name in 江⻄. I don't know
where it is though.

02398
02398
⽝ 94.9
12 · ㇔ (4) TD-7521

⿰⺨𬙬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02198
02198
火 86.9
13 · ㇑ (2) TD-762F

⿰火昭

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01843
01843
⽊ 75.12
16 · ㇑ (2) TD-7630

⿰⽊⿱品亏

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04021
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04021
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04021-301bf6ccf461359a1f537439fdeb3dbc2a4890dd768608713220b5971408ff72.pdf
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:12371535?n=172
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02398
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02398
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02198
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02198
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01843
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01843


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
 
▲ 陝⻄通志（清雍正刊乾隆補修本）卷51 folio 44a (⿰⽊⿱品
亐 = ⿰⽊⿱品亏 by UCV #93)

01349
01349
⼼ 61.9
13 · ㇔ (4) TD-7640

⿱⿰𦍍反⼼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

03370
03370
⾋ 140.9
13 · ㇔ (4) TD-7734

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01843-f2bfc0d403bce723a699f2ff41d17b0ff897dc6307549bcd9829042d3fcf02de.webp
https://nrs.lib.harvard.edu/urn-3:fhcl:12930042?n=45
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01349
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01349
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03370
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03370


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

⿱⺿𠖇
Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02063
02063
⽔ 85.10
14 · ㇑ (2) TD-777C

⿱卝𣴎

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01163
01163
⼭ 46.10
13 · ㇔ (4) TD-783F

⿱⼭瓶

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

02204
02204
火 86.9
13 · ㇠ (5) TD-792E

⿱姫灬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

03685
03685
⾏ 144.9
15 · ㇠ (5) TD-7932

⿲⼻勇亍

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02933
02933
⽵ 118.8
14 · ㇑ (2) TD-7955

⿱⽵叔

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02080
02080
⽔ 85.11
14 · ㇔ (4) TD-7A4F

⿰⺡𥥴

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00997
00997
女 38.11
14 · ㇐ (1) TD-7A64

⿰妬幵

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03370
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02063
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02063
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01163
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01163
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02204
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02204
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03685
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03685
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02933
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02933
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02080
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02080
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00997
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00997


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00882
00882
⼟ 32.11
14 · ㇠ (5) TD-7B28

⿱𨺒⼟

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

03200
03200
耳 128.8
14 · ㇔ (4) TD-7B3B

⿰耳⿸⺶厶

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01361
01361
⼼ 61.11
14 · ㇐ (1) TD-7B5E

⿰⺖雅

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01353
01353
⼼ 61.10
14 · ㇐ (1) TD-7C2F

⿱欯⼼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02853
02853
示 113.11
16 · ㇔ (4) TD-7C48

⿰⺭竟

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03396
03396
⾋ 140.11
15 · ㇔ (4) TD-7C49

⿱卝惟

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03574
03574
⾍ 142.9
15 · ㇔ (4) TD-7C65

⿰⾍㒸

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00882
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00882
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03200
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03200
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01361
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01361
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01353
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01353
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02853
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02853
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03396
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03396
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03574
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03574
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Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04410
04410
⾴ 181.6
15 · ㇐ (1) TD-7D61

⿰⾴成

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03397
03397
⾋ 140.11
15 · ㇔ (4) TD-7E22

⿱⺿𣶬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01524
01524
⼿ 64.12
15 · ㇐ (1) TD-7E57

⿰⺘⿷匸晏

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00220
00220
⼈ 9.15
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-212D

⿰⺅賤

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01058
01058
宀 40.14
17 · ㇒ (3) TE-213A

⿰害利

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00659
00659
⼝ 30.14
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-214A

⿰⼝蒼

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00911
00911
⼟ 32.14
17 · ㇔ (4) TE-2170

⿱⿰⺡戚⼟

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01009
01009
女 38.14
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-222A

⿰女閩

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04410
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04410
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03397
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03397
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01524
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01524
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00220
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00220
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01058
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01058
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00659
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00659
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00911
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00911
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01009
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01009
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01071
01071
⼨ 41.14
17 · ㇔ (4) TE-2240

⿱⿰𠕻長⼨

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01288
01288
⼺ 59.16
19 · ㇐ (1) TE-2261

⿰霖⼺

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01396
01396
⼼ 61.14
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-226D

⿰⺖䦚

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01568
01568
⼿ 64.14
17 · ㇒ (3) TE-227E

⿰⺘銀

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01569
01569
⼿ 64.14
17 · ㇒ (3) TE-2324

⿰⺘䈁

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01563
01563
⼿ 64.14
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-2327

⿰⺘蒼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01709
01709
⽇ 72.13
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-2333

⿰⽇萬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01711
01711
⽇ 72.13
17 · ㇒ (3) TE-2338

⿰⽇微

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01710
01710
⽇ 72.13
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-2340

⿰⽇當

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01856
01856
⽊ 75.13
17 · ㇒ (3) TE-2360

⿰⽊⿱⽵𭅗

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01071
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01071
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01288
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01288
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01396
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01396
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01568
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01568
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01569
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01569
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01563
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01563
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01709
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01709
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01711
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01711
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01710
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01710
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01856
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01856
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01853
01853
⽊ 75.13
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-2373

⿰⽊募

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01851
01851
⽊ 75.13
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-2422

⿱林若

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02104
02104
⽔ 85.14
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-2444

⿰⺡⿵⾨⽶

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02103
02103
⽔ 85.14
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-244D

⿰⺡碧

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02106
02106
⽔ 85.14
17 · ㇒ (3) TE-244F

⿰⺡夐

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02231
02231
火 86.13
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-2473

⿱楙火

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02233
02233
火 86.13
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-2474

⿰火萲

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02234
02234
火 86.13
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-2475

⿰火睘

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02232
02232
火 86.13
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-2476

⿰火聖

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02235
02235
火 86.13
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-2522

⿰火萱

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01853
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01853
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01851
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01851
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02104
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02104
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02103
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02103
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02106
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02106
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02231
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02231
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02233
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02233
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02234
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02234
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02232
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02232
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02235
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02235
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01392
01392
⼼ 61.13
17 · ㇔ (4) TE-2562

⿰育思

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02795
02795
⽯ 112.12
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-2577

⿰⽯惠

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02800
02800
⽯ 112.12
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-257D

⿰⽯買

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02801
02801
⽯ 112.12
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-2622

⿰⽯萑

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02855
02855
示 113.13
18 · ㇐ (1) TE-262A

⿰⺭楚

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02856
02856
示 113.13
18 · ㇑ (2) TE-262C

⿰⺭喿

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01392
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01392
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02795
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02795
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02800
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02800
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02801
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02801
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02855
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02855
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02856
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02856


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02858
02858
示 113.13
18 · ㇔ (4) TE-262F

⿰⺭義

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02857
02857
示 113.13
18 · ㇑ (2) TE-2630

⿰⺭過

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02887
02887
⽲ 115.12
17 · ㇔ (4) TE-263D

⿰⽲羡

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02948
02948
⽵ 118.11
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-2655

⿱⽵盛

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02961
02961
⽵ 118.11
17 · ㇔ (4) TE-265C

⿱⽵𫂸

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02858
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02858
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02857
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02857
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02887
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02887
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02948
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02948
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02961
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02961


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02955
02955
⽵ 118.11
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-265D

⿱⽵異

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02949
02949
⽵ 118.11
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-2667

⿱⽵桻

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02950
02950
⽵ 118.11
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-2668

⿱⽵⿰⽊𭅗

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02959
02959
⽵ 118.11
17 · ㇒ (3) TE-2669

⿱⽵悠

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

02951
02951
⽵ 118.11
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-266C

⿱⽵勘

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02955
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02955
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02949
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02949
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02950
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02950
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02959
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02959
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02951
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02951


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02952
02952
⽵ 118.11
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-266E

⿱⽵𤱱

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03102
03102
⽷ 120.12
18 · ㇑ (2) TE-267D

⿰⺯菜

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03092
03092
⽷ 120.11
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-2723

⿰⺯崗

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03093
03093
⽷ 120.11
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-2727

⿰⺯崙

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03090
03090
⽷ 120.11
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-2728

⿰⺯⿱⻃冭

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02952
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02952
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03102
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03102
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03092
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03092
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03093
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03093
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03090
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03090


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03091
03091
⽷ 120.11
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-272E

⿰⺯基

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03205
03205
耳 128.11
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-2743

⿰耳㒼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03206
03206
耳 128.11
17 · ㇒ (3) TE-274C

⿰耳𬀷

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03427
03427
⾋ 140.13
17 · ㇔ (4) TE-2766

⿱⺿滄

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03424
03424
⾋ 140.13
17 · ㇒ (3) TE-276C

⿱⺿獅

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03091
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03091
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03205
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03205
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03206
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03206
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03427
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03427
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03424
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03424


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03428
03428
⾋ 140.13
17 · ㇔ (4) TE-2776

⿱⺿𪧛

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03430
03430
⾋ 140.13
17 · ㇠ (5) TE-2777

⿱⺿⿰女隻

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04288
04288
⾫ 172.9
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-2825

⿰苟⾫

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03425
03425
⾋ 140.13
17 · ㇒ (3) TE-2828

⿱⺿𪻆

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03418
03418
⾋ 140.13
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-282D

⿱⺿嗎

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03428
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03428
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03430
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03430
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04288
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04288
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03425
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03425
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03418
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03418


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03417
03417
⾋ 140.13
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-282F

⿱⺿⿰天某

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03602
03602
⾍ 142.11
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-2839

⿰⾍堅

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03614
03614
⾍ 142.11
17 · ㇔ (4) TE-283B

⿰⾍窓

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03619
03619
⾍ 142.11
17 · ㇠ (5) TE-283C

⿰⾍蛋

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03722
03722
衣 145.11
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-2849

⿱救衣

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03417
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03417
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03602
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03602
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03614
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03614
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03619
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03619
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03722
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03722


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04230
04230
⾨ 169.9
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-2963

⿵⾨壴

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

00226
00226
⼈ 9.16
18 · ㇐ (1) TE-2A7D

⿱合⿰并并

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00691
00691
⼝ 30.15
18 · ㇒ (3) TE-2B36

⿱𦥯古

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

嚳？ 
Please provide the evidence include the glyph how it is used or
what it means.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00695
00695
⼝ 30.15
18 · ㇠ (5) TE-2B3B

⿰⼝慰

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01197
01197
⼭ 46.15
18 · ㇔ (4) TE-2B6D

⿰⼭瑩

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01196
01196
⼭ 46.15
18 · ㇒ (3) TE-2B6F

⿱⼭衝

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01309
01309
⼻ 60.15
18 · ㇒ (3) TE-2C27

〾⿰⼻鄭

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01400
01400
⼼ 61.15
19 · ㇑ (2) TE-2C28

⿱數⼼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01401
01401
⼼ 61.15
18 · ㇑ (2) TE-2C34

⿰⺖誾

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04230
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04230
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00226
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00226
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00691
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00691
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00695
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00695
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01197
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01197
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01196
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01196
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01309
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01309
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01400
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01400
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01401
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01401


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01574
01574
⼿ 64.15
18 · ㇑ (2) TE-2C45

⿰⺘閱

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01764
01764
⽉ 74.16
20 · ㇒ (3) TE-2C69

⿰⽉𫂐

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01761
01761
⽉ 74.14
18 · ㇑ (2) TE-2C6B

〾⿰⽉署

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01864
01864
⽊ 75.14
18 · ㇑ (2) TE-2C7C

⿰⽊関

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01865
01865
⽊ 75.14
18 · ㇑ (2) TE-2D2A

⿰⽊䦚

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01866
01866
⽊ 75.14
18 · ㇑ (2) TE-2D31

〾⿰⽊蒞

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02250
02250
火 86.14
18 · ㇔ (4) TE-2D68

⿱𤇾𡬠

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02260
02260
火 86.15
19 · ㇔ (4) TE-2D72

⿰火慶

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02248
02248
火 86.14
18 · ㇒ (3) TE-2E27

〾⿰䍃炎

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02599
02599
⽥ 102.13
18 · ㇒ (3) TE-2E3A

⿰⽥詹

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The new evidence in #2010 mentioned 蘇⼦&⿰⽥詹;. Other
persons mentioned in the evidence are 歐陽脩 (歐陽永叔), 王
安⽯ (王介甫) and 秦觀 (秦少游), so 蘇⼦&⿰⽥詹; must be 蘇
⼦瞻 (蘇軾). ⿰⽥詹 is the error form of 瞻 in #2010.

02712
02712
⽬ 109.13
18 · ㇑ (2) TE-2E48

⿰⽬⿱罒夌

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01574
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01574
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01764
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01764
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01761
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01761
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01864
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01864
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01865
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01865
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01866
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01866
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02250
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02250
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02260
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02260
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02248
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02248
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02599
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02599
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02712
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02712


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02860
02860
示 113.14
19 · ㇔ (4) TE-2E60

⿲⺭⾔男

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02861
02861
示 113.14
19 · ㇔ (4) TE-2E62

⿰⺭榮

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02859
02859
示 113.14
19 · ㇐ (1) TE-2E63

⿰⺭嘉

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02712
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02860
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02860
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02861
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02861
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02859
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02859


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02889
02889
⽲ 115.13
18 · ㇒ (3) TE-2E6B

⿰⽲僉

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This is the evidence that TAO Yang inadvertently added to
Serial Number 02962: 
 
⼆⼗⼀史約編: 
 

 
 
同⾳字辨: 
 

 
 
As a result, I deleted my original comment about the lack of
sufficient evidence.

02918
02918
立 117.13
18 · ㇔ (4) TE-2E75

⿰立意

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02889
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02889
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02889-bd9a2f9436c0fb323bda6b47f5e2291b3f74fcac742ad184be156e3da6411d1e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02889-afd3c35b3045969bbe036c9921831f581796fa378f4f175b2b608782174fd2db.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02918
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02918


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02962
02962
⽵ 118.12
18 · ㇐ (1) TE-2E7E

⿱⽵朝

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02968
02968
⽵ 118.12
18 · ㇔ (4) TE-2F2B

⿱⽵𪲪

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Given the shape and reading, it's possible that the bottom
component is 稟 (lǐn). Is there better source evidence?

03031
03031
⽶ 119.12
18 · ㇠ (5) TE-2F3A

⿰⽶⿸⼫禺

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03099
03099
⽷ 120.12
18 · ㇐ (1) TE-2F44

⿰⽷䙴

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03210
03210
耳 128.12
18 · ㇒ (3) TE-2F5F

⿰耳舜

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Original TCA evidence is not sufficient for encoding. New
evidence is for an error form, so also not sufficient for
encoding.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02962
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02962
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02968
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02968
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03031
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03031
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03099
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03099
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03210
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03210


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03450
03450
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇠ (5) TE-3024

⿱卝綾

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03629
03629
⾍ 142.12
18 · ㇑ (2) TE-3065

⿱敞⾍

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03625
03625
⾍ 142.12
18 · ㇐ (1) TE-3069

⿰⾍𩂊

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03632
03632
⾍ 142.12
18 · ㇒ (3) TE-306A

⿰⾍斐

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde. The additional evidence
provided by Tao Yang is not clear enough to be accepted.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04282
04282
⾩ 170.15
18 · ㇔ (4) TE-323E

⿰阝養

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03450
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03450
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03629
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03629
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03625
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03625
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03632
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03632
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04282
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04282


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04434
04434
風 182.9
18 · ㇒ (3) TE-3264

⿺風香

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04458
04458
食 184.10
18 · ㇑ (2) TE-3269

⿰飠柴

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04535
04535
⾽ 190.8
18 · ㇔ (4) TE-327D

⿱⾽京

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

00233
00233
⼈ 9.17
19 · ㇑ (2) TE-3354

⿰⺅𫶝

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00298
00298
⼐ 17.17
19 · ㇠ (5) TE-3360

⿰出翟

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00917
00917
⼟ 32.16
19 · ㇑ (2) TE-3375

⿱䠔⼟

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01011
01011
女 38.16
19 · ㇑ (2) TE-3430

⿰女蕃

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04434
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04434
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04458
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04458
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04535
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04535
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00233
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00233
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00298
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00298
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00917
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00917
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01011
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01011


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01010
01010
女 38.16
19 · ㇐ (1) TE-3431

⿰女熹

New evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 刻孫齊之先⽣松韻堂集

01062
01062
宀 40.16
19 · ㇑ (2) TE-3436

⿱宀鴦

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01202
01202
⼭ 46.16
19 · ㇒ (3) TE-3440

⿰⼭興

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01203
01203
⼭ 46.16
19 · ㇒ (3) TE-3443

⿱⼭興

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

02977
02977
⽵ 118.14
20 · ㇒ (3) TE-3459

⿱⽵⿰⼻條

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01398
01398
⼼ 61.15
19 · ㇐ (1) TE-3462

⿱⿰爽攵⼼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01617
01617
⽁ 66.14
18 · ㇐ (1) TE-3477

⿱敖免

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

03266
03266
⾁ 130.15
19 · ㇔ (4) TE-3522

⿰⺼慶

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01010
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01010
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01010-a538c4ed90ddb2538e792898161179cfe6f5f2277c210b834a1a5dc33d1485ad.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01062
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01062
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01202
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01202
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01203
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01203
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02977
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02977
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01398
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01398
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01617
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01617
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03266
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03266


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01877
01877
⽊ 75.15
19 · ㇠ (5) TE-3532

⿰⽊⿸⼫單

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02120
02120
⽔ 85.16
19 · ㇔ (4) TE-3564

⿱涼沝

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02255
02255
火 86.15
19 · ㇐ (1) TE-3576

⿰火暫

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02533
02533
⽟ 96.15
19 · ㇔ (4) TE-362C

⿰王慶

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01877
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01877
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02120
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02120
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02255
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02255
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02533
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02533


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description
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02718
02718
⽬ 109.15
20 · ㇐ (1) TE-3647

⿰真員

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02812
02812
⽯ 112.14
19 · ㇑ (2) TE-364D

⿰⽯蒼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02533-389b6cbb0d770fb0bee79ef3b979c8e410c468ea3a4e94585e1d18a212805eef.webp
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:428494644$36i
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02718
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02718
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02812
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02812


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03038
03038
⽶ 119.13
19 · ㇔ (4) TE-3679

⿰⽶𭵝

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03108
03108
⽷ 120.13
19 · ㇑ (2) TE-367E

⿰⽷葺

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03184
03184
⽻ 124.13
19 · ㇒ (3) TE-3730

⿰翟㐱

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03213
03213
耳 128.13
19 · ㇔ (4) TE-3733

⿰耳義

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03211
03211
耳 128.13
19 · ㇑ (2) TE-3736

⿰耳葱

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03038
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03038
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03108
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03108
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03184
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03184
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03213
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03213
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03211
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03211


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03212
03212
耳 128.13
19 · ㇑ (2) TE-3738

⿰耳萬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03295
03295
⾆ 135.13
19 · ㇒ (3) TE-373A

⿰舍庸

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03462
03462
⾋ 140.15
19 · ㇠ (5) TE-3745

⿱薜了

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03454
03454
⾋ 140.15
19 · ㇐ (1) TE-3746

⿱𦭒𰙤

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04394
04394
⾰ 177.10
19 · ㇑ (2) TE-3954

⿰⾰晏

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03212
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03212
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03295
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03295
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03462
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03462
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03454
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03454
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04394
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04394


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04416
04416
⾴ 181.10
19 · ㇔ (4) TE-395A

⿰隺⾴

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02892
02892
⽲ 115.14
19 · ㇑ (2) TE-3A42

⿰和⿃

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

00706
00706
⼝ 30.16
19 · ㇑ (2) TE-3A62

⿰⼝嶶

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00733
00733
⼝ 30.17
20 · ㇔ (4) TE-3A64

⿰⼝糞

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

00924
00924
⼟ 32.17
20 · ㇔ (4) TE-3A70

⿰⼟營

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01594
01594
⼿ 64.17
20 · ㇒ (3) TE-3B36

⿰⺘⿱⽵祭

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01879
01879
⽊ 75.16
20 · ㇒ (3) TE-3B61

⿰⽊篡

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02129
02129
⽔ 85.17
20 · ㇑ (2) TE-3B79

⿰⺡⿵⾨洛

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04416
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04416
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02892
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02892
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00706
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00706
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00733
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00733
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00924
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00924
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01594
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01594
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01879
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01879
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02129
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02129


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02816
02816
⽯ 112.15
20 · ㇐ (1) TE-3C44

⿰⽯憂

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02895
02895
⽲ 115.15
20 · ㇔ (4) TE-3C52

⿰⽲養

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03040
03040
⽶ 119.14
20 · ㇒ (3) TE-3C67

⿰⽶⿱夭⾺

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03214
03214
耳 128.14
20 · ㇑ (2) TE-3C7C

⿰耳蓋

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03469
03469
⾋ 140.16
20 · ㇠ (5) TE-3D35

⿱⺿⿰⽷𢼸

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02816
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02816
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02895
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02895
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03040
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03040
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03214
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03214
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03469
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03469


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03468
03468
⾋ 140.16
20 · ㇔ (4) TE-3D3B

⿱⺿𧪍

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03466
03466
⾋ 140.16
20 · ㇒ (3) TE-3D53

⿱苑⿃

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04386
04386
非 175.12
20 · ㇐ (1) TE-3E71

⿱非䜵

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

00381
00381
⼗ 24.19
21 · ㇑ (2) TE-3F66

⿰南粦

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01405
01405
⼼ 61.17
21 · ㇐ (1) TE-402E

⿱⿰⾞貢⼼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01410
01410
⼼ 61.18
21 · ㇑ (2) TE-4032

⿰⺖壘

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01601
01601
⼿ 64.19
22 · ㇒ (3) TE-4038

⿰⺘簷

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03468
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03468
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03466
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03466
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04386
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04386
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00381
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00381
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01405
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01405
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01410
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01410
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01601
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01601


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01886
01886
⽊ 75.17
21 · ㇔ (4) TE-4059

⿰⽊賽

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02142
02142
⽔ 85.18
21 · ㇔ (4) TE-4072

⿰⺡竅

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02138
02138
⽔ 85.18
21 · ㇑ (2) TE-4122

⿰⺡⿱賏王

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02324
02324
⽜ 93.17
21 · ㇑ (2) TE-412F

⿰牜蹈

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02600
02600
⽥ 102.16
21 · ㇑ (2) TE-413C

⿱畾共

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02819
02819
⽯ 112.16
21 · ㇑ (2) TE-4142

⿰⽯蕉

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02821
02821
⽯ 112.16
21 · ㇔ (4) TE-4148

⿰⽯憲

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01886
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01886
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02142
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02142
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02138
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02138
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02324
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02324
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02600
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02600
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02819
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02819
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02821
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02821


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02896
02896
⽲ 115.16
21 · ㇒ (3) TE-4151

⿰⽲篙

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02979
02979
⽵ 118.15
21 · ㇐ (1) TE-415A

⿱⽵撢

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02980
02980
⽵ 118.15
21 · ㇐ (1) TE-415D

⿱⽵碼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03150
03150
⽹ 122.16
21 · ㇒ (3) TE-4174

⿱罒錐

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03218
03218
耳 128.16
22 · ㇔ (4) TE-4177

⿰耳憲

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02896
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02896
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02979
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02979
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02980
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02980
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03150
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03150
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03218
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03218


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04409
04409
⾳ 180.12
21 · ㇐ (1) TE-417A

⿰章舀

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03475
03475
⾋ 140.17
21 · ㇒ (3) TE-4233

⿱薈灬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03476
03476
⾋ 140.17
21 · ㇒ (3) TE-423C

⿱⺿𩳏

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03472
03472
⾋ 140.17
21 · ㇑ (2) TE-4242

⿱⺿蟃

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03655
03655
⾍ 142.15
21 · ㇔ (4) TE-4246

⿰⾍審

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The original evidence provided by TCA is not sufficient for
encoding. 
 
The additional evidence provided by Tao Yang is questionable
as the correct title for chapter 4 of this novel is "蟠⿓嶺群英相
會". Therefore, it seems that the first two characters in this
edition are corrupted, and the additional evidence should be
rejected.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04409
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04409
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03475
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03475
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03476
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03476
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03472
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03472
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03655
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03655


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03652
03652
⾍ 142.15
21 · ㇐ (1) TE-4249

⿰求蜜

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02144
02144
⽔ 85.19
22 · ㇑ (2) TE-4454

⿰⺡⿱賏正

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02982
02982
⽵ 118.16
22 · ㇐ (1) TE-446F

⿱⽵擔

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02558
02558
⽢ 99.17
22 · ㇐ (1) TE-4533

⿰甚蜀

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01416
01416
⼼ 61.20
23 · ㇒ (3) TE-4646

⿰⺖籌

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01889
01889
⽊ 75.19
23 · ㇒ (3) TE-4655

⿰⽊簻

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01928
01928
⽍ 78.19
23 · ㇒ (3) TE-465C

⿰⽍簽

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03652
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03652
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02144
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02144
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02982
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02982
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02558
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02558
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01416
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01416
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01889
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01889
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01928
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01928


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02149
02149
⽔ 85.20
23 · ㇒ (3) TE-4662

⿰⺡籃

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02269
02269
火 86.19
23 · ㇒ (3) TE-4665

⿰火簽

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02825
02825
⽯ 112.19
24 · ㇔ (4) TE-484E

⿰⽯爕

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03314
03314
⾈ 137.18
24 · ㇑ (2) TE-4863

〾⿰⾈雚

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04292
04292
⾫ 172.16
24 · ㇑ (2) TE-4869

⿰雚安

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04192
04192
⾦ 167.16
24 · ㇒ (3) TE-487E

⿰⾦勳

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02149
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02149
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02269
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02269
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02825
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02825
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03314
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03314
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04292
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04292
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04192
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04192


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
 
▲ 貴州通志（清乾隆刊本）卷27 folio 27 
 
Evidence has ⿰⾦勲, unifiable to ⿰⾦勳.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04192-c3bdfcd14dc07ead0bfc9da3782e5ec79fb4929bec9a969517d69d8dc2782f70.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:14924931?n=839


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01632
01632
⽂ 67.21
25 · ㇒ (3) TE-4953

⿱𦥯𫿱

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00758
00758
⼝ 30.25
28 · ㇔ (4) TE-4B34

⿰⼝廳

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

03021
03021
⽶ 119.9
15 · ㇐ (1) TE-6E54

⿰⽶故

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02217
02217
火 86.11
15 · ㇔ (4) TE-6E55

⿱淦火

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00207
00207
⼈ 9.13
15 · ㇔ (4) TE-6E5C

⿱依冏

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Please provide the evidence include the glyph how it is used or
what it means. 
Similar to 裔.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01892
01892
⽊ 75.21
25 · ㇐ (1) TE-6E5F

⿰⽊轟

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01632
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01632
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00758
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00758
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03021
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03021
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02217
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02217
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00207
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00207
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01892
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01892


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03988
03988
⾡ 162.12
16 · ㇑ (2) TE-6E7C

⿺⻎菲

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ 《建德縣志》，清康熙刻本，卷之⼗ 
 
Here is an additional evidence. Maybe this one will be better
than 《隨函録》.

02943
02943
⽵ 118.10
16 · ㇑ (2) TE-6F34

⿱𮅕⼑

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01534
01534
⼿ 64.12
16 · ㇒ (3) TE-6F3B

⿱⿰合合⼿

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03988
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03988
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03988-436a2e01f1955bc712f5a14f6c41e261d504f4aa7decd67228c1c5dd9aa85e96.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02943
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02943
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01534
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01534


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02094
02094
⽔ 85.13
16 · ㇑ (2) TE-6F3E

⿰⺡萱

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Evidence from Vietnamese: 

03025
03025
⽶ 119.10
16 · ㇐ (1) TE-6F6E

⿰⽶⿱⼠𠖀

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02944
02944
⽵ 118.10
16 · ㇑ (2) TE-6F79

⿱⽵閃

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04499
04499
⾺ 187.6
16 · ㇒ (3) TE-7036

⿰⾺名

Evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

I suspect that the evidence Tao Yang provided also means 駱.

02906
02906
⽳ 116.11
16 · ㇔ (4) TE-7045

⿱⽳髙

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02094
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02094
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02094-37fea8603b60f208a698c5bad19cc9e14d8cf77a8031be43c4be019d995ad0f9.jpg
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03025
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03025
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02944
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02944
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04499
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04499
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02906
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02906


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03408
03408
⾋ 140.12
16 · ㇒ (3) TE-7062

⿱⺿衖

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03307
03307
⾈ 137.9
15 · ㇠ (5) TE-7124

⿰⾈⾱

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01183
01183
⼭ 46.13
16 · ㇐ (1) TE-7132

⿱⼭塤

Evidence
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

According to the reading sǔn, the lower part may should be 損,
rather than 塤. Please confirm.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

04261
04261
⾩ 170.8
16 · ㇐ (1) TE-713C

⿰⾩坴

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

00963
00963
⼤ 37.13
16 · ㇔ (4) TE-7141

⿱𦥯⼤

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

03581
03581
⾍ 142.10
16 · ㇐ (1) TE-7164

⿰⾍珠

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03408
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03408
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03307
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03307
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01183
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01183
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04261
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04261
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00963
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00963
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03581
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03581


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03412
03412
⾋ 140.12
16 · ㇔ (4) TE-7172

⿱⺿⿰⺡匍

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02438
02438
⽝ 94.13
16 · ㇔ (4) TE-7222

⿲⺨𦚏尤

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

03258
03258
⾁ 130.12
16 · ㇑ (2) TE-7223

⿱晶⺼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02603
02603
⽦ 103.11
16 · ㇐ (1) TE-723C

⿰𤴔斬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02956
02956
⽵ 118.11
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-724B

⿳⽵罒早

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01880
01880
⽊ 75.17
21 · ㇐ (1) TE-724E

⿰⽊聲

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03412
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03412
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02438
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02438
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03258
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03258
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02603
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02603
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02956
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02956
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01880
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01880


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02651
02651
⽨ 105.12
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-7256

⿰登包

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02711
02711
⽬ 109.12
17 · ㇠ (5) TE-7424

⿰⽬幾

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Original evidence from TCA is insufficient, and new evidence
from Tao Yang is dubious. Better evidence is required.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01005
01005
女 38.13
16 · ㇐ (1) TE-744C

⿰女⿱臤示

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

𡠩？ 
Please provide the evidence include the glyph how it is used or
what it means.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

01006
01006
女 38.13
16 · ㇑ (2) TE-7527

⿰女閝

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

04323
04323
雨 173.10
18 · ㇐ (1) TE-753C

⿱雨桂

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03140
03140
缶 121.12
18 · ㇒ (3) TE-7574

⿰缶喬

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03446
03446
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇔ (4) TE-7634

⿱𦶚⽊

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02651
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02651
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02711
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02711
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01005
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01005
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01006
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01006
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04323
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04323
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03140
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03140
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03446
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03446
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Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02598
02598
⽥ 102.13
18 · ㇑ (2) TE-763B

⿰⽥罪

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03442
03442
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇒ (3) TE-7729

⿱⺿𥠅

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04329
04329
雨 173.10
18 · ㇔ (4) TE-7731

⿱雨𰛮

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01728
01728
⽈ 73.15
19 · ㇐ (1) TE-7741

⿺更焦

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

00719
00719
⼝ 30.16
19 · ㇠ (5) TE-774B

⿰⼝⿸⼫萬

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

02814
02814
⽯ 112.14
19 · ㇒ (3) TE-7752

⿰⽯箤

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02598
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02598
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03442
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03442
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04329
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04329
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01728
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01728
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00719
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00719
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02814
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02814


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01399
01399
⼼ 61.15
19 · ㇐ (1) TE-7830

⿱⿰爽⽋⼼

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

03085
03085
⽷ 120.10
16 · ㇑ (2) TE-7846

⿰⺯𢼸

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02893
02893
⽲ 115.14
19 · ㇠ (5) TE-7865

⿰⽲暨

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03502
03502
虍 141.14
20 · ㇔ (4) TE-7867

⿸虍齊

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03034
03034
⽶ 119.13
19 · ㇐ (1) TE-787C

⿰⽶嗇

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01399
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01399
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03085
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03085
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02893
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02893
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03502
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03502
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03034
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03034


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01029
01029
⼦ 39.16
19 · ㇔ (4) TE-787D

⿸⼴𫲲

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character is a name character. The source of the glyph is
the name field on the ID card, and some of the characters are
not found in the pronunciation section. 
For further explanation on the issue, please see IRGN2546.

02123
02123
⽔ 85.16
19 · ㇠ (5) TE-7922

⿰⺡遲

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

03734
03734
⾑ 146.13
19 · ㇠ (5) TE-7928

⿰要臭

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02130
02130
⽔ 85.17
20 · ㇑ (2) TE-7A37

⿰⺡⿺⻎睪

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

04402
04402
⾱ 178.10
19 · ㇑ (2) TE-7A45

⿰⾱員

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02978
02978
⽵ 118.14
20 · ㇠ (5) TE-7A49

⿱⽵暨

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03654
03654
⾍ 142.15
21 · ㇑ (2) TE-7B31

⿰⾍蔓

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01029
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01029
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02123
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02123
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03734
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03734
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02130
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02130
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04402
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04402
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02978
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02978
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03654
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03654


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

04351
04351
雨 173.13
21 · ㇠ (5) TE-7B4C

⿱雨䧛

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I wish to echo the point made by Ken Lunde elsewhere
regarding this particular evidence: 
"The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable."

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

03477
03477
⾋ 140.17
21 · ㇒ (3) TE-7B51

⿱⺿穚

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

01888
01888
⽊ 75.18
22 · ㇔ (4) TE-7B68

⿰⽊額

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

01599
01599
⼿ 64.18
21 · ㇒ (3) TE-7C27

⿰⺘⿱𠂢𠃄

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02994
02994
⽵ 118.27
33 · ㇐ (1) TE-7E27

⿱⽵靍

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. While the link to the CNS 11643 website is better, it
also is insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that
explains its meaning or shows the ideograph in context is
desirable.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Ken Lunde.

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

IRGN2486 (TCA's submission for WS2021) indicates that the
evidence image is from the household service database, from
which the name on each person's ID card is printed. It is not
simply a code chart; it is an official government document with
legal effect. For further explanation, please see IRGN2546.

02008
02008
⽔ 85.6
9 · ㇐ (1) TF-7E41

⿰汁中

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04351
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04351
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03477
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03477
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01888
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01888
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01599
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01599
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02994
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02994
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02008
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02008


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02027
02027
⽔ 85.8
12 · ㇐ (1) TF-7E62

⿰⺡枮

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

02095
02095
⽔ 85.13
16 · ㇑ (2) TF-7E7B

⿰⺡𬝑

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

For all TCA-submitted ideographs that include only this type of
evidence, which is effectively an excerpt from the CNS 11643
standard, such evidence alone is insufficient. Their presence in
the CNS 11643 standard can certainly serve as supplementary
evidence, but it should not be the sole evidence. Other
member bodies submit evidence that either shows the
ideographs in actual use or in a published dictionary.

04020
04020
⾢ 163.12
15 · ㇑ (2) UK-10803

⿰⿱⽇來阝

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character was submitted as 
 
[ {{WS2017-04379}} ] 
 
 
but postponed for better evidence. Hence I provide a
presumably better evidence: 
 

 
 
▲ 畿輔通志（清雍正刊本）卷13 folio 46

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02027
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02027
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02095
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02095
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04020
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04020
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2017/app/?id=04379
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04020-4cff597ef7b2be6683c87b9f4d43dd122dab96c0199c604b5199d03bf516820c.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:11678267?n=401


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 魏書（宋元明遞修本）卷106上 folio 8 gives ⿰⿱旦来阝. 

 
▲ 魏書（南監本） 卷106上 folio 8 is same 
 
Most, if not all, 魏書 versions after 南監本 gives ⿰⿱旦來阝. 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04020-39dae8fe0346b9ae9bf24473c59de29a3f68c5c83c91ff45babe9c53b5d387c5.webp
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=412004000381
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04020-c4e4245ce2551627f38637eb7eaadc9d717df8ac89a14c249f23ba6557653e91.webp
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img.pdf/2852337


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 魏書（北監本）卷106上 folio 8 

 
▲ 魏書（汲古閣本）卷106上 folio 6 (⿰⿱旦來阝/⿰⿱⽬來阝) 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04020-42245a432cbde834f9baf485f78ed31eeb3a88dc8c1614c729dcee45df55ffc4.webp
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:18256534$2327i
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04020-eaf503e471719effd5750e57f9679d13d0c0140f9b814ad1db472202bed18ed6.webp
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img.pdf/4046038


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 魏書（武英殿本）卷106上 folio 8 
 
In 廿⼆史考異, 錢⼤昕 argued that ⿰⿱旦來阝is a misprint of
郻. 
 

 
▲ 廿⼆史考異（清乾隆刊本）魏書2 folio 2 
 
魏書（中華書局）agreed on his opinion and changed text from
⿰⿱旦來阝 to 郻. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04020-fd7a21129c8c1e56b7723d665b0e9398ea2314d8fe371e7c765096e2a589a4fc.webp
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=411999017142
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04020-1b6a715eb9e76fccaf904da6560f699cbddee77dd70e0d702547a075117af911.webp
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=412000002898


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 魏書（中華書局）pp. 2508

03242
03242
⾁ 130.9
13 · ㇑ (2) UK-10985

⿰⽉苔

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I agree with the comment by Huang Junliang. It would be
better for Vietnam to propose ⿰⽉苔 (VN-F1F4C), therefore
we WITHDRAW UK-10985.

03161
03161
⽺ 123.9
15 · ㇑ (2) UK-20004

⿰⽺是

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with Huang Junliang that this should be a corrupted form
of U+97AE. Therefore WITHDRAW pending additional
evidence that this is not an error form or that it is a stable error.

03610
03610
⾍ 142.11
17 · ㇒ (3) UK-20005

⿰⾍斛

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

欽定古今圖書集成 第538冊 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04020-32347c1ece6e6e5d2236faddc663126c9aa652bebe37b031b757bcf96474d02a.webp
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03242
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03242
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03161
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03161
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03610
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03610
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03610-5748ac437a3a57ff75406be431396b1747fdfbe496d5fd412fd343bf1b2abe2b.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04488
04488
香 186.9
18 · ㇑ (2) UK-20006

⿰香英

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

{{https://s-
space.snu.ac.kr/bitstream/10371/175765/1/000000166241.pdf
담정(藫庭) 김려(⾦鑢) 문학 연구}} p. 221 
 

04239
04239
⾨ 169.11
19 · ㇔ (4) UK-20007

⿵⾨离

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

《管⼦·⼩問》has very similar text:「桓公北伐孤⽵未⾄卑耳之
谿⼗⾥闟然⽌瞠然視援⼸將射引⽽未敢發也」 
 

 
 
▲ 管⼦（四部叢刊景常熟瞿⽒鐵琴銅劍樓藏宋刊本）卷16 folio
10 
 
See other related text on ctext. 
 
Based on these evidences, ⿵⾨离 is likely a corrupted form of
闟. 
 

 

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Text in ⼭東通志 seems to be derived from 《⽔經注》 which
has "⼜按《管⼦》:齊桓公⼆⼗年,征孤⽵,未⾄卑耳之溪⼗⾥,闟
然⽌,瞠然視...". It seems that ⿵⾨离 is an erro form of 闟,
therefore suggest to postpone pending additional evidence that
this is not a one-off error in this one particular edition of ⼭東通
志.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04488
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04488
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04488-d054760a6489569f7ae55fe7e533fdb0d01bda429bca9346ce0329fab01b4558.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04239
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04239
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04239-3620770ea8458c3e27aca867fc882c17a46cb9ba1441bf242abb83bef8c24a0c.webp
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan0346-%E6%88%BF%E7%8E%84%E9%BD%A1-%E7%AE%A1%E5%AD%90-4-3.djvu/84
https://ctext.org/text.pl?node=22124&if=en&show=parallel#pl447728


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01180
01180
⼭ 46.12
15 · ㇑ (2) UK-20008

⿰⼭掌

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

It looks the variant of 嶂 U+5D82. 
 

 
▲ 《古今圖書集成》，⽅輿彙編⼭川典第三⼗五卷中條⼭部

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01180
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01180
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01180-f35bcfc9114411de3699b587286205792a23c6d655156ed28f850d8e6ab61863.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01184
01184
⼭ 46.13
16 · ㇐ (1) UK-20009

⿰⼭禁

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

蒲州府志（清乾隆刊本）卷3 folio 17b 
 

 
 
永濟縣志（清光緒刊本）卷3 folio 42a 
 

02088
02088
⽔ 85.12
15 · ㇔ (4) UK-20013

⿰⺡⿱㓁林

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Google search finds mostly "冬積柴⽔中為霖以取之", and
Wikisource has "冬積柴⽔中為罧以取之", so it seems likely that
⿰⺡⿱㓁林 is a corrupt form in this edition. Suggest to
postpone pending additional evidence that ⿰⺡⿱㓁林 is
correct or is a stable error.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01184
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01184
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:49338536$172i
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01184-4fa8f52ddca10d8f3da0ea547bfcb26c5a7d48593729a2a1d5e2a8e5fdd422d0.png
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001071047
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01184-49e57ca5fb15574ea4e13d93e7270b0c63068c829adaf629d1c7054db893b1df.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02088
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02088


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

 
 
▲ 曲洧舊聞（明嘉靖楚⼭書屋刊本）卷3 folio 12b gives ⿰⺡罧
(normalized by UCV #402a) 
 

 
▲ 集韻（述古堂影宋抄本） 上聲．四⼗七寑．所錦切. 宋潭州
刊本 gives 𠘏. 
 
According to 集韻, ⿰⺡罧 is a variant of 𠘆/𠘏. I think ⿰⺡⿱㓁
林 is a corrupted form of ⿰⺡罧. We can consider encode ⿰⺡
罧 instead based on the new evidences.

00119
00119
亠 8.10
12 · ㇒ (3) UK-20014

⿰交交

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

From context the character should be a variant or error for
U+6548 效. Suggest to postpone pending additional evidence
that this is not a one-off error in this one source.

03156
03156
⽺ 123.8
14 · ㇐ (1) UK-20016

⿰⽺來

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

An earlier version of 雲間據⽬鈔 gives 辣. 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 雲間據⽬抄（清⼀寒齋刊本）卷2 folio 19b 
 
⿰⽺來 could be a misprint of 辣 (vicious, ruthless). It is not a
person name anyway, consider pending more evidences.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree to withdraw pending additional evidence.

03434
03434
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇐ (1) UK-20017

⿱⺿舔

Unclear evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Can clearer evidence be supplied?

03032
03032
⽶ 119.12
18 · ㇠ (5) UK-20018

⿰⽶犀

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

This place name is given as ⽶{⿰⽶犀}橋 with the note 昔有富
⼈積⽶{⿰⽶屖}建此故名. {⿰⽶犀} and {⿰⽶屖} should be the
same character, and the way the note is written, it should be a
common character that does not need an explanation. The two
characters could be corruptions or variants of U+7CCF 糏 'rice
grits left after hulling' which would fit the sense here.
Regardless, additional evidence is needed to determine which
of {⿰⽶犀} and {⿰⽶屖} is the correct glyph, so suggest to
postpone for additional evidence.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02088-3505b14658c04e03611476c381a98a542ca0939aa0ca1446822807de53c99377.webp
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=411999013162
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02088-b1e40dc4bbde623b1008a45461eff6d2da824ea04ae4873a60db4fe27e1b3067.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00119
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00119
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03156
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03156
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03156-b480444d849c437a446082cf1f32ccbf22ec947012aaf92e479d3988b5bfb2c3.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=411999007742
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03434
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03434
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03032
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03032


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04014
04014
⾢ 163.9
16 · ㇒ (3) UK-20019

⿰香⾢

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

The character ⿰香⾢ looks suspicious to me, and could be an
error form. Additional evidence for this character would be
useful.

02195
02195
火 86.8
12 · ㇠ (5) UK-20022

⿰火函

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ 陝⻄通志（清雍正刊乾隆補修本）卷32 folio 14

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04014
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04014
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02195
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02195
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02195-e9af17096c0a694afa7ac9c6875379a7ca325d004c79117af9fdffd7ffe7b7fd.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:12930023?n=16


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01647
01647
⽅ 70.12
16 · ㇒ (3) UK-20023

⿰⽅無

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The text is from 《安州刺史杜公神道碑》 by 楊炎（727－
781）. 
 

 
▲ ⽂苑英華（明隆慶刊本）卷923 folio 3 has 𣄣. 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 欽定全唐⽂（清嘉慶刊本）卷422 folio 4 has 𣄣. 
 
Based on the evidences, I guess ⿰⽅無 is a corrupted form of
𣄣/旟. 
 

 
 

 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01647
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01647
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01647-0ee442cd41bf659b263cfa2e0d9b4ad64e3f726c925dbef440a889d3faae467a.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:12160347?n=24
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01647-6a49d0ccb6d0542d507386c89f8048334f20bd66b3bc047d6dbccf644da2a208.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=GBZX0301013113


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 曹學佺：《⽯倉歷代詩選》，四庫全書本，卷三百⼆⼗七

02140
02140
⽔ 85.18
21 · ㇒ (3) UK-20032

⿰⺡鯈

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Based on the comment by Huang Junliang, it seems possible
that the submitted character is an error form for 㶖. It may be
prudent to postpone pending additional evidence that this is
not a one-off error in this single source.

02474
02474
⽟ 96.6
10 · ㇐ (1) UK-20034

⿰王刑

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 湖州府誌（明萬曆刊本）卷6 folio 43 has 侀. 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 浙江通志（清乾隆刊本）卷126 folio 12 has 侀. 
 
His name also appears in 嘉泰吳興志. However, the original
version of 嘉泰吳興志, probably printed in 嘉泰(1201-1204), is
considered lost. The current version is from copies of which 四
庫館⾂ extracted from 永樂⼤典 but didn't have time to include
it in 四庫全書. 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 嘉泰吳興志（吳興嚴⽒隨分讀書齋清宣統抄本） vol. 6 pp9
has 侀. 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 嘉泰吳興志（南潯劉⽒嘉業堂⺠國刊本）卷17 folio 17 has
制. This version is the base version of 嘉泰吴兴志（点校本）
（浙江古籍出版社，2019）. 
 
I suggest pending more evidences.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

In light of the research by Huang Junliang, we WITHDRAW this
character.

01164
01164
⼭ 46.10
13 · ㇔ (4) UK-20036

⿰⼭宫

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Based on the additional evidence provided by Huang Junliang,
the proposed character must be an error form of U+5DC6 巆.
Therefore we WITHDRAW this character.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01647-91a4fcb2739c0be103287ec77ff00328789380dcc62dd0f11480cdb6ed9f298e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02140
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02140
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02474
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02474
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02474-45331bfbb2fb5fd7eee6942b4bb189a633562edd3ef4a395e48fa765ea543a87.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001070784
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02474-ec152441b59dbdc3c3aab63df2fbfd2611cb826523e44253f2f038e68e42335f.pdf
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img/4282114
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02474-1142d79edfc67da64e6221150f6ee32cf04d6d323beab6615dc55a0f6d2a01db.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001070782
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02474-824b4c5ebc44676f97913e4032c408d0babc88c047bf0b2972415531cf373fbb.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001070780
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01164
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01164


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ ⽑奇齡：《⻄河⽂集》，四庫全書本，卷⼀百⼆⼗⼋

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01164-a6fc064439ca30677353a9c3e2f6264751841ceb766b4f303a8771ca07e43e72.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

As #4913 mentioned, 岭巆 is a stable word. 
 
As Ma Chien-chung wrote as below, 岭巆 and 嶙峋 are both 疊
韻字, and the finals of 岭 and 巆 are both 梗攝, 嶙 and 峋 are
both 臻攝. So, ⿰⼭宫 is the real misprint form in the submitted
evidence based on the rationale. 
 

 
▲ ⾺建忠：《⾺⽒⽂通》，商務印書館鉛印本，實字卷之六 
 
Maybe ⿰⼭宫 is the variant of 崆 here. The final of 㟅 is 通攝
or 江攝, and the final of 崆 are the same. For ⿰⼭宫, 宫 is the
phonetic element, and the final of 宫 is 通摄. Therefore, the
rationale is acceptable for encoding. 
 
BTW, the mountain, 景忠⼭, mentioned in the submitted
evidence is located in current Qianxi County, Tangshan City,
Hebei Province (河北省唐⼭市迁⻄县), not in Qianhuangdao
City (秦皇岛市). I hope I can check the original article in Qianxi
in future if possible.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01164-bd8d0948a218cd20912725f1e7fafabe59ba54d8a0a85971ae0c627d682bd862.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01106
01106
⼭ 46.4
7 · ㇐ (1) UK-20038

⿱⼭壬

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

《湖州府志》卷95 folio 20 
 

01060
01060
宀 40.15
18 · ㇑ (2) UK-20039

⿱宀畾

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence is from 别允載章⽣歸括蒼四⼗韻 by 王禕（1322
－1374）. 
 
Text has ～峞, 
 

 
 
▲ 王忠⽂公⽂集（張齊明嘉靖元年刊本）卷2 folio 4 has 𡾋. 廣
韻（四部叢刊景海鹽張⽒涉園藏宋刊⼱箱本）：「𡾋峞。⼭狀 �」 
 
I suspect ⿱宀畾 is a corrupted form of 𡾋. 
 

 

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Huang Junliang that this is an error
form for U+21F8B 𡾋. Also note discussion of possible UCV for
宀~⼭ for UK-20577. Therefore we WITHDRAW this character,

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01106
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01106
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01106-d26b8b4b5ac475bb583267f0357871ce1f0d7232ca4f5ec42b1f3e99d3a89822.jpg
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01060
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01060
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01060-fc4ae3906906da5337ef99e03eef39984b843fb095f03fcf7aeee01424909373.webp
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=411999012614
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan0083-%E9%99%B3%E5%BD%AD%E5%B9%B4-%E5%BB%A3%E9%9F%BB-5-3.djvu/44


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00335
00335
⼒ 19.7
9 · ㇐ (1) UK-20040

⿰巫⼒

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

It would be helpful to see additional evidence. Google Books
shows that this text is recorded in 《地⽅志⼈物傳記資料叢刊:
華北卷》 (2002) vol. 27 p. 911 and 《中國地⽅志集成: 河北府
縣志輯》 (2006) vol. 45 p. 557, but I do not have access to
these.

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

 
 
▲ ⺠國⼆⼗年交河縣志料卷5 folio 20b 
 
The original source is ⺠國交河縣志, 《中國地⽅志集成: 河北府
縣志輯》 (2006) vol. 45 includes a reprint of ⺠國交河縣志, so
they are of same sources.

02879
02879
⽲ 115.9
14 · ㇐ (1) UK-20042

⿰⽲柰

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

 
 
▲ 義楚六帖（寬永刊本）卷19 folio 24b 
 
I suggest we encode ⿰⽲奈 per the new evidence, and
consider a new UCV 奈/柰. 
Credits to 王⼀凡 who provided an evidence from another 義楚
六帖 version. Link

02580
02580
⽥ 102.3
8 · ㇑ (2) UK-20046

⿱⽥⺒

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 寧海縣志（清康熙刊本）卷10下序 folio 35

01159
01159
⼭ 46.10
13 · ㇐ (1) UK-20047

⿱⼭軒

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence indicates that the text is copied from 道光⾦華縣
志. 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ ⾦華縣志（清道光刊本）卷4 folio 6 has 嶄. 
 
Based on this evidence, I think ⿱⼭軒 is a corrupted form of
嶄, consider pending more evidences. 
 

 

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with Huang Junliang that this is an error form for
U+5D84 嶄. Therefore we WITHDRAW this character.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00335
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00335
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00335-ba2e3a228d1c49241715bdf78c7a817c76f193127807f00b95ef897b6ff5535b.webp
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02879
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02879
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02879-fe469771a73fa1d4b09dc237944b79678955b3dd38285ba32687301259fbb5b0.webp
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img.pdf/3672702
http://base1.nijl.ac.jp/iview/Frame.jsp?DB_ID=G0003917KTM&C_CODE=0214-33702&IMG_SIZE=&PROC_TYPE=null&SHOMEI=%E3%80%90%E7%BE%A9%E6%A5%9A%E5%85%AD%E5%B8%96%E3%80%91&REQUEST_MARK=null&OWNER=null&BID=null&IMG_NO=885
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02580
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02580
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02580-e96e91d3eefcbbf609c4eb7b897040a415b57b4a51110f28a34a0ee049835193.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001076609
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01159
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01159
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01159-d343f41e2306e8ee020fd5dcce106656304b32c58da99fc025638e3af880246d.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001073009


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03291
03291
⾆ 135.8
14 · ㇒ (3) UK-20049

⿰舍同

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Text in the evidence is a corruption of "銅螭署". Therefore we
WITHDRAW this character.

01641
01641
⽅ 70.7
11 · ㇑ (2) UK-20055

⿰⽅⾜

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The text also appears in 曲周縣志（清乾隆刊本）. 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 曲周縣志（清乾隆刊本）卷18 folio 25 has 旋. 
 
Based on this evidence I think ⿰⽅⾜ is a corrupted form of 旋,
consider pending more evidences.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with the comment by Huang Junliang, therefore
WITHDRAW pending additional evidence.

03308
03308
⾈ 137.11
17 · ㇑ (2) UK-20057

⿰⾈堂

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ ⼤清會典（清康熙刊本）卷34 folio 16

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
▲ {{http://hdl.handle.net/10112/00017086 松浦 章. 清代内河⽔
運史の研究}} pp. 308, a reprint of 北新關志（清雍正刊本） 船
式 folio 69b/70a authored by 許夢𨳗 (The NLC gives incorrect
author name 許夢閎).

00810
00810
⼟ 32.6
9 · ㇔ (4) UK-20059

⿱𣲆⼟

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The original evidence is from 佛⼭忠義鄉志（清道光刊本） 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 卷16 folio 6 shows both ⿱氾⼟ and ⿱𣲆⼟. 
 
Attached PDF file 
and folio 7 shows ⿱汜⼟.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03291
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03291
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01641
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01641
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01641-1098af051eef9def17a84ddfd0cf385765e0c9f02d1253f9e1bc595b4e1acbad.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001058793
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03308
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03308
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03308-2c42f9199718dff7cf0e416b583d3af399c9b72aa036be1028b04a43127b4296.pdf
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:9559140?n=910
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03308-c697af091154747fab40eade75381aba15a2baf9984fc2e3e591c66cfcab06ba.webp
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001066761
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00810
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00810
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001086030
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00810-7acf8b87b9eb18053db38528a009224d7db2e43f4fd42dfb3964773b6bd1b376.pdf
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00810-bafc723e559951ea212b246ae7b0322fb770a3f31369b0d186bb10194092e08c.pdf


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02954
02954
⽵ 118.11
17 · ㇐ (1) UK-20060

⿱⽵𨊸

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence source should be corrected as 吳興備志（⺠國三
年刊本）. 
 
The text has 「葉箋，霅川⼈，⿱⺮異之從弟，～之從兄」. ⿱
⺮異 is

02955
⽵ 118.11
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-265D

⿱⽵異

Eiso's comment for ROK noted, IRG 57. 

. 
 
The person name 葉～ also appears in folio 20: 
 
Attached PDF file 
 
I suspect in the original evidence, ～ is a corrupted form of 籈,
and ⿱⺮異 is a corrupted form of 簨. 
 
For more info, see CBDB/葉籈 and CBDB/葉簨. 
 
Consider pending more evidences.

00853
00853
⼟ 32.9
12 · ㇑ (2) UK-20064

⿰⼟苦

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence mentions that 「鮚埼亭集外編四⼗七但引此語光
字下有塔字號作名」, so we can expect ⼩江～院 should
present as a name in 鮚埼亭集. However 
 

 
 
▲ 鮚埼亭集外編（四部叢刊景上海涵芬樓藏原刊本）卷47 folio
23 gives 「名⼩江㙮院」. 㙮 is a variant of 塔 but it must not
be a variant of ⿰⼟苦. 
 
I suspect ⿰⼟苦 is a misprint of 塔 and consider pending more
evidences.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with analysis provided by Huang Junliang that ⿰⼟苦 in
the original evidence is probably a mistake for 塔 = 㙮.
Therefore we WITHDRAW this character pending additional
evidence of usage.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02954
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02954
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001070786
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02955
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02954-55ce2599b89eb261bf5709d1068f93d4fa82b59bccf82564cc3c6298cd2461cd.pdf
https://cbdb.fas.harvard.edu/cbdbapi/person.php?id=22671
https://cbdb.fas.harvard.edu/cbdbapi/person.php?id=49806
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00853
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00853
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00853-972d23165c0ff2b4fa3830dc76c6e9143c61d2b0e3a0c6e175378038609c53ae.webp
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan1797-%E5%85%A8%E7%A5%96%E6%9C%9B-%E9%AE%9A%E5%9F%BC%E4%BA%AD%E9%9B%86-32-31.djvu/93


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03163
03163
⽺ 123.10
16 · ㇑ (2) UK-20065

⿰⽺閃

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence is from 《天寧光孝萬壽禪寺記》by ⿈溍（1277-
1351） 
 

 
 
▲ ⾦華⿈先⽣⽂集（四部叢刊景常熟瞿⽒上元宗⽒⽇本岩崎⽒
藏元刊本）卷13 folio 11

01321
01321
⼼ 61.6
10 · ㇑ (2) UK-20067

⿱𰏒⼼

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The comment by Huang Junliang is sufficient to throw doubt on
the correctness of the proposed character. The form ⿱𰏒⼼
shown in the original evidence could easily be a mistake for
U+2263F 𢘿, so it would be best not to encode this character
based on the single evidence provided. Therefore we
WITHDRAW this character pending additional evidence.

02477
02477
⽟ 96.7
11 · ㇐ (1) UK-20068

⿱玨下

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 字學三正（明萬曆刊本）卷1 folio 71 gives ⿱⿰龵龵下,
potentially unifiable to ⿱玨下. They are all variants of 拜. 
 
Since ⿱⿰龵龵下 preserves the ⼿ radical, if we agree that ⿱
玨下 is unifiable with ⿱⿰龵龵下, I suggest we encode ⿱⿰龵
龵下 instead. 
 
⿱玨下 is also similar to 

 
 

 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03163
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03163
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03163-d74188402ffb37c32a59298b28ea098298fd3cde0647f28b753a99115c7e7130.webp
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan1461-%E9%BB%83%E6%BA%8D-%E9%87%91%E8%95%90%E9%BB%83%E5%85%88%E7%94%9F%E6%96%87%E9%9B%86-12-04.djvu/56
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01321
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01321
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02477
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02477
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02477-6921801564e8714e67b35571f2899f0b6f4a53d13191158d76f52cd939b1a576.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=0146


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01918
01918
⽍ 78.5
9 · ㇠ (5) UK-20069

⿰⽍加

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

《汉语⽅⾔⼤词典》 p. 7321 (evidence image from UK-02874) 

03671
03671
⾎ 143.3
9 · ㇐ (1) UK-20074

⿰⾎⼯

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Evidence shows an error form of U+8844 衄 (original text of 本
草經疏 has "⼩兒頭秃腥膻，⿐衄，無此不效"). Therefore we
WITHDRAW this character.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01918
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01918
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2015/app/index.php?find=UK-02874
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01918-4b340d330a2e9f4e22a1b7e69989a072abe8c12b6a344926b6eae380d587c27c.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03671
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03671


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01384
01384
⼼ 61.13
17 · ㇑ (2) UK-20078

⿱當⼼

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The person is a 貢⽣ in 萬曆 period (1573-1620). 
 
Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 杭州府志（清康熙刊本）卷25 folio 19 has 㦂. 
 

 
 
杭州府志（清乾隆刊本）卷70 folio 24 has 㦂. 
 
I suspect it is a corrupted form of 㦂, consider pending more
evidences. 
 

 

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Based on the additional evidence provided by Huang Junliang
we WITHDRAW this character pending more evidence of
usage.

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ ⻩道周：《新刻洪武元韻勘正切字海篇群⽟》，明崇禎刻
本，卷之六 
 

 
▲ 章黼：《直⾳篇》，燕京藏萬曆戊寅本，卷第⼆

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01384
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01384
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01384-a1295c60737137b2e110197b3b88836a7888e1248072e90374a000807750433a.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001070652
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01384-236a617cf833b8fb781de635ebfdc4515b05ca11a8e9f9b8bc2fa61332682930.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:14311905?n=2996
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01384-131f755a33432432000c810ca6cfdd41a4e8616ef31fcf75a49d3b0ef8d8f06a.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01384-ad77015d56b7d2a47c2f34aca3b268cdf27a8c57805cf67e2267e34d5664b56c.png
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03785
03785
⾔ 149.13
20 · ㇐ (1) UK-20079

⿱⿎⾔

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence ⽙寒⼦～⾔ is name of book written by 楊淇園
（1557-1627）. 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 楊淇園先⽣年譜（1946） pp. 56 gives 井寒⼦瞽⾔. 
 

 
 
▲ 浙江通志（⽂淵閣四庫全書本）卷246 folio 43 gives 井寒⼦
瞽⾔. 
 
I suspect ～ is a misprint of 瞽. Consider pending more
evidences, for example, a reproduction of the book itself. 
 

 

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Based on the additional evidence provided by Huang Junliang
we WITHDRAW this character pending more evidence of
usage.

02054
02054
⽔ 85.9
12 · ㇠ (5) UK-20083

⿰⺡架

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I agree with KWAN Ching Kit that ⿰⺡架 is likely a misprint of
深. According to the evidence, 王澤～ is from 商河縣, 嘉慶庚午
（1810）貢⽣. We can find 王澤深 in 道光商河縣志: 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03785
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03785
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03785-c9fad34fcacdbf3ac015c65c1f8bddd9737c80d83fa458bed84da6ab26c9d566.pdf
https://taiwanebook.ncl.edu.tw/zh-tw/book/NTL-9900008073
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03785-4fea94b6e36d3814913aae9a78eafa434f9888b8a90bcb59a28596a589372cde.webp
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3ACADAL06070052_%E6%B5%99%E6%B1%9F%E9%80%9A%E5%BF%97%C2%B7%E5%8D%B7%E4%BA%8C%E7%99%BE%E5%9B%9B%E5%8D%81%E5%85%AD~%E5%8D%B7%E4%BA%8C%E7%99%BE%E5%9B%9B%E5%8D%81%E4%B8%83.djvu&page=87
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02054
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02054


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 商河縣志（清道光刊本）卷6 folio 30a 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02054-785096e9d903d8414a98f812fb1a44e5f0efedaadb44af12b3c4e395a91bbf08.png
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:477589648$30i


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 商河縣志（清道光刊本）卷7 folio 33b：王澤深……嘉慶庚午
中副⾞ 
 
I suggest pending more evidences.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02054-c749cd73f2700f84710a3a033c6414b18f00e589aabf660a497129a7b24a2f4c.webp
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:477589709$35i


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 《合併字學集篇》，明萬曆刻本，卷之⼀ 
 

 
▲ 《新集藏經⾳義隨函録》，⾼麗藏，⼤乘論⾳義第三之⼀ 
 
As the second new evidence shows, this form is known as the
variant of 深 in Buddhist literature, so it is OK to encode it
separately.

02081
02081
⽔ 85.11
14 · ㇔ (4) UK-20085

⿰⺡𠅤

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

《武強縣新志》 appears to have 漁, although I cannot confirm
this. 
 

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Based on #7499, ⿰⺡𠅤 is probably an error for U+6F01 漁,
therefore suggest to postpone pending additional evidence that
this is not an error form in this one source.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02054-506161bb5e28453c68319381870a0bb1276266d2dcc5c1a8090ccf203d30274a.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02054-0bfcf80c22ce2ecbfb4e4fcd050be247f2e0da6f19453f557bbee08ff2b6a875.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02081
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02081
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02081-790f0c9e989327f3efe654e6fb5b3e75b0515f890430cdd4d2f57c3c972b628e.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

I think ⿰⺡𠅤 is an error of ⿰⺡恵 (潓+VS19). From the
evidences we know 姚⿰⺡𠅤 is from 慈谿, ⼄未進⼠. Here we
show 姚潓（慈谿縣軍籍，嘉靖⼄未） in 太學進⼠題名碑錄 
 

 
 
▲ 太學進⼠題名碑錄（清乾隆刊本）嘉靖 folio 44a 
 
Consider withdraw this character.

03615
03615
⾍ 142.11
17 · ㇔ (4) UK-20086

⿰⾍産

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

All other sources that list synonyms for cicada give ... 蛥蚗, 螇
螰, 蟪蛄 ... suggesting that ⿰⾍産 is an error for 螰, although
the two characters are not very similar.

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 新城縣志（⺠國24年刊本）卷21 folio 25. 
 
Both 新城縣志 and 河北通志稿 are authored by 王樹枏, so the
text is identical to each other. 
 
BTW the source should be corrected as 《河北通志稿》 ⽅⾔
篇卷下 folio 12.

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The original evidence 「蟬……其⾒於爾雅⽅⾔說⽂者」
suggests that the text is a quote from 爾雅、⽅⾔、說⽂解字
about the names of cicada. 
 
I searched 螇 in 爾雅|説⽂解字|⽅⾔ from the 四部叢刊 texts: 
 
説⽂解字（四部叢刊景⽇本岩崎⽒靜嘉堂藏北宋刊本） has 螇
鹿. 
 
⽅⾔（四部叢刊景江安傅⽒雙鑑樓藏宋刊本） has 螇螰 
 
爾雅（四部叢刊景常熟瞿⽒鐵琴銅劍樓藏宋刊本） has 螇螰 
 
爾雅（四部叢刊景常熟瞿⽒鐵琴銅劍樓藏宋刊本） also have 螇
蚸, but that is not the name of cicada. 
 
Based on these evidences, I agree with Andrew that ⿰⾍産 is
an error for 螰. But since we have two evidences, better just
encode it.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02081-67388c65b5fb67908efeced1d24aadb71c31be30179e59cc2d808fc15cf8b4cf.png
https://nrs.lib.harvard.edu/urn-3:fhcl:9371213?n=586
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03615
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03615
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03615-38c19dd0c920a614cd709866831b66429d362402ac5ad8eba67197d255ab04b9.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001063909
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001057576
https://zh.wikisource.org/w/index.php?search=insource%3A%2F%E8%9E%87%2F+intitle%3A%2F%E7%88%BE%E9%9B%85%7C%E8%AA%AC%E6%96%87%E8%A7%A3%E5%AD%97%7C%E6%96%B9%E8%A8%80%2F&title=Special:%E6%90%9C%E7%B4%A2&profile=advanced&fulltext=1&searchengineselect=mediawiki&ns104=1&ns106=1&ns114=1
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan0069-%E8%A8%B1%E6%85%8E-%E8%AA%AC%E6%96%87%E8%A7%A3%E5%AD%97-4-4.djvu/52
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan0064-%E6%A5%8A%E9%9B%84-%E6%96%B9%E8%A8%80-1-1.djvu/133
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan0042-%E9%83%AD%E7%92%9E-%E7%88%BE%E9%9B%85-1-1.djvu/91
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan0042-%E9%83%AD%E7%92%9E-%E7%88%BE%E9%9B%85-1-1.djvu/92


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02494
02494
⽟ 96.10
14 · ㇐ (1) UK-20087

⿰王冓

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence indicates that it is a quote from 四鎮三關志·卷2,
which is authored by 劉效祖（1522-1589）. 
 
Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 四鎮三關志（明萬曆刊本）卷2 folio 29 gives ⿰⺡⿱𠀍冉, a
potentially unifiable variant of 溝. 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 四鎮三關志（⺠國抄本）卷2 folio 20 gives ⿰⺡⿱𠫓冉,
another potentially unifiable variant of 溝. 
 
Consider pending more evidences.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Huang Junliang, therefore
WITHDRAW pending additional evidence.

04413
04413
⾴ 181.8
17 · ㇔ (4) UK-20088

⿰空⾴

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The text gives 「于林～寨廣粮寨在（長垣）縣南」The
evidence indicates that it is a quote from 畿輔輿圖·卷6. 
 

 
 
▲ 畿輔輿圖（清刊本）卷6 gives 于林頭 and 廣糧集 in the
south of 長垣縣. 
 
I suspect ～ is a misprint of 頭, consider pending more
evidences.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Huang Junliang, therefore
WITHDRAW pending additional evidence.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02494
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02494
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02494-753a1aa095c09c5237d031e7cfe5791efc85c86c3531efd6a254a08bb969d465.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=002327184
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02494-6b8ef23b342b9de343811d2a4ddb9dd1b240916ad8607349b136cd1c6abc2641.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001066759
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04413
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04413
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04413-15983258617bf7bd97a01e7ca3d097bcea872de194a618b845beeb2331c53d42.webp
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001057585


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01298
01298
⼻ 60.9
12 · ㇑ (2) UK-20089

⿰⼻⿸⽪⽊

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

01298 is a variant of 條. 
The evidence is from 陪戎尉孟君墓誌銘并序. 
(墓誌數據庫詳情-浙⼤墓誌庫 (zju.edu.cn)
https://reurl.cc/e68YAb) 
 
篤，忠肅惠和，舉三禮以教⼈，光六條之訓俗。⽗達，吏部…… 
 
The original rubbing is below. The middle component seems to
be a vertical stroke, so It looks somewhat like U+2D6F9 𭛹 in
the evidence. 
 

 

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Based on Conifer Tseng's comment, we WITHDRAW this
character.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01298
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01298
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01298-e557eb8420ec436b2b6cf22aae2598f8ef177b0c8c93fd4dacac61be78d398ed.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01298-7e00143a51d1634df4737457d492d4dab7048c630228b5be4b7a0fec4fd6930c.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02505
02505
⽟ 96.11
15 · ㇔ (4) UK-20090

⿰王宿

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ 重刊詳校篇海（明萬曆刊本）卷1 folio 130

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02505
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02505
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02505-9d90510be5285e7f38c4f0346e7dd416f0ff31021dee6eab370a457a39c170b3.pdf
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:4006526?n=152


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04495
04495
⾺ 187.4
14 · ㇔ (4) UK-20092

⿰⾺⽅

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The text is from 《滹沱河賦》by ⽯瑤, active in 15 - 16 century
CE. 
 
滹沱河賦 also appears in 定州志（清乾隆刊本）. 
 

 
 
▲ 卷10 folio 23 gives 魴. 
 
I suspect it is an error form of 魴, consider pending more
evidences.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Huang Junliang, therefore
WITHDRAW pending additional evidence.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04495
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04495
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:11740828
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04495-c77c3386de8a73e0d5440ba5defc16723f07a7152f107c6c08a147b7193f4d99.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:11740828?n=665


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

This character is used for a person name in Eastern Han
Dynasty. 
 

 
▲ 杜甫，郭知達：《九家集注杜詩》，四庫全書，卷⼗五 

01818
01818
⽊ 75.10
14 · ㇑ (2) UK-20096

⿰⽊⿱⼭告

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The text is a quote to 《宋史·卷342》孫永傳. 
 
Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 宋史（明成化刊本）卷101 folio 16 has 催. 
 
Based on the evidence, I suspect ～ is a corrupted form of 催,
consider pending more evidences.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Based on the comment by Huang Junliang we WITHDRAW
this character.

01048
01048
宀 40.10
13 · ㇐ (1) UK-20111

⿱宀振

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence indicates that 張～極 held a position of 宣化巡按
in 崇禎15（1642）. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04495-4021a11fb9c283e117db9140e39e8234ae3593520cbb2f478a5715d659813aa5.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04495-3047fa117fd843d11f1a15a540be04a6c35bdda8a6357deb881b5719c35101a0.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01818
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01818
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01818-072556ab5840c64d1f8d52f8c55163f6a69057c96abf1ac74af28d0311e2dc2e.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=411999008508
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01048
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01048


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
 
▲ 宣化縣志（清乾隆刊本）卷18 folio 8 has 宸. 
 
And we can find more evidences of 張宸極： 
 

 
 
▲ 太學進⼠題名碑錄（清乾隆刊本）天啓⼄丑 folio 15 
 
Consider pending more evidences.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Huang Junliang, therefore
WITHDRAW pending additional evidence.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01048-105634a761d3c74ad26a291d35bcfeaa0e2d5214278d6556ba6b0c7aa22c30aa.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:11901184?n=300
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01048-818245ce40522dfbe9c13d943861061d6af3821cd142fb61518ef861677bf220.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:9371213?n=859


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02121
02121
⽔ 85.16
19 · ㇔ (4) UK-20114

⿰⺡辦

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

《潛研堂⾦⽯⽂跋尾卷⼗五》 
 

 
 
This shows the correct character to be U+2402B 𤀫. Therefore
suggest to postpone pending additional evidence that ⿰⺡辦 is
correct or is a stable error.

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

I agree with Andrew that ⿰⺡辦 is an error of 𤀫. The text
mentioned 源叔（趙彥嶓）⼦⿰⺡辦夫，here we show that in
宋史宗室表, 彥嶓 has three sons: 漉夫、𤀫夫、㵟夫. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02121
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02121
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=gb&file=85382&page=109
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02121-3b27a0db9c7328c006a66a90435b6bdcad4efb4233e8cd474e63d029942efdeb.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
 
▲ 宋史（朝鮮刊本）卷237 folio 31a (pp72).  
 
TL;DR 
 
Note that the common 宋史 versions available in China all give
corrupted forms of 𤀫, since they are derived from 明成化朱英
刊本. 
 

 
▲ 明成化朱英刊本 (⿰㳯⼿, also missing 渿(⿰⺡⿱⽊未)夫's
son 時𦭲） 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02121-df31ee93496c9522a6de9a5c842a81d3a7926091fe35d2353db56222a800f060.webp
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img/3902667
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02121-f410160ccf8f6355b7b72b033b52b0d840e9112db226599f28c059bd3b630098.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 清乾隆武英殿刊本 (⿰㳯⽄) 
 

 
▲ 中華書局 (pp. 8240) (⿰㳯⼿) 
 
If we ever handle evidences from 宋史宗室表, we should be
very careful on the 宋史 version. As of 宗室表, the 朝鮮刊本 is
more authentic than the other versions (of course except the
incomplete ⾄正本) because it is the only nearly-complete
(missing 227-229) version preserving the exact typography of
宋史宗室表 in ⾄正本, the other such version is 永樂⼤典 (229 -
232).

01626
01626
⽂ 67.7
11 · ㇒ (3) UK-20120

⿰⽂我

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

⿰⽂我 here could plausibly be an error for 斌. Is there any
other source which lists this person's name so that we can
check whether ⿰⽂我 is correct?

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02121-a5408a538d00b94dcb303ff2652d0bc919853346d987dc87941755761b2e33ca.webp
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02121-55881b1cca06444b0e4e6f34865f12e12e99a709a8528a120673c1661ffc30e3.webp
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01626
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01626


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
 
▲ 保定縣志（清康熙刊本） gives 斌, though the text is almost
indecipherable, we can still rule out ⿰⽂我. Suggest pending
more evidences.

02214
02214
火 86.11
15 · ㇐ (1) UK-20127

⿰火規

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

The glyph is not very clear in the provided evidence, and I
suspect that it may be a corrupt form of another character. Is
there any additional evidence to support the exustence of ⿰火
規 ?

04509
04509
⾺ 187.9
19 · ㇐ (1) UK-20128

⿰⾺某

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 柳建钰.《全元诗》未编码疑难字考辨⼗例[J].励耘语⾔学
刊,2020(2):10-19. 
 
The author argues that ⿓～ is derived from ⿓媒.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01626-d2a959e927e2867c3c42222b04cdc4bd70ec9ce00c650efeff0bbfaf2e0cc59f.png
https://nrs.lib.harvard.edu/urn-3:fhcl:11849796?n=81
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02214
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02214
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04509
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04509
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04509-366ab7ed60c78a1fc0652cab447ab08b57645526eac74eb88b9008677da0e3d1.pdf
http://qikan.cqvip.com/Qikan/Article/Detail?id=7105805760
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02237
02237
火 86.13
17 · ㇑ (2) UK-20132

⿱暗灬

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

The character ⿱暗灬 seems unlikely in the context, and is
probably a mistake for some other character. Google books
finds "只為⼀⼈長期翠裙羅费似烟" in 《天津圖書館孤本祕籍叢
書: 史部》 but does not show me the actual text, and "费" does
not seem plausible either. However, it does indicate that there
is a source for the text shown in the evidence, so I think we
need to find other examples of the text in order to confirm what
the actual character is. Therefore suggest to postpone pending
addditional evidence.

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 李昉 等：《⽂苑英華》，四庫全書本，卷七百三⼗四 
 
Compared with the following picture, it is the variant of 黯.

 
▲ 駱賓王：《駱丞集》，⾦華叢書，卷⼀ 
 
The author of this classical prose is 駱賓王.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02237
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02237
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02237-a9947faf09a49ee746826f5a10485fc50ec7a6979d19759d3b9d6705bc0b72a0.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02237-e2d8addb2933cef6b2d6dfa2067041f1d49cc51550ba37910303bbcca52f11d0.png
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New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

啽囈集 confirms that ⿱暗灬 in the first evidence is indeed a
variant of 黯: 
 

 
 
This and the additional evidence provided by Eiso Chan
indicates that it is OK to keep UK-20132 in the M-set.

00177
00177
⼈ 9.9
11 · ㇔ (4) UK-20137

⿰⺅𣢦

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with Wang Yifan and Huang Junliang that the character
is doubtful, and therefore agree to postpone pending further
evidence.

02078
02078
⽔ 85.11
14 · ㇒ (3) UK-20146

⿰⺡貧

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Screenshot of web page cited in #7235 
 

https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=gb&file=114615&page=92&remap=gb
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02237-83cb36bfe43e43325ede3525e648c40249a5c1f6e21a613351190d9bbcfabee4.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00177
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00177
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02078
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02078
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02078-d2c9e289fcaf6cfa32e3bad979e0969fbff79211b5c968acea8d8f3f983b633e.png
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00855
00855
⼟ 32.9
12 · ㇒ (3) UK-20148

⿰⼟秋

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

《欽定四庫全書》：

《{{https://www.kanripo.org/text/KR2k0081/003#16a 籌海圖
編}}》巻三 folio 12b: 

03531
03531
⾍ 142.6
12 · ㇔ (4) UK-20152

⿰⾍充

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The source is apparently not 《常棠澉⽔志》（宋紹定刊本）, it
should be corrected as 澉⽔新志（1935） 
 
The text is authored by 彭孫貽（1615-1673）. 
 

 
 
▲ 海鹽縣續圖經（清乾隆刊本）卷1 ⽅域篇古蹟 folio 4

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00855
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00855
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00855-1db482e0cb07cede2c1476bc98cdc4e2495eff3a078f24eeff5cf881f2161408.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03531
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03531
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001070764
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03531-4dd3fe29e7922fe28553aec1e60e9849f178698bc6b6497cf30d2d38b2ce4f97.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:14382297?n=142


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04321
04321
雨 173.9
17 · ㇔ (4) UK-20153

⿱雨洋

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree that the character is probably an error for U+9708 霈,
therefore WITHDRAW pending further evidence.

03335
03335
⾋ 140.6
10 · ㇒ (3) UK-20158

⿱⺿向

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ 明嘉靖四⼗⼀年進⼠題名碑（北京國⼦監，嘉靖四⼗⼆年
立，拓本局部）

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04321
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04321
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03335
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03335
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03335-c229da7ddb24d85e4464f6a9d41145fba06cad8be0f982dc0097d902af235cd0.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:4609957?n=60
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00593
00593
⼝ 30.11
14 · ㇔ (4) UK-20160

⿰⼝這

New evidence
L F CHENG
Individual

 
 
https://twitter.com/DevinFitzger/status/1506710457909841921 
⻄洋四書

00549
00549
⼝ 30.9
12 · ㇔ (4) UK-20162

⿰⼝洗

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

 
 
▲ ⼤美聯邦志畧（1861）美華書院刊本卷上 folio 36a 
 
The text seems to be derived from the Evidence 1, with ⿱刻⼠
written as 刻⼠.

04392
04392
⾰ 177.9
18 · ㇐ (1) UK-20165

⿰⾰⾰

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Possible error for U+97BE 鞾 (靴). Suggest to postpone
pending additional evidence.

00346
00346
⼒ 19.15
17 · ㇒ (3) UK-20166

⿰鼐⼒

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

It should be possible to find additional evidence for this
person's name. Google Books suggests that he is mentioned in
《地⽅志⼈物傳記資料叢刊》 (華北卷) Vol. 21 p. 747, but I
cannot access it.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00593
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00593
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00593-532493c5dacdbd9e0d69666aba1c0549e9005272c9cf0a20b24f7377b243145d.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00549
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00549
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00549-ed329d3ba392aa47d40cb13e4885cd43c7dc9dcb9d657574292de2c479c8acf6.webp
https://nrs.lib.harvard.edu/urn-3:fhcl:31867862?n=93
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04392
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04392
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00346
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00346


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04512
04512
⾺ 187.12
22 · ㇔ (4) UK-20168

⿰⾺焱

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 寄菴詩钞（清嘉慶刊本）東遊草續 folio 19

00811
00811
⼟ 32.6
9 · ㇔ (4) UK-20170

⿰⼟⿱亠公

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

《定⼭堂古⽂⼩品》(1883) 上47 has the phrase "皆掉鞅詞場",
suggesting that UK-20170 may be a variant of corruption of 場.
Additional evidence would be useful. 
 

01148
01148
⼭ 46.8
11 · ㇔ (4) UK-20172

⿱⿰⽅⽅⼭

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Probable variant or corruption of U+5803 堃 (his brother, listed
above, is 笪教堅). Additional evidence would be useful.

03292
03292
⾆ 135.8
14 · ㇒ (3) UK-20174

⿰舍⾆

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The person mentioned in the evidence is 蔣攸銛 without any
doubt. And we can find his introduction on 百度百科.
https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E8%92%8B%E6%94%B8%E9
%93%A6/4556008  
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04512
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04512
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04512-cde2e169f629d0ff6896399378446a7c67e67d5415da041f066ff12de2b10694.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=GBZX0301012830
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00811
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00811
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00811-b04ca464768f1849c99c89c9cde31e26f3803ba58b7be2bf1af8a55e17dda283.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01148
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01148
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03292
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03292


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 《續纂江寧府志》，光緒六年刻本，卷之⼗ 
 

 
▲ 《皇朝經世⽂編》，道光刻本，卷五⼗

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03292-6135bfc29dbf4d67e05cee4e6db7d5875ddcf5061662101805fb33be8c8c2972.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03292-8eebb0eb76d4f808f4b09cbf72c3fce900d2b8f69de1dbd7bf3700850fc56dd0.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 《乾隆正定府志》，⽅志集成影本，卷之⼆⼗六 
 

 
▲ 張溥：《漢魏六朝百三家集》，卷⼗三（張衡《⻄京賦》） 
 
The submitted characters on three pieces of evidence are all
related to 銛. This form is not only used in one source, so it is
better to encode it separately.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03292-49e80223ab5da02986ff3d024fd6c3829a28eba3eadd7912783dd97cdce89dc5.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03292-1a2877e67ec47c6e713ec8a87c329125a1db4f60b98a70f62b06a136f823891d.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00459
00459
⼝ 30.6
9 · ㇑ (2) UK-20177

⿰⼝囡

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The text is from 潛⼦詩鈔. 
 

 
 
▲ {{https://book.kongfz.com/2012/2200635178/ 潛⼦詩鈔（⺠
國七年鉛印本）}} gives 咽. 
 
I suspect it is a misprint of 咽, consider pending more
evidences.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Based on the comment by Huang Junliang, WITHDRAW
pending additional evidence that it is not a mistake for 咽 in a
single text.

02426
02426
⽝ 94.12
15 · ㇑ (2) UK-20178

⿰⺨最

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

弇州續稿卷⼀百⼆⼗三 has 撮. Quite probable that ⿰⺨最 is a
one-off error for U+64AE 撮. Therefore suggest to postpone
pending additional evidence.

01108
01108
⼭ 46.4
7 · ㇐ (1) UK-20179

⿰⼭不

Unclear evidence
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence is unclear, because the "⼀" stroke might be
hidden by red square. 
About "⼤岯⼭", description below is shown in 汉程⽹, URL is
followed. 
“岯”⾳浮。⼜名⼤浮⼭、⼤巫⼭。在今江苏⾦坛市南⻓荡湖中。
《寰宇记》卷89⾦坛县：⼤岯⼭“在县南五⼗⾥。旧名⼩坯⼭”。
宋《景定建康志》卷17：⼤岯⼭“⼭形孤秀，颛颛居⽔中，望之
若浮。周处《⻛⼟记》云：洮湖中有⼤岯⼭。唐《地理志》云：

溧阳有湖⼭，皆指此也”。 
（http://ls.httpcn.com/diming/CQCQPWCQCQ.shtml, 汉程⽹） 
It seems it should be "岯" in 《景定建康志》卷17.

Unclear evidence
response
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree to WITHDRAW pending better evidence.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00459
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00459
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00459-db1b085d76bc9a955227b7ebdb556bd410a669f66318c907a3bcf3c0271aee96.jpg
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02426
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02426
https://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=en&chapter=928395
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01108
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01108


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ 景定建康志（⽂淵閣四庫全書本）卷17 folio 50 
 

 
▲ 康熙字典（清康熙內府刊本）寅集中.⼭部.五畫.岯：「或作
𠂾～」 
 
I don't think UK need withdraw. We can encode it based on
new evidences.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

As additional evidence has now been provided by Huang
Junliang, we withdraw our withdrawal of this character.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01108-1b95e33b96e6eb2688ffc1c86d8c3bac216bbbd8d277015f9cd1eb367af132fd.webp
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3ACADAL06052421_%E6%99%AF%E5%AE%9A%E5%BB%BA%E5%BA%B7%E5%BF%97%C2%B7%E5%8D%B7%E5%8D%81%E4%B8%83~%E5%8D%B7%E5%8D%81%E5%85%AB.djvu&page=102
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01108-8d9bbab1d17e56e987a48a030e94725f8c558cc362348fdaa996187a52fe59d9.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:4339956?n=737


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01795
01795
⽊ 75.8
12 · ㇐ (1) UK-20181

⿱直⽊

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

This is a list of Song dynasty officials in a Qing dynasty book.
There is a high probability that the character ⿱直⽊ is a
mistake. 《景定建康志》卷⼆⼗四 gives the name as 趙汝末.
Suggest to postpone pending additional evidence for the
correct form of this person's name.

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

I can't find 汝⿱直⽊ in 宋史宗室表, but I do find 崇𠅺. Note that
the name characters of Song imperial descendants are often
shared across generations, so it is likely it should have been 汝
𠅺. 
 

 
 
▲ 宋史（朝鮮刊本）卷224 folio 4b 
 
I didn't find 趙汝末 in 宋史宗室表. I guess ⿱直⽊ is derived
from 𣖈/𠅺/𣓟. 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 
漢字海 p1002 includes a character (⿱𥃭⽊) similar to 直⽊: 
 

 
 
I have no preference between ⿱𥃭⽊ and ⿱直⽊, I think they
are unifiable pairs.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01795
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01795
https://ctext.org/wiki.pl?if=gb&chapter=344391
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01795-02706d1fe6429825fc4e593304b54c40a6b505fa3cf7c18f483241551187740c.png
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img/4319086
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01795-97b0c87a4b530cbb7c3e3fafca2607d6b21f601e8fe264cd6e3eaa570759c94e.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03870
03870
⾜ 157.4
11 · ㇐ (1) UK-20186

⿰𧾷厷

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The text has ～弢. The original evidence also gives 竑弢. 
 

 
 
竑弢 is the courtesy name of 閩光德. 
 
I suspect ～ is a misprint of 竑. Consider pending more
evidences.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Based on the comment by Huang Junliang, we WITHDRAW
this character pending additional evidence that it is not a one-
off mistake for 竑.

01232
01232
⼱ 50.10
13 · ㇐ (1) UK-20187

⿰⼱⿀

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The text is a reproduction of 《說嵩·⾃序》 by 景⽇昣（1661-
1733）. (《登封縣志》（清乾隆刊本）卷25 folio 27) 
 

 
 
▲ 說嵩（清康熙刊本）⾃序 folio 4 has 幅. 
 
So it is a corrupted form of 幅. Consider pending more
evidences.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Based on the comment by Huang Junliang we WITHDRAW
this character pending further evidence.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03870
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03870
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03870-96c0b0d17e14a7cd4d25339d8aa927ca9ee00ee6575f51a4c2087d129102c6f5.webp
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01232
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01232
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01232-c81a0f0f3f72090caa4b9571a02ab1aa27af717773a25932f385a5e5204bbb8f.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:5110513?n=25


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02873
02873
⽲ 115.7
12 · ㇔ (4) UK-20191

⿰⽲⾔

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence indicates that the text is a quote from 乾隆浙江通
志. 
 

 
 
▲ 浙江通志（清乾隆刊本）卷102 folio 17 gives 秸, which
further indicates that the text is a quote from 海鹽縣圖經. 
 

 
 
▲ 海鹽縣圖經（清乾隆刊本）卷4 folio 12 also gives 秸.
Though it was published later than 浙江通志, it is quite unlikely
that this version will get cross-checked with 浙江通志. 
 
I think it is a corrupted form of 秸, consider pending more
evidences.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02873
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02873
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02873-73b39a073cd44202558400c4e3977025961aba1ce15fa5dbc7c6190de0fdd88f.webp
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img.pdf/4282106
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02873-a301df06e07e2de97778e498f33a79652ec8ca037ab6cf9c44c9bea608cf0eec.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:14382284?n=183


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Based on the evidence provided by Huang Junliang it seems
probable that the proposed character is a one-off corruption of
U+79F8 秸, therefore WITHDRAW pending additional
evidence.

01609
01609
⽁ 66.5
9 · ㇐ (1) UK-20192

⿰末攵

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

It is not clear to me what ⿰末攵 should mean here, and it
seems quite possible that it is a one-off error for some other
character (maybe 救). It would seem prudent to postpone
pending additional evidence to confirm that this is not an error
character.

01370
01370
⼼ 61.12
16 · ㇐ (1) UK-20195

⿱散⼼

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

The evidence seems insufficient. The character is quite
possibly a mistake for some other encoded character, and the
single occurence of this name in a note is not sufficient to
determine whether this is a genuine character or an error
character. Suggest to postpone pending additional evidence.

01630
01630
⽂ 67.12
16 · ㇔ (4) UK-20202

⿰⽂粦

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01609
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01609
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01370
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01370
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01630
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01630
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01630-bbcca559d6e80ecbdc3532c96837f7d8540483c85352163b5d0770a7e54a6c24.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
 
▲ 四川通志（清乾隆刊本）卷40 folio 69

04398
04398
⾰ 177.13
22 · ㇑ (2) UK-20233

⿰⾰當

Evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

Only pronunciation is visible in the evidence. Would like to
know the surrounding context.

New evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

Seems found under the headword さぐり 【探・捜】 in ⽇本国
語⼤辞典. 
 

02414
02414
⽝ 94.10
13 · ㇔ (4) UK-20244

⿰⺨宰

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ 四川總志（明萬曆刊本）卷0 folio ?（抄配）

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01630-bbcca559d6e80ecbdc3532c96837f7d8540483c85352163b5d0770a7e54a6c24.webp
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:49839056$3179i
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04398
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04398
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04398-ffc3d2b2e577d338806d9ed9e1d58cb86d14fe101d936925f0333bb29631b3d9.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02414
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02414
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02414-cb2d042909c3b464ba722f521a593ca54e9e52adf16bc5d85d71efc177164266.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=412000001448


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00900
00900
⼟ 32.13
16 · ㇑ (2) UK-20265

⿰⼟觜

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

《光緒六年庚辰科會試同年⿒錄・⼀》p. 32: 

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

《道光庚⼦恩科直省同年譜·四川、廣東、廣⻄、雲南、貴州
⽻》p. 715: 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00900
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00900
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00900-d1ae48d3c437511125ff46a65eed94e6bdab64b55c75dbbdf3cc5aa93a0c10b5.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02064
02064
⽔ 85.10
13 · ㇒ (3) UK-20337

⿰⺡追

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

《⾼僧法顯傳》[T2085] gives "三千僧共揵搥食" 
 

 
 
Therefore ⿰⺡追 is a variant of or error for U+6425 搥.

01743
01743
⽉ 74.8
12 · ㇑ (2) UK-20338

⿰⽉㝵

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Other versions of this text give "急蘭亦䚟" (e.g. 《元史》卷⼆百
⼀⼗), so ⿰⽉㝵 is likely an error for 䚟. Therefore suggest to
postpone pending additional evidence that this is not a one-off
error in this edition.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00900-3467e8ed4ddb8317f042102421280f386e355fc2f6899c99527f2eba3dd1ccba.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02064
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02064
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02064-45b52dd696d55f838c7d80c576b915d852e9fffb05484117329774fcc2dcc2ea.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01743
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01743


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03188
03188
⽾ 127.4
10 · ㇒ (3) UK-20351

⿰⽾公

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
▲ 甌北全集（清乾隆嘉慶湛貽堂刊本） 墓誌銘 folio 1 gives 耘
松. 
 

 
▲ ⼆⼗⼆史劄記（清乾隆嘉慶湛貽堂刻本）卷1 folio 1 gives 雲
崧. This version was published when 趙翼 was alive. 
 
I suspect ⿰⽾公 is a misprint of 松, consider pending more
evidences.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03188
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03188
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03188-449693a67d03823b3a9698297ac7e320c8291edadd75211833bddc446d97d813.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:HUL.FIG.GITEM:32044067983650
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03188-793fb57781a258fcc28d6f4bbcfbafa206bb33337e3993b95f279a120d681045.webp
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=GBZX0301013972


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 《皇清書史》，遼海叢書本，卷⼆⼗五 
 
《皇清書史》 also gives 耘菘. There are many other similar
forms.  
 
It is very common for an ancient scholar to have similar but
different names in different books. All the forms are useful for
the research of literary history. Different forms shared with the
same person name should not be a good reason to reject to
encode, because It will still cause trouble for research and
publishing on digitization.

02542
02542
瓜 97.7
12 · ㇒ (3) UK-20352

⿰坐瓜

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Based on the evidence cited by L F CHeng, it seems plausible
that the character should be written ⿰坐𠂢. Therefore
WITHDRAW pending additional evidence of correct glyph form.

00219
00219
⼈ 9.15
17 · ㇐ (1) UK-20357

⿰⺅鞋

Evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

What is the reading of this character meant to be? The Han
and romanized version do not seem to match up correctly so
that a suspicion remains about what the word the character is
supposed to represent and whether phonetically valid.

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

《⽇華對譯福州語》 

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Søren Egerod (易家乐): "The Lungtu Dialect: A Descriptive and
Historical Study of a South Chinese Idiom" (《隆都⽅⾔》),
Copenhagen: S. L. Møllers Bogtrykkeri, 1956, p. 87 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03188-d64cd642d3c5dd26b407f8fdc7940751d99dd5a293d66dd4efa72ab78fc67ddc.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02542
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02542
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00219
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00219
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00219-4846f4e20e9660b68ad2cb4f84967c8461e6ea69bef617e0b428cac5660368d0.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00219-1e3686aa7f14bfc8ab314908e536da58b8d2d259d727fdf77c40d9b71d749bc0.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
L F CHENG
Individual

https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Dictionary_of_the_Foocho
w_Dialect.pdf/1781 

00738
00738
⼝ 30.18
21 · ㇐ (1) UK-20393

⿰⼝𪁪

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Same as 00607.

Unclear evidence
response
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

See discussion under UK-20394.

00607
00607
⼝ 30.12
15 · ㇐ (1) UK-20394

⿲⼝尨⻦

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It is obviously from the same source as U+3023E (UK-01666) 
 

, but why it now has 尨? 
 

Unclear evidence
response
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

After U+3023E (UK-01666) was encoded, it was brought to our
attention that the evidence cited in Fig. 349 above incorrectly
transcribes the character, and that character is actually written
as ⿰⼝𪁪 (and of course 𪁪 mǎng is a much better
transcription for Sanskrit māṃ than 𩾵). 
 
It may be disruptive to change the glyph for U+3023E at this
stage, which is why we proposed ⿰⼝𪁪 (UK-20393) as a new
character. If IRG thinks it is more appropriate, we can withdraw
UK-20393 and change the glyph for U+3023E to ⿰⼝𪁪. In any
case, the simplified form ⿲⼝尨⻦ (UK-20394) is a new
character, and should be encoded based on the evidence
provided.

02073
02073
⽔ 85.11
16 · ㇑ (2) UK-20398

⿱莫⺢

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Any update?

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

It appears to be a variant of 慕. It remains postponed, pending
additional evidence that ⿱莫⺢ is not an idiosyncratic form
used only in this one source.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00219-747407136f9582db8cc745c4afd214aab22bc280205580fef8452eadf63e19f1.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00738
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00738
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00607
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00607
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00607-900a47cb399daf2debce9b074c85282c6985f13cd0d043f75db9efca023df86a.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02073
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02073


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02709
02709
⽬ 109.12
17 · ㇐ (1) UK-20411

⿰⽬𣈆

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
▲ {{https://babel.hathitrust.org/cgi/pt?
id=uc1.c2692597&view=1up&seq=976&skin=2021 ⽂選集釋
（清光緒刊本）卷16 folio 4}} gives ⿰⽬晉. 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ {{http://shanben.ioc.u-tokyo.ac.jp/main_p.php?
nu=D7810900&order=rn_no&no=01707 ⽂選（朝鮮⽊活字印
本）卷19 folio 32}} gives ⿰⽬晋, China can consider HE in the
future using this evidence.

00998
00998
女 38.11
14 · ㇐ (1) UK-20420

⿰女頃

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 藝⽂類聚（宋紹興刊本）卷16 folio 6 
 

 
 
▲ 藝⽂類聚（明萬曆王元貞刊本）卷16 folio 12

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02709
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02709
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02709-8493b25e1dcc44e72a582c8ce7c2d93c419225d8ebecd0a7df586fec7126bb9d.jpg
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02709-ae14d3f5d23f2aa3c56109da9951732e65db5a086ec38e56e3037628e8a81827.pdf
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00998
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00998
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00998-ba95a0d03e8a84dbf7c661497cc86c319c8421db435cc7d1b36e851761618ef9.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_496&fid=027011104020023
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00998-b1aed7b336baf2679f082e2f358eda0335cb13c9374a49e89510082b4b24b97b.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:27860806?n=494


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01264
01264
⼴ 53.11
14 · ㇐ (1) UK-20424

⿸⼴悘

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Other editions have "其妙聲，則清靜厭瘱", so the character
here (which is not very clear anyway) should be an
error/corruption for 瘱. Therefore suggest to postpone pending
additional evidence.

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

 
 
▲ 中華再造善本//藝⽂類聚（宋紹興刊本）卷44 folio 10a (blue
square) less clear version on ctext 
 
⽂選 gives "其妙聲，則清靜厭瘱". I agree that ⿸⼴悘 might be
an error for 瘱, the shape might be influenced by the
annotation ⾳翳.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

The additional evidence shown by Huang Junliang is much
clearer. If it is an error then it can be considered a stable error.

04522
04522
⾻ 188.4
14 · ㇒ (3) UK-20427

⿰⾻夭

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The followings show 䯋 & ⿰⾻友 & ⿰⾻叐 & ⿰⾻夭 are
variants. 
 

 
▲ 梅鼎祚：《陳⽂紀》，四庫全書本，卷⼋ 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01264
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01264
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01264-b4ed9b99c49fb1c7b8f317b43cb10218e1e48fb0526fe7605ac1b0a2437f9bf5.webp
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=94151&page=1214
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04522
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04522
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04522-4198f78d6a72c8af7602b16aed4994cd404e90c6eee2918a801c557a4aedf8aa.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 愛新覺羅·⽞燁：《御定淵鑑類函》，四庫全書本，卷九⼗三 
 

 
▲ 《漢魏六朝百三家集》，光緒信述堂重刻本，卷⼆

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Based on the comment by Eiso Chan UK-20427 seems to be a
one-off error for U+4BCB 䯋, and therefore not appropriate for
encoding. Therefore we WITHDRAW this character.

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04522-992ec29a88609416eadea12606e73059f5188561ab811dba7d7227887c186329.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04522-12f341eebfe7f9a9f356ba92bc07ba8aa7f5a166babbfc33303bed18e97c72fc.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 藝⽂類聚（明萬曆王元貞刊本）卷49 folio 14b L8 
 

 
▲ {{https://www.kanripo.org/text/KR3k0003/049#17a 藝⽂類聚
（⽂淵閣抄本）卷49 folio 17a}} 
 
藝⽂類聚（宋紹興刊本）is missing juan 49-53, so I don't have
earlier evidences.

00148 Evidence

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04522-1290024240360c24194251d253d9a50e9bf8c2a32b74415cc5be855442695edd.webp
https://nrs.lib.harvard.edu/urn-3:fhcl:27860806?n=1397
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04522-9f2578c6fb6de73dde6f85f20b44997313ec7540098a581ba419b59b2e19915b.webp
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00148
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00148


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00148
⼈ 9.7
9 · ㇑ (2)

UK-20428

⿰⺅旱

TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Wrongly written glyph in the original version of Yiwen Leiju 藝
⽂類聚. 

 
明萬曆⼗五年（1587）王元貞刻明補修本  

 
南宋紹興時嚴州刻本 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00148
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00148-8ebc838f0f6101a3d8227b4bd105d16dadce108199cf8a7c767cf330df5f1b23.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00148-4a3db6c7c5641019f098ba082b93e25d7ab8a369de2f4126928ca7a0626070e3.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
Siku Quanshu 四庫全書 revised it to 悍.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

As three sources show ⿰⺅旱 it is best to encode it.

04042
04042
酉 164.16
23 · ㇑ (2) UK-20432

⿰酉盧

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ 張英 等：《古香齋淵鑑類函》，清刻本，卷⼀百九⼗九 
 
The above one is the additional evidence.

02015
02015
⽔ 85.6
9 · ㇔ (4) UK-20434

⿰⺡⿱宀夕

Misidentified glyph
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence shows ⿰⺡⿱宀夂.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00148-64821e848a3db4548e3f4331b3f328fdb4acb75066c9370af1104e99f8175f91.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04042
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04042
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04042-610c6e5c801094332efbd9d590910b8017b24d5aec19f077213cc340189c02e5.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02015
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02015


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 藝⽂類聚（宋紹興刊本） 卷59 folio 14. 
 
In this version, the dot in 夕 also crosses ⼃in 夢 (see folio 13b
above). Therefore the right-bottom component should be 夕. I
don't think we should change the glyph. 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 藝⽂類聚（上海古籍出版社, 1999） pp. 1076 clearly gives
⿰⺡⿱宀夕. 
 
We think ⿰⺡⿱宀夕 is similar to 波 because 藝⽂類聚（王元
貞刊本）gives 波: 
 

 
 
▲ 藝⽂類聚（王元貞萬曆刊本）卷59 folio 29a

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02015-9bdda42082dcbb20d56b9821d7efe5ad930b76a5d20263fe299319747d79d485.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_496&fid=027011104020023
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02015-c2830cc41700401d22f4e150168b6fa29825e071fbb95952d080434ecbdab874.pdf
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02015-92888e5054ab2b8246c705d555e6eb6a8cd0e0b5af883639681b19d35e4daf9f.png
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:54171458$1685i


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03018
03018
⽶ 119.9
15 · ㇐ (1) UK-20439

⿰⽶柰

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 愛新覺羅·⽞燁：《御定駢字類編》，四庫全書本，卷⼀百七
⼗七 
 
There are more evidence for the ⿰⽶奈 form, so it is better to
change the glyph back.

03800
03800
⾖ 151.19
26 · ㇑ (2) UK-20440

⿰豊豊

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

列坐王⺟堂，艷體餐瑤華 found in a text of 《遊仙詩三⾸》. 
Is this not a mistranscription from the left side of 艷 + the right
side of 體?

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

I agree that ⿰豊豊 corresponds to 艷體 in the form of the
poem quoted in #7485. However, here we have "{⿰豊豊}飡瓊
瑤華" which preserves the five-character poetic metre, so ⿰豊
豊 cannot be an accidental mistranscription (I think it is
impossible to accidentally mistranscribe 艷體 as ⿰豊豊). It is
possible that "{⿰豊豊}飡瓊瑤華" is the original form of the
poem, and "艷體餐瑤華" is a revised version which expands
the unusual character ⿰豊豊. But even if "艷體餐瑤華" is the
original version, I believe that "{⿰豊豊}飡瓊瑤華" must have
been a deliberate revision. Therefore, I think the evidence for
⿰豊豊 is satisfactory, and the character should be kept in the
M-set.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03018
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03018
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03018-ee9d4bc78367e3a93862dfa4b17e5494bda25e43abb0d55f1002ee3d61d13a8c.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03800
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03800


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

 
 
▲ 中華再造善本//藝⽂類聚（宋紹興刊本）卷78 folio 7 (blue
square, also ctext with worse image quality) 
 
For every 藝⽂類聚 characters submitted by UK, I have
checked against the 宋紹興刊本, the earliest known version
publicly available today, so I can provide more evidences per
request.

02188
02188
火 86.8
12 · ㇐ (1) UK-20441

⿰火析

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 江南通志（清康熙刊本）卷61 folio 27 盛時泰《報恩墖賦》

02302
02302
牙 92.7
11 · ㇒ (3) UK-20456

⿰含牙

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 柳建钰.《全元诗》未编码疑难字考辨⼗例[J].励耘语⾔学
刊,2020(2):10-19.

02826
02826
⽯ 112.20
25 · ㇑ (2) UK-20458

⿰⽯獻

Unclear evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Can clearer evidence be supplied?

Unclear evidence
response
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The available image from the 四庫全書 edition
(https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=5647&page=8) is even
less clear. However, biographies for these two brothers are
given in 南齊書
(https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/%E5%8D%97%E9%BD%8A%E
6%9B%B8/%E5%8D%B739), where their names are written as
劉瓛 and 劉璡. In the cited text the jade radical is changed to
the stone radical, so it is clear that the character in question
must be ⿰⽯獻.

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03800-9933c4ac049cd5ebd3180f91ef0299429816e20157f78e06432f36be263fffab.webp
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=94151&page=2002
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02188
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02188
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02188-09afebd0e192feb359ad0044402e0816ac7fc952744c20b99991380f6909bbaf.pdf
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:14005077?n=2684
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02302
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02302
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02302-de43b2f650798ee45e801ed8c7a0566abc2860b2abca6742442951581929ea60.pdf
http://qikan.cqvip.com/Qikan/Article/Detail?id=00004G8M4970CEKD55D89JH1MPD89JP0PY
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02826
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02826
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02826-f084ba25f4d5d6c67e84a555e1c04e9226a0da696e950acff7ccc8882da80fd3.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ ⽩⽒六帖事類集（北宋刊本）卷6 folio 28b 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02826-f084ba25f4d5d6c67e84a555e1c04e9226a0da696e950acff7ccc8882da80fd3.webp
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3ASBL075_%E7%99%BD%E6%B0%8F%E5%85%AD%E5%B8%96%E4%BA%8B%E9%A1%9E%E9%9B%86.pdf&page=133
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02826-e8b1e3e7a557d98c40463a49fba7309065bda3e46bb3865402d3a95878afec15.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02826-e8b1e3e7a557d98c40463a49fba7309065bda3e46bb3865402d3a95878afec15.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 唐宋⽩孔六帖（南宋刊本）卷19 folio 3b

04389
04389
⾰ 177.6
15 · ㇒ (3) UK-20459

⿰⾰⾈

Evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

I am concerning that the quoted text is quite divergent from the
original, that some errors might be mixed in. Below is the
transcription of a rubbing of Ming dynasty calligraphy, and the
character at the position is 靶. 
 
https://kotenseki.nijl.ac.jp/biblio/200021269 
《聖主得賢⾂頌》：「庸⼈之御駑⾺亦傷吻弊策⽽不進於⾏……
及⾄駕齧𦡀𩥵乗旦王良執靶韓哀附輿縦騁馳騖忽如影靡過都越國

蹶如歴塊追奔電逐遺風周流⼋極萬⾥⼀息何其𨖚哉⼈⾺相得也」

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02826-e8b1e3e7a557d98c40463a49fba7309065bda3e46bb3865402d3a95878afec15.webp
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3ASBL076_%E5%94%90%E5%AE%8B%E7%99%BD%E5%AD%94%E5%85%AD%E5%B8%96.pdf&page=564
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04389
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04389
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04389-6edc6a7d0d32337efca1ea2fc2706b7e2c680af431803a4806719521c19f6ceb.jpg


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04389-6edc6a7d0d32337efca1ea2fc2706b7e2c680af431803a4806719521c19f6ceb.jpg


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ ⽩孔六帖（⽂淵閣抄本）卷32 folio 21b 
 

 
▲ 唐宋⽩孔六帖（明抄本）卷32 folio 18a

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04389-6edc6a7d0d32337efca1ea2fc2706b7e2c680af431803a4806719521c19f6ceb.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3A%E6%96%87%E6%B7%B5%E9%96%A3%E5%9B%9B%E5%BA%AB%E5%85%A8%E6%9B%B8_0891%E5%86%8A.djvu&page=512
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04389-471a631c61904ad8470cf73eacbab4429003187e6250f55f5cb7d7ccf20ac5db.webp
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=411999016559


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 唐宋⽩孔六帖（南宋刊本）卷32 folio 17b

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

聖主得賢⾂頌 is authored by 王襃（90 - 51 B.C.E）. For such
ancient text, the original evidence is probably long lost.
Because of that I am not convinced that Ming Dynasty
calligraphy would contribute a lot to the text authenticity. 
 
We can go through some Song Dynasty evidences sourced
from other books: 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04389-c3af04e9fafde75b9446e09950b8d0b4fc8eacbaa7f77e9712ed09b9bb994096.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3ASBL076_%E5%94%90%E5%AE%8B%E7%99%BD%E5%AD%94%E5%85%AD%E5%B8%96.pdf&page=930
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04389-a6993b153a9f2d6f024aced253fcc3a91f64489ade3a945b40f21d3e66621b21.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ ⽩⽒六帖事類集（北宋刊本）卷9 folio 16b gives 靶 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04389-a6993b153a9f2d6f024aced253fcc3a91f64489ade3a945b40f21d3e66621b21.png
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3ASBL075_%E7%99%BD%E6%B0%8F%E5%85%AD%E5%B8%96%E4%BA%8B%E9%A1%9E%E9%9B%86.pdf&page=222


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ ⽂選〔李善註〕（宋淳熙⼋年尤袤刊本）卷47 folio 2b gives
靶 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04389-c80be337f62ab77a531eca114087f5b9676af80aee438a6fc270ec9156d43a61.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 漢書（南宋福州刊元遞修本）列傳34下 (27) folio 10b gives
靶 
 
唐宋⽩孔六帖, first published in the end of Southern Song
dynasty, is a compilation of ⽩⽒六帖 and 孔⽒六帖. From
these evidences we can assume that the shift from 靶 to ⿰⾰
⾈ happens during the editing process of 唐宋⽩孔六帖. I agree
that ⿰⾰⾈ may be a misprint of 靶, or the editor of 唐宋⽩孔六
帖 changed the glyph sourced from a book unavailable today.
Given that ⿰⾰⾈ persists across quite a few 唐宋⽩孔六帖
versions, I suggest encoding it as-is.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04389-4a2911906954e6eaf87d6b962509052dbc9984e519b59a2a5594e0322165e2e5.webp
https://db2.sido.keio.ac.jp/kanseki/T_bib_frame.php?id=006755


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04918
04918
鼠 208.6
19 · ㇒ (3) UK-20466

⿺鼠多

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence doesn't match the glyph. Instead, it shows
U+2318E a simplified form of U+9F20 鼠

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04918
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04918


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03313
03313
⾈ 137.12
18 · ㇔ (4) UK-20470

⿰⾈曾

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

This character is very common in Qing Dynasty. The followings
are two pieces of evidence cited from 《澳⾨記略》. 《澳⾨記
略》 is an important book on the history and geography of
Macao. I also suggest Macao SAR do the horizontal extension
for this character in future. 
 

 
▲ 印光任、張汝霖：《澳⾨記略》，昭代叢書癸集，卷第⼆⼗
⼆ 
 

 
▲ 印光任、張汝霖：《澳⾨記略》，光绪庚辰重刻本，卷第⼆
⼗⼆ 
 
I do the quick check on the book, and I find other encoded
characters have been included in MSCS.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03313
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03313
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03313-e9bdd50e16b554c768c6cfbbe6c888fc63ccc607fbbbac705678e675d6eebec2.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03313-8781b2eb9ee6a7475b62660d55b604401580bd92ca0942c5492d0aac72529625.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 印光任、张汝霖，赵春晨：《澳⻔记略》，⼴州：⼴东⾼等
教育出版社，1988年7⽉，ISBN 7-5361-0113-9/Z·2，p. 5
 
This character is also used in the modern publishing version.

02760
02760
⽯ 112.7
12 · ㇑ (2) UK-20478

⿰⽯冏

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

《欽定四庫全書》：

《{{https://www.kanripo.org/text/KR2k0081/003#16a 籌海圖
編}}》巻三 folio 16a: 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03313-23349158d2cae75085cd87d74ed559ea7da782b30a7c0a423616bfbd8918ec72.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02760
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02760
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02760-e980c93f70cb49fb60bdcc7593cff84308d91e3b63f16eda3992ceea48ed4bf8.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02207
02207
火 86.10
14 · ㇐ (1) UK-20481

⿰火耿

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

《晉乘蒐略》卷之三⼗上・七⼗七 

00838
00838
⼟ 32.8
11 · ㇒ (3) UK-20483

⿱例⼟

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

《南明史》（中華書局，2006年） p. 10 (image taken from a
draft version of {{https://www.unicode.org/L2/L2022/22040-
unencoded-nanmingshi.pdf L2/22-040}}) 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02207
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02207
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02207-b4b31268a771917d7876e8719c48e45668cb07fbfce56123fbf58d32176b13dd.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00838
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00838
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00838-0b43a9e4117c32029d56fe5d8ec9e601f5235cdb319c5ce12f5b6e521d9942ba.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00756
00756
⼝ 30.23
26 · ㇑ (2) UK-20509

⿰⼝𫊗

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The late Qing manuscript transcription of the Juyongguan
inscriptions held at the University of Manchester John Rylands
Library transcribes the character as ⿰⼝𫊗 with the expected
dot. 

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

In "Chü-Yung-Kuan: The Buddhist Arch of the Fourteenth
Century A.D. at the Pass of the Great Wall Northwest of
Peking" (Kyōto: 1957; Murata Jirō ed.) the character is
inaccurately transcribed as U+3615 㘕, just missing the 罒
element. 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00756
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00756
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00756-8f5cf6b1644fef7aac5c67f40bdfad38f226869ace928c46785a5eb20de56439.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00756-baee1fb8a4da17b042588819650b79aad23ea2f5f861ed921f39c2e549b92e25.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01158
01158
⼭ 46.9
12 · ㇠ (5) UK-20510

⿱⼭癸

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA

At present, except for "⿱⼭癸" written in (⿃取県公報)平成11年
3⽉31⽇付号外第25号, all others seen are "葵". Is there any
other evidence that also gives "⿱⼭癸"? 
 
https://www.pref.tottori.lg.jp/secure/641223/5431.pdf 

 
 
https://www.pref.tottori.lg.jp/secure/192101/7907kokuji625.pdf 

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Agree that the evidence shown is insufficient. I have been
unable to find other examples of this character, therefore
suggest to postpone pending additional evidence.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01158
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01158
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01158-4b092d6b8f9e3e88704dc7afc00551afa4961d56a4b3331d20d3d0248e531380.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01158-176f4f422d52674f46acb211984d23cad050daada63f14801afa75ad291e39cd.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00661
00661
⼝ 30.14
17 · ㇑ (2) UK-20540

⿰⼝⿸虍命

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 10: 

00142
00142
⼈ 9.6
8 · ㇐ (1) UK-20541

⿰⺅⿱七天

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 10: 

Misidentified glyph
WANG Yifan
SAT

According to the new evidence, the glyph should look like 化
surrounding 天.

00583
00583
⼝ 30.11
14 · ㇑ (2) UK-20542

⿰⼝⿸虍令

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Could we see the description part why the right bottom
component should be 令? Because, the ⿰⼝⿸虍？
composition is so common that we have many visually similar
characters such as 唬, 㗔, 嘑, 嘘, 𠼥, 𭊌, 𰈈 etc., and some
actually have similar pronunciation with 吸.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00661
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00661
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00661-76e1a46d228404e6d20ffcedb63be0fd81bb78e128aaee8e71e72221e2dcb2ed.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00142
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00142
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00142-684e7bd6226b671aa29887a0919f665347ea067ccc4a4b08ce51fceea4e0ed4b.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00583
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00583


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 11: 

00952
00952
⼤ 37.6
9 · ㇐ (1) UK-20543

⿱天本

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 11: 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00583-54f4896a6b6f24c23c221e65ae6646f629632f62a1807a4f62635d1f36b32e4d.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00952
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00952
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00583-54f4896a6b6f24c23c221e65ae6646f629632f62a1807a4f62635d1f36b32e4d.png
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00954
00954
⼤ 37.7
10 · ㇔ (4) UK-20545

⿱⼤亨

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 12: 

01085
01085
⼫ 44.4
7 · ㇐ (1) UK-20546

⿸⼫元

Evidence
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

To avoid misdeciphering, it is necessary to provide the original
picture of the inscription亳州老君碑古字譜.

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 12: 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00954
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00954
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00766-2bc5cf35153b972ff5ac353b225e874d9e49f17141e34fc290c21bf012a9f861.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01085
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01085
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00766-2bc5cf35153b972ff5ac353b225e874d9e49f17141e34fc290c21bf012a9f861.png
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03933
03933
⾝ 158.10
17 · ㇐ (1) UK-20547

⿰⾝真

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 13: 

00949
00949
⼤ 37.3
6 · ㇐ (1) UK-20548

⿱天⼙

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 13: 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03933
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03933
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03933-fd5f08fee4fddcabaf1f452b9eff9305bc4d7df1da7681c52a7ee8d82172e91a.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00949
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00949
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03933-fd5f08fee4fddcabaf1f452b9eff9305bc4d7df1da7681c52a7ee8d82172e91a.png
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02229
02229
火 86.12
16 · ㇠ (5) UK-20549

⿰君⿱⽞火

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 14: 

02030
02030
⽔ 85.8
11 · ㇐ (1) UK-20550

⿰⺡⿱屯火

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 14: 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02229
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02229
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02229-e601477202be8e3d26ad7adbc059d6a1b2a94dffece385ef7becb14e364cb443.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02030
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02030
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02229-e601477202be8e3d26ad7adbc059d6a1b2a94dffece385ef7becb14e364cb443.png
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00775
00775
⼞ 31.9
12 · ㇔ (4) UK-20551

⿴⼞神

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 15: 

00254
00254
入 11.14
16 · ㇔ (4) UK-20552

⿱入塵

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 15: 

03149
03149
⽹ 122.13
18 · ㇑ (2) UK-20553

⿱罒⿰肖光

Unclear evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Can clearer evidence be supplied?

Unclear evidence
response
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Jerry You has a useful overview of the text of the 《亳州老君
碑》 on his blog at http://blog.ccamc.org/?p=365 showing
images of three versions of the text inscribed on stone, but it is
difficult to find authoritative printed evidence of the text.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00775
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00775
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00775-a29a6c0db8d13bd30309c592183c80023581bf27fe79c0aba99d53ec8c885762.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00254
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00254
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00775-a29a6c0db8d13bd30309c592183c80023581bf27fe79c0aba99d53ec8c885762.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03149
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03149
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New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 18: 

Unclear evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Jerry You has updated his blog because of the WordPress
issue, and this is the new address provided by him. 
 
http://ccamc.org/blog/?p=365

01755
01755
⽉ 74.12
16 · ㇔ (4) UK-20554

⿰⽉窗

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 19: 

01080
01080
⼩ 42.9
12 · ㇠ (5) UK-20555

⿱幻京

Evidence
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

To avoid misdeciphering, it is necessary to provide the original
picture of the inscription亳州老君碑古字譜.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03149-3db302e17f911f3f1872acd3b0f47954c81bf2c0153e22cfb76ab01bbba15aea.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01755
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01755
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01755-c05d803fae9affb8a6722f98f999a89b925ca76d8b05a3087b906fe0f198cebf.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01080
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01080


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 19: 

03503
03503
虍 141.25
31 · ㇑ (2) UK-20556

⿰虚覺

Unclear evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Can clearer evidence be supplied?

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 20: 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01080
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01755-c05d803fae9affb8a6722f98f999a89b925ca76d8b05a3087b906fe0f198cebf.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03503
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03503
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03503-ffe263322de0631b9331c5f7e7ee8ffeb412eeb84ea3bf910c944d10a2c1fed4.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02565
02565
⽣ 100.6
11 · ㇔ (4) UK-20557

⿰⽣妄

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 21: 

01762
01762
⽉ 74.15
19 · ㇒ (3) UK-20559

⿱朋寂

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 22: 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02565
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02565
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02565-02c219f7c4c10c37cda88233bdc156672efedcab2268577ec27fe0ab3d6907d7.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01762
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01762
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01762-e3e4e30e11a0fadad6b74a0cce7d1aedb23a09bdaddda46fb0701bc8654b5a52.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00822
00822
⼟ 32.7
10 · ㇠ (5) UK-20560

⿱地元

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 23: 

00163
00163
⼈ 9.8
10 · ㇠ (5) UK-20561

⿰⺅𡥘

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 23: 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00822
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00822
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00822-756010df4f36f3edefa4bc91ddea7550003c27bb917153717fb9c804e6605705.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00163
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00163
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00822-756010df4f36f3edefa4bc91ddea7550003c27bb917153717fb9c804e6605705.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01890
01890
⽊ 75.19
23 · ㇒ (3) UK-20562

⿰⽊⿳⾦⿰⽔火⼟

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 25: 

00006
00006
⼀ 1.8
9 · ㇐ (1) UK-20563

⿱三⿰三三

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 27: 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01890
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01890
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01890-6f10379d45c029db84b87254f8b15462fef43acdd48089bcce0b89a83ff5d34c.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00006
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00006
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00006-62df80bad6a478922702a460dabd37636af0728701811a206b5ddc836055ce94.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01014
01014
女 38.21
24 · ㇑ (2) UK-20564

⿱⿲男男男女

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 28: 

02275
02275
火 86.32
36 · ㇒ (3) UK-20565

⿱無⿰無無

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

董沛⽂ 主编，王燕喜 编校：《老君碑留古字解 ⽟皇⼼印妙经直
解》 (北京：宗教⽂化出版社，2013年) [ISBN 978-7-80254-
705-6] p. 28: 

00724
00724
⼝ 30.17
20 · ㇐ (1) UK-20594

⿰⼝壓

New evidence
L F CHENG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

華英通語 
〓𠾵時 adjust 
https://books.google.com/books?
id=eSBDAAAAIAAJ&pg=PA150 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01014
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01014
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01014-0d41c22ae20501cdeb54e0e52f628e0f735f440beb9b4c689ff107cac41022ce.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02275
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02275
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01014-0d41c22ae20501cdeb54e0e52f628e0f735f440beb9b4c689ff107cac41022ce.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00724
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00724
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00724-107a477e26ac38a1c28c1adcb59c2038d919e7f6f477e39104d5ece57c71830b.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00757
00757
⼝ 30.24
27 · ㇐ (1) UK-20597

⿰⼝靈

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

《⽂帝全書・⽂昌⼤洞治瘟寶籙》 

01665
01665
⽇ 72.7
11 · ㇑ (2) UK-20602

⿰⽇⾥

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00757
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00757
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:53383732$1352i
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00757-aafea87cddab4a58579f3229bd9eb19d542b7f8603fd102e6bd81c3d497826d3.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01665
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01665


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
 
▲ 朱⽂公校昌黎先⽣⽂集（四部叢刊景上海涵芬樓藏元刊本）
卷8 folio 4 
 
「膏理易滋榮〈理或作～〉」here ～ is similar to 理.

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 宋教仁集 
This evidence is copied from WS2021-01658 easily, which is
provided by Tao Yang.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01665-29030fa0c07f3d9e404e19b9074daca4f4f5bc09bf5b49a47e3e7312ca1c4592.webp
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan0679-%E9%9F%93%E6%84%88-%E6%9C%B1%E6%96%87%E5%85%AC%E6%A0%A1%E6%98%8C%E9%BB%8E%E5%85%88%E7%94%9F%E6%96%87%E9%9B%86-8-3.djvu/8
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01665-976c94ce90b3f17863a25e85a3ff393041a2e71c66a8ef5ada812641eff3a0e6.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00879
00879
⼟ 32.11
14 · ㇔ (4) UK-20636

⿰⼟旋

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

The folio number is incorrect, it should be 《丹陽縣續志》（⺠
國⼗六年刊本）卷20 folio 2. The text is from 王英冕《皇太后六
旬萬壽頌》, based on the context, I think ⿰⼟旋宮 is a misprint
of 璇宮, which means imperial residence.

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

 

 
 
▲ 穀城⼭館⽂集（明嘉慶萬曆間刊本）卷25 folio 41 from《明
誥贈通議⼤夫都察院右副都御史前⿸⼚盩厔知縣介菴王公神道碑

銘》 
 
Though it is a variant of ⿰⼟𭻾, which is given in 隆慶⼆年登科
錄 folio 58, it must not be 璇 based on the radicals of his
brothers' names. We can keep ⿰⼟旋 per the new evidence.

01297
01297
⼻ 60.8
11 · ㇠ (5) UK-20640

⿰⼻孟

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Other editions have "寬以濟猛，嚴⽽不殘" so the submitted
character should be a mistake for 猛. Suggest to postpone
pending additional evidence.

01123
01123
⼭ 46.6
9 · ㇐ (1) UK-20652

⿱⼭地

Unclear evidence
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The glyph in column "原名称" of the evidence is unclear. The
left part of "地" looks like "𤣩".

Unclear evidence
response
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The quality of the image is not great, but I think it is obvious
that the character's structure is ⿱⼭地, and that the horizontal
line seen in the character shown in columns 1 and 3 is not part
of the character, but a printing artefact. The character shown in
column 5 does not have this printing artefact.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00879
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00879
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001067834
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00879-a82f65710faba4e3ffcbb913c1641abdca8f6a8f7cd146c15fe4e47950442fa5.webp
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00879-38f0dd4fb473d12645b76696cc92b58a6de05bd49e9cf128622cfa20cbb9c0d8.webp
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img/4399804
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01297
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01297
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01123
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01123


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01478
01478
⼿ 64.9
12 · ㇐ (1) UK-20655

⿰⺘巷

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Seems like a one-off misprint of 港. 
 
掘港 can be found in the same book where the original
evidence is from. 
 

 
▲《如皋縣志》（清嘉慶⼗三年刊本）卷11 folio 3 gives
multiple 掘港. 
 
and folio 10 gives a map of 掘港營. 
 

 
 
The place is called 掘港街道 today:
http://www.rudong.gov.cn/gxq/dzldjfg/dzldjfg.html 
 
Consider pending more evidences, e.g. different 如皋縣志
versions to prove that it becomes a stable misprint.

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

One annotation in 《如皋縣志》（清嘉慶⼗三年刊本）卷11
folio 3 is wrong, please see the updated evidence: 

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Based on the new evidence provided by Huang Juliang we
agree to postpone this character pending additional evidence.

02074
02074
⽔ 85.11
14 · ㇑ (2) UK-20665

⿰⺡敗

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01478
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01478
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01478-53ba073803214a4656c616c8b9f4c889a517291132cc656292ab552ef22a2e5c.webp
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001067151
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01478-7378376c240905e3bb5f839817c2290252aeda9cab65956da8e52a6d00e6cbf4.webp
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01478-f636a40ede3bb5ecdd4c4435749b7bdc148bfe3b4d616f3a8d80286c90b5455a.webp
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02074
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02074


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02074-e301b34abb041f9ffc3b0bed5eaf0ae5c8c20e006f4817ff3af5061d220d387e.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description  
 
▲ 陝⻄通志（清雍正刊乾隆補修本）卷40 folio 17

01868
01868
⽊ 75.14
18 · ㇒ (3) UK-20667

⿰⽊舞

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 汲冢周書（嘉兴路儒学元⾄正⼗四年刊本） 卷5 folio 5

00620
00620
⼝ 30.12
15 · ㇒ (3) UK-20670

⿰⼝順

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

道藏輯要 : 懺法⼤觀 : ⾦光神咒 

00537
00537
⼝ 30.9
12 · ㇑ (2) UK-20676

⿰⼝昧

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The middle component is ambiguous, and there is no reading
or meaning provided.

Unclear evidence
response
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Looks to me like the Buddhist term 三昧 with mouth radicals
added. The middle component is clearly ⽇ and could not be
anything else. Of course, it is desirable to know the reading
and meaning of every proposed character, but that is not
always possible, and in the case of mystical syllables used in
Buddhist and Daoist texts there may be no specific meaning.
The primary purpose of encoding the Daoist-usage characters
proposed by the UK is to enable the representation of these
particular texts in electronic format, and it is not necessary to
know the meaning or reading of these characters to do this. It
should be noted that many already-encoded CJK unified
ideographs characters, as well as some characters in other
extinct scripts such as Egyptian Hieroglyphs, Tangut, and
Khitan Small Script, have unknown meaning and
pronunciation. The primary criterion for encoding characters is
evidence of usage, and we believe that the evidence we have
supplied for the Daoist-usage characters is very solid.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02074-e301b34abb041f9ffc3b0bed5eaf0ae5c8c20e006f4817ff3af5061d220d387e.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:12930031?n=19
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01868
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01868
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01868-2eefde6fc4d8d56f2faf07fe9d8f6b4577367e5ee1c225cc27e6b8c0b251b92e.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=412004000520
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00620
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00620
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=gb&file=153270&page=6
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00620-4e5f2b6d6b0d82d91edb0459c89ba75343a0965ef8397770cb5b2364b27a813c.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00537
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00537


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03765
03765
⾔ 149.4
11 · ㇑ (2) UK-20679

⿰⾔⿵⼌？

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Further investigation shows that this character is used in other
Daoist texts, for example 《道法會元》卷九⼗四: 
 

00509
00509
⼝ 30.8
11 · ㇒ (3) UK-20683

⿰⼝瓮

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence contains no reading or meaning.

Unclear evidence
response
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Of course, it is desirable to know the reading and meaning of
every proposed character, but that is not always possible, and
in the case of mystical syllables used in Buddhist and Daoist
texts there may be no specific meaning. The primary purpose
of encoding the Daoist-usage characters proposed by the UK
is to enable the representation of these particular texts in
electronic format, and it is not necessary to know the meaning
or reading of these characters to do this. It should be noted
that many already-encoded CJK unified ideographs characters,
as well as some characters in other extinct scripts such as
Egyptian Hieroglyphs, Tangut, and Khitan Small Script, have
unknown meaning and pronunciation. The primary criterion for
encoding characters is evidence of usage, and we believe that
the evidence we have supplied for the Daoist-usage characters
is very solid.

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

中華道藏　第六册 116: 先天⽃⺟奏告⽞科 P763 

00436
00436
⼝ 30.4
7 · ㇑ (2) UK-20684

⿰⼝⿵⼌⼒

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The reading and meaning (if any) are not provided.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03765
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03765
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03765-ec9486196ae8446882b821a1c261aed75bb236c0a270decd713664f9a93d458c.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00509
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00509
http://www.taolibrary.com/category/category109/c1090463.htm
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00509-396091f36e36619d0c3ea7c5567473b322388574c1a243b71fc619466c9a8c43.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00436
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00436


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

《正⼀天師申⽂發奏科儀》 has the word "𡄼⿰⼝㘞" (cf.
version at https://www.daoisms.org/article/sort026/info-
21366_2.html where the two characters are transcribed as
"（⼝虩）（⼝㘞）"). This "⿰⼝㘞" should be the same
character as UK-20684. 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00436-972f2a39b7d6a1bf159001c575581966cd86c0345b1dd1a70860e374ba2977f1.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00649
00649
⼝ 30.13
16 · ㇠ (5) UK-20685

⿰⼝𤚥

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

中華道藏　第六册 116: 先天⽃⺟奏告⽞科 P763 

 
 
先天⽃⺟奏告⽞科 : 先天⽃⺟奏告⽞科 

 
 
In this text the left side has been simplified to U+20ADA 𠫚,
and so has the left side of UK-20686 below it. 
 
Note that the typseset edition normalizes the right side from 𫩧
shown in the woodblock edition to 含.

00721
00721
⼝ 30.16
19 · ㇠ (5) UK-20686

⿰⼝⿰⿱厶⽺昌

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

What is the reading, or semantic information if any ?

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

中華道藏　第六册 116: 先天⽃⺟奏告⽞科 P763 

 
 
In this text the left side has been simplified to U+20ADA 𠫚,
and so has the left side of UK-20685 above it.

00443
00443
⼝ 30.5
8 · ㇐ (1) UK-20687

⿰⼝⿻丅⼝

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

No reading or meaning provided.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00649
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00649
http://www.taolibrary.com/category/category109/c1090463.htm
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00649-2c3d230aae198e7d678216ac11a3c6c84fb3e944ac3a2a80cd3ec686f8cc5659.png
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=gb&file=100685&page=22
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00649-df681784dd9c0d1ccae04cd487ef44fe509c9e60f3c7186453869a8950747881.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00721
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00721
http://www.taolibrary.com/category/category109/c1090463.htm
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00721-65bf267b41c13dfde5aaee0db4fdfcec7697362898b81e27aee4d5f6abf7698c.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00443
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00443


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00662
00662
⼝ 30.14
17 · ㇑ (2) UK-20689

⿰⼝圖

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

中華道藏　第六册 116: 先天⽃⺟奏告⽞科 P763 

00538
00538
⼝ 30.9
12 · ㇑ (2) UK-20694

⿰⼝思

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual

东明县地名志，1985年4⽉，P266 

04374
04374
雨 173.22
30 · ㇑ (2) UK-20703

⿱雨𡅗

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

《⽂帝全書》36:14B 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00662
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00662
http://www.taolibrary.com/category/category109/c1090463.htm
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00662-5674d0158ee6fefbf0b8778fa159174d578fc783772be101ac1dcabd52c9972d.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00538
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00538
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00538-55811128ce4dd04808a31f2931b69173aed88f9b9592f2ad6badeec4d674f5ad.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04374
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04374
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:53383732$1362i
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04374-aa215a05f6bc7d59ee9f61f9d3a52a64622af1db5e43b49961a2bd55df9edb11.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

《道法會元》卷九⼗四 
 

04358
04358
雨 173.15
23 · ㇔ (4) UK-20704

⿳雨⿰⾔⿵⼌𠃌⽟

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

《⽂帝全書》36:B 5 (⼤洞⽂昌司禄紫陽寶籙) 

04356
04356
雨 173.14
22 · ㇔ (4) UK-20710

⿱雨⿺⿱甶⼉⿰三三

Unclear evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The character contains ☷ （U+2637，坤卦） which is not a
CJKUI. So this character should not be encoded.

00699
00699
⼝ 30.16
19 · ㇐ (1) UK-20714

⿰⼝頭

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

中華道藏　第六册 116: 太上⽞靈北⽃本命延⽣真經註卷三
P701 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04374-8a644343d970c05736d8a9fe70df00c9edcaa9b47ee964103d4bd55883d90756.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04358
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04358
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:53383732$1353i
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04358-b4a11b4704e0c2dda7599efbf607201a9e4ea62d2f35e2f781d2b9275886cf3e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04356
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04356
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00699
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00699
http://www.taolibrary.com/category/category109/c1090463.htm
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00699-6e13336420c8c37f245f2d9c7269e2aa4a82df158636e46e4202d5648a44d028.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01976
01976
⽓ 84.9
13 · ㇠ (5) UK-20719

⿹⽓泴

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

《呂祖全書．卷⼆⼗⼆．太上勅演呂祖救刦證道經咒》 gives 
(U+2DF8D). 

 
 
《呂祖全書．卷五⼗三．太上勅演呂祖救刦證道經咒》(武林王
履階, 清乾隆⼄未版)also gives . See p.1757. 
https://digitalcollections.library.harvard.edu/catalog/990080884
130203941 
 
Suggest pending for more evidences of writing as ⿹⽓泴.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment by Conifer Tseng, therefore we
WITHDRAW this character pending additional evidence of this
glyph form.

02829
02829
⽯ 112.22
27 · ㇔ (4) UK-20726

⿰⽯彎

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The transcription into simplified with 弯 on the right is helpful,
but not conclusive in determining the original shape. It would
be good to have clearer evidence for the original.

04377
04377
雨 173.23
31 · ㇒ (3) UK-20743

⿱雨玃

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

Does the bottom-right component not look like 夂 rather than
⼜?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01976
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01976
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01976-8114be77720181e78afcf1166d7f90ecd94b7b40a61c7d222f724cc6755a85de.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02829
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02829
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04377
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04377


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00712
00712
⼝ 30.16
19 · ㇒ (3) UK-20748

⿰⼝獨

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Adam Grainger, "Western Mandarin" (1900) p. 615: 

04330
04330
雨 173.10
18 · ㇔ (4) UK-20766

⿱雨⿰𧥛⿵𠔼𠃌

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

《⽂帝全書》36:14B (⼤洞⽂昌司禄紫陽寶籙) 

00568
00568
⼝ 30.10
13 · ㇔ (4) UK-20771

⿰⼝娑

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

中華道藏　第六册 116: 先天⽃⺟奏告⽞科 P763 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00712
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00712
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00712-bd6e5def63f62ab593a1a53434dca065501a98e96910d4c15a0e85988aeba256.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04330
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04330
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:53383732$1362i
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04330-e2202b4bfda2382134c58361368da30abaae8af4b9db8021032fffc6f5ca0ffe.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00568
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00568
http://www.taolibrary.com/category/category109/c1090463.htm
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00568-938702fece5dc8037d4801552953b29b9fa51ad52582a693382d1a341bbaf2d8.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00624
00624
⼝ 30.12
15 · ㇔ (4) UK-20772

⿰⼝訶

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

《⽂帝全書》33:20A 

04569
04569
⿁ 194.12
22 · ㇔ (4) UK-20787

⿺⿁尊

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

中華道藏　第六册 115: 太上⽞靈⽃姆⼤聖元君本命延⽣⼼經
P758 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00624
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00624
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:53383732$1275i
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00624-9533ca0f5c83c8e0298610bc591a921b643f5df835881cd1d7d046c0499e9d3a.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04569
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04569
http://www.taolibrary.com/category/category109/c1090463.htm
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04569-8b990737c62f2f400bf140b76c14631afb71024f032cff3ff4a3a16b32099a0a.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

道藏輯要 : 懺法⼤觀 : 北⽃九宸靈章 

04295
04295
雨 173.4
12 · ㇑ (2) UK-20811

⿱雨⻅

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

Contrary to the proposer's note, the dictionary description
suggests that it should be 霓?

Misidentified glyph
Andrew WEST
UK

I agree with the comment by Wang Yifan. Based on the reading
and definition given in the evidence, this should be an error for
U+9713 霓. Therefore we WITHDRAW this character.

00774
00774
⼞ 31.8
11 · ㇐ (1) UK-20821

⿴⼞其

Evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence does not explain its meaning or reading.

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I agree that it would be preferable to have additional evidence
for this particular character.

00764
00764
⼞ 31.3
6 · ㇐ (1) UK-20835

⿴⼞⼟

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

 
▲ GHZR 0766.6 
 

https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=gb&file=153271&page=9
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04569-c062b59b1df4207343d008272af74e8e2d5903048df24c6ce41459b2e440195f.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04295
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04295
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00774
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00774
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00764
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00764
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00764-773a5d9f729742cb1ca6a5f8c0b933e172fb41a57d679a095f946c35b65ffe5f.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00764-ad5d71d2d5a27002bc72a8cbdf3cda794e5bed58d2890963fdec90b6767d38d7.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

▲ 陝⻄通志（清雍正刊乾隆補修本）卷45 folio 31b 
 

https://nrs.lib.harvard.edu/urn-3:fhcl:12930036?n=33
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00764-df4ecb3c3d9eb3c736c4e9add0cfbeb72f42b8998d0a6485d53b1d2711489423.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 五⾳篇海（明正德刊本）卷14 folio 4a（⿴⼞圡）

04471
04471
食' 184'.8
11 · ㇔ (4) UK-20859

⿰⻠穸

Evidence
Eddie LI
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Wrong character. Missimplified of 𩝯. 

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

This character is related to the Cantonese word suk1, but 𩝯
reads as sau1 in Cantonese. The meanings are similar, but it is
hard to say 𩝯 is a proper character for this word in Cantonese.

03532
03532
⾍ 142.6
12 · ㇔ (4) UK-20865

⿰⾍⽶

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 柳建钰.《全元诗》未编码疑难字考辨⼗例[J].励耘语⾔学
刊,2020(2):10-19. 
 
In this article the author argues that ～ is variant of 螮.

01096
01096
⼫ 44.11
14 · ㇔ (4) UK-20869

⿸⼫盖

Evidence
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The first character circled is ⿸⼫⿱⾄⽫, does not match the
glyph. The second, third characters circled are OK. Same
situation in Source 2.

Unclear evidence
response
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

In Source 1 the first character is not written carefully, but we
believe it is a handwritten form of ⿸⼫盖 not ⿸⼫⿱⾄⽫. In
Source 2 the first two characters are not clear, but the third
character is very clearly ⿸⼫盖. We believe that the two clear
occurences of ⿸⼫盖 in Source 1 and the one clear occurence
of ⿸⼫盖 in Source 2 are sufficient evidence for encoding ⿸⼫
盖.

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00764-df4ecb3c3d9eb3c736c4e9add0cfbeb72f42b8998d0a6485d53b1d2711489423.webp
https://digicoll.lib.berkeley.edu/record/73473
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04471
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04471
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04471-070ac66edfaa5dc190e073c5ccffa9d385d65a587952801a0645e8d28f472ee0.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03532
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03532
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03532-6fce105d21b4a383db4fad15866a08dfba0b5ce3eb5a4df777eeba2aca93a660.pdf
http://qikan.cqvip.com/Qikan/Article/Detail?id=7105805760
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01096
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01096


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
 
▲ Pelliot Chinois 4525(1) 20 
 

 
 
▲ Gulik, R.H.Van, _Erotic colour prints of the ming period_,
with an essay on Chinese sex life from the Han to the Ch'ing
Dynasty, B.C. 206 - A.D. 1644 (privately published at Tokyo).
1951 pp. 91

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01096-907600b521ec71f20d31af90f2890b00ba7b863aab6a8423003d324554d5d7f0.webp
https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8302745f/f20.item.r=Pelliot%20Chinois%204525
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01096-1eb6a6e52b5bf72271c8a11dcc22fc0f83e15999bc4d9062e5a7b7a10c018989.webp
https://ignca.gov.in/Asi_data/46990.pdf


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01133
01133
⼭ 46.7
10 · ㇠ (5) UK-20871

⿰⼭甬

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ 分⾨集註杜⼯部詩（四部叢刊景宋刊本）卷16 folio 18 
 
The evidence is a quote to 謝靈運《晚出⻄射堂詩》「連嶂⿐
～崿，⻘華香深沉」. A more popular version gives 巘 for ～.

03421
03421
⾋ 140.13
17 · ㇑ (2) UK-20880

⿱⺿暘

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

 
▲ 《新撰字鏡》，天治本，卷第七 
 
It is not easy to confirm if 林&⿱⺿暘; mentioned in 《廣東通
志》 and 林𦿄 mentioned in 《⼋閩通志》 are the same
person. There is other source related to this character, so it is
better to keep it.

04490
04490
香 186.10
19 · ㇒ (3) UK-20885

⿰香隻

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The person mentioned in the evidence came from Haikang
(aka current Leizhou City under Zhanjiang City 湛江市雷州市).
It is better to check the person in 《雷州志》, 《海康志》 and
so on. The pdf provided by Huang Junliang in #2259
mentioned 鄭頀 came from 廉州 (aka current Beihai City 北海
市). In fact, Haikang and Beihai are not close in my life
experience. In the history of Guangdong, Guangxi and Hainan,
we said 上六府 (⼴州府, 肇庆府, 南雄府, 韶州府, 惠州府, 潮州
府) and 下四府 (⾼州府, 雷州府, 廉州府, 琼州府). 雷州府 and 廉
州府 were established at the same level at that time, so it is
hard to imagine that ancient writers would confuse these two
places.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01133
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01133
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01133-90405e912878add7e23a8b13f3fb7bff8a4fec33bc523679733f35af185bbae8.pdf
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan0640-%E6%9D%9C%E7%94%AB-%E5%88%86%E9%96%80%E9%9B%86%E8%A8%BB%E6%9D%9C%E5%B7%A5%E9%83%A8%E8%A9%A9-10-07.djvu/149
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03421
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03421
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03421-5af1727f632513f3b9f7f52f45a02386b2cf64f719e1eb2061324b92b8a778de.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04490
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04490


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04864
04864
鹿 198.8
19 · ㇒ (3) UK-20887

⿸鹿侖

New evidence
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
https://ctext.org/library.pl?
if=gb&file=118262&page=109#%E9%BC%A0 
《韶州府志》

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04864
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04864
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04864-1a6f4b535866bc32dca73bf19d2046691d68345ca36fb703fa452f3c200d5ea9.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ 廣東通志（清道光刊本）卷99葉21 
 
The author of 廣東通志 argues that ⿸鹿侖 is a variant of 麟,
which makes sense to me since 粦/侖 share the same
pronunciation (leon4) in Cantonese. 
 

 

03892
03892
⾜ 157.10
17 · ㇒ (3) UK-20889

⿲𧾷𦈢亍

Evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The text can be dated back to 嘉靖廣東通志. 
 

 
▲ {{http://kanji.zinbun.kyoto-u.ac.jp/db-
machine/toho/html/B1360042.html 廣東通志（明嘉靖刊本）卷
60葉16}} gives 㗸. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04864-8d7a530ed8722181b1d6a83e051e63ee88a3aaf14d36305a27acd1391095681a.webp
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001083328
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03892
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03892
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03892-a9976cf5af5b82563b18e29d6eb1135b224ecd96d0ff6a269e01929ca578e715.webp
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03892-ce1f257ce1870f2898481aa9c2bd6c2514bcd8670a27a4a6eaf7e20479cecf24.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03892-ce1f257ce1870f2898481aa9c2bd6c2514bcd8670a27a4a6eaf7e20479cecf24.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲
{{https://archive.wul.waseda.ac.jp/kosho/ru05/ru05_01508/ru05
_01508_0031/ru05_01508_0031_p0016.jpg 廣東通志（明萬曆
刊本）卷70猺獞葉14}} gives 𠷢. 
 

 
 
▲ {{https://rmda.kulib.kyoto-u.ac.jp/libraries/uv-
wrapper/uv.php?
archive=metadata_manifest&id=RB00008726#?
c=0&m=0&s=0&cv=3797 廣東通志（清康熙刊本）卷29葉19}}
gives 𠷢 or 𠼫 (too small to determine) 
 
After 雍正廣東通志, a new version was published in 道光
periods: 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03892-ce1f257ce1870f2898481aa9c2bd6c2514bcd8670a27a4a6eaf7e20479cecf24.webp
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03892-70fae534b134fd9b55195a625d7e5aea68c03993fcc262f5dd1fccd7b99993a8.webp
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03892-fc583d761c9e73b48b29e60a15b6544256704ffc8ebd75c32513fcb487bb6d12.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03892-fc583d761c9e73b48b29e60a15b6544256704ffc8ebd75c32513fcb487bb6d12.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲
{{https://repository.lib.cuhk.edu.hk/en/islandora/object/cuhk%3
A2469202 廣東通志（清道光刊本）卷330葉34}} gives 銜. The
editor of 道光志 did not follow 雍正志 and used 銜 instead.
Note that 㗸/𠷢/𠼫/銜 are synonyms, so the choice is still
consistent with the other gazetteers. 
 
Therefore, I suspect ⿲𧾷𦈢亍 is a misprint of 𠷢. Consider
pending more evidences. 
 

 

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

As the comment by Huang Junliang shows multiple examples
of 𠷢, and as there is only a single piece of evidence for ⿲𧾷𦈢
亍, it is probable that the proposed character is a one-off
mistake for 𠷢. Therefore we WITHDRAW it pending additional
evidence.

03118
03118
⽷ 120.15
21 · ㇐ (1) UK-20892

⿰⺯⿱雨⾥

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ 天下郡國利病書（四部叢刊崑⼭圖書館藏稿本）冊47葉53

01054
01054
宀 40.12
15 · ㇐ (1) UK-20905

⿱宀𮙺

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Based on the additional evidence provided by Huang Junliang,
agree to POSTPONE pending additional evidence.

02588
02588
⽥ 102.7
12 · ㇠ (5) UK-20909

⿰⽥廷

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ ⼋閩通志（明弘治刊本）卷22 folio 10. 
 
The author suggests that ⿰⽥廷 might be a variant of 町. 
 

 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03892-fc583d761c9e73b48b29e60a15b6544256704ffc8ebd75c32513fcb487bb6d12.webp
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03118
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03118
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03118-ecfa75cbbb0f29221ddad514b054f9c07a3b575f67c24a0749bd7eb48baa2720.webp
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan_Sanbian179-%E9%A1%A7%E7%82%8E%E6%AD%A6-%E5%A4%A9%E4%B8%8B%E9%83%A1%E5%9C%8B%E5%88%A9%E7%97%85%E6%9B%B8-50-47.djvu/108
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01054
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01054
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02588
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02588
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02588-477c5ee25a1e0ecf7fd7e4e73cb3911f9497b12d78f51a8cb9565a20e2573dea.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=GBZX0301013747


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02111
02111
⽔ 85.15
18 · ㇑ (2) UK-20910

⿰⺡輩

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
▲ 嘉靖福寧州志[1] 卷3 folio ⼜2 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ ⼋閩通志（明弘治刊本）卷24 folio 22 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ 福建通志（清康熙刊本）卷9 folio 44 
 
⿰⺡輩 is a variant of 浿. From the evidences above, we can
see the 康熙福建通志 editors replaced 結瀆⿰⺡輩 by 結瀆浿,
but didn't update the annotation text accordingly. 
 

 
 
 
⿰⺡輩 is dam. The author of ⼋閩通志 suggests that 𤁥 is a
misprint of ⿰⺡輩, he then quotes definition of ⿰⺡輩 from 連
江縣志: 「蓄⽔之背者皆從⽔從輩」. 
 
[1]: 閔⽂振, 陳應賔. 嘉靖福寧州志[G]//天⼀閣藏明代⽅志選刊續
編: 第41册. 上海: 上海書店 
出版社, 1990: 1/626.

04500
04500
⾺ 187.6
16 · ㇒ (3) UK-20911

⿰⾺合

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 甯洋縣志（清光緒刊本）卷2 folio 10 
 
「驢～。改名鳳村」

00895
00895
⼟ 32.12
15 · ㇔ (4) UK-20920

⿰⼟粤

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 福安縣志（清光緒刊本）卷6 folio 10 gives ⿰⼟粵, unifiable
to ⿰⼟粤.

01161
01161
⼭ 46.10
13 · ㇐ (1) UK-20921

⿱⼭秦

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

 
 
▲ 浙江通志（清乾隆刊本） 卷95 folio 12, which quotes 溫州府
志（明萬曆刊本）.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02111
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02111
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02111-7208b0f335cddf1bbd997a48021544383e710765e5b4e86c6557ca0580d76cbc.pdf
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02111-d203e8fca19fb5ba20e868ea4c53f36f8a93842c759bbc9a8a3d85352c403f9d.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=GBZX0301013747
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02111-911168bd0028b8b63bad3b5e1fe7e4b53df5f22b3062b908e12eac3b5c67157f.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=412000014530
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04500
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04500
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04500-b5c97a8d828cda190f9f934794bf753415d025ddbea1fe953ef9b7d82367b54b.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001077009
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00895
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00895
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00895-54c3859aa97ab540f1a60a73f4a49c1111344bc4a7907442b3bfd0d47d8b1cb8.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001076979
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01161
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01161
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01161-6cc18c6b03f54927de560ca9dcb1b61f2176c7911b97ce9c1f558862f749f889.pdf
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img/4282103


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

 
 
▲ 獻徵錄（明萬曆刊本）卷98 folio 97 《四川按察司副使遠齋
顧公翀墓志銘》

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
▲ 溫州府志（明萬曆刊本）卷6葉18 clearly gives ⿱⼭秦.

03990
03990
⾡ 162.12
16 · ㇑ (2) UK-20924

⿺⻎⿱⺿隶

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01161-3b4fae0ff512a44aa8f962a8dd7ceb334f40f0ba56af13f8b3751c57cb6adadc.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=411999017539
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01161-252768c9a3e5d98de66ae965a238397af32b6fa557a7acbe6e4f15985a043aef.webp
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3A%E5%9B%9B%E5%BA%AB%E5%85%A8%E6%9B%B8%E5%AD%98%E7%9B%AE%E5%8F%A2%E6%9B%B8%E5%8F%B2%E9%83%A8210%E5%86%8A.pdf&page=591
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03990
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03990


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 福建通志（清乾隆刊本）卷25葉30 
 
Attached PDF file 
▲ ⼋閩通志卷31葉31 gives 𨕤. 
 
I think ⿺⻎⿱⺿隶 is a variant of 𨕤 and thus it is similar to 𰻍,
which is a variant of 𨕤 according to MOE dictionary. 
 

 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03990-defd5092af652d013921dc05da85546a6d031a5c159027eeb5c2f548286e46c8.webp
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:14448082?n=1619
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03990-d8dcbba01d0da8f51907f59b69b3b65e4090acbddcbf37aa2f296eac1f1f51d8.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=GBZX0301013747


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01420
01420
⼽ 62.7
11 · ㇐ (1) UK-20940

⿹𢦏𡉀

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

The following evidence gives ⿰坴⼽, which IMO is unifiable to
⿹𢦏𡉀. 
 

 
 
▲ 《福建通志》（清乾隆⼆年刊本）卷40 folio 66b 
 
⿹𢦏𡉀 might be a variant of 臷. 
 

 

02536
02536
⽟ 96.17
22 · ㇐ (1) UK-20941

⿱臨⽟

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

 
 
▲ 浙江通志（清乾隆刊本）卷135 folio 3

01678
01678
⽇ 72.9
13 · ㇑ (2) UK-20946

⿰⽇耑

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

 
 
宋登科记考（2005 年，江苏教育出版社）p. 599

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01420
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01420
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01420-cf02fe938dcbbe84b98bb48d50280ab299b49a746ebb9f6273b27d72d124b908.png
https://nrs.lib.harvard.edu/urn-3:fhcl:14448082?n=2720
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02536
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02536
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02536-960b6d046514c4810244b10868128b52034728fc79e4e8f23af75d7f74617671.pdf
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img/4282881
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01678
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01678
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01678-a2c27e8fd2eac0ed20051fff75a33eba545541030cee3fc0d491ffb8c1a5f6ad.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02295
02295
⽚ 91.9
13 · ㇐ (1) UK-20948

⿰⽚⾴

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
興化府志（明萬曆刊本）卷1 folio 36：⿰⽚⾴，⽦被切

03780
03780
⾔ 149.10
17 · ㇒ (3) UK-20951

⿰⾔𥅍

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 淳熙三⼭志（清乾隆抄本）卷32 folio 68

00793
00793
⼟ 32.4
7 · ㇔ (4) UK-20954

⿱六⼟

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02295
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02295
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02295-5fb79a2d79b44a110e496e56e2640046bbc6fcd2fcaa61d2780c9853411af3f0.webp
http://read.nlc.cn/OutOpenBook/OpenObjectBook?aid=892&bid=86868.0
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03780
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03780
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03780-ed363f8f037015c4466165d64a31e6f8ce955efe8bde4a86840d5fabc66cceae.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=412000001010
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00793
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00793


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
 
▲ {{http://opacplus.bsb-
muenchen.de/title/BV040025914/ft/bsb11323798?page=1066
福建通志（清同治刊本）卷150 folio 34}}. 
 
The author of 同治福建通志 noted that 坔 was ⿱六⼟ in 乾隆志
and 良坔 can be found in 宋史. 
 
We can confirm that 良坔 is in 宋史: 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00793-c8ce862eacd2c7995f96148ab2fa2305a9eb0f8f27d6df2b9e91de6c0c4f13f9.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
 
▲ 宋史（明成化刊本）卷227 folio 27

01707
01707
⽇ 72.12
16 · ㇠ (5) UK-20958

⿰⽇登

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

The correct name of this Song dynasty person is 林瞪 (1003-
1059), therefore ⿰⽇登 is certainly an error for 瞪. If this is a
one-off error in this source then the character should not be
encoded. Therefore suggest to postpone pending additional
evidence.

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual

 
▲ ⽇本藏中國罕⾒地⽅志叢刊//福寧州志（萬曆四⼗⼆年刊本）
卷15 folio 37a 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00793-65a00be9fb13f8eb798fe43600c3b814e206529dca00d8b5bbb2454097f91fcf.webp
http://read.nlc.cn/OutOpenBook/OpenObjectBook?aid=892&bid=222889.0
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01707
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01707
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01707-51019bd55ea14facff60e16f87b7f51195d7698cad1ca6e40641bb7429beae74.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 福建通志（清康熙刊本）卷51 folio 26a 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01707-db7999b682bc6178f29e088e4be178dad3fcc0bb49c63eab57d7609fd105922f.webp
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img/4758861


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 

 
▲ 福建通志（清乾隆刊本）卷60 folio 22b 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01707-37a82dc1d9cb0134ca12a0864a82517d00b4a7df8dcaa916452fd5804e1da098.webp
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:50798875$3754i


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ {{http://opacplus.bsb-

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01707-507469975c3feba5fd60a2930c15f1bee255aabad403fe9d0f4949f29500fe54.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

muenchen.de/title/BV040025979/ft/bsb11323775?page=107 重
纂福建通志（清同治刊本）卷263 folio 24b}} 
 
⺠國霞浦縣志卷38 folio 2 gives 林瞪, however I can't find
evidences of 林瞪 earlier than 1616, so I can't determine
whether 瞪 is derived from ⿰⽇登 or vice.

03530
03530
⾍ 142.6
12 · ㇒ (3) UK-20969

⿰⾍先

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The following two pictures are cited from the evidence for
WS2021-03527:GKJ-00411. It looks the evidence is cited from
《野記》 written by 祝允明 (i.e. 祝枝⼭).

03527
⾍ 142.6
12 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00411

⿰⾍𦘭

 
 

 

http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001076987
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03530
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03530
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03527
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03530-7ff686407e5140cd976f3550a6a7e5090496f7c97a62ebf01ee189a0cbb6b036.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03530-b28466d4535b11978d5ffa493825628966c2a517d35f89d44e50eb7ff338887c.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00473
00473
⼝ 30.7
10 · ㇐ (1) UK-20977

⿰⼝邪

New evidence
L F CHENG
Individual

https://archive.org/details/achineseandengl00leegoog/page/n2
6/mode/2up 
Cantonese ce2 "to leave", also written as 扯. (邪 is read as
ce4.) 

00625
00625
⼝ 30.12
15 · ㇔ (4) UK-20985

⿰⼝渣

New evidence
L F CHENG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

1847, The beginner's first book in the Chinese language 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?
title=File%3AThe_beginner's_first_book_in_the_Chinese_lang
uage.pdf&page=108 

00652
00652
⼝ 30.13
16 · ㇠ (5) UTC-00328

⿰⼝隘

New evidence
L F CHENG
Individual

https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:The_Cantonese_Made_Ea
sy_Vocabulary.pdf/209 

00486
00486
⼝ 30.7
10 · ㇠ (5) UTC-00332

⿰⼝𥁀

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I suspect this is an typographical error of 啗. Asian printed
publication before personal computers usually transcribes from
author's handwritten draft, so such things tend to happen.
Moreover, this is a modern (almost contemporary) dictionary
explaining a quite basic word. Do we have appearance in the
actual world outside of this dictionary?

Evidence
Henry CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I also suspect this is a typographical error for 啗. It's not
uncommon for handwritten form of ⾅ to be written in a form
similar to ⾎; further corruption to ⽫ is definitely plausible. I
suggest UTC to withdraw this unless there is other evidence of
such use.

Unclear evidence
response
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The UTC will withdraw this character.

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

Confirmation that the correct form of the character is ⿰⼝⿱⼑
⾅ (unifiable with U+5557 啗). 

 
Source: Bernard F. Meyer and Theodore F. Wempe, "The
Student's Cantonese-English Dictionary" (3rd ed., Hong Kong,
1947) p. 626 (taâm)

00608
00608
⼝ 30.12
15 · ㇐ (1) UTC-00380

⿰⼝揖

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

A similar character, read "nhép" is found in Vietnamese
(Takeuchi Yonosuke, "Tự Điển Chữ Nôm, p 391). It's used as
onomatopoeia for biting and sucking sounds. 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00473
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00473
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00473-887f441b5b6438fe65aebd05d9e99e791b5e97af2f184842a63df1021ca471ee.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00625
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00625
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00625-8367a57db310a4c9fc710af122f8d6c1d99bbf2cf2ab7b1dd7db6d8e54b2eaae.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00652
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00652
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00652-e4ae2c5c4a4bcaa4558217369695376b6d3a43b5aa7ce28bfd84b4ab30ae44b7.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00486
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00486
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00486-49bde011e8e73da8854cecd0259f94d1941aa645f8e38f9db4c89d23d90b7e92.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00608
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00608
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00608-b86bba431797ee3144ad6be16dcacdde504ad6c30df03918c34469a2a4b44212.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02003
02003
⽔ 85.5
8 · ㇑ (2) UTC-00456

⿰⺡𠕄

Misidentified glyph
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph doesn't match the evidence. 

There is no horizontal stroke in the red circled of the
evidence.

03319
03319
⾊ 139.12
18 · ㇑ (2) UTC-00738

⿰𣊔⾊

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

I suspect that ⿰𣊔⾊ is a printing error for U+4490 䒐. 《粤語
詞匯溯源》（香港：商務印書館，2019年） p. 176 gives the
word 䒐䒏: 
 

 
 
Cf. WS2021-01385 which writes the same word as {⿰⺖盟}𢛵. 
 
I suggest to postpone pending additional evidence.

01328
01328
⼼ 61.6
10 · ㇠ (5) UTC-03171

⿱她⼼

New evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual

⻢晓娜.“？”(qiou)类⽹络新造字的特点及产⽣机制探析[J].汉字⽂
化,2019,(第9期). 

02755
02755
⽯ 112.6
11 · ㇔ (4) UTC-03172

⿰⽯安

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Evidence 2 is 《清實録·穆宗毅皇帝實録》

02538
02538
⽟ 96.17
21 · ㇔ (4) UTC-03177

⿰王賽

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Is there a clearer image or other evidence including meaning
or reading?. It's hard to tell if this is 𫞽, 賽 or something else.

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Please see Dr. Lu’s comment and other evidence in the
following pdf. 
 
https://www.ccli.gov.hk/doc/wgcliac2018-07.pdf

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02003
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02003
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02003-28427f7f9fdc54dbe97a6f1181dc5a627694818b0eb9d4c8ce388a6a09248e26.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03319
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03319
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03319-3960a98d61db65a7989a7c3086bb6cc16edb526ec13fabf6bafccd4e1013661e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01385
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01328
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01328
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01328-e600f85beb820db96d5813abb0db3027c95cf326948193b97149ddb60aaafa0e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02755
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02755
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02538
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02538


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00785
00785
⼟ 32.2
5 · ㇠ (5) UTC-03190

⿱⼟𰆊

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence presented conflicts with the version of GB/T
12052-1989 provided by China (Mr Zhang Zhoucai) for the
preparation of the original version of the URO, attached below. 
The Chinese version clearly shows ⼠ as the top component.
Moreover, this block of the standard is arranged in Hangul
alphabetic order and the character in question, read 산, is
situated alpabhetically between 榌, read 비 and 厁 read 산. The
reading 산 clearly reflects the Korean reading of the component
⼠, read 사, not the element ⼟ shown in UTC-03190. A
character composed with ⼟ would presumably be in another
location in the chart. We need to resolve the discrepancy
between the 2 documents. My understanding is that this block
of GB/T 12052-1989 supports Korean language bibliographic
data used in the National Library of China. We should be able
to confirm the shape based on that data. Or, perhaps Korea
can provide independent evidence supporting that shape. Note
that the document N4008 provided by Korea in support of this
character merely cites the problematic version of GB/T 12052-
1989 and does not supply independent evidence. It is possible
that there is a ⿱⼟𰆊 used in Korean, but the current evidence
alone is not acceptable.  

Unclear evidence
response
Jaemin CHUNG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

1. GK-6841 (or G1-7D47) and GK-6863 (or G1-7D69) were
removed from U+58ED 壭 from U+5655 噕 respectively
because they don't match the ones in GB 12052. 
http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/sc2/wg2/docs/n4008.pdf 
https://unicode.org/wg2/docs/n4104.pdf (see Resolution
M58.03) 
This means that the form in the original GB 12052 is regarded
as the final authority. 
 
2. Actually, the virtual row 93 of GB 12345 is not always correct
either. 0x7D3A is missing 罒, but 72-20 (0x6834) the original
GB 12052 is not. And GK-6834 (or G1-7D3A) is mapped to
U+56D5 囕, with 罒.

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Citing http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/sc2/wg2/docs/n4008.pdf is
circular reasoning by referring to a possibly bad decision based
on the same faulty evidence and cannot be accepted. We still
need independent confirmation of the existence and form of
this character.

Unclear evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

For this particular ideograph, I agree with Lee's explanation. I
would also like to point out that treating a standard that hasn't
been touched in over 30 years as a final authority, particularly
when its representative glyphs were drawn by hand, is not
sound. Instead, sound analysis is necessary to make a final
determination. The UTC shall withdrawn this ideograph and
record it as an error form of U+58ED 壭.

00397
00397
⼙ 26.11
13 · ㇒ (3) UTC-03191

⿱斜㔾

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence presented conflicts with the version of GB/T
12052-1989 provided by China (Mr Zhang Zhoucai) for the
preparation of the original version of the URO (attached
below). 
This version clearly reflects the shape of the current U+5381厁,
not the proposed ⿱斜㔾. 
My understanding is that this block of GB/T 12052-1989
supports Korean language bibliographic data used in the
National Library of China. We should be able to confirm the
shape based on that data. Or, perhaps Korea can provide
independent evidence supporting that shape. It is possible that
there is a ⿱斜㔾 used in Korean, but the current evidence
alone is not acceptable.  

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00785
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00785
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00785-98c2ae16527898cb744b979deeb4a42a0baaa0f9bb6a51d93bf67a7be546144c.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00397
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00397
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00397-898be21642826d5ffb80032260f85982888224ae223d6fe46e5a5edbf856a1c9.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Unclear evidence
response
Jaemin CHUNG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

1. GK-6841 (or G1-7D47) and GK-6863 (or G1-7D69) were
removed from U+58ED 壭 from U+5655 噕 respectively
because they don't match the ones in GB 12052. 
http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/sc2/wg2/docs/n4008.pdf 
https://unicode.org/wg2/docs/n4104.pdf (see Resolution
M58.03) 
This means that the form in the original GB 12052 is regarded
as the final authority. 
 
2. Actually, the virtual row 93 of GB 12345 is not always correct
either. 0x7D3A is missing 罒, but 72-20 (0x6834) the original
GB 12052 is not. And GK-6834 (or G1-7D3A) is mapped to
U+56D5 囕, with 罒.

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Citing http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/sc2/wg2/docs/n4008.pdf is
circular reasoning by referring to a possibly bad decision based
on the same faulty evidence and cannot be accepted. We still
need independent confirmation of the existence and form of
this character.

Unclear evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I would like to ask the experts in Korea to assess U+5381厁
versus #00397 (aka UTC-03191), specifically whether they
refer to the same ideograph, and if so, which form is correct.
The other form should therefore be treated as an error form. If
they are to be treated as separate ideographs, additional
evidence is necessary, and perhaps the experts in Korea can
supply it.

04223
04223
⾨ 169.7
15 · ㇐ (1) UTC-03192

⿵⾨⿱⼀曲

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence presented conflicts with the version of GB/T
12052-1989 provided by China (Mr Zhang Zhoucai) for the
preparation of the original version of the URO, attached below.
This version clearly shows ⿵⾨⻄. Moreover, this block of the
standard is arranged in Hangul alphabetic order and the
character in question, read 서, is situated between 虄 read 산
and 縇 read 선. The reading 서 clearly reflects the Korean
reading of ⻄. We need to resolve the discrepancy between the
2 documents. My understanding is that this block of GB/T
12052-1989 is supports Korean language bibliographic data
used in the National Library of China. We should be able to
confirm the shape based on that data. Or, perhaps Korea can
provide independent evidence supporting that shape. The
current evidence alone is not acceptable. 

Unclear evidence
response
Jaemin CHUNG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

1. GK-6841 (or G1-7D47) and GK-6863 (or G1-7D69) were
removed from U+58ED 壭 from U+5655 噕 respectively
because they don't match the ones in GB 12052. 
http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/sc2/wg2/docs/n4008.pdf 
https://unicode.org/wg2/docs/n4104.pdf (see Resolution
M58.03) 
This means that the form in the original GB 12052 is regarded
as the final authority. 
 
2. Actually, the virtual row 93 of GB 12345 is not always correct
either. 0x7D3A is missing 罒, but 72-20 (0x6834) the original
GB 12052 is not. And GK-6834 (or G1-7D3A) is mapped to
U+56D5 囕, with 罒.

Unclear evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Citing http://std.dkuug.dk/JTC1/sc2/wg2/docs/n4008.pdf is
circular reasoning by referring to a possibly bad decision based
on the same faulty evidence and cannot be accepted. We still
need independent confirmation of the existence and form of
this character.

Unclear evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

For this particular ideograph, I agree with Lee's explanation.
Furthermore, the component ⿱⼀曲 does not appear in *any*
other ideograph, which makes its form highly suspicious. I
would also like to point out that treating a standard that hasn't
been touched in over 30 years as a final authority, particularly
when its representative glyphs were drawn by hand, is not
sound. Instead, sound analysis is necessary to make a final
determination, which has been demonstrated. The UTC shall
withdrawn this ideograph and record it as an error form of
U+95AA 閪.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04223
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04223
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04223-434046cfe7116fc1f10dd8c5d3eaf3ef5ec29436f9f30923ea3c4b4247f869dc.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04008
04008
⾡ 162.36
40 · ㇑ (2) UTC-03214

⿺⻎⿳⿲⽇⽇⽇⿲⽇⽇⽇⿲⽇⽇⽇

New evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Asahara Hiroyuki 『京都の「天橋立」に対する国字とその影印
から⽣じた幽霊⽂字』 (2018): 
 

 
 
See also UTC-03221

00578
00578
⼝ 30.11
14 · ㇐ (1) UTC-03216

⿰⼝梃

New evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

New evidence from "Cantonese Dictionary: Cantonese-
English, English-Cantonese," Parker Po-fei Huang, Yale
University Press (1970), p446. 
 

00267
00267
⼌ 13.6
8 · ㇒ (3) UTC-03223

⿻⼌合

New evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
 
▲ ⻩惇：《中国历代印⻛系列：元代印⻛》，重庆：重庆出版
社，2011年5⽉，ISBN 9787229035709 
 
This “ligature” was used in the Yuan Dynasty.

01721
01721
⽇ 72.16
20 · ㇒ (3) V0-3962

⿰⽇興

Misidentified glyph
Ken LUNDE
UTC

The glyph in the evidence looks like U+232F1 𣋱. Also, the
previous source reference for U+232F1 was V0-3962, which is
the source reference of this IRG Working Set 2021 ideograph.
It is now VN-232F1.

Misidentified glyph
Andrew WEST
UK

The evidence shows U+232F1 𣋱.

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The rationale for the change in source is explained in
IRGN2429, which was previously discussed at the IRG. I would
argue that the right hand side is 興, but here is another source,
Takeuchi Yonosuke's "Tự Điển Chữ Nôm".  

 
I will try to find a clearer image, but note that he clearly asserts
that this is composed with 興.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04008
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04008
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04008-dea30cd4290abe6863a9250920e46ce371614967e08d72cc12c1b72bac2d1660.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00578
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00578
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00578-20ec0d82804b6a53012e3b515a9b1b14aa91d2203f15535a353a94b1ab5e6004.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00267
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00267
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00267-bad6eb43b68a902bb905202cafac4db46305ec4dd26d406e71aeb8656322086f.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01721
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01721
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01721-199fb83099b73379742a20c252513dd0e086b7234933ae9c2d5cf8b8657f3241.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02646
02646
⽧ 104.19
24 · ㇒ (3) V0-3E41

⿸⽧邊

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence image, which is simply a code chart excerpt, is
insufficient. A dictionary entry or book excerpt that explains its
meaning or shows the ideograph in context is desirable.

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

UCS has already included all the regional basic standards, G0
& G1 for mainland China, T1 & T2 for TCA, J0 for Japan, K0
for ROK, and KP0 for DPRK. V0-3E41 is included in the
Vietnamese standard TCVN 5773-1993 and should be similarly
treated. Details are discussed in IRGN2429.

00143
00143
⼈ 9.6
8 · ㇐ (1) V4-4076

⿰⺅⻄

New evidence
L F CHENG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:A_Manual_of_the_Foocho
w_Dialect_in_Twenty_Lessons.pdf/20 
 

00689
00689
⼝ 30.15
18 · ㇑ (2) V4-4436

⿰員⾨

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Additional evidence from "Góp phần nghiên cứu văn hoá Việt
Nam" shows that this is a Nôm Tày character, meaning "round" 

00157
00157
⼈ 9.8
10 · ㇐ (1) V4-467D

⿱巨代

Unclear evidence
BAI Yi
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Glyph doesn't match evidence.

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

00340
00340
⼒ 19.10
12 · ㇠ (5) V4-516F

⿰⾀劣

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

from TĐCNDG 
 

03725
03725
衣 145.11
15 · ㇠ (5) V4-5431

⿰⻂通

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence appears to show an extract from a code chart,
which is insufficient evidence for encoding. Please provide
evidence of the character in actual use in printed text.

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

From Tự Điển Chữ Nôm Dẫn Giải: 

00716
00716
⼝ 30.16
19 · ㇔ (4) VN-F00EB

⿰⼝⿰⾔美

Unclear evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph doesn't match the evidence.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02646
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02646
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00143
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00143
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00143-be7b11c7f8dea24364b98ad1675ea5346063d9747b2f4a1d471108ae149368c9.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00689
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00689
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00689-3665afa38f11c1a6858231b226050af9fac71d183cd5bfabb7c2ffcc46d4d8e6.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00157
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00157
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00157-94328f19cd66c51516e7574ea4b65571c7b8a8df121bed1fd9e707a9e453905b.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00340
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00340
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00340-5507a82f32867f437496600d6ec68331df0fe5bb5886d9163b6a4a40a8984953.jpg
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03725
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03725
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03725-c92805ac5aa43a97966e082170d1dd7639a3c7fb6f4b08d7c08e9839922b5380.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00716
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00716


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The evidence above is for a different character. Below is the
correct evidence, from P. 435 of "Giúp đọc Nôm và Hán Việt".
The reading should be changed to "gợi". 
 

01488
01488
⼿ 64.9
13 · ㇠ (5) VN-F0208

⿰⺘⿱改⼝

Evidence
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

 
 
change the red circle to the correct character

01527
01527
⼿ 64.12
15 · ㇐ (1) VN-F02A7

⿱枝折

Misidentified glyph
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph does not match the evidence. The IDS should be ⿱
技折.

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Here is new evidence showing ⿱枝折 

 
and 

02254
02254
火 86.14
18 · ㇔ (4) VN-F0329

⿱炏冡

Evidence
Andrew WEST
UK

It looks like someone mistakenly analysed 蒙 as the simplified
form of ⿱𤇾⿱⼀豕, analagous to 萦~縈 etc. Is the ⿱𤇾⿱⼀豕
form used in other sources? It would be prudent to see actual
textual examples of this character before encoding it,
especially as the evidence page also shows this form of 蒙 with
⽉, ⺡, ⾍, and ⽊ radicals which I suppose would be submitted
for a future working set.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00716-100f6429829d7166bfb341ea621573832dfb8a378f9e1f3b79f102a4a66b13ba.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01488
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01488
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01488-cc0cb03c89f4c590da6614274823d40e5c9c6928241739a6bddbeabd95b4b6ee.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01527
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01527
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01527-d921258b2b8eab1cb83cd79cfc2c5c8a01e1e7f0bbc5e93fd820afd602e49478.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01527-cd745dc2f76086d0b262847605ea8a33ab92daa6f4ee3339d97169390c219fb4.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02254
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02254
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03064
03064
⽷ 120.7
13 · ㇐ (1) VN-F0448

⿰⺯却

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This is the same evidence but with the ideograph annotated for
easier identification. 
 

01425
01425
⼽ 62.15
19 · ㇐ (1) VN-F04E7

⿰戒粦

Misidentified glyph
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph doesn't match the evidence.

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph here is normalized based on the phonetic 粦, used
to represent Vietnamese "răn", in characters such as U+5652

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Note that this character means "to admonish", so 戒 is
semantic.

03534
03534
⾍ 142.6
12 · ㇔ (4) VN-F0509

⿰⾍礼

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

We've normalized this based on the analysis shown in the
evidence, which is "(trùng lễ)", i.e. ⾍礼. We have found no
cases where U+2E564 is used as a phonetic in the
composition of Nôm characters. Neither can we find evidence
where U+2E564 is used in Hán-Việt texts.

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Re above, also note that 𮕤 itself appears to be a variant or
even error for 礼.

01772
01772
⽊ 75.5
9 · ㇐ (1) VN-F06D7

⿰⽊𫠣

Misidentified glyph
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph doesn't match the evidence. The glyph in the
evidence is 栋.

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph in that version of the dictionary is wrong, but as can
be seen from accompanying characters in the same phonetic
series, 'luyện", 练 and 炼, the phonetic should be U+2B823 𫠣. 
 
Here is updated evidence showing the correct form from the
last published standard: Kho chữ Hán Nôm mã hoá. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03064
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03064
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03064-95a6ec8e61a745195f18262a5bf400dc4e39214e130a252835bd6dac8b3363c7.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01425
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01425
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03534
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03534
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01772
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01772
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01772-766e7b3b7096c6c1477e846a376fed7c9e6a31c199667cb4983f6d3f54b9f32e.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00530
00530
⼝ 30.9
13 · ㇐ (1) VN-F077D

⿺⿱⼝⺃畐

Evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The glyph is so wired, please provide the evidence include the
glyph how it is used or what it means.

03735
03735
⾒ 147.2
9 · ㇔ (4) VN-F07B9

⿰𬼀⾒

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

A clearer image from p. 1025 of "Tự Điển Chữ Nôm Trích
Dẫn",  
 

03829
03829
⾙ 154.10
17 · ㇑ (2) VN-F088F

⿰買半

Evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

What does the evidence come from?

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The evidence is from "Truyện Kiều", edition of 1870, p. 70

02652
02652
⽩ 106.6
11 · ㇔ (4) VN-F0B74

⿰⽩衣

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The wrong character is annotated in the evidence image.

03107
03107
⽷ 120.13
19 · ㇐ (1) VN-F0B86

⿰⺯楣

Unclear evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

VN-F0B86 is not found in the evidence, please provide another
evidence.

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00530
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00530
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03735
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03735
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03735-5a551ad33c957080b3566830cb9e2c7bee3a512cbf0cbcbb41c08b93d1734c18.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03829
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03829
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02652
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02652
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03107
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03107
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03107-cee167e13ddbea3c0a72dcee92492ce5b12aed501ad3ab80cee02e359ce5d6e4.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04342
04342
雨 173.11
19 · ㇔ (4) VN-F0BA6

⿱雨淡

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence above is for another character. Here is the
correct evidence 

04296
04296
雨 173.4
12 · ㇑ (2) VN-F0BED

⿱雨⽇

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

From update to "Tự Điển Chữ Nôm Dẫn Giải": 

02604
02604
⽧ 104.4
9 · ㇑ (2) VN-F0CFD

⿸⽧内

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Additional evidence from Từ Điển chữ Nôm Trích Dẫn showing
that the phonetic is 内, hence not cognate with U+75C5 
 

01079
01079
⼩ 42.9
12 · ㇔ (4) VN-F16AB

⿰卒少

New evidence
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence provided does not match the glyph. It seems like
should be the item below the circled one.

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Updated evidence: 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04342
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04342
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04342-cdc7c065ce0e0283d814f98f4424f90bf7acc6a16f6c5e1abe91fea6c7ad1671.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04296
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04296
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04296-7a73c506f11b87945db5e7ab0b9f7d5aec82f922e79ce8a1dba6a10d88abff9f.jpg
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02604
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02604
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02604-376e7d39441f192e93ff1ccc5a6f064c18c28eb606976dad3a313a06ee5bb192.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01079
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01079
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01079-c49bb0024b9e0d3b1b73fa5232d583e509e898a0e0dd68fb4e2c1df6f139e94a.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00387
00387
⼘ 25.15
17 · ㇐ (1) VN-F16AC

⿱南卧

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence exactly shows U+268F0. I could not find the
proposed character in the image.

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

00742
00742
⼝ 30.18
21 · ㇑ (2) VN-F170F

⿰⼝𧀒

Evidence
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The proposed character should be the last character in the
evidence.

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Yes, the character labeled V+639C7 (with grass radical) should
be circled.

00478
00478
⼝ 30.7
10 · ㇒ (3) VN-F1734

⿰⼝肝

Misidentified glyph
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The middle part of the character in the evidence is "⺼", not
"⽉".

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Vietnam does not generally distinguish between the "⺼", not
"⽉" forms of Radical 130. Semantically the character
corresponds to Radical 130 ⺼, but we have normalized the
glyph to "⽉"

01078
01078
⼩ 42.9
12 · ㇒ (3) VN-F17F8

⿱少拙

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

This shows the correct character: 

Evidence
Conifer TSENG
TCA

The glyph on the new evidence(#2206) is OK.

03836
03836
⾙ 154.15
21 · ㇐ (1) VN-F1903

⿰𬑉貴

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The glyph shown above is wrong and has been updated in a
later edition of "Tự Điển Chữ Nôm Dẫn Gỉai", p 1116 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00387
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00387
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00387-c3c24ae7a231abbbab7154226ae1d3c182833d46bfb574069e0aa4e8eab83f2c.jpg
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00742
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00742
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00478
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00478
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01078
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01078
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01078-82022f4e4f4592fbdb3ae86cfc0e7d60c2025fa40ecfe416f9a01b69c337ff30.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03836
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03836
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03836-dba4fda26e459bb46e95a92385a002ebaca44099696f0b409612b0d01a556fa0.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03268
03268
⾁ 130.17
21 · ㇒ (3) VN-F1953

⿰⽉顉

Evidence
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This is the same evidence, but with the ideograph annotated. 
 

03983
03983
⾡ 162.11
15 · ㇒ (3) VN-F19B0

⿺⽑速

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT

The glyph is clear, but when you see the structure description,
doesn't it apparently suggest that the character should look ⿺
⽑束 = 𣭴 U+23B74?

02708
02708
⽬ 109.11
16 · ㇑ (2) VN-F1A5F

⿰⽬崔

New evidence
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

 
 
▲　湖廣通志（清雍正刊本）卷 83 folio 43 
 
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img/4470926

04594
04594
⿂ 195.7
18 · ㇔ (4) VN-F1C2C

⿰⿂対

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

From Takeuchi Yonosuke, "Tự Điển Chữ Nôm": 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03268
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03268
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03268-1c911545b09362c12fd3380fe1fbdd0050e7811ce4112b2a72ea625699f5538e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03983
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03983
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02708
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02708
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02708-4760a1e907020dadc2f5644ff7b3aa4fc1caf9d20cae179a93e8630b9bfe6035.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04594
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04594
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04594-255ec28a4ac53d019a30bf69d46535eb69a519998bf8ca02671a6d88c2b97a4c.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00557
00557
⼝ 30.10
13 · ㇐ (1) VN-F1C83

⿰⼝捛

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The original source cited in IRGN1564 for this character shows
the TCVN code V4-4363: 
 

 
 
The glyph in the source, TĐCN_NQH is this 

 
 
We would therefore like to request that the kIRG_VSource for
this be changed to V4-4363

01099
01099
⼫ 44.13
16 · ㇐ (1) VN-F1CCD

⿱居於

Unclear evidence
response
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The comment above doesn't make sense. The two images are
both composed of 居 over 於 and obviously identical.

00035
00035
⼃ 4.11
12 · ㇔ (4) VN-F1E3B

⿰类久

Unclear evidence
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence could not improve the right component is 久,
need more evidences.

01101
01101
⼫ 44.15
18 · ㇐ (1) VN-F1E7C

⿱堆尾

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The evidence is showing the wrong character, it should the one
in this updated evidence file, from P. 399 of "中國京語詞典“ 

02914
02914
立 117.9
14 · ㇒ (3) VN-F200B

⿰急立

Evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The image is from 中国京语词典, p 377.

00023
00023
⼁ 2.7
9 · ㇐ (1) VN-F20B5

⿰&S2-01;𭟯

Unclear evidence
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It is not very clear that the left component is &S2-01; from the
image. 
It also looks like ⼻.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00557
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00557
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00557-4e9ea8da5eac1f6a9b4ea487e49c9c1ed72af8871cc74997c3632e82dbcd1bf4.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00557-ce5f6d6d173fb0d9b79fd56d9b5e0e7dffa9855120422935819eb432e39be2b6.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01099
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01099
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00035
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00035
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01101
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01101
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01101-d0c95708da534d13d32e4731e96040483ffffbdbb8cd467f8d37b9668bf1cdc5.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02914
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02914
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00023
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00023


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

New evidence
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Here is a clearer image: 

 
 
Additional evidence that favors &S2-01, not ⼻, is that it is a
very common simplification of the radical ⾦, and this character
is a simplification of 錢. Examples from WS2017 are VN-
F1DB9, VN-F1DBB, VN-F1DC0, etc.

00026
00026
⼁ 2.12
13 · ㇒ (3) VN-F20C1

⿰重中

Misidentified glyph
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph in the evidence looks like ⿰童中.

Misidentified glyph
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Closer inspection, including looking at the title in other contexts
where it is written using a variant of 'trong', U+25A9E ⿺竜内,
shows that this is actually ⿰竜中, a variant of U+25A9D. Since
this is a unifiable variant, we will withdraw it

 
 

Glyph Design & Normalization

Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04574
04574
⿂ 195.4
15 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00261

⿰⿂夭

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Modify the glyph as below based on #6529. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00023-18ac5fd9411ab2cf0c0ad95a5e937a2897c5bf5a9f06f39e136b4ca07db87dd5.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00026
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00026
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04574
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04574
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04574-a5fbe6acdca44ca893e1d6738acb368c4a7ffcaa7ff490a477c7bcc9e81882f4.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04579
04579
⿂ 195.5
16 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00262

⿰⿂夘

Normalization
Henry CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Consider updating glyph and IDS to ⿰⿂卯. 
 
夘 and 卯 are unifiable per WS2021-04910: 

04910
鼠 208.5
18 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00747

⿰鼠夘

IRGN2516WS2021v2.0Unified&Withdrawn 
Unified to 𪕋 U+2A54B, add a new UCV rule of 夘 and 卯,
IRG 57. 

 
 
The glyph ⿰⿂卯 is attested in 《重訂直⾳篇》 as a variant of
鰡 with pronunication 留, which is also consistent with the
provided evidence: 

04888
04888
麥 199.11
22 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00264

⿺麥⿂

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The glyph should follow the PRC conventions to normalize as
⿰麥⿂. 
 

03568
03568
⾍ 142.9
15 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00478

Glyph design
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor

The glyph should be updated to reflect the sources.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04579
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04579
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04910
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04579-ac5e386eb82f45413545c3bc624ef941377132934d6902feb7abc2bfdf1ea1a0.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04888
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04888
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04888-d2cfee2c3e8248e18539793c3769cae8481e47fb4587abd509b10997d55f2980.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03568
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03568


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

⿰⾍甚 Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Disagree, the glyph should be kept to follow the PRC
conventions.

02440
02440
⽝ 94.14
17 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00567

⿰⺨蓋

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK

Based on the original Dunhuang manuscript, change the glyph
and IDS to ⿰⺨盖.

01844
01844
⽊ 75.12
16 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00575

⿰⽊𭸟

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The glyph could be normalized to follow the PRC conventions
as below. 
 

02357
02357
⽝ 94.7
10 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00605

⿰⺨赤

Glyph design
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The right component should be normalized to 赤(G0-3360) per
China's normalization rule. Currently it gives (HB1-A8AA).

02431
02431
⽝ 94.12
16 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00632

⿰焱⽝

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The glyph in the evidence is shown as below, but it is doubtful
if the current normalized glyph is right. We need more evidence
or explanation to confirm. 

01954
01954
⽑ 82.13
17 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00649

⿰⽑鼠

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK

The glyph does not conform to PRC conventions for ⽑ on the
left side (final stroke should be hooked up). Suggest to modify
the glyph to conform to PRC conventions.

04856
04856
鹿 198.7
18 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00709

⿸鹿囯

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph should be modified as below. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03568
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02440
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02440
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01844
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01844
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01844-fc281b0b93fae5be53464f1e5f7856626e3d2f16de7baab94da705d6240cda21.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02357
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02357
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02431
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02431
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02431-190a3f9242d57c633488d2c6ad311e6b3b4fe7dd639689170c658269c55ab938.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01954
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01954
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04856
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04856
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04856-3c8ddd987ddf98786d64519a12df52c7c9437848213207c450066c74749cf76c.png
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Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The glyph has not been modified to match the evidence and
the submitted IDS as Comment #1924 showed.

04815
04815
⿃' 196'.10
15 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00772

⿰𠦝⿱⼈⻦

Glyph design
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The G Source glyph 鶾 gives ⿰𠦝⿱𠂉⿃, change IDS and
glyph to ⿰𠦝⿱𠂉⻦?

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

There is no need to change anything. The current glyph and
IDS matches the corresponding glyph in GB/T 7590-1987 as
below. 
 

03694
03694
⾏ 144.14
20 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00920

⿲⼻綠亍

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK

The last stroke of 綠 should be modified to accord with PRC
conventions for 录 on the left (i.e. like the stroke in the v. 1.0
glyph).

03260
03260
⾁ 130.12
16 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00936

⿰⽉氬

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Given the context, the expected glyph form should be ⿰⽉氩.
In cases like this, where use in simplified chinese text is to be
expected, I would prefer to see both the traditional and
simplified forms encoded.

03675
03675
⾎ 143.13
19 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00950

⿱微⾎

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The 2.0 glyph has been changed to ⿱微⽫. This is wrong, and
should be changed back to ⿱微⾎ (note that the additional
evidence provided by Persikov Sergeevich has a glyph error;
from context in both evidences the character should have a
blood radical).

04537
04537
⾽ 190.9
19 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00990

⿱⾽風

Glyph design
L F CHENG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The ⾽ component in the representative glyph is missing a
horizontal stroke.

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Consider to update the glyph as below. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04815
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04815
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04815-bd3207df9f1d651832f7568343146f09a5d6b2c2e62be2d567b163f3b378acd1.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03694
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03694
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03260
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03260
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03675
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03675
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04537
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04537
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04537-198a98e9843737c822bd81473c1f57a6a09c2fcbc0c41e080b3d3934dfdeb84a.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01732
01732
⾁ 130.5
9 · ㇐ (1) GZ-0092201

⿰⽉布

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK

The 2.0 glyph is not an improvement. The top of the vertical
stroke of ⼱ does not conform to PRC conventions, and the left
shoulder of ⼱ should not protrude. Cf. the G-source glyph for
U+4F48: 

00102
00102
⼆ 7.6
8 · ㇠ (5) GZ-0121502

⿱云巴

Glyph design
BAI Yi
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph doesn’t match IDS and evidence.

Glyph design
John Knightley
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Glyph corrected to match IDS and evidence, see version 2.0 .

02283
02283
⽗ 88.2
6 · ㇑ (2) GZ-0332404

⿰⽗⼘

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph should be modified to match the evidence as below. 
 

Glyph design
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph doesn't match the evidence.

Glyph design
John Knightley
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Glyph changed to match evidence, see version 2.0 .

03899
03899
⾜ 157.11
18 · ㇒ (3) GZ-1622410

⿰𧾷⿂

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The bottom of the right component should be modified to the
non-radical form.

Glyph design
John Knightley
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Right component modified, see version 2.0 .

02376
02376
⽝ 94.8
11 · ㇑ (2) GZ-1691202

⿰⺨肯

Glyph design
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph does not match the evidence.

03326
03326
⾋ 140.6
10 · ㇐ (1) GZ-1721202

⿱⺿扣

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The ⼝ element is too big, compare the G-source form of 扣: 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01732
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01732
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02376
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03326
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03326
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03326-46150d47f95be03c45450d7c50810f697218a461150ba2094bd90fc511419cf3.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Glyph design
HKSAR
Hong Kong

The size of the lower right component⼝may be modified with
reference to G0-7358: 

00477
00477
⼝ 30.7
10 · ㇒ (3) GZ-2151603

⿺瓜右

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph should be modified to match the IDS and evidence
as below. 
 

Glyph design
Conifer TSENG
TCA

Agree with the comment #1175, the glyph should be change to
⿺瓜右.

03376
03376
⾋ 140.10
14 · ㇐ (1) GZ-2232101

⿱⺿救

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The 救 component is missing a dot.

01368
01368
⼼ 61.11
14 · ㇠ (5) GZ-2792401

⿰⺖屚

Glyph design
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The four dots of the glyph "雨" are inconsistent with the
evidence.

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Based on the evidence, the phonetic element is the right part,
which is 屚 or “漏之省”. 屚 is not a common character for
Zhuang people or other people living in Guangdong and
Guangxi. For the pronunciations of 漏, almost all the ones for
different Yuè-dialects are all [lɐu꜄/꜅] or similar to it; the tones in
some sub-dialects are 陽平, because the 陽去 in those sub-
dialects have merged to 陽平, such as 云浮云城, 罗定, 郁南, 佛
⼭⾼明, 湛江赤坎 and so on. 
 
I can understand Conifer's comment, but this current glyph
matches the PRC conventions based on the rationale more. It's
acceptable for this normalization and it's better to accept it.

00826
00826
⼟ 32.8
11 · ㇐ (1) GZ-3191202

⿰⼟松

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The beginning of the second stroke of the component 公
doesn't follow the PRC convention, please modify the glyph as
below. 
 

Glyph design
John Knightley
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Second stroke changed, see version 2.0 .

02920
02920
立 117.18
23 · ㇐ (1) GZ-3321510

⿰亲墓

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Evidence shows ⿰亲暮 not ⿰亲墓. Change glyph to match the
evidence.

Glyph design
John Knightley
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree glyph should be changed to match evidence ⿰亲暮 not
⿰亲墓.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03326-57cd31ce2d9b15f6bbf11afcd106b57d2b7e6aa29733d4ff8b9e3b449bbbbde0.png
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02920
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Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The glyph and IDS has not be changed yet.

00512
00512
⼝ 30.8
11 · ㇔ (4) GZ-3412103

⿰⼝泥

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

similar to KR Norm. 67-2, also refer to UCV #141 
 

00218
00218
⾯ 176.8
17 · ㇐ (1) GZ-4122102

⿰⾯來

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The current glyph is still not right. It should be modified to ⿰⾯
來 as #2974 shows not current ⿰⾯来.

Glyph design
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with comment #4041 that it should look ⿰⾯來, so
specified in the discussion record.

Glyph design
Conifer TSENG
TCA

The glyph needs to be updated to ⿰⾯來.

01483
01483
⼿ 64.9
12 · ㇔ (4) GZ-4422409

⿰⺘神

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK

The 2.0 glyph is not an improvement, as it does not match the
evidence or conform to PRC conventions for ⺭ (should not
show the final stroke protruding on the left). Therefore suggest
reverting to the 1.0 glyph.

04030
04030
酉 164.7
14 · ㇔ (4) GZ-4622501

⿰肖酉

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The right component should be 酉 not ⻄ as below according to
the evidence. 
 

Glyph design
John Knightley
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Glyph changed to match evidence and IDS, see version 2.0.

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The glyph has not been changed. See #3495

Glyph design
WANG Yifan
SAT

The glyph is updated but still wrong.

02203
02203
火 86.9
13 · ㇠ (5) GZ-5121301

⿰火勇

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The current normalized glyph is acceptable for the semantics.

00071
00071
⼄ 5.7
8 · ㇠ (5) KC-00043

⿱尾⼄

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The glyph has not been modified.

00075
00075
⼄ 5.8
9 · ㇠ (5) KC-00057

⿱阿⼄

Normalization
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Would be better having a normalization rule.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00512
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00512
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00084
00084
⼄ 5.10
11 · ㇔ (4) KC-00075

⿱玆⼄

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The glyph has not been normalized now.

00090
00090
⼄ 5.12
13 · ㇠ (5) KC-00082

⿱登⼄

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 220-3 
 

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Right.

00091
00091
⼄ 5.13
14 · ㇑ (2) KC-00088

⿱照⼄

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 141-1 
 

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Right.

00223
00223
⼈ 9.15
17 · ㇔ (4) KC-00220

⿰⺅毅

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 54-1a 
 

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Right.

00225
00225
⼈ 9.16
18 · ㇐ (1) KC-00227

⿰⺅蕢

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 224-1 
 

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Right.

00442
00442
⼝ 30.5
8 · ㇐ (1) KC-00404

⿱⼟叱

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 88-1 
 

 
 
BTW, the example for 社 above should be added as 𡈽 / ⼟ pair
in future.

00501
00501
⼝ 30.8
11 · ㇒ (3) KC-00449

⿱多叱

Glyph design
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Irregular glyph.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00084
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00084
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00090-fec80924080927a6637f84ff427776fd20efdb68a11a07b3a06dd6c40bd3a64d.png
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00091-5de3d6a0ae2fbbd180be926464985b0ffdf9742968b1c481ba02ef98ed5e8d1e.png
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00223-a5f4ad35b2f03105664b7d68ec405f8171985486c95d1b313c780745528225d1.png
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00225
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00225-eaf5bb820e9c0ca8a41c49712919ab73a087f5d7b501c8abe967b2c06377e2f8.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00442
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00592
00592
⼝ 30.11
14 · ㇔ (4) KC-00507

⿱彦叱

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph should be normalized as below. 
 

 
 
Please see the K glyph for U+5F66 彦 K0-6569. 
 

 
 
Suggest add one entry under KR Norm. 338 as below. 
 

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR will chagne the glyph as suggested. 
 
KR will not add a new subrule (entry) under KR Norm. 338.

00697
00697
⼝ 30.16
19 · ㇐ (1) KC-00558

⿰喜夋

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 244-1 for the left component 
 

 
 
suggest add the new entry under KR Norm. 426-x for the right
component

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

RE: 244-1: Right. 
 
RE: 426-x: KR will add a new subrule (entry) under Rule 426.

00713
00713
⼝ 30.16
19 · ㇔ (4) KC-00566

⿱語叱

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

suggest add the new entry under KR Norm. 67-x

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The bottom component in the evidence is a hand-written form
and, therefore, KR wii not add this bottom component as a new
subrule (entry).

00732
00732
⼝ 30.17
20 · ㇔ (4) KC-00568

⿱廣叱

Normalization
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I suggest normalizing the glyph to ⿱廣叱.

03284
03284
⾅ 134.11
17 · ㇐ (1) KC-03520

⿱擧𠃍

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

I can understand this normalization, but it's hard to find out
which normalization rule is used here.

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

RE: Top component: KR will add a new subrule 325-4. 
 
RE: ⼿: KR will add a new subrule.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00592
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00732
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Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual

For this case, my suggestion is to add a new rule for the whole
component 擧. 
 
For the different regional conventions, mainland China,
HKSAR, Macao SAR, TCA and Vietnam use 舉, Japan, ROK
and DPRK use 擧. So, it is OK to accept the current glyph.

03848
03848
走 156.1
8 · ㇠ (5) KC-03983

⿱走𠃍

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 300-1 
 

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Right.

00180
00180
⼈ 9.10
12 · ㇐ (1) KC-04818

⿰⺅禼

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Please provide the normalization rule.

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR will modify the glyph by changing the right component to 卨
according to Rule 225-7. 
 

Glyph design
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Glyph not changed according to comment #2741.

00338
00338
⼒ 19.10
12 · ㇐ (1) KC-04865

⿰晉⼒

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The glyph has not been normalized as #1102 shows.

Glyph design
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Glyph should be updated to match the normalized shape.

Glyph design
Conifer TSENG
TCA

The glyph needs to be updated to ⿰晉⼒.

00821
00821
⼟ 32.7
10 · ㇔ (4) KC-04915

⿰⼟㐬

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 5-3 
 

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Right.

00932
00932
⼠ 33.24
27 · ㇠ (5) KC-04949

⿰壽歲

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 1-8 
 

 
 
suggest add a new entry between ⼭ and ⽌ under KR Norm.
411-x

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Right.

01162
01162
⼭ 46.10
13 · ㇔ (4) KC-05014

⿳亠⿲⼑丫？⼭

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

suggest add a new normalization rule for the top component or
between 了 and 丫

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR will add a new subrule in the next version.
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00932
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Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01166
01166
⼭ 46.11
14 · ㇐ (1) KC-05016

⿰⼭勘

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 80-1 
 

 

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Right.

01181
01181
⼭ 46.12
15 · ㇒ (3) KC-05021

⿰⼭絜

Glyph design
Conifer TSENG
TCA

 
The upper left part of [絜] is a bit strange, according to "KR
Normalization Rules 438-1", [丰] should be two horizontal
strokes and one pick stroke.

01190
01190
⼭ 46.14
17 · ㇒ (3) KC-05027

⿱⼭槃

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

I can understand the normalization behaviour, but it's also hard
to know which normalization rule has been used for this case.

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

RE: middle component: Rule 410-1 
 
RE: bottom component: Rule 54.

01289
01289
⼺ 59.16
19 · ㇑ (2) KC-05060

⿰鬳⼺

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 130-1 
 

Normalization
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 86-2 

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Right.

01338
01338
⼼ 61.8
12 · ㇒ (3) KC-05079

⿱⿰⼾攵⼼

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 134-5 
 

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Right.

01413
01413
⼼ 61.14
17 · ㇔ (4) KC-05106

⿰⺖⿱宷⽇

Glyph design
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The glyph has not been changed to ⿰⺖⿱宷⽇.

Glyph design
Ken LUNDE
UTC

To repeat what TCA noted on 2022-01-09, the representative
glyph has not been changed to ⿰⺖⿱宷⽇ to match the
evidence.

01671
01671
⽇ 72.8
12 · ㇑ (2) KC-05158

⿰⽇罔

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 120-1 
 

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Right.

01697
01697
⽇ 72.11
15 · ㇔ (4) KC-05168

⿱⽇袞

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

suggest add one new normalization entry between U+2C844
𬡄 and U+889E 袞

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01166
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01166
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01166-aa554aa20c49781e2ab9d4fea0a73f49f0c8d08906fdadfc9897bc1acc6f09f4.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01166-e361ddb4df0ed62dd7f9e492f776b5d925b534c3e8665ea780dbddb2b1286e30.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01181
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01181
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01181-695179da5bebbb1f2662e36ca5662a29b3e939b95edbdba9f06b64adf6f8f351.png
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01289-9d3d696d16963bea25bac934346f9c5d0ca19a4bcff320d4fd4b3e461dbee607.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01338
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01338
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01338-e96e5c21928008d925c93d064aa42a723cf08b06aa417e780bc411bafd29ba7c.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01413
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01413
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01671
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Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR will add a new subrule in the next version: U+2C844 is
normalized to U+889E.

01714
01714
⽇ 72.14
18 · ㇐ (1) KC-05179

⿰⽇聚

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 308-1 
 

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Right.

01859
01859
⽊ 75.13
17 · ㇠ (5) KC-05202

⿱殿⽊

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 54-1a 
 

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Right.

01863
01863
⽊ 75.14
18 · ㇑ (2) KC-05205

⿰⽊睿

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 392-10 
 

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Right.

01887
01887
⽊ 75.17
21 · ㇠ (5) KC-05209

⿰⽊彌

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 200-8 
 

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Right.

02155
02155
⽔ 85.23
26 · ㇔ (4) KC-05300

⿰⺡麟

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

suggest add a new normalization entry under 468-x or a new
one for 鹿.

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR will add a new subrule under Rule 468 in the next version.

02159
02159
⽔ 85.28
31 · ㇔ (4) KC-05303

⿰⺡戇

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

please provide the normalization rule information

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR will add a new rule in the next version.

02469
02469
⽟ 96.4
8 · ㇒ (3) KC-05376

⿰王⼾

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 134-5 
 

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Right.

04169
04169
⾦ 167.13
21 · ㇒ (3) KC-05828

⿰⾦彙

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

KR Norm. 433-1 
 

Normalization
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Right.

00599
00599
⼝ 30.11
14 · ㇠ (5) SAT-04265

⿱𠙼⿻⾥⼋

Glyph design
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The middle part is ⽥.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01714
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01714
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Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Glyph design
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It looks ⽥ now. What exactly do you suggest?

Glyph design
Conifer TSENG
TCA

 
Based on the evidence, the vertical stroke in the middle should
be one stroke, not separate.

04267
04267
⾩ 170.9
12 · ㇠ (5) SAT-04369

⿰阝𡿺

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual

If SAT thinks 𡿺 and ⿱⼮㐫 are unifiable, maybe it's better to
use ⿰阝𡿺 for this character.

04945
04945
⿒ 211.6
21 · ㇠ (5) SAT-05029

⿰⿒⽻

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The last stroke of the left component is missing in the first
evidence, but the second evidence is clear. The current glyph
is acceptable without on normalization.

03373
03373
⾋ 140.9
13 · ㇠ (5) SAT-05114

⿱⺿卺

Glyph design
HUANG Junliang
Individual

Glyph does not match IDS.

01815
01815
⽊ 75.10
14 · ㇐ (1) SAT-05682

⿰⽊⿱⿰丰刃⼶

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The first evidence shows the following glyph. 
 

 
 
The second evidence shows the following glyph. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00599-987ac49780afe18589b495f310794c63c8be1ef7d450eb01edcdc50de60a09a2.png
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01815
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Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03241
03241
⾁ 130.9
15 · ㇑ (2) SAT-06264

⿱⽹𰮄

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The evidence shows the glyph as below ⿱⿵⼌从𰮄. 

03219
03219
⾁ 130.3
9 · ㇑ (2) SAT-06374

⿰⾁⼲

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The head character in the first evidence shows ⿰⾁于.

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Agree with Andrew on #4683. The second evidence shows ⿰
𠕎⼲. 
 
SAT should provide the explanation on the normalization.

01731
01731
⽉ 74.4
8 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06399

⿺⽀⽉

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The inner component is not the real component moon
according to the evidence, so it is better to modify the glyph to
match the evidence as below. The first stroke of the inner
component is a vertical stroke (豎) not a slash stroke (撇). 
 

02808
02808
⽯ 112.14
19 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06454

⿰⽯⿱束⾙

Glyph design
HKSAR
Hong Kong

The glyph is yet to be updated.

02345
02345
⽝ 94.5
8 · ㇒ (3) SAT-06646

⿰⺨夯

Glyph design
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

In evidences, there are two ways of writing (⿰⺨⿱⼤⼑ & ⿰⺨
夯). Which shape should SAT take as the main shape? 

 

Glyph design
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Given the printed form and the semantic connection, we would
like to take ⼑. IDS should be changed as #1643.

02673
02673
⽫ 108.6
11 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06800

⿱⿰三三⽫

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Evidence 3 shows the following glyph, and this one will be
better for encoding. 

01047
01047
宀 40.9
12 · ㇔ (4) SAT-06842

⿳宀⿰龶刃⼶

Glyph design
Conifer TSENG
TCA

The lower part looks like the "サ" of Japanese katakana. Can it
be "⼶" like WS2021-01815 (SAT-05682)?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03241
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03241
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03241-c23d9e1b21a39816e427763f600187e52c1a17534256a5f296b69c734f3a81bb.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03219
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03219
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01731
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01731-9f81238f219e1566333aa7a94275ba3911e7407ea6e631bb153173a6233aa083.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02808
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02808
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02345
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02345
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02345-a94c8371bec7e06b8ac152b7f6c641904378edea992dd831e3df2b7ed3a2d89d.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02345-5dc7400836444de99bd0dd29f31f74c619f1b774e503db8b2b661288b8a96bde.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02673
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02673
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02673-6450347161a62f73ccca55d013647851c57d7b5c0fbcf92a27f9a81b9cb3a9d1.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01047
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01047


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02885
02885
⽲ 115.12
17 · ㇒ (3) SAT-07086

⿰⽲⿱𠆴⾙

Glyph design
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The two horizontal strokes at the top of the right component
are too close, and at smaller point sizes appear as a single
stroke.

01715
01715
⽇ 72.14
18 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08386

⿰⽇蕐

Glyph design
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The left part of the character is ⽬(109.0), or ⽇(72.0)?

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual

As Conifer's comment, the glyph should be modified to match
the evidence as below. 
 

01504
01504
⼿ 64.11
14 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08577

⿰⺘莎

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The second evidence shows the following one, please confirm
which one is better. 
 

02133
02133
⽔ 85.17
20 · ㇔ (4) SAT-08944

⿰⺡賷

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Glyph doesn’t match evidence

Glyph design
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Agree with Eiso. The horizontal stoke on the upper right needs
to be adjusted.

Glyph design
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Agreed. We will modify the glyph.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02885
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02885
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01715
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01715
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01715-fc35674e94bbc90150f5a2ab31d1edce215ec8163ced62f863e94b14fbcd99b0.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01504
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01504
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01504-63fc68e91d422fa3bda5b686ab6c656ef67762be0f35b030537fc4a64eab60c1.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02133
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02133


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00718
00718
⼝ 30.16
19 · ㇠ (5) SAT-90136

⿳厶⿲刃⼯⽒⿳⼀⺍⼝

Glyph design
Conifer TSENG
TCA

(宋)釋法雲撰，《翻譯名義集‧六‧唐梵字體篇第五⼗五》 

 
https://cbetaonline.dila.edu.tw/zh/T2131_006 
 
Need to reconfirm what this glyph should be. 

02888
02888
⽲ 115.12
17 · ㇠ (5) T9-7C5F

〾⿰⽲巽

Glyph design
Henry CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It is suggested to encode TE-7465 ⿰⽲巽 instead, and T9-
7C5F be encoded via the IVD. 
 
Entry for TE-7465 in CNS11643 website: 

Glyph design
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

TCA argee to change the glyph because what Henry
suggested is commonly use.

02210
02210
火 86.10
14 · ㇔ (4) T9-7D53

⿱𤇾⽝

Glyph design
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The location of the dot is a little weired.

00868
00868
⼟ 32.10
13 · ㇠ (5) TD-376E

⿰⼟⿺⼵隶

Glyph design
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The right component should be 建.

02063
02063
⽔ 85.10
14 · ㇑ (2) TD-777C

⿱卝𣴎

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Normalize to ⿱⺿𣴎 and change to R140.

Normalization
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

This glyph is used for personal name, so it is not normalized.

Normalization
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The origin of this character is a name character, and we cannot
change it at will. If we change it to [⺿], the character will not be
used on the ID card, so we are creating a character that no
one uses, and we are losing the intent of the character we
submitted. 
Please see IRGN2546 for more information on the
normalization of the TCA glyph.

03396
03396
⾋ 140.11
15 · ㇔ (4) TD-7C49

⿱卝惟

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Normalize to ⿱⺿惟

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00718
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00718
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00718-11699e3b9a2204b85a8907216d85e6d1823b44eb569786a8c9f074ca9a2a5dbe.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00718-ab247e91e8dda559b0ddbb870495c453d632b75dbcb12319966b229996417d63.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02888
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02888
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02888-b5eb7477e9dd7d15caf67e81fa8b00a6ddc659354bb095fc058e31980bbca24f.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02210
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02210
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00868
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00868
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02063
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02063
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Normalization
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

This glyph is used for personal name, so it is not normalized.

03992
03992
⾡ 162.13
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-292B

⿺⻎葛

Normalization
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The form of Radical #162 in the representative glyph does not
adhere to regional (aka Taiwan or ROC) conventions, and
should be normalized accordingly. To make this point clearer,
the additional evidence that was supplied by Eiso shows
U+9055 違, U+908A 邊, and U+9054 達 in lines 2, 4, and 7
with the *same* form of Radical #162 as TE-292B, yet their
representative glyphs in the code charts includes a form of
Radical #162 that *does* adhere to regional conventions. This
type of evidence proves beyond a shadow of doubt that TCA
should not be deviating from regional conventions simply
because the evidence does. I know from personal experience
that deviating from regional conventions is super-confusing for
developers. If implementations in Taiwan wish to deviate from
the regional conventions for a specific use case, that is the
entire purpose of the IVD (Ideographic Variation Database).
Lastly, this Radical #162 normalization issue affects T-Source
ideographs in Extension E (U+2CA66 𬩦, U+2CA6A 𬩪,
U+2CA6E 𬩮), Extension G (U+30EB4 𰺴, U+30EC9 𰻉,
U+30ECB 𰻋, U+30ECD 𰻍), and Extension H (U+3215A ,
U+3215F , U+3216F , U+32175 , U+32179 , U+32183
, U+3218A ).

Normalization
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The origin of this character is a name character, and we cannot
change it at will. If we change it to [⻎], the character will not be
used on the ID card, so we are creating a character that no
one uses, and we are losing the intent of the character we
submitted. 
Please see IRGN2546 for more information on the
normalization of the TCA glyph.

02531
02531
⽟ 96.14
18 · ㇠ (5) TE-2E31

⿰王綠

Glyph design
HKSAR
Hong Kong

The glyph shape of the middle component is different from the
evidence. Should it be changed from ⽷ to to match the
evidence and follow TCA’s convention?  

03099
03099
⽷ 120.12
18 · ㇐ (1) TE-2F44

⿰⽷䙴

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

According to TCA norms, the silk radical should be normalized
to ⺯.

Normalization
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

This glyph is used for personal name, so it is not normalized.

03437
03437
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇑ (2) TE-2F7C

⿱卝閣

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

ISO/IEC 10646 and the Unicode Standard are not glyph
registers. The glyph should be normalized following TCA
conventions regardless of the use of one individual person.

Normalization
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

We agree that "ISO/IEC 10646 and the Unicode Standard are
not glyph registers." It is a character-based register, and each
character is allowed to have a different glyph, which is why
ISO/IEC 10646 codes are presented in multiple columns. 
The origin of this character is a name character, and we cannot
change it at will. If we change it to [⺿], the character will not be
used on the ID card, so we are creating a character that no
one uses, and we are losing the intent of the character we
submitted. 
Please see IRGN2546 for more information on the
normalization of the TCA glyph.

03450
03450
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇠ (5) TE-3024

⿱卝綾

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Normalize to ⿱⺿綾

Normalization
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

This glyph is used for personal name, so it is not normalized.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03992
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03992
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03440
03440
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇒ (3) TE-302C

⿱卝毓

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

ISO/IEC 10646 and the Unicode Standard are not glyph
registers. The glyph should be normalized following TCA
conventions regardless of the use of one individual person.

Normalization
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

We agree that "ISO/IEC 10646 and the Unicode Standard are
not glyph registers." It is a character-based register, and each
character is allowed to have a different glyph, which is why
ISO/IEC 10646 codes are presented in multiple columns. 
The origin of this character is a name character, and we cannot
change it at will. If we change it to [⺿], the character will not be
used on the ID card, so we are creating a character that no
one uses, and we are losing the intent of the character we
submitted. 
Please see IRGN2546 for more information on the
normalization of the TCA glyph.

03441
03441
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇒ (3) TE-302D

⿱卝⿰⽲昷

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

ISO/IEC 10646 and the Unicode Standard are not glyph
registers. The glyph should be normalized following TCA
conventions regardless of the use of one individual person.

Normalization
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

We agree that "ISO/IEC 10646 and the Unicode Standard are
not glyph registers." It is a character-based register, and each
character is allowed to have a different glyph, which is why
ISO/IEC 10646 codes are presented in multiple columns. 
The origin of this character is a name character, and we cannot
change it at will. If we change it to [⺿], the character will not be
used on the ID card, so we are creating a character that no
one uses, and we are losing the intent of the character we
submitted. 
Please see IRGN2546 for more information on the
normalization of the TCA glyph.

03433
03433
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇐ (1) TE-3042

〾⿱蒜⼼

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Personal name usage is no reason not to normalize the glyph
to conform to TCA conventions. I still believe that the grass
radical should be normalized.

Normalization
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The origin of this character is a name character, and we cannot
change it at will. If we change it to [⺿], the character will not be
used on the ID card, so we are creating a character that no
one uses, and we are losing the intent of the character we
submitted. 
Please see IRGN2546 for more information on the
normalization of the TCA glyph.

03445
03445
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇔ (4) TE-3048

⿱卝旗

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

ISO/IEC 10646 and the Unicode Standard are not glyph
registers. The glyph should be normalized following TCA
conventions regardless of the use of one individual person.

Normalization
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

We agree that "ISO/IEC 10646 and the Unicode Standard are
not glyph registers." It is a character-based register, and each
character is allowed to have a different glyph, which is why
ISO/IEC 10646 codes are presented in multiple columns. 
The origin of this character is a name character, and we cannot
change it at will. If we change it to [⺿], the character will not be
used on the ID card, so we are creating a character that no
one uses, and we are losing the intent of the character we
submitted. 
Please see IRGN2546 for more information on the
normalization of the TCA glyph.

03108
03108
⽷ 120.13
19 · ㇑ (2) TE-367E

⿰⽷葺

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

According to TCA norms, the silk radical should be normalized
to ⺯.

Normalization
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

This glyph is used for personal name, so it is not normalized.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03440
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03440
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03999
03999
⾡ 162.15
19 · ㇒ (3) TE-3860

⿺⻎篇

Normalization
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The form of Radical #162 in the representative glyph does not
adhere to regional (aka Taiwan or ROC) conventions, and
should be normalized accordingly. To make this point clearer,
the additional evidence that was supplied by Eiso for #03992
shows U+9055 違, U+908A 邊, and U+9054 達 in lines 2, 4,
and 7 with the *same* form of Radical #162 as TE-292B, yet
their representative glyphs in the code charts includes a form
of Radical #162 that *does* adhere to regional conventions.
This type of evidence proves beyond a shadow of doubt that
TCA should not be deviating from regional conventions simply
because the evidence does. I know from personal experience
that deviating from regional conventions is super-confusing for
developers. If implementations in Taiwan wish to deviate from
the regional conventions for a specific use case, that is the
entire purpose of the IVD (Ideographic Variation Database).
Lastly, this Radical #162 normalization issue affects T-Source
ideographs in Extension E (U+2CA66 𬩦, U+2CA6A 𬩪,
U+2CA6E 𬩮), Extension G (U+30EB4 𰺴, U+30EC9 𰻉,
U+30ECB 𰻋, U+30ECD 𰻍), and Extension H (U+3215A ,
U+3215F , U+3216F , U+32175 , U+32179 , U+32183
, U+3218A ).

Normalization
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The origin of this character is a name character, and we cannot
change it at will. If we change it to [⻎], the character will not be
used on the ID card, so we are creating a character that no
one uses, and we are losing the intent of the character we
submitted. 
Please see IRGN2546 for more information on the
normalization of the TCA glyph.

03469
03469
⾋ 140.16
20 · ㇠ (5) TE-3D35

⿱⺿⿰⽷𢼸

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

According to TCA norms, the silk radical should be normalized
to ⺯.

Normalization
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

This glyph is used for personal name, so it is not normalized.

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

ISO/IEC 10646 and the Unicode Standard are not glyph
registers. The glyph should be normalized following TCA
conventions regardless of the use of one individual person.

Normalization
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

We agree that "ISO/IEC 10646 and the Unicode Standard are
not glyph registers." It is a character-based register, and each
character is allowed to have a different glyph, which is why
ISO/IEC 10646 codes are presented in multiple columns. 
The origin of this character is a name character, and we cannot
change it at will. If we change it to [⺿], the character will not be
used on the ID card, so we are creating a character that no
one uses, and we are losing the intent of the character we
submitted. 
Please see IRGN2546 for more information on the
normalization of the TCA glyph.

02480
02480
⽟ 96.8
12 · ㇐ (1) UK-20045

⿰王直

Glyph design
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Evidence shows the U+2F940 ⿱⼗⿺𠃊⽬ variant of U+76F4
直. Is the proposed form a normalization?

00810
00810
⼟ 32.6
9 · ㇔ (4) UK-20059

⿱𣲆⼟

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The character is evidently a variant of 范(範) in the word 範銅
'cast bronze'. Therefore, of the three variants shown in the
additional evidence produced by Huang Junliang, ⿱氾⼟
would seem to be most correct. We therefore suggest
changing the glyph and IDS to ⿱氾⼟.

02780
02780
⽯ 112.9
14 · ㇠ (5) UK-20071

⿰⽯屏

Glyph design
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence shows 屛 (SC=11) as the right component, but
the representative glyph uses 屏 (SC=9). If the representative
glyph is adjusted, the SC, TC, and IDS will need to be adjusted
accordingly: 11, 16 & ⿰⽯屛.

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Normalize 屛 to 屏 following PRC conventions.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03999
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03999
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02054
02054
⽔ 85.9
12 · ㇠ (5) UK-20083

⿰⺡架

Glyph design
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Seems like a misprint of U+6DF1 深.

02237
02237
火 86.13
17 · ㇑ (2) UK-20132

⿱暗灬

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK

The glyph should be modified to make the ⽇ component taller.

01097
01097
⼫ 44.11
14 · ㇠ (5) UK-20163

⿸⼫⿱⽪⾁

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK

We could consider changing the Glyph and IDS to ⿱⿸⼫⽪⾁,
but I think that based on the first example shown in the
evidence that the current glyph and IDS are acceptable.

01942
01942
⽑ 82.5
9 · ㇒ (3) UK-20228

⿺⽑主

Glyph design
PERSIKOV Maksim
Sergeevich
Individual

The first evidence has the source "孽海", which is presumably
the late-Ming erotic novel 僧尼孽海. In an edition of this novel i
found (《出像僧尼孽海》卷⼀, src:
https://archive.wul.waseda.ac.jp/kosho/he21/he21_01138/he21
_01138_0001/he21_01138_0001.pdf) this glyph is written as
[⿺⽑玍]: 

 
 
The character 玍 is encountered at least from the Song
dynasty. It's original meaning is 株 [tsɿ⁵²] "tree stump" and it has
an extended meaning "bald" (source: ⻩沚⻘、 張涌泉《“玍”字
考》, 2017). Maybe the meaning "penis" is yet another
semantic extension, cf. Russian "гонять лысого" (gonyat
lysogo, "to masturbate"; lit. "to drive the bold one"). But as the
dialectal word "penis", which is written as 玍, could also be
written as 卵, 㞠, 膦, 䐯, 浪, [⿺⽑乱] (so its reading is not
anywhere close to [tsɿ⁵²]), it seems that 玍 with extended
"bald">"penis" semantics was used to write an another
synonymous (but not etymologically related) word. 
 
So, the ⽑ may be an auxiliary semantic element here (cf. other
vulgar characters like 𣬠𣬶(=雞巴) "penis", etc.) to indicate that
玍 is used in its extended vulgar meaning. Thus, I propose to
change IDS from [⿺⽑主] to [⿺⽑玍] or add an another glyph
with 僧尼孽海 as a source.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02054
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02054
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02542
02542
瓜 97.7
12 · ㇒ (3) UK-20352

⿰坐瓜

Glyph design
L F CHENG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The following page
(https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Pekinese_Rhymes_(G._Vit
ale,_1896).djvu/87) says that the pronunciation is ⟨p'ai3⟩,
raising the possibility that 瓜 is a corruption of 𠂢.

00638
00638
⼝ 30.13
16 · ㇑ (2) UK-20369

⿰⼝嗄

Glyph design
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph doesn't match the evidence. 

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Reading 'ha' indicates that the right side component is 夏, so
normalize the glyph form to ⿰⼝嗄.

01201
01201
⼭ 46.16
19 · ㇑ (2) UK-20382

⿰⼭鬳

Normalization
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence does not match the glyph with the part of "⿀",
please confirm.

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Yes, we normalize the ⿀ component following GHT glyph
form.

01204
01204
⼭ 46.19
22 · ㇐ (1) UK-20408

⿰⼭麗

Normalization
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

In source1, the upper part of "麗" looks like showed as below,
which does match the glyph very well.

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

We normalize the 麗 component following the G glyph form.

Normalization
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I am afraid comment #5187 was not very clear. I mean the
differences shown as below. 
 

 
(glyph in Source1) 
 
↓ 
 

 
(designed glyph)

03133
03133
缶 121.5
11 · ㇑ (2) UK-20421

⿰缶央

Glyph design
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Is the glyph normalization? The leftt part of this glyph in the
evidence looks like 𦈢.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02542
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Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Yes, suggest normalizing 𦈢 to 缶.

02015
02015
⽔ 85.6
9 · ㇔ (4) UK-20434

⿰⺡⿱宀夕

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

We agree with Huang Junliang and the editors of the 上海古籍
出版社 1999 edition of 藝⽂類聚 that the right side should be ⿱
宀夕. Therefore no glyph change is required.

02403
02403
⽝ 94.10
13 · ㇑ (2) UK-20465

⿰猇⼏

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

similar to KR Norm. 130-1 
 

04918
04918
鼠 208.6
19 · ㇒ (3) UK-20466

⿺鼠多

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

There is no reason to replicate the exact glyph form given in
the source evidence, so we normalize the 'mouse' radical to
the standard form of the character.

00756
00756
⼝ 30.23
26 · ㇑ (2) UK-20509

⿰⼝𫊗

Glyph design
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph doesn't match the evidence. The glyphs in the
evidence have no dot here. 

 

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Normalize right side component to 𫊗 with the expected dot.

Normalization
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I doubt it should be normalized when the shape is consistent
unless you have a consistent normalization rule. It might make
the relationship with the original source obscure.

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It is difficult to be certain from the rubbing and available
photographs whether there is a dot or not in the inscription. In
any case, normalization of the right side to 𫊗 is acceptable
and preferable because this is the expected form of the
character as a variant of U+3615 㘕 (cf. the transcription given
in the first additional evidence).

03933
03933
⾝ 158.10
17 · ㇐ (1) UK-20547

⿰⾝真

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

New evidence shows ⿰⾝眞 which is unifiable with ⿰⾝真. We
suggest to keep the original UK glyph form.

02786
02786
⽯ 112.10
15 · ㇑ (2) UK-20614

⿰⽯茶

Glyph design
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Is the glyph normalization? The upper-right part of this glyph in
the evidence looks like 䒑, not ⺿.
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Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Yes, suggest normalizing 䒑 to ⺿.

00509
00509
⼝ 30.8
11 · ㇒ (3) UK-20683

⿰⼝瓮

Normalization
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

similar to KR Norm. 66-1 U+2DE9C 𭺜 & U+74E6 瓦 
 

00436
00436
⼝ 30.4
7 · ㇑ (2) UK-20684

⿰⼝⿵⼌⼒

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Based on the additional evidence provided for UK-20678, this
character should correctly be ⿰⼝㘞. Suggest changing right
side of glyph to 㘞.

00649
00649
⼝ 30.13
16 · ㇠ (5) UK-20685

⿰⼝𤚥

Glyph design
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph doesn't match the evidence.  

 

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

We noted and explained this difference in the spreadsheet: 
 
The right side component is written as 𫩧 (U+2BA67) which we
normalize to 含. Cf. U+246A5 𤚥 in UK-20681-1.jpg, UK-
20681-2.jpg, UK-20713.jpg which is written as ⿰牟𫩧. We
suggest making a UCV for 含~𫩧.

Normalization
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Without semantic or phonetic information, not sure if the
normalization of 令 to 今 (contrary to evidence glyphs) is
justified.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00509
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00509
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00436
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00436
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Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Elsewhere in this edition of 《梵⾳⽃科》 the character 𤚥
(U+246A5) is written as ⿰牟𫩧 (as shown below). If we accept
that ⿰牟𫩧 is a unifiable variant of U+246A5 then it makes
sense to normalize ⿲⼝牟𫩧 to ⿰⼝𤚥 with a new UCV for 含
= 𫩧. 

04358
04358
雨 173.15
23 · ㇔ (4) UK-20704

⿳雨⿰⾔⿵⼌𠃌⽟

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Modify the middle component of the glyph to match the new
evidence (cf. also UK-20679 and UK-20766).

04377
04377
雨 173.23
31 · ㇒ (3) UK-20743

⿱雨玃

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK

Suggest to normalize the bottom component to 玃 with ⼜ on
bottom right.

04330
04330
雨 173.10
18 · ㇔ (4) UK-20766

⿱雨⿰𧥛⿵𠔼𠃌

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

According to the new evidence (which shows this character in
several places), the character should be ⿰⾔⿵⼌？, and as
the bottom part is identical to UK-20679, this would seem to be
the correct glyph form. Therefore suggest changing the glyph
to match the new evidence.

00791
00791
⼟ 32.4
7 · ㇒ (3) UK-20858

⿱从⼟

Glyph design
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The Ningpo Syllabary, P55, the shape is better to be ⼯ on the
bottom according to the evidence provided by UK. 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00649-b22b4c3b7208e113ceda1746032824fd648e9dc1d78f5f7a1344f00c853f0c71.png
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Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03142
03142
缶 121.13
19 · ㇒ (3) UK-20917

⿰缶會

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence shows ⿰𦈢會 which we normalize to ⿰缶會

01161
01161
⼭ 46.10
13 · ㇐ (1) UK-20921

⿱⼭秦

Normalization
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

In the evidence 《福建通志》, the first stroke of ⽲, which is
the lower part of 秦, seems like horizontal bar, does not match
the glyph. The same with 獻徵錄（明萬曆刊本）, the second
source provided by HUANG Junliang. 
In the first source 浙江通志（清乾隆刊本）provided by
HUANG Junliang, it seems like 未 rather than ⽲. 
Has there any normalization rule been applied to this issue ?

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The 秦 component has been normalized to the PRC glyph
shape.

00652
00652
⼝ 30.13
16 · ㇠ (5) UTC-00328

⿰⼝隘

Normalization
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

What is the normalization rule here?

Normalization
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The same normalization rule that is shown for the G-, H-, and
T-Source representative glyphs for U+55CC 嗌 that is shown
above.

02003
02003
⽔ 85.5
8 · ㇑ (2) UTC-00456

⿰⺡𠕄

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

U+20544 𠕄 has Cantonese reading nap1 so should be the
phonetic for the proposed character. The gap in the evidence
glyph is perhaps a printing mistake, but in any case the
proposed character should be normalized to ⿰⺡𠕄.

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Agree with Andrew. The current glyph matches the rationale.

Glyph design
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Agree with Andrew and Eiso.

Glyph design
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Repeating that I agree with Andrew and Eiso. There is no issue
other than to acknowledge a printing error in the evidence.

00634
00634
⼝ 30.13
16 · ㇐ (1) UTC-00566

⿰⼝逼

Glyph design
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It seems two-dot ⻍ is used in the evidence.

Glyph design
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Almost all U-Source ideographs use the single-dot ⻍ by
convention. The UTC therefore does not consider this to be an
issue.

01374
01374
⼼ 61.12
16 · ㇑ (2) UTC-00630

⿱跋⼼

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK

The UTC glyph uses the G form of 跋. The H form of 跋 is as
shown in the evidence. Therefore suggest changing the glyph
to match the evidence (i.e. use expected H glyph form).

03164
03164
⽺ 123.10
16 · ㇒ (3) VN-F0484

⿰⽺芻

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Shape of ⽺ radical does not match the evidence, but it
appears that Vietnam convention is to use the straight ⽺
radical (e.g. U+7F9D 羝, U+2636B 𦍫, U+263AC 𦎬, U+2B155
𫅕, and WS217-03523 V-F1AE0; but note that U+7FB6 羶 has
a bent ⺶ radical).

Normalization
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

#4646 is a valid observation. The NomNaTong font contains 44
characters with ⽺ as an immediate component (not counting
⽺ as a component of another component character). All
except for 2, U+2637A and U+7FB6 use ⽺ with a straight
stroke. If any change were to be made, we would probably
normalize U+2637A and U+7FB6 to straight ⽺.
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03447
03447
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇔ (4) VN-F04FB

⿱⺿誤

Glyph design
HKSAR
Hong Kong

The lower right component  is different from the convention
of Vietnam (ref: V1-4E59). Should it be modified? 

Glyph design
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Agree, we will change the glyph.

03534
03534
⾍ 142.6
12 · ㇔ (4) VN-F0509

⿰⾍礼

Normalization
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Evidence shows ⿰⾍𮕤.

02042
02042
⽔ 85.9
12 · ㇐ (1) VN-F0732

⿰汫令

Glyph design
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The glyph should be normalized to 令. We already did this for a
number of characters that had the variant form, but somehow
missed this one.

03068
03068
⽷ 120.7
13 · ㇑ (2) VN-F0B89

⿰⺯別

Normalization
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Vietnamese favors 别 over 別. We are considering normalizing
this glyph to ⿰⺯别

04275
04275
⾩ 170.12
15 · ㇐ (1) VN-F0BA4

⿱阿⿺⻎𪜀

Glyph design
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

According to the evidence, the glyph should be ⼶ instead of
𪜀.

Normalization
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The element ⼶ was normalized based on IRGN2370

02604
02604
⽧ 104.4
9 · ㇑ (2) VN-F0CFD

⿸⽧内

Glyph design
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence shows U+5167 內 as the component, not
U+5185 内.

Glyph design
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Currently, there is V1-4C51 as the V-Source reference under
内 U+5185, but there is no V-Source for 內 U+5167. 内 U+5185
and 內 U+5167 is unifiable when they are used as the
components 
 
Almost all these components used for V-Source are all 内
U+5185. 
U+5450 呐 V0-307E 
U+6798 枘 V3-3254 
U+7D0D 納 V1-624B 
U+80AD 肭 V1-636B 
U+82AE 芮 V1-645D 
U+8872 衲 V1-6649 
U+8A25 訥 V1-667B 
U+343B 㐻 V2-8876 
U+3628 㘨 V0-3432 
U+21D80 𡶀 V0-3537 
U+24B32 𤬲 V2-7C6A 
U+25A9E 𥪞 V2-6E7A 
U+2A9FF 𪧿 V4-463E 
U+2B929 𫤩 V4-4164 
 
There is only one case which used the 內 U+5167. 
U+225C9 𢗉 V2-7552 
 
It’s better to accept this normalization to make the V glyphs
consistent. 
Maybe we should consider to modify the V2-7552 glyph for
U+225C9 in future.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03447
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03447
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03447-845a80628153ce4a38fa691eea8b364981eddecbd67d2ae065f0c5020d36e95a.png
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02604


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Glyph design
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

As Eiso points out, 内 U+5185 is more common in Vietnamese
Nôm usage and we have generally, but not completely
normalized the glyphs in the NomNaTong font to use this
shape. We can consider further normalizations in the future.
Note, though, that 內 U+5167 as a stand alone character is
also used in Vietnamese and we will probably propose
horizontal extension in the future.

00037
00037
⼃ 4.12
12 · ㇠ (5) VN-F1601

⿰𥾽乃

Glyph design
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The dot of 卞 and the 𠄎 of 乃 should be modified.

03872
03872
⾜ 157.4
11 · ㇠ (5) VN-F1629

〾⿰𧾷弔

Normalization
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

We propose changing the shape of the right side component to
弔, since that is the more common shape, as in V1-5449 弔.
This would also match the structural analysis shown in the
source. The IDS would change back to ⿰𧾷弔

00008
00008
⼀ 1.8
9 · ㇒ (3) VN-F1663

⿰仍且

Glyph design
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The cornering stroke of 乃 should extend forward as a normal
glyph.

00639
00639
⼝ 30.13
16 · ㇑ (2) VN-F16D6

⿰⼝营

Normalization
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

呂 looks separate in the evidence while connected in the glyph.
What is the normalization rule?

Glyph design
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

呂 is favored over 吕, though both are found in manuscripts.
The latest version of TĐCNDG now has the 呂 form: 

00615
00615
⼝ 30.12
15 · ㇑ (2) VN-F16E2

⿰⼝萌

Glyph design
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Not problematic, but a little surprising to see ⽇ as tall as ⽉. Is
it possible to design it more like the 萌 to the right in the
evidence?

Glyph design
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

We can change the design.

01078
01078
⼩ 42.9
12 · ㇒ (3) VN-F17F8

⿱少拙

Glyph design
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The glyph doesn't match the evidence. The glyph on the
evidence is U+21B8D 𡮍.

03171
03171
⽻ 124.6
12 · ㇔ (4) VN-F19DF

⿰江⽻

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It seems that Vietnam convention is to use the form of the ⽻
radical with two sloping strokes (e.g. WS2021-03177 VN-
F1CA9 and WS2017-03545 VN-F1775). Consider modifying
the glyph to match this convention.

Glyph design
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

We will consider modifying the glyph.

01285
01285
彐 58.12
15 · ㇔ (4) VN-F1A08

⿰灵京

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK

The form of 灵 used for almost all V-source characters is the
same as the G-form (i.e. no protruding horizontal stroke). Only
U+306FB (Ext. G) and U+31ADF (Ext. H) use the same form of
灵 as shown for this character (VN-F1A08). It would be nice if
Vietnam could use a consistent form of 灵 for all characters.
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04312
04312
雨 173.7
15 · ㇑ (2) VN-F1BF3

⿱雨別

Normalization
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

We propose normalization of the glyph and IDS to ⿱雨别

01099
01099
⼫ 44.13
16 · ㇐ (1) VN-F1CCD

⿱居於

Glyph design
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The glyph does not match the evidence.

Glyph design
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Which I mean the last stroke of "於" is different between the
designed glyph and the evidence. Please confirm.

Glyph design
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The difference in the last stroke of 於 is not considered
significant, esp. for encoding. The Nom Na Tong font contains
examples of 於 with the last stroke at both angles, e.g U+7600
and U+6DE4. We might look into normalizing to one or the
other form, but it has not been a priority.

02611
02611
⽧ 104.6
11 · ㇔ (4) VN-F1DE1

⿸⽧⿱丷»

Glyph design
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The component in the evidence looks like U+8287 芇.

Glyph design
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Inside component is the same as the character 芇 NẬU in
following entry. Therefore, glyph and IDS should be changed to
⿸⽧芇.

Normalization
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The component in question and that below it are variants of
VN-F0179, which is a simplification of 鬧, with no relation to 芇.
We have normalized most of the glyphs using this component
to take the shape provided in our font.

00035
00035
⼃ 4.11
12 · ㇔ (4) VN-F1E3B

⿰类久

Normalization
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The character in this poem is read "lâu", which means "a long
time". It is a simplification of VN-F0011 in WS2017 which is
composed of the phonetic element 婁 (read "lâu") and the
semantic element 久. Given that, the intent of the calligrapher
is clearly to convey the meaning 乆 ("cửu" a long time) or it's
more common variant 久. We can consider modifying the glyph
to ⿰类乆, but do not want to create yet another variant of 久.

00023
00023
⼁ 2.7
9 · ㇐ (1) VN-F20B5

⿰&S2-01;𭟯

Glyph design
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The first stroke should be a dot.

 
 

Editorial

Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03179
03179
⽻ 124.11
17 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00328

⿱⽻⿃

Editorial issue
Ken LUNDE
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Per the new evidence, this ideograph should no longer be
postponed.

03622
03622
⾍ 142.12
18 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00453

⿱揚⾍

Editorial issue
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Source name should be 硯𦓯緒録 for mainland China.
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04067
04067
⾦ 167.5
13 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00841

⿰⾦他

Editorial issue
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The book name should be 化學初階.

02573
02573
⽣ 100.11
16 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00951

⿰⽣僉

Editorial issue
Eiso CHAN
Individual

This character has not been removed.

02874
02874
⽲ 115.8
13 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00989

⿰⽲長

Editorial issue
Eiso CHAN
Individual

This character should be removed from WS2021 because of
the missing evidence.

02418
02418
⽝ 94.11
14 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-01013

⿰⺨⿳⼗⼍系

Editorial issue
Henry CHAN
Individual

IDS has yet to be updated to ⿰⺨索.

02888
02888
⽲ 115.12
17 · ㇠ (5) T9-7C5F

〾⿰⽲巽

Editorial issue
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The glyph and source reference should be changed. #5992

02066
02066
⽔ 85.10
13 · ㇔ (4) TD-3D77

⿰⺡宴

Editorial issue
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Does the similar character mean U+23E82 𣺂?

01641
01641
⽅ 70.7
11 · ㇑ (2) UK-20055

⿰⽅⾜

Editorial issue
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Shouldn't this ideograph have been withdrawn based on UK's
comment dated 2022-01-12?

01321
01321
⼼ 61.6
10 · ㇑ (2) UK-20067

⿱𰏒⼼

Editorial issue
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Shouldn't this ideograph have been withdrawn based on UK's
comment dated 2022-01-14?

01384
01384
⼼ 61.13
17 · ㇑ (2) UK-20078

⿱當⼼

Editorial issue
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Shouldn't this ideograph have been withdrawn based on UK's
comment dated 2022-01-14?

01298
01298
⼻ 60.9
12 · ㇑ (2) UK-20089

⿰⼻⿸⽪⽊

Editorial issue
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Shouldn't this ideograph have been withdrawn based on UK's
comment dated 2022-01-10?

01818
01818
⽊ 75.10
14 · ㇑ (2) UK-20096

⿰⽊⿱⼭告

Editorial issue
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Shouldn't this ideograph have been withdrawn based on UK's
comment dated 2022-01-10?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04067
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04067
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02573
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02573
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02874
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02874
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02418
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02418
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02888
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02888
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02066
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02066
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01641
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01641
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01321
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01321
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01384
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01384
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01298
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01298
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01818
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01818


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01478
01478
⼿ 64.9
12 · ㇐ (1) UK-20655

⿰⺘巷

Editorial issue
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Shouldn't this ideograph have been flagged as postponed or
pending based on UK's comment dated 2022-03-16?

01976
01976
⽓ 84.9
13 · ㇠ (5) UK-20719

⿹⽓泴

Editorial issue
Ken LUNDE
UTC

Shouldn't this ideograph have been withdrawn based on UK's
comment dated 2022-01-13?

02631
02631
⽧ 104.11
16 · ㇑ (2) VN-F0387

⿸⽧𨳒

Editorial issue
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The source ref should be V2-7D42

00481
00481
⼝ 30.7
10 · ㇔ (4) VN-F168D

⿱况⼝

Editorial issue
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

[for Vietnam NB and ORT manager] 
 
The similar character should be WS2021-00482:VN-F172B,
and please fix the link.

00482
00482
⼝ 30.7
10 · ㇔ (4) VN-F172B

⿰⼝况

Editorial issue
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

[for Vietnam NB and ORT manager] 
 
The similar character should be WS2021-00481:VN-F168D,
and please fix the link.

00347
00347
⼒ 19.16
18 · ㇐ (1) VN-F17A7

⿱執助

Editorial issue
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The source ref should be V2-6F59.

01807
01807
⽊ 75.9
13 · ㇒ (3) VN-F17E5

⿰季末

Editorial issue
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Similar character should be WS2021:VN-F1987

01809
01809
⽊ 75.9
13 · ㇒ (3) VN-F1987

⿰末季

Editorial issue
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Similar character should be WS2021:VN-F17E5.

02174
02174
火 86.6
11 · ㇔ (4) VN-F1A01

⿰火対

Editorial issue
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The similar character had not been proposed.

01519
01519
⼿ 64.11
14 · ㇔ (4) VN-F1C7C

⿰⺘斎

Editorial issue
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Source ref should be V3-3232

00026
00026
⼁ 2.12
13 · ㇒ (3) VN-F20C1

⿰重中

Editorial issue
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character should be removed according to Lee’s comment
under #874.

 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01478
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01478
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01976
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01976
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02631
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02631
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00481
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00481
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00482
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00482
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00347
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00347
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01807
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01807
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01809
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01809
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02174
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02174
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01519
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01519
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00026
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00026


Other

Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03134
03134
缶 121.5
11 · ㇔ (4) GDM-00226

⿰缶半

Comment
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Seems like a variant of U+7F3D 缽 According to the usage
given on the evidence.

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Disagree with #5913. The meanings shown in the evidence are
different from the ones of 缽.

02878
02878
⽲ 115.8
13 · ㇠ (5) GDM-00230

⿰⽲𭖔

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kMandarin jiā

03129
03129
⽷' 120'.4
7 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00232

⿰⺰⻋

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kMandarin jiù

01113
01113
⼭ 46.5
8 · ㇒ (3) GDM-00252

⿰⼭瓜

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The current name they used is ⻄坡坬. 
https://www.lztv.tv/news/folder90/2022-04-07/567854.html

01104
01104
⼭ 46.3
6 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00253

⿰⼭亏

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

similar to U+2D582 𭖂

03919
03919
⾝ 158.3
10 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00256

⿰⾝⼤

Other
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The interesting thing is two books both include ⿰⾝⼤ and
U+28213 𨈓, but the pronunciations for these two characters in
different places are different. 
 
For Sichuan, ⿰⾝⼤ is མིའང (miang), U+28213 𨈓 is ནང (nang). 
 
For Guizhou, ⿰⾝⼤ is tɑi, U+28213 𨈓 is niɑnɡ. (The tone
values are unclear.)

02738
02738
⽯ 112.4
9 · ㇒ (3) GDM-00265

⿰⽯壬

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kSpoofingVariant U+2E00D 𮀍

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03134
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03134
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02878
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02878
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03129
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03129
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01113
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01113
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01104
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01104
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03919
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03919
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02738
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02738


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04669
04669
⿂' 195'.7
15 · ㇑ (2) GDM-00303

⿰⻥肙

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

This is a Hakka character used in Yingde City (英德市). The
Cantonese and Hakka people both live in this county-level city
(县级市). The main population of Shaba Town (沙坝镇) is
Hakka and the local people call it one of 纯客镇 (a town with
only Hakka dialect). There is only one town with only Yue
dialect which is the county town, Yingcheng Town (英城镇). 
 
This meaning of this character is “Spinibarbus hollandi”, and
the Chinese scientific name is 光倒刺鲃. Please see the detail
in English here. https://fishbase.in/summary/Spinibarbus-
hollandi.html  
 
This kind of fish is common in Yingde. The people often write
this character as 涓 in the web and the brief introduction
because it has not been encoded. Please see the followings. 
https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1625599226208376896 
https://www.meipian.cn/209vqscl 
 
Baidu Maps, AMAP (⾼德地图) and Apple Maps all write this
geographic name as 捐⻥坑, which is a wrong name. 
 
In Conghua District, Guangzhou City (⼴州市从化区), some
Hakka people write this character as 娟. Please the following. 
http://static.nfapp.southcn.com/content/201812/04/c1723234.ht
ml 
https://www.gzdaily.cn/site2/pad/content/2020-
05/23/content_1273246.html 
https://baijiahao.baidu.com/s?id=1731938443165111973 
 
However, the submitted character is the proper one, so we
should encode this character as soon as possible. 
 
The corresponding traditional form is cited from 汉语⼤字典,
and 汉语⼤字典 cited it from 《邵武府志》. There are also so
many Hakka people lived in Shaowu Conty, Nanping City,
Fujian Province (福建省南平市邵武县). Maybe they means the
same kind of fish.

01638
01638
⽄ 69.11
15 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00315

⿱不断

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kMandarin liǎn

03443
03443
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇔ (4) GDM-00318

⿱⺿⿰⺡𫔴

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence also shows the unencoded traditional form ⿱⺿
𤂶. It would be useful to encode both simplified and traditional
forms in cases like this.

Other
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree with Andrew.

03363
03363
⾋ 140.10
14 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00320

⿱⺿帮

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kMandarin bāng

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04669
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04669
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01638
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01638
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03443
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03443
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03363
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03363


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03321
03321
⾋ 140.3
7 · ㇠ (5) GDM-00324

⿱⺿⻢

Other
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The word &⿱⺿⻢;荠 mentioned in the evidence is a Hakka
word, not a Gan word. I made a wrong language tag in 2021-
06-03. 
 
This word was written as ⾺齊 in the book 《客⽅⾔》. On the
other hand, Ruijin is a county-level city under Ganzhou City (赣
州市). The people lived in Ganzhou recognize themselves as
the Hakka people mostly. 
 

 
▲ 羅翽雲：《客⽅⾔》，古亭書屋影本，卷⼗ 
 
BTW, the village is under ⻩柏乡/⻩柏镇 now, not 武阳镇. ⻩柏
乡 is very closed to ⼤柏地乡 which is famous for Chairman
Mao’s 《菩萨蛮·⼤柏地》.

03323
03323
⾋ 140.4
8 · ㇒ (3) GDM-00325

⿱⺿乌

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kMandarin wū

01437
01437
⼿ 64.4
8 · ㇠ (5) GDM-00334

⿱孔⼿

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kMandarin nāi

02745
02745
⽯ 112.5
10 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00345

⿱⽯平

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kMandarin pān

04246
04246
⾨' 169'.4
7 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00366

⿵⻔⻋

Other
WANG Yifan
SAT

An off-topic question: is it related to DM = 地名?

Other
Andrew WEST
UK

Yes, GDM = "Place name characters from the Public Order
Administration, Ministry of Public Security, People's Republic of
China" ({{https://www.unicode.org/reports/tr38/ TR38}})

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03321
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03321
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03321-cf8fe695ea19118626d6ad57a9e3a7473aa7c40db64da7eb708aae3d3401bf80.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03323
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03323
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01437
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01437
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02745
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02745
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04246
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04246


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04247
04247
⾨' 169'.5
8 · ㇑ (2) GDM-00367

⿵⻔电

Other
WANG Yifan
SAT

An off-topic question: is it related to DM = 地名?

02582
02582
⽥ 102.4
9 · ㇒ (3) GDM-00374

⿹&P4-05;甲

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kMandarin lià 
 
Kangxi Dictionary shows U+2A00B 𪀋 is the variant of 鴨, but
“duck” is ꓯꓹ [ɛ³⁵] in Lisu language, so the submitted character is
not related for the usage in KX.

04595
04595
⿂ 195.8
19 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00221

⿰⿂&S8-01;

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 

 
 
▲ 成陽靈臺碑宋翻明拓本 gives 𩷙. 
 
https://www.dpm.org.cn/collection/impres/231827.html 
 
康熙字典 also mentions 《靈臺碑》on 𩷙: 
 
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:17752267$3524i

04602
04602
⿂ 195.8
19 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00224

⿱𢼄⿂

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
Variant/misprint of 鰲. 鰲擲鯨呿.

04642
04642
⿂ 195.12
23 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00242

⿰⿂𰕎

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
Similar to 轍 (U+8F4D). The word may be derived from 涸轍之
鮒.

04625
04625
⿂ 195.10
21 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00250

⿰⿂能

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The following is the corresponding entry in 《佩⽂韻府》. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04247
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04247
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02582
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02582
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04595
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04595
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04595-3278b04279c4a44a73055ae333ac2d85cd4a36d9f7f779df009b08c5eb447507.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04602
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04602
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04642
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04642
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04625
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04625


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 《佩⽂韻府》，清康熙五⼗年武英殿本，卷三⼗六 
 
All the evidence shows this character is cited from 《⼭海經》. 
 

 
▲ 《⼭海經》，四部叢刊本，第五 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04625-ca1b9a8642105c2d521636e30f19dbb70c9c0895d46d1bdd50edcb0d68bf566f.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04625-a4ab50baa05eaf8ae7e6a403e3fbc6de1a1ffa2e01c642adbe28dc973a746cce.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 《⼭海經》，四庫全書本，第五 
 

 
▲ 《⼭海經》，正統道藏本，第五 
 
This character is the variant of U+352E 㔮.

04658
04658
⿂ 195.17
28 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00251

⿰⿂勵

Other
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

variant of 鱱?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04625-2eea88e53f87b554f5fe3a4dee62839dd6512360e0411a12f3677b4958ca53d0.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04625-8054225abac9a95e890fb6921d13ac4d9f59834667b05613072dfbf39ac48409.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04658
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04658


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Maybe it’s the local vulgar variant of 鱺. 
 
《彙集雅俗通⼗五⾳》 is a famous ancient book for Min nan
dialect. In Quanzhou, 勵 and 麗 both read as le³¹.

04655
04655
⿂ 195.17
28 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00276

⿰⿂薦

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Maybe this kind of fish mentioned in the evidence means
swordfish (剑⻥ or 箭⻥ in modern Chinese). The evidence
shows this fish looks like 𩵓 (not 魛). 𩵓 means 鳓⻥ in modern
Chinese. The Taizhou people write it as 肋⻥ now. 《汉语⼤字
典》 cited 𩵓 from 《嘉定赤城志》, and 《浙江通志》 shows
“似箭⽽⼩，⾝薄，細⾻滿肋”. 
 
These two kinds of fish are similar, and both common in
Taizhou. 
https://www.sohu.com/a/402497931_99943212

04678
04678
⿂' 195'.11
19 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00284

⿰⻥戚

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The evidence is from 《中华⼈⺠共和国地名⼤词典·第四卷》
（商务印书馆，2002）page 6470 entry「川江」, part of the
Yangtze River. 
 
Note that ⿰⻥戚 is an orphan character, ⿰⿂戚 is not
encoded. It is very unusual that a name of fish in Yangtze river
is not encoded, unless it is a species discovered in recent
years. Because 中华⼈⺠共和国地名⼤词典 does not give the
text references, it is impossible to reason what ⿰⻥戚 should
be. I guess it should have been 鳜, an endemic rare species. 
 
I would suggest pending more evidences, especially historical
evidences of ⿰⿂戚.

04686
04686
⿂' 195'.17
25 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00285

⿰⻥𬶨

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
Similar to 𩽙 (U+29F59). ⿰⿂鱀 is not encoded, this is an
orphan character.

Comment
Henry CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The text of the corresponding Wikipedia entry
https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/⽩鱀豚 looks like this: 

 
 
If the text is accurate, both ⿰⻥𬶨 or ⿰⻥暨 seem acceptable.

04680
04680
⿂' 195'.11
19 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00288

⿰⻥笨

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

劍吻鯊 (Mitsukurina owstoni) ? 
 
Note that ⿰⿂笨 is not encoded.

04723
04723
⿃ 196.8
19 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00295

⿱𠈞⿃

Other
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
Based on the evidence it is similar to 𪀾.

01878
01878
⽊ 75.16
20 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00298

⿰⽊⿱⿃囚

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
Misprint of 𣝼. 《漢語⼤字典》pp. 1404 quotes《說⽂》：𣝼，
屋𣝼䏈也。 
 
https://homeinmists.ilotus.org/hd/hydzd3.php?
st=page_no&kw=1404

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04655
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04655
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04678
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04678
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04686
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04686
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04686-fe2b96095d2f37ff921be0fd2523fd3575e349d976e184af671b52c545dcd31b.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04680
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04680
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04723
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04723
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01878
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01878


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03487
03487
⾋ 140.21
25 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00306

⿱⺿⿰⿱𠂤⽌⿃

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The text is likely excerpt from 《誠齋示兒編》. 
 

 
 
 

 
 
▲　誠齋示兒編（明刊本）卷21 folio 2 gives 𧄞. 
 
{{https://www.kanripo.org/text/KR3j0118/021 示兒編（四庫全書
本）}} also gives 𧄞.

04739
04739
⿃ 196.9
20 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00309

⿱陟⿃

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
Both evidences are misprint of 騭. 
 
The first evidence ⾺牡⽈～ indicates ⿱陟⿃ is a name of
horse. The text is from 《爾雅·釋畜》which gives 騭.
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=80276&page=105 
 
The second evidence mentions 桑原 隲蔵（くわばら じつぞ
う）. 隲 is semantic variant of 騭.

04740
04740
⿃ 196.9
20 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00310

⿱⿰召⽎⿃

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The text is from 韻經卷4 folio 20. 
 
As a rhyme book, ⿱⿰召⽎⿃ should rhyme with 㝅/𣪒/穀.
Assuming ⿰召⽎ is the phonetic component, it is unusual that
⿰召⽎ is not encoded. I guess it should have been 𪆑 or

04744
⿃ 196.10
21 · ㇐ (1) SAT-07198

⿱𣪊⿃

04781
04781
⿃ 196.13
24 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00312

⿰叠⿃

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
康熙字典. 同⽂書局 
 
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=77415&page=1505 
 
「【廣韻】⿃名。【正字通】按⼭海經郭璞鸓⿃贊，有⿃名鸓，

兩頭四⾜，翔若合⾶。叶⾶韻。鸓⾳釐。以此推之，乃知䴑爲鸓

之譌。互⾒鸓字註。」 
 
Semantic variant of 䴑.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03487
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03487
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03487-f7a80c107b458f3c601eb2a9e85b0ead1e11e2961f9120f67e01a0cb2d50cfc7.pdf
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04739
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04739
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04740
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04740
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04744
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04781
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04781


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04768
04768
⿃ 196.12
23 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00320

〾⿱⿶&P9-01;与⿃

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
The third 說⽂ evidence implies that it is a misprint of 鷽.

04734
04734
⿃ 196.9
20 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00322

⿰禹⿃

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Is it the variant of 鷂?

02824
02824
⿃ 196.13
24 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00336

⿰碎⿃

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 必益切

04720
04720
⿃ 196.8
18 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00344

⿰昊⿃

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
Similar to 䳚. 
 
康熙字典（同⽂書局）「【正韻】得爛切，𠀤⾳旦。䳚旦，⿃

也。【增韻】䳚旦，求旦之⿃，似雞，晝夜常鳴。【揚⼦·⽅
⾔】周魏齊宋之閒謂之獨春，⾃關⽽東謂之城旦，秦隴之內謂之

鶡鴠……《⽅⾔》作鶡鴠，別作鳱鴠、䳚鴠」

04712
04712
⿃ 196.7
18 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00347

⿰呈⿃

Other
Eddie LI
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

by the way,⿰⿃呈 is uncoded either which is in the same
picture.

04783
04783
⿃ 196.14
25 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00349

截⿃

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
覆宋本廣韻卷五 has 𪇲, ⿰截⿃ seems to be an error form of
𪇲. 
 
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=77414&page=54

Other
Henry CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

⿰截⿃ is not an error form, but an alternate form closer to
modern conventions. In modern conventions 截 is used instead
of 𢧵. 
 
Theoretically we could add this as a UCV as this is a
systematic transliteration variant, but most variants are already
coded. Or we should consider adding this as an NUCV and
encoding the remaining variants.

04701
04701
⿃ 196.6
17 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00350

⿰⿃⽽

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
Similar to 鴯.

04709
04709
⿃ 196.7
18 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00365

⿰吞⿃

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
Similar to 鴰. 
 
康熙字典（同⽂書局）「【⽟篇】鶬，鴰也。【爾雅·釋⿃】
鶬，麋鴰。【郭註】今呼鶬鴰。【班固·⻄都賦】鶬鴰鳵鶂。」

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04768
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04768
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04734
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04734
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02824
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02824
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04720
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04720
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=77415&page=1486
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04712
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04712
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04783
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04783
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04701
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04701
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04709
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04709
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=77415&page=1487
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04698
04698
⿃ 196.5
16 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00377

⿰另⿃

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
Seems like misprint of 鴞.

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The second evidence is ⼤明正德⼄亥重刊改併五⾳類聚四聲
篇. The glyph is stable in different version/edition of 《四聲篇
海》.

Comment
LI Yuan
SAT

Evidence2, consider the pronunciation of "⾳号", seems like
misprint of 鴞. Agree with HUANG Junliang's comment #2326.

03604
03604
⾍ 142.11
17 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00404

⿱距⾍

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

⿱距⾍ may be a variant of 駏. 
 
朱⽂公校昌黎先⽣⽂集（四部叢刊本）卷5 folio 1：「終始如駏
蛩」。

03548
03548
⾍ 142.8
14 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00415

⿰⾍亞

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

GKJ-00415 is not similar to 𧓳. 
 
GKJ-00414 is similar to/simplified variant of 𧓳.

01537
01537
⼿ 64.12
15 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00432

⿰⺘⿱⿳亠丷⼍⾍

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kMandarin sào

03509
03509
⾍ 142.4
10 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00468

⿰⾍仅

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Variant of 蚹.
 
康熙字典（崇⽂書局）：【申集中】【⾍字部】 【唐韻】符遇
切，⾳附。蚹蛇，腹下橫鱗可⾏者。【莊⼦·齊物論】吾待蛇
蚹、蜩翼耶。【註】蚹謂蛇腹下齟齬，可以⾏者也。 
 
The seal script gives 蚹 anyway. ⿰⾍仅 is an alternative
transcription.

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

⿱⺮仅 is also not encoded, so we can not add the kFanqie
value for this character. 
 
⿱⺮仅 is the variant of 符.

04079
04079
⾦ 167.8
16 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00511

⿱刾⾦

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

fanqie 七昔切

04104
04104
⾦ 167.9
17 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00524

⿰⾦𫥎

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The current glyph has been normalized, and the normalized
one is acceptable.

02384
02384
⽝ 94.9
12 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00541

⿰⺨⾴

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 猛報切

02327
02327
⽝ 94.2
5 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00544

⿰⺨⼘

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kVietnamese vọc

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04698
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04698
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03604
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03604
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan0678-%E9%9F%93%E6%84%88-%E6%9C%B1%E6%96%87%E5%85%AC%E6%A0%A1%E6%98%8C%E9%BB%8E%E5%85%88%E7%94%9F%E6%96%87%E9%9B%86-8-2.djvu/59
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03548
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03548
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01537
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01537
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03509
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03509
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=77415&page=1079
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04079
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04079
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04104
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04104
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02384
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02384
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02327
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02327
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02360
02360
⽝ 94.7
10 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00548

⿰⺨步

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

The character ⿰⺨周 also shown in the evidence is WS-2017-
02528 V-F1A1E. China should consider horizontal extension
for it (Ext. H U+31B85).

02385
02385
⽝ 94.9
12 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00549

⿰⺨垚

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

The character is a variant of 獟 in the word 獟駻.

02373
02373
⽝ 94.8
11 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00551

⿰⺨些

Other
Eiso CHAN
Individual

In the evidence, ⿰⺨摩 has not been encoded yet.

02411
02411
⽝ 94.10
13 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00568

⿰⺨羔

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]  

 
 
Variant of 𦍕? 
 
康熙字典（同⽂書局）：「【諸苗考】𦍕獚，苗類。」See also
ctext for more references of 𦍕獚.

02435
02435
⽝ 94.13
16 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00580

⿰⺨雹

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]  

 
 
Error form of 𢶉? 
 

 
 
覆宋本重修廣韻卷5：「𢶉，射中聲，普麥切。」

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 普麥切

02336
02336
⽝ 94.5
8 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00586

⿰⺨正

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

GKJ-00586 should not be "postponed for evidence" but
rejected or withdrawn. Any character submitted without
evidence at the time of submission (unless due to a technical
error) should be rejected as not meeting the required IRG
standards for submission.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02360
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02360
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2017/app/index.php?find=V-F1A1E
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02385
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02385
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02373
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02373
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02411
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02411
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=77415&page=951
https://ctext.org/dictionary.pl?if=gb&char=%F0%A6%8D%95
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02435
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02435
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02435-41ec0d42b648567560c551c6ae862483b27ed6860621a90740a2422a04a1c9ce.png
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=77414&page=69
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02336
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02336
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02365
02365
⽝ 94.7
10 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00587

⿰⺨宋

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 兵兮切

02424
02424
⽝ 94.12
15 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00588

⿰⺨間

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 五閑切 
 
𤡥 U+24865 is also included in 《廣韻》 as a head character. 
 

 
▲ 《廣韻》，四部叢刊本，上聲卷第三 
 
In my kFanqie proposal to UTC, I include two fanqies for 𤡥
U+24865, one is 五閑, the other is 下赧. If IRG decides to unify
them, 五閑 should be kept under 𤡥 U+24865, if not, I will
remove 五閑 from 𤡥 U+24865. 
 
五閑≈yán 下赧≈xiàn

02340
02340
⽝ 94.5
8 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00604 UK-20151

⿰⺨⽬

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 古闃切

02357
02357
⽝ 94.7
10 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00605

⿰⺨赤

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence is quote from 《周禮·秋官·赤犮⽒註》. 說⽂經典
異字釋 is authored by ⾼翔麟 and published in 道光18年
（1838）. 
 
The evidence gives ⿰⺨赤拔. I suspect ⿰⺨赤 is error form of
捇. 
 
康熙字典（同⽂書局⽯印本）：「【周禮·秋官·赤犮⽒註】赤
犮，猶⾔捇拔也。主除蟲⾘⾃埋者。」gives 捇. 
 
Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 周禮　漢鄭⽞注南宋刊 （蜀⼤字本）卷9 folio 6 also gives
捇.

02363
02363
⽝ 94.7
10 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00607

⿰⺨⿱𠂉尼

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

{⿰⺨⿱𠂉奇}{⿰⺨⿱𠂉尼} seems to be a variant of 旖旎. 
 
⿰⺨⿱𠂉奇 is not encoded or proposed for encoding, but it is
recorded as a family name in 《中华姓⽒源流⼤辞典》 and
《中华千家姓⽒录》 so it could be a candidate for inclusion in
a future submission.

02343
02343
⽝ 94.5
8 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00609

⿰⺨乍

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kVietnamese chạ

02344
02344
⽝ 94.5
8 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00616

⿰⺨㐱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kDefinition Chinchilla

02831
02831
示 113.4
8 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00624

⿰⺭⽝

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

U+2C4B2 in turn is a variant of 祓 (U+7953), see
https://zi.tools/zi/𬒲

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 蒲末反?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02365
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02365
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02424
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02424
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02424-75090d3bda1638a5100811d707b7b934bc653a9991f80462382a51e3388411e2.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02340
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02340
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02357
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02357
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=77415&page=0433
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02357-1b3975495cd2af4a57134c2e78ba419bc3b81df5f33d656c67699dbb01940c15.pdf
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3ASBL004_%E5%91%A8%E7%A6%AE.pdf&page=8
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02363
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02363
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02343
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02343
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02344
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02344
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02831
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02831


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03764
03764
⾔ 149.4
11 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00627

⿰⾔⽝

Comment
WANG Yifan
SAT

The second evidence shows a variant of 訣, and doubtful
whether the component looks ⽝ instead of 𠀋. The first
evidence looks valid.

03132
03132
缶 121.4
10 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00633

⿰缶⽝

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

corrupted form of 缺? 
 
康熙字典（同⽂書局⽯印本）：「（䍄）【廣韻】多忝切，⾳

點。【說⽂】缺也。」

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

說⽂解字（南宋初期刊 宋, 元遞修）卷5下 folio 4: 「缺也。从
缶。占聲。都念切。」

04925
04925
鼠 208.8
21 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00641

⿰鼠岡

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
similar to 𪕍, 康熙字典（同⽂書局本）:「 【廣雅】𪕍𪕌，鼠
屬。【廣韻】𪕍𪕌，斑鼠。」

04929
04929
鼠 208.9
22 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00645

⿰匽鼠

Other
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]  

 
 
similar to 鼴.

04923
04923
⾋ 140.12
16 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00652

⿱⺿颉

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

similar to U+2703A 𧀺

01301
01301
⼻ 60.11
14 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00668

⿰⼻鹿

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence is from 通鑑續編（顾逖元⾄正[1341-1368]刊本）
卷24 folio 37.  
 
The text gives「太學徐應～與其⼆男⼀女死之」. Based on the
time (1276 CE), his name and title, I suspect he is 徐應鑣 in 宋
史. 
 
Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 宋史（朱英明成化7年⾄16年刊本）卷451 folio 13 
 
「徐應鑣，字巨翁，衢之江⼭⼈，世為衢望族。咸淳末，試補太

學⽣。德祐⼆年，宋亡，瀛國公入燕，三學⽣百餘⼈皆從⾏。應

鑣不欲從，乃與其⼦琦、崧、女元娘誓共焚，⼦女皆喜從之。」 
 
Note that the original evidence is published earlier than 宋史
（明成化刊本）, so we can not invalidate this evidence. In fact,
it is interesting to note that the toc of 宋史（明成化刊本）卷
451 gives 徐應德.  
 
Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 宋史（朱英明成化7年⾄16年刊本）卷451 folio 1 
 
In all, this evidence is from an authoritative source. I hope
China can submit more of such evidences.

02319
02319
⽜ 93.11
15 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00671 UK-20053

⿰⽜鹿

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 芳表反 符表反

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03764
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03764
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03132
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03132
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=77415&page=0945
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3ASBL014_%E8%AA%AA%E6%96%87%E8%A7%A3%E5%AD%97.pdf&page=108
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04925
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04925
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=77415&page=1528
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04929
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04929
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04923
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04923
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01301
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01301
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=412004000475
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01301-d102a0abb84ea8a0995f9de1895200aea02e9875a9f2f905c7826cae57407848.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=411999008508
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01301-67cb1b319df76106f751057e9d4fb7c77e72ac39e8c4c0e560658b191db66c86.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=411999008508
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02319
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02319
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04836
04836
鹿 198.4
15 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00674

⿸鹿⽇

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

variant of 𣋴. 
 
The evidence gives 
 
「暴古⽂作～，故有僄⾳。」 
 
If ～ were ⿸鹿⽇, 「故有僄⾳」does not make sense because
鹿/僄 sounds completely different. However, in「暴古⽂作𣋴，
故有僄⾳。」, 麃/僄 have same pronunciation. 
 

 

04843
04843
鹿 198.6
17 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00679

⿸鹿吉

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It's the variant of 麏 (U+9E8F).

04873
04873
鹿 198.10
21 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00686

⿸鹿敖

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The text is derived from 《⼭海經·⼤荒⻄經》. 
 
⼭海經（明成化庚寅刊本） has 鏊. 
 

 

04880
04880
鹿 198.11
22 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00687

⿸鹿涼

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
The text is from 左思《蜀都賦》. 
 
《⽂選》（李善注，宋尤袤刊本）卷四 folio 24 gives 麖. 
 

 
 
《⽂選》（李善注，清胡克家重刊宋尤袤刊本） gives same
content.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04836
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04836
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04843
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04843
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04873
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04873
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=77823&page=151
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04880
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04880
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04880-5cd07378751d106f6ec0848e8aa45c04eedb8ffb7ffb746bd62a9b820c01b9ad.pdf
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=94379&page=317
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04847
04847
鹿 198.6
17 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00688

⿸鹿曲

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The text seems to be the definition and pronunciation of 𪋐. 
 
康熙字典（同⽂書局本）：「【唐韻】奴亂切，⾳偄。【說⽂】

鹿麛也。」 
 

 
 
 
⿸鹿曲 seems to be a misprint of 麛.

04862
04862
鹿 198.8
19 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00701 TE-3A4D

⿰鹿奇

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

It’s the variant of 麒 based on the China submitted evidence.

04848
04848
鹿 198.6
17 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00704

⿸鹿⾁

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The following evidence shows it's the error form or variant of 麅
(U+9E85), but it's just the author's inference, not the final
conclusion. 
 

 
 
▲ 《清實録·⾼宗純皇帝實録》，卷之⼀千⼆百七⼗⼆

04860
04860
鹿 198.7
18 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00708

⿸鹿汪

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I agree with NG Hou Man that it is a variant of 法. I suggest 𢌇
as the similar target as it shares most structures with ⿸鹿汪. 
 

 

04878
04878
鹿 198.11
22 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00710

⿸鹿國

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Possibly related to GKJ-00710 ⿸鹿囯

04842
04842
鹿 198.5
16 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00715

⿸鹿𢎤

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It's the variant of 麝 (U+9E9D).

04858
04858
鹿 198.7
18 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00716

⿸鹿免

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The person name showed in the evidence is 鉏麑.

03811
03811
⾘ 153.11
18 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00717

⿰⾘鹿

Comment
WANG Yifan
SAT

It is highly suspected to be ⿰⾘廌 from the context.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04847
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04847
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=77415&page=1511#07
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04862
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04862
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04848
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04848
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04848-285d324557fcd1cbdf15698d09ff0cc1ebff66530633081f38e1884ea8db41f0.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04860
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04860
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04878
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04878
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04842
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04842
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04858
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04858
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03811
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03811
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04874
04874
鹿 198.10
21 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00718

⿸鹿原

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Just similar to 䴨 (U+4D28).

Other
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Text is from ⽂獻通考 卷336 龜茲. The earliest available
version is [http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?
searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=412
004000629 元泰定刊本]. The third evidence is a reprint of 元泰
定刊本. 
 
太平御覽（四部叢刊照東京靜嘉堂⽂庫藏宋刊本）卷792 gives
麋:「……出細氈、饒銅、䥫鈆、麋⽪、氍毹、沙塩……」

01230
01230
⼱ 50.9
12 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00729

⿰⼱复

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

variant of 愎? 
 
It seems that the text comes from 新集藏經⾳義隨函錄 23 卷:
http://tripitaka.cbeta.org/K35n1257_023

00288
00288
⼎ 15.11
13 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00732

⿰⼎票

Other
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

凛? 凓?

04824
04824
⿃' 196'.16
21 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00738

⿰⻦羲

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Error form of 鸃? 說⽂ has 「鵔鸃也。从⿃。義聲。」, which
also matches the given pronunciation.  
 
⿰⿃羲 is never encoded, and the current known ⿰⿃羲
evidence http://www.koreanhistory.or.kr/newchar/list_view.jsp?
code=162805 also implies that ⿰⿃羲 is error form of 鸃.

04730
04730
⿃ 196.9
20 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00739

⿰⿃春

Other
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Although the evidence said 𪄻 was a misprint of ⿰⿃春, the
character is 𪄻 in 《廣韻》. it seems that more evidence is
needed. 
 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04874
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04874
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan_Sanbian343-%E6%9D%8E%E6%98%89-%E5%A4%AA%E5%B9%B3%E5%BE%A1%E8%A6%BD-136-110.djvu/116
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01230
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01230
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00288
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00288
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04824
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04824
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04730
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04730
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https://ctext.org/library.pl?
if=gb&file=1500&page=29#%F0%AA%87%86 
《重修廣韻》，《四庫全書》 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04730-63d73f59484880a823b5a81ca51629c9acdf551d2cbbd802401383e29bd0fb36.png
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https://ctext.org/library.pl?
if=gb&file=88948&page=16#%E8%88%82 
《泰定本廣韻》，《古逸叢書》

04679
04679
⿂' 195'.11
19 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00758

⿰⻥崇

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese sung4

04675
04675
⿂' 195'.9
17 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00768

⿰⻥要

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
Similar to 𬵜?

03366
03366
⾋ 140.9
13 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00780

⿱⺿𣆀

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
Variant of 䔜. 廣雅（⽂淵閣四庫全書本）：「藜蘆，蒽䔜
也」。

01956
01956
⽓ 84.3
7 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00803 UK-20235

⿹⽓⼟

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kDefinition thoron

04128
04128
⾦ 167.11
19 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00823

⿰⾦𪿙

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The current glyph has been normalized to follow the PRC
conventions, and it's acceptable.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04730-016096ab7071a979f4868d8d38e9493dbde30e5bccec5f67879eab12a87fad44.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04679
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04679
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04675
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04675
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03366
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03366
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=54365&page=123
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01956
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01956
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04128
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04128
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03324
03324
⾋ 140.4
8 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00872

⿱⺿壬

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kSpoofingVariant U+26B30 𦬰 U+26B2C 𦬬

00777
00777
⼞ 31.10
13 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00877

⿴□⿳⼀⼮⿸⼚六

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The following is the comment on the Early Chinese chemical
characters from the Script Ad Hoc group in L2/22-023, which is
also the recommendation for section 3 of my feedback on
IRGN2492. 
 

02733
02733
⽯ 112.2
7 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00882

⿰⽯七

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kSpoofingVariant U+4097 䂗

01973
01973
⽓ 84.9
13 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00893

⿹⽓剋

Other
Eiso CHAN
Individual

We need to discuss how to handle the following characters
mentioned in the evidence. 《原质之新译名》 
 
⿹⽓Ｆ, ⿲⾦Ｔｅ, ⿰⽯Ｉ, ⿲⾦Ｓｉ, ⿰⽯Ｂ, ⿲⾦Ａｓ, ⿲⾦Ｓ
ｅ, ⿲⾦Ｐｄ, ⿲⾦Ｂａ, ⿲⾦Ｂｉ

03260
03260
⾁ 130.12
16 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00936

⿰⽉氬

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The provided evidence also shows the unencoded character ⿰
⽉氨.

02841
02841
示 113.8
12 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00937

⿰⺭炎

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 蚩占切 
 
⿱⼭⾍ in Evidence 3 is 蚩.

00016
00016
⼀ 1.12
13 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00941

⿰⿳⼀⼮⿸⼚⼀充

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The following is the comment on the Early Chinese chemical
characters from the Script Ad Hoc group in L2/22-023, which is
also the recommendation for section 3 of my feedback on
IRGN2492. 
 

00017
00017
⼀ 1.13
14 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00942

⿰⿳⼀⼮⿸⼚⼆充

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The following is the comment on the Early Chinese chemical
characters from the Script Ad Hoc group in L2/22-023, which is
also the recommendation for section 3 of my feedback on
IRGN2492. 
 

01900
01900
⽋ 76.8
12 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00943

⿰⿳⼀⼮⿸⼚⼆⽋

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The following is the comment on the Early Chinese chemical
characters from the Script Ad Hoc group in L2/22-023, which is
also the recommendation for section 3 of my feedback on
IRGN2492. 
 

00014
00014
⼀ 1.11
12 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00944

⿰⿳⼀⼮⿸⼚⼆少

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The following is the comment on the Early Chinese chemical
characters from the Script Ad Hoc group in L2/22-023, which is
also the recommendation for section 3 of my feedback on
IRGN2492. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03324
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03324
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00777
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00777
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00016-d083c3cc89eb71da8bb9d0fa29a37046f0578c0b15c930bee263c83ee7d702e7.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02733
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02733
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01973
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01973
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03260
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03260
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02841
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02841
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00016
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00016
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00016-d083c3cc89eb71da8bb9d0fa29a37046f0578c0b15c930bee263c83ee7d702e7.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00017
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00017
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00016-d083c3cc89eb71da8bb9d0fa29a37046f0578c0b15c930bee263c83ee7d702e7.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01900
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01900
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00016-d083c3cc89eb71da8bb9d0fa29a37046f0578c0b15c930bee263c83ee7d702e7.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00014
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00014
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00016-d083c3cc89eb71da8bb9d0fa29a37046f0578c0b15c930bee263c83ee7d702e7.png
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03675
03675
⾎ 143.13
19 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00950

⿱微⾎

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The character ⿱正⾎ in the original evidence is unencoded,
and has not been proposed for encoding, which is unfortunate.

02569
02569
⽣ 100.6
11 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00952

⿰⽣亞

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie ⽣亞切

00433
00433
⼝ 30.3
6 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00958

⿰⼝⼩

Comment
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

 
(Cited
from:https://baike.baidu.com/item/%E5%8D%9F%E5%95%89) 
 
Most of the Chinese translations of porphyrin (s) are translated
as "卟啉". Is there any other evidence that is translated as "(⼝
+⼩) 啉"? In addition, the character "⼩" has no pronunciation
of “Pu”.

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

I agree completely with Conifer Tseng that the proposed
character should be an error for 卟, so suggest postponing
pending additional evidence that ⿰⼝⼩ is the correct glyph
form.

Other
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Reasonable doubt, withdraw it.

02312
02312
⽜ 93.6
10 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00966

⿰⽜宅

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

Possibly a variant of U+3E30 㸰 which means "⽜無⾓也", but
the reading is 徒和切 tuó or 苦⽲切 kē, which does not match
the reading of 利 lì for GKJ-00966.

03372
03372
⾋ 140.9
13 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00978

⿱茄⽊

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Variant of 葉? 
 
「秈……故字从⼭。～與稻同，但粗長；實與稻同，但長糙。」 
 
{{https://dict.revised.moe.edu.tw/dictView.jsp?ID=7082 重編國
語辭典修訂本}}：「秈，⼀種稻⽶類型。葉⽚較寬⼤且長，⾊淡
綠，莖稈較⾼。穀粒呈細長或扁形。」

04537
04537
⾽ 190.9
19 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-00990

⿱⾽風

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
Similar to 𩮓?

03826
03826
⾙ 154.9
16 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00991

⿰⾙扁

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
Similar to 䐔?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03675
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03675
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02569
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02569
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00433
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00433
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00433-01543bb8918f34f2baa5797b3452eba56fb1c52b80775f9bd92cb4d69f2c94e3.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02312
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02312
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03372
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03372
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04537
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04537
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03826
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03826
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03894
03894
⾜ 157.10
17 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00992

⿰𧾷⿱亦𧘇

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The evidence is from 元亨療⾺集（清道光⼆⼗⼋年錦雲閣重刻
本）. 
 
元亨療⾺集（清⾦陵汝顯堂梓本） gives ⿰𧾷衮, which may be
a 類化字 of 滚. 
 

 
 
▲ 元亨療⾺集（清⾦陵汝顯堂梓本）夏集⼆卷 folio 24

04493
04493
香 186.16
25 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-01002

⿰香橐

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Variant of 𩡦? 
 

 
 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03894
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03894
https://www.digital.archives.go.jp/img/4432615
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03894-ddbc8c58c32130032ebe7e582765e11ffcd904316e03f63c06eb421de5cf3687.pdf
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04493
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04493
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04493-1d263027340726ce5b85e03366187924bc7ea2f9eaede7a29345750dec2b58db.webp
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https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04493-1d263027340726ce5b85e03366187924bc7ea2f9eaede7a29345750dec2b58db.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

▲ 集韻（[宋淳煕14年]跋刊） 四宵：「[𩡦]，毗霄[切]……𩡦
馛，香皃。」

01120
01120
⼭ 46.6
9 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-01003

⿰⼭戎

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

possible variant of U+5CE8 峨, 《香乘》《香譜》《陳⽒香譜》
and so on show the the variation

Other
LI Yuan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

 
It is similar to the fourth variant of "峨" of this list, in 教育部異體
字字典. 
(URL :
https://dict.variants.moe.edu.tw/variants/rbt/word_attribute.rbt?
quote_code=QTAxMTE4)

Comment
Conifer TSENG
TCA

Evidence 1 is from (明)⾼濂輯, 遵⽣⼋箋．燕閒清賞 , another
edition also gives ⿰⼭戎. 

 
http://read.nlc.cn/OutOpenBook/OpenObjectBook?
aid=892&bid=164458.0

01522
01522
⼿ 64.12
15 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-01010

⿰⺘萌

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Variant of 橗.
 

 
 
 
The text is from the TOC of 居家必⽤事類全集. 
 
Attached PDF file 
 
The content gives 橗. 居家必⽤事類全集（明刊本）癸集卷1
folio 15

02386
02386
⽝ 94.9
12 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-01016

⿰⺨苦

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Does the people mentioned in the evidence mean the current
苦聪⼈?

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

Probably the same as
{{https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E8%8B%A6%E8%81%AA%E4
%BA%BA 苦聪}}, but 夷⼈圖說⽬錄 has separate descriptions
for "古宗" people (no. 7) and "苦葱" people (no. 30). The former
is written as "狜猔" in 《滇省迤⻄迤南夷⼈圖説》.

https://db2.sido.keio.ac.jp/kanseki/T_bib_frame.php?id=006679
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01120
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01120
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01120-fac1496a210f2f555fcd01bed420252f7252f867b62ba22be820e6f421626062.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01120-2967bfdd28e81c5d027a3c6a5a6fc58de5e52904ff2d21c0a0f25e34d8940cb0.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01522
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01522
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01522-e3510d5b0a6c5129fc0769bf740dd9cd097891d8fe88afffe731c40f9a3b6f11.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=411999017246
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02386
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02386
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:49352913$1i
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04451
04451
食 184.8
16 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-01017

⿰飠咎

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The food mentioned in the evidence is tsampa (�མ་པ), and this
word was written as 糌粑 in modern Chinese. Please see the
following standards in China. 
DB54/T 0029-2009
https://dbba.sacinfo.org.cn/stdDetail/c7a449809f46b7383e8a0
3d6d0cacf94 
DB54/T 0120-2017
https://dbba.sacinfo.org.cn/stdDetail/bc7a99fd78c6a3db17cea1
603d6308cf 
DB54/T 0128-2017
https://dbba.sacinfo.org.cn/stdDetail/93c81320cfa7dff5f5ac038
d033b7470 
DB54/T 0046-2019
https://dbba.sacinfo.org.cn/stdDetail/129fb3231d38b941ab08e
0a91c12c7a08082c9df8b5d047e636b03e50eb90ce9 
DB5133/T 48-2021
https://dbba.sacinfo.org.cn/stdDetail/d78b2a5e1c85bafd3055fe
0dd93faaee97d0380dbe7d4031d4485bb1e0b37ea1 
 
Beida Founder typesetting system (北⼤⽅正排版系统)
includes the variant U+25EC0 𥻀.

04803
04803
⿃' 196'.6
11 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-01021

⿰任⻦

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

similar to U+2A03C 𪀼 
 

 

00369
00369
⼗ 24.3
5 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-01023

⿰⼗□

Other
Conifer TSENG
TCA

An example of map symbol for 塘汛. 
https://digitalatlas.ascdc.sinica.edu.tw/map.jsp?
id=A104000063

00302
00302
⼑ 18.5
7 · ㇒ (3) GKJ-01027

⿱分千

Comment
KWAN Ching Kit
Individual Contributor
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence shows ⿱分⼲; it seems like a misprint though.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04451
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04451
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04803
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04803
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00369
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00369
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00302
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00302
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04117
04117
⾦' 167'.10
15 · ㇒ (3) GXM-00433

⿰⻐荣

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This character could be also used for 許應鑅's name. 許應鑅 is
許應騤's brother, and 許應騤 is 許廣平's grandfather and the
Hong Kong actor 許紹雄's (Hui Siu Hung) great-grandfather.
The former residence of 許 family is at ⾼第街 in Yuexiu,
Guangzhou, and this family is famous and important for
Guangzhou local historiography. 許應鑅 was called 許⻘天 in
Qing Dynasty. If this character could be encoded, the Yuexiu
District government can update the cultural relics protection
information in future. 
 

02376
02376
⽝ 94.8
11 · ㇑ (2) GZ-1691202

⿰⺨肯

Comment
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

More evidences are needed. ⿱上⽉ is not a phonetic symbol.

00042
00042
⼄ 5.3
4 · ㇒ (3) KC-00009

⿱久⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 굴?

00041
00041
⼄ 5.3
4 · ㇑ (2) KC-00010

⿱⼩⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 솔?

00045
00045
⼄ 5.4
5 · ㇒ (3) KC-00012

⿱介⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 갤?

00046
00046
⼄ 5.4
5 · ㇒ (3) KC-00013

⿱仇⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 굴?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04117
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04117
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04117-7be262afb7267fa165d634196d300ee39c7e81d2b10b451ef29d4498bcffc946.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02376
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02376
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00042
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00042
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00041
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00041
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00045
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00045
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00046
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00046
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00047
00047
⼄ 5.4
5 · ㇒ (3) KC-00014

⿱勿⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 물?

00043
00043
⼄ 5.4
5 · ㇐ (1) KC-00015

⿱夫⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 불?

00044
00044
⼄ 5.4
5 · ㇑ (2) KC-00017

⿱少⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 솔?

00055
00055
⼄ 5.5
5 · ㇑ (2) KC-00020

⿱古⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 골

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

similar to U+3414 㐔 
 

 

00057
00057
⼄ 5.5
6 · ㇒ (3) KC-00024

⿱句⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 굴?

00052
00052
⼄ 5.5
6 · ㇐ (1) KC-00027

⿱未⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 밀?

00053
00053
⼄ 5.5
6 · ㇐ (1) KC-00030

⿱右⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 울?

00064
00064
⼄ 5.6
7 · ㇒ (3) KC-00032

⿱茄⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 갈?

00066
00066
⼄ 5.6
7 · ㇠ (5) KC-00033

⿱艮⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 갈?

00061
00061
⼄ 5.6
7 · ㇐ (1) KC-00036

⿱多⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 달?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00047
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00047
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00043
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00043
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00044
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00044
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00055
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00055
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00057
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00057
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00052
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00052
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00053
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00053
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00064
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00064
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00066
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00066
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00061
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00061
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00062
00062
⼄ 5.6
7 · ㇐ (1) KC-00037

⿱朴⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 발?

00065
00065
⼄ 5.6
7 · ㇒ (3) KC-00040

⿱朱⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 줄?

00063
00063
⼄ 5.6
7 · ㇑ (2) KC-00041

⿱此⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 찰?

00067
00067
⼄ 5.7
8 · ㇐ (1) KC-00042

⿱求⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 굴?

00071
00071
⼄ 5.7
8 · ㇠ (5) KC-00043

⿱尾⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 밀?

00068
00068
⼄ 5.7
8 · ㇒ (3) KC-00045

⿱余⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 열?

00069
00069
⼄ 5.7
8 · ㇒ (3) KC-00049

⿱舛⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 철?

00070
00070
⼄ 5.7
8 · ㇒ (3) KC-00050

⿱条⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 졸?

00074
00074
⼄ 5.8
9 · ㇠ (5) KC-00052

⿱居⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 걸?

00072
00072
⼄ 5.8
9 · ㇒ (3) KC-00054

⿱物⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 물?

00073
00073
⼄ 5.8
9 · ㇒ (3) KC-00056

⿱垂⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 술?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00062
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00062
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00065
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00065
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00063
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00063
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00067
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00067
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00071
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00071
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00068
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00068
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00069
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00069
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00070
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00070
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00074
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00074
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00072
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00072
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00073
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00073


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00075
00075
⼄ 5.8
9 · ㇠ (5) KC-00057

⿱阿⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 알?

00076
00076
⼄ 5.9
10 · ㇐ (1) KC-00063

⿱迲⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 걸 or 솰?

00079
00079
⼄ 5.9
10 · ㇠ (5) KC-00064

⿱⾶⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 빌?

00077
00077
⼄ 5.9
10 · ㇑ (2) KC-00065

⿱省⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 샐 or 설?

00078
00078
⼄ 5.9
10 · ㇑ (2) KC-00066

⿱昭⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 솔?

00083
00083
⼄ 5.10
11 · ㇔ (4) KC-00071

⿱⾼⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 골?

00081
00081
⼄ 5.10
11 · ㇑ (2) KC-00072

⿱⾻⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 골?

00084
00084
⼄ 5.10
11 · ㇔ (4) KC-00075

⿱玆⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 잘?

00080
00080
⼄ 5.10
11 · ㇐ (1) KC-00076

⿱草⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 촐?

00082
00082
⼄ 5.10
11 · ㇒ (3) KC-00080

⿱條⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 졸?

00085
00085
⼄ 5.11
13 · ㇐ (1) KC-00081

⿱累⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 룰?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00075
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00075
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00076
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00076
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00079
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00079
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00077
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00077
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00078
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00078
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00083
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00083
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00081
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00081
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00084
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00084
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00080
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00080
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00082
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00082
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00085
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00085


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00090
00090
⼄ 5.12
13 · ㇠ (5) KC-00082

⿱登⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 들?

00088
00088
⼄ 5.12
13 · ㇒ (3) KC-00083

⿱無⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 물?

00089
00089
⼄ 5.12
13 · ㇔ (4) KC-00085

⿱註⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 줄?

00093
00093
⼄ 5.13
14 · ㇔ (4) KC-00087

⿱道⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 돌?

00091
00091
⼄ 5.13
14 · ㇑ (2) KC-00088

⿱照⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 졸?

00135
00135
⼈ 9.5
7 · ㇐ (1) KC-00117

⿱付⼈

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 붓?

00390
00390
⼙ 26.4
6 · ㇑ (2) KC-00355

⿱內𰆊

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 낸 or 난?

00393
00393
⼙ 26.5
7 · ㇠ (5) KC-00358

⿱加𰆊

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 간?

00391
00391
⼙ 26.5
7 · ㇐ (1) KC-00359

⿱古𰆊

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 곤?

00392
00392
⼙ 26.5
7 · ㇒ (3) KC-00361

⿱⽩𰆊

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 밴?

00396
00396
⼙ 26.8
10 · ㇔ (4) KC-00366

⿱注𰆊

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 준?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00090
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00090
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00088
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00088
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00089
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00089
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00093
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00093
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00091
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00091
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00135
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00135
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00390
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00390
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00393
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00393
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00391
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00391
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00392
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00392
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00396
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00396


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00440
00440
⼝ 30.4
7 · ㇠ (5) KC-00395

⿱⼜叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 웃?

00435
00435
⼝ 30.4
7 · ㇐ (1) KC-00396

⿱⼆叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 잇?

00441
00441
⼝ 30.5
8 · ㇐ (1) KC-00402

⿱⼠叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 삿?

00449
00449
⼝ 30.5
8 · ㇠ (5) KC-00403

⿱也叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 얏?

00442
00442
⼝ 30.5
8 · ㇐ (1) KC-00404

⿱⼟叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 톳?

00461
00461
⼝ 30.6
9 · ㇒ (3) KC-00412

⿱⽑叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 못?

00464
00464
⼝ 30.6
9 · ㇔ (4) KC-00413

⿱⽂叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 뭇?

00453
00453
⼝ 30.6
9 · ㇐ (1) KC-00417

⿱五叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 옷?

00465
00465
⼝ 30.6
9 · ㇔ (4) KC-00420

⿱之叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 짓?

00470
00470
⼝ 30.7
10 · ㇐ (1) KC-00428

⿱巨叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 것?

00475
00475
⼝ 30.7
10 · ㇑ (2) KC-00432

⿱北叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 붓?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00440
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00440
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00435
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00435
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00441
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00441
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00449
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00449
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00442
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00442
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00461
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00461
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00464
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00464
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00453
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00453
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00465
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00465
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00470
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00470
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00475
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00475


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00501
00501
⼝ 30.8
11 · ㇒ (3) KC-00449

⿱多叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 닷?

00503
00503
⼝ 30.8
11 · ㇒ (3) KC-00453

⿱伊叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 잇?

00504
00504
⼝ 30.8
11 · ㇒ (3) KC-00454

⿱⾃叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 잣?

00524
00524
⼝ 30.9
12 · ㇐ (1) KC-00461

⿱吾叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 옷?

00543
00543
⼝ 30.9
12 · ㇒ (3) KC-00462

⿱何叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 핫?

00525
00525
⼝ 30.9
12 · ㇐ (1) KC-00464

⿱求叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 굿?

00526
00526
⼝ 30.9
12 · ㇐ (1) KC-00473

⿱扶叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 붓?

00553
00553
⼝ 30.10
13 · ㇐ (1) KC-00487

⿱？叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 깃?

00554
00554
⼝ 30.10
13 · ㇐ (1) KC-00488

⿱東叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 돗?

00598
00598
⼝ 30.11
14 · ㇠ (5) KC-00501

⿱建叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 것?

00631
00631
⼝ 30.13
16 · ㇐ (1) KC-00532

⿱帶叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 댓?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00501
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00501
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00503
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00503
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00504
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00504
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00524
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00524
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00543
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00543
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00525
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00525
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00526
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00526
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00553
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00553
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00554
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00554
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00598
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00598
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00631
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00631


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00632
00632
⼝ 30.13
16 · ㇐ (1) KC-00534

⿱曹叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 좃?

00646
00646
⼝ 30.13
16 · ㇔ (4) KC-00536

⿱許叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 헛?

00713
00713
⼝ 30.16
19 · ㇔ (4) KC-00566

⿱語叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 엇?

00732
00732
⼝ 30.17
20 · ㇔ (4) KC-00568

⿱廣叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 괏?

00752
00752
⼝ 30.21
24 · ㇑ (2) KC-00579

⿱羅叱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 랏?

00948
00948
⼤ 37.2
5 · ㇐ (1) KC-00811

⿱夫𠃍

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 북?

00296
00296
⼐ 17.6
9 · ㇠ (5) KC-01081

⿱巴出

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

similar to U+5C8A 岊 
 

 

01724
01724
⽈ 73.3
7 · ㇑ (2) KC-01700

⿱曲𠃍

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 곡?

01769
01769
⽊ 75.3
7 · ㇑ (2) KC-01727

⿱朴𠃍

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 박?

02200
02200
火 86.9
13 · ㇒ (3) KC-02286

⿱無𠃍

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 묵?

03284
03284
⾅ 134.11
17 · ㇐ (1) KC-03520

⿱擧𠃍

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 걱?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00632
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00632
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00646
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00646
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00713
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00713
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00732
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00732
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00752
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00752
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00948
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00948
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00296
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00296
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01724
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01724
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01769
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01769
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02200
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02200
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03284
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03284


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03848
03848
走 156.1
8 · ㇠ (5) KC-03983

⿱走𠃍

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 죽?

04404
04404
⾳ 180.5
14 · ㇐ (1) KC-04481

⿱古⾳

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 곰?

04406
04406
⾳ 180.6
15 · ㇔ (4) KC-04483

⿱次⾳

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 참?

00875
00875
⼟ 32.11
14 · ㇒ (3) KC-04928

⿱敘⼟

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

similar to U+2A8F6 𪣶

Comment
ROK
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Not unifiable.

01166
01166
⼭ 46.11
14 · ㇐ (1) KC-05016

⿰⼭勘

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

It is the variant of 嵁. &⿰⼭勘;巖 means uneven. 
 

 
▲ 《廣韻》，澤存堂本，下平聲卷

01438
01438
⼿ 64.5
8 · ㇐ (1) KC-05112 TC-323B

UTC-00638

⿰⺘卉

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese fing6

01859
01859
⽊ 75.13
17 · ㇠ (5) KC-05202

⿱殿⽊

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to WS2021-01860:UK-20942

01860
⽊ 75.13
17 · ㇠ (5) UK-20942

⿰⽊殿

01887
01887
⽊ 75.17
21 · ㇠ (5) KC-05209

⿰⽊彌

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

It is the variant of U+737C 獼. 
 
The evidence shows &⿰⽊彌;猴桃, which means 獼猴桃 (키
위,kiwifruit).

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Korean Reading 미 
kMandarin mí

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03848
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03848
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04404
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04404
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04406
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04406
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00875
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00875
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01166
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01166
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01166-e6cd9f0135ddbdbeee161d37c5eed82a82dcb24014c3caebe6dfb192d884a0f3.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01438
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01438
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01859
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01859
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01860
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01887
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01887


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02114
02114
⽔ 85.15
18 · ㇔ (4) KC-05286

⿰⺡廚

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+2ADCF 𪷏 

 

02732
02732
⽯ 112.1
6 · ㇠ (5) KC-05461

⿱⽯𠃍

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 석 or 독?

03186
03186
⽻ 124.16
22 · ㇔ (4) KC-05611

⿰⽻憲

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

KR Norm. 291-1 and UCV #1? 
{{UCV #1}} 
 
The inner component of 291-1 variant is 王, and the evidence
shows 𡈼. Maybe ROK could add a example picture based on
UCV #1. However, the current glyph has followed the ROK
conventions, so it is acceptable. 

 

04169
04169
⾦ 167.13
21 · ㇒ (3) KC-05828

⿰⾦彙

Other
WANG Yifan
SAT

A dummy record.

03185
03185
⽻ 124.13
19 · ㇔ (4) KC-10564

⿰⽻遂

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Need a new rule to normalize the component 丷 to ⼋. KR
Norm. 21-2 is to normalize ⼋ to 丷, so it is not suitable for this
case. However, the current glyph follows the ROK conventions,
so it is acceptable. 
 

 

01783
01783
⽊ 75.7
11 · ㇐ (1) SAT-03881

⿲⽊夕⽊

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 呼豪反

00115
00115
亠 8.9
11 · ㇔ (4) SAT-04260

⿳亠⺫⽊

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ] Similar to  

02945
02945
⽵ 118.10
16 · ㇒ (3) SAT-04381

⿱⽵适

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The evidence only shows that this character is used to indicate
the reading of the intial of 搊, whos readings in other sources
are variously given as 楚鳩切, 初尤切, 楚蒐切. The reading for
簉 (U+7C09) is 初救切, thus matching the one of the initials.
Given the shape, this is possibly a variant of 簉,

03463
03463
⾋ 140.16
20 · ㇐ (1) SAT-04384

⿱⺿臻

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie ⼠臻

02616
02616
⽧ 104.7
12 · ㇠ (5) SAT-04661

⿸⽧弞

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 蘇奏反

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02114
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02114
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02732
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02732
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03186
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03186
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04169
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04169
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03185
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03185
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01783
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01783
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00115
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00115
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02945
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02945
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03463
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03463
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02616
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02616


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02693
02693
⽬ 109.7
12 · ㇑ (2) SAT-05057

⿰⽬䀏

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie ⽞絹反

00770
00770
⼞ 31.6
7 · ㇐ (1) SAT-05240

⿴〇𣱵

Comment
William T. Nelson
UTC
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The shape reminds me of characters like U+3244 ㉄ in the
Enclosed CJK Letters and Months block. 
 
Maybe another block for enclosed CJK forms is needed.

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

I suggest other method on encoding this character in my
feedback on IRGN2492.

00399
00399
⼚ 27.7
9 · ㇐ (1) SAT-05585

⿸⼚⿱龷𰀠

Comment
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Might be a wrong citation. Similar to 𠬩 U+20B29. 

 

01635
01635
⽃ 68.11
15 · ㇔ (4) SAT-05653

⿰䨾⽃

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 七消反

02035
02035
⽔ 85.8
12 · ㇒ (3) SAT-05665

⿱𧢲⽔

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 語居反

03069
03069
⽷ 120.7
13 · ㇒ (3) SAT-05667

⿱狂⽷

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 女林反

03490
03490
虍 141.2
8 · ㇐ (1) SAT-05800

⿸虍丁

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Variant of 𧆣? The evidence has explained the glype shape:
「從凷」, 𧆣/𧆨 is variant according to 康熙字典（同⽂書局
本）.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02693
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02693
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00770
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00770
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00399
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00399
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00399-6a0be29ef402f8bc6d9509a37b084ad5b703cb7ee492c0ca88bdea19b2689f73.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00399-e0109ec84fd28fa09071e870be4c8e3ae7e43e663491bfa855b2053d9e040003.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00399-0c1061e0b89ce223913b0519774cf066f93d93fd84efbfe5f04755beef78aa45.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01635
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01635
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02035
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02035
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03069
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03069
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03490
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03490
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=77415&page=1073


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

It should be the variant of 虎. 
 
Evidence 1 shows it is the component of 𧆨, Evidence 3 shows
it is the component of 𧆣. As #2983 shows 𧆣 从凷虍聲, and 虍
is the head of tiger, so it is acceptable that this book treated the
phonetic element is 虎. This form is similar to U+2719E 𧆞 and
U+2E4DC 𮓜. 

 
 

 

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

⿸虍丁 is used as the component in the following characters,
and all of them are related to 虎. It is OK to keep this character,
because no rule to unify it with any other encoded characters. 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 

01801
01801
⽊ 75.9
13 · ㇐ (1) SAT-05864

⿰⽊匧

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 兼葉反

01827
01827
⽊ 75.11
15 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06020

⿰⽊⿱共未

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 荼夏反

01538
01538
⼿ 64.12
15 · ㇔ (4) SAT-06125

⿰⺘⿳⼃罒⿻⼀⺢

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 居運反

03170
03170
⽻ 124.4
10 · ㇔ (4) SAT-06161

⿱㝉⽻

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 尺詩反

02292
02292
⽙ 90.13
17 · ㇐ (1) SAT-05853

⿸𤕫萬

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie for U+30905 營壁反

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01801
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01801
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01827
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01827
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01538
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01538
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03170
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03170
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02292
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02292


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01240
01240
⼲ 51.3
6 · ㇔ (4) SAT-06176

&SAT-D06A;

Comment
Conifer TSENG
TCA

Based on the MOE Dictionary, it is a variant of 卒 U+5352. 

 
https://dict.variants.moe.edu.tw/variants/rbt/word_attribute.rbt?
quote_code=QTAwNDM3LTAwNC0x#57

01388
01388
⼼ 61.13
17 · ㇒ (3) SAT-06249

⿱觧⼼

Comment
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Variant of 𢢣 (U+228A3).

03152
03152
⽺ 123.6
12 · ㇑ (2) SAT-06367

⿰⽺⿱⼝𫶧

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 揭焉反

03219
03219
⾁ 130.3
9 · ㇑ (2) SAT-06374

⿰⾁⼲

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

kFanqie 古安

03146
03146
⽹ 122.9
14 · ㇑ (2) SAT-06423

⿱罒則

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 扶發反

02808
02808
⽯ 112.14
19 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06454

⿰⽯⿱束⾙

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie ⻘亦反

01837
01837
⽊ 75.12
16 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06475

⿰⽊⿱亯⼲

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 准閏反

01932
01932
⽎ 79.10
14 · ㇒ (3) SAT-06485

⿰𰮍⽎

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 効交反

01842
01842
⽊ 75.12
16 · ㇑ (2) SAT-06594

⿱敞⽊

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+22FF5 

 

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 樀更反 讁更反 
 
Note: The 反切上字 in the first evidence is not right.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01240
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01240
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01240-dcf885ea63b05994534fb9961349957f833fd7ed0d618aa21cba497452cb2800.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01388
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01388
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03152
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03152
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03219
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03219
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03146
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03146
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02808
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02808
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01837
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01837
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01932
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01932
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01842
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01842


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01310
01310
⼻ 60.17
20 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06630

⿲⼻⿳云⺍𠕎攵

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Similar to 𢖉 (another variant of 徹) ? 
 

 

01258
01258
⼴ 53.8
11 · ㇔ (4) SAT-06647

⿸⼴季

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 其季反

02773
02773
⽯ 112.9
14 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06722

⿰⽯㪅

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 額㪅反

03698
03698
衣 145.4
10 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06753

⿳亠龷𧘇

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

This looks like a variant of U+2E571

03086
03086
⽷ 120.10
16 · ㇒ (3) SAT-06780

⿰臬⽷

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The text says that U+2E803 is the name of something written
as SAT-06780. I can't find a defintion of U+2E803, but with the
⾢ radical, it could be a place name. Given the resemblance of
SAT-06780 to 縣 (U+7E23), it's likely that the text is saying that
U+2E803 is the name of a "county" (or similar subdivision), i.e.
縣 (U+7E23). So SAT-06780 is probably a variant of 縣.

04428
04428
風 182.5
14 · ㇒ (3) SAT-06790

⿰句風

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

fanqie 比遥反

02673
02673
⽫ 108.6
11 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06800

⿱⿰三三⽫

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

Evidence 2 shows ⿰⼙⿱⿳⿰⼀⼀⿰⼀⼀⿰⼀⼀⽫ = 隘 on the
same page (also written as ⿰⼙⿱⿳⼀⼀⼀⽫ in the small
character text), so I think we need additional evidence to
demonstrate whether the middle horizontal stroke should be
broken or not.

01047
01047
宀 40.9
12 · ㇔ (4) SAT-06842

⿳宀⿰龶刃⼶

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

fanqie 古纈反

01765
01765
⽉ 74.16
20 · ㇔ (4) SAT-06863

⿰⽉⿱⾼⽺

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 順倫反

01270
01270
⼴ 53.20
23 · ㇔ (4) SAT-06884

⿸⼴䢉

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 奴東反

01951
01951
⽑ 82.10
14 · ㇑ (2) SAT-06885

⿰⿱左有⽑

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 他臥反

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01310
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01310
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01258
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01258
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02773
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02773
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03698
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03698
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03086
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03086
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04428
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04428
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02673
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02673
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01047
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01047
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01765
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01765
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01270
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01270
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01951
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01951


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02323
02323
⽜ 93.13
17 · ㇒ (3) SAT-06926

⿰⽜僉

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie ⼒冉反

01816
01816
⽊ 75.10
14 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06964

⿰⽊桓

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 剛鄧反

01037
01037
宀 40.6
9 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06967

⿱宀⿻⿱⼀⺿⼗

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

fanqie 灾在反

03104
03104
⽷ 120.12
18 · ㇔ (4) SAT-07010

⿰⽷⿱宀⿰⺅囱

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

kFanqie: 𢯱六

01462
01462
⼿ 64.7
10 · ㇑ (2) SAT-07012

⿰⺘⿴⼞⽁

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 細六反

02118
02118
⽔ 85.16
19 · ㇒ (3) SAT-07025

⿰⺡駦

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 特登反

01042
01042
宀 40.8
11 · ㇠ (5) SAT-07035

⿳宀毋⼼

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

fanqie 楚江反

02864
02864
示 113.27
32 · ㇒ (3) SAT-07040

⿰示⿱&P15-01;㷊

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 千亂反

01929
01929
⽍ 78.19
23 · ㇔ (4) SAT-07048

⿰⽍靡

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 芒播反

03136
03136
缶 121.8
15 · ㇒ (3) SAT-07099

⿰𦈢𰏤

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 並冥反

03395
03395
⾋ 140.11
15 · ㇔ (4) SAT-07170

⿱⺿淥

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie ⿓燭

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02323
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02323
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01816
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01816
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01037
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01037
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03104
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03104
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01462
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01462
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02118
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02118
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01042
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01042
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02864
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02864
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01929
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01929
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03136
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03136
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03395
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03395
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02290
02290
⽙ 90.9
13 · ㇐ (1) SAT-07208

⿸𤕫易

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 盈隻反

01845
01845
⽊ 75.12
16 · ㇒ (3) SAT-07233

⿱⾤⿻𠀎⽊

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie ⽅問反

03017
03017
⽶ 119.7
13 · ㇠ (5) SAT-08299

⿰⽶矣

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 事⼏反

02257
02257
火 86.15
19 · ㇑ (2) SAT-08330

⿰火⿱雀灬

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 精遥反

01784
01784
⽊ 75.7
11 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08345

⿰⽊⾝

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie ⼝耕反

03056
03056
⽷ 120.6
12 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08351

⿰⽷灰

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 苦迴反

04420
04420
⾴ 181.13
22 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08422

⿰零⾴

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

fanqie 歷丁反

03217
03217
耳 128.15
21 · ㇠ (5) SAT-08444

⿱耳⿲⼸畐⼸

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie ⽽志

01461
01461
⼿ 64.7
10 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08471

⿰⺘⿱⽊女

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 奴迴反

01947
01947
⽑ 82.7
11 · ㇠ (5) SAT-08488

⿱㱼⽑

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 擧佉反

01603
01603
⼿ 64.24
27 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08524

⿰⺘觀

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 官亂反

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02290
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02290
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01845
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01845
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03017
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03017
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02257
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02257
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01784
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01784
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03056
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03056
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04420
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04420
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03217
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03217
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01461
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01461
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01947
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01947
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01603
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01603


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01802
01802
⽊ 75.9
13 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08553

⿰⽊茷

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 樊韈反

03172
03172
⽻ 124.8
14 · ㇒ (3) SAT-08561

⿰⽻免

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 補道反

00040
00040
⼄ 5.2
3 · ㇠ (5) SAT-08575

⿺⼄⺀

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The evidence suggests that this is the lesser seal (⼩篆) form
of the character that evolved into 蛇. Are we encoding lesser
seal forms?

Other
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It would be unrealistic to be a bona fide ⼩篆 (plus, the text
suggests that it is not from 說⽂). The shape is either too
corrupted as ⼩篆 we know today or has some different origin,
that probably better treated as an 8th or 13th century 隷定字
from an edition at that time.

01548
01548
⼿ 64.13
16 · ㇑ (2) SAT-08587

⿰⺘𡼁

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 勑知反

01419
01419
⼽ 62.4
8 · ㇒ (3) SAT-08594

⿰今⼽

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 苦⽢反 坎含反

02901
02901
⽳ 116.8
13 · ㇔ (4) SAT-08609

⿱⽳⿰爪爪

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 臾乳反

03451
03451
⾋ 140.15
19 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08621

⿱苜⿱⿰⽌⺒夂

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 跪爲

01607
01607
⽀ 65.6
10 · ㇒ (3) SAT-08648

⿰兊⽀

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 團活反

02091
02091
⽔ 85.12
15 · ㇠ (5) SAT-08736

⿲⺡𫸧𫸧

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 寧的反

03293
03293
⾆ 135.9
15 · ㇒ (3) SAT-08725

⿰⾆昜

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 時爾

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01802
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01802
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03172
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03172
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00040
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00040
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01548
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01548
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01419
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01419
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02901
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02901
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03451
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03451
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01607
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01607
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02091
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02091
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03293
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03293


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02695
02695
⽬ 109.7
12 · ㇒ (3) SAT-08739

⿰⽬狂

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 俱况反

03289
03289
⾆ 135.7
13 · ㇒ (3) SAT-08748

⿰⾆⾘

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 食爾

02274
02274
火 86.23
27 · ㇒ (3) SAT-08789

⿱&P15-01;㷊

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 倉亂反

02981
02981
⽵ 118.15
21 · ㇔ (4) SAT-08807

⿱⽵潜

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

This character is used to indicate the fanqie of 森, elsewhere
given as 疏簪. Could this be a variant of 簪?

01084
01084
⼫ 44.1
4 · ㇠ (5) SAT-08816

⿸⼫⼄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

It looks the variant of 戹 U+6239. 
 
The evidence shows this character is used for the 反切上字 of
嫈. In 《廣韻》, we can find as least three fanqies: 烏莖切, 於
營切, 鷖迸切. The tone of 鷖迸切 is 去聲, and we all know the
common tone of 嫈 is 平聲. The evidence shows tone is 平聲
as well. 
 
For 烏莖切 and 於營切, the finals (韻⺟) are different, but the
initials (聲⺟) are the same, which are both 影⺟. The
submitted character is not the variant of 烏. 《廣韻》 shows
the fanqie for 戹 is 於⾰切, so the initial for 戹 is also 影⺟.
Therefore, 戹莖切 is similar to 烏莖切 here. 
 
The submitted character is also used in other context in ⼤正
藏. And the following show it is the variant of 戹 clearly. 
 

 
▲ 慧琳：《⼀切經⾳義》，⼤正新修⼤藏經，卷第六⼗⼆

02830
02830
⽯ 112.23
28 · ㇑ (2) SAT-08835

⿰⽯巖

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 吾咸反

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02695
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02695
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03289
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03289
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02274
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02274
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02981
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02981
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01084
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01084
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01084-4532ac403b5f22230f52469d3a0a284b56ddf733bd2601546f926dae11569fe2.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02830
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02830


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03584
03584
⾍ 142.10
16 · ㇑ (2) SAT-08863

⿰⾍⿸虍»

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Other versions of the Er Ya have "蚹蠃，螔蝓也", so this is
possibly a variant of 螔

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual

I suspect the right component ⿸虍» should have been 𧆞,
which is a variant of 虎/乕.

01629
01629
⽂ 67.12
16 · ㇔ (4) SAT-08868

⿰⽂閔

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 隣簡反

03965
03965
⾡ 162.6
10 · ㇔ (4) SAT-08913

⿺⻎𭁄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Is it the variant of U+907B 遻 or U+904C 遌? 
 

 
 
 

 

04504
04504
⾺ 187.7
17 · ㇔ (4) SAT-08930

⿰⾺𫲺

Other
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It should be discussed with character 01960, which has the
same problem of component.

01485
01485
⼿ 64.9
12 · ㇔ (4) SAT-08940

⿰⺘庠

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 丑摘反

03216
03216
耳 128.15
21 · ㇔ (4) SAT-08942

⿰⿹耳王悤

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

kFanqie 倉公

01893
01893
⽊ 75.22
26 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08984

⿰⽊聽

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 體丁反

01262
01262
⼴ 53.10
13 · ㇔ (4) SAT-09314

⿸⼴剡

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie ⼏例反

03387
03387
⾋ 140.11
17 · ㇐ (1) T9-7658

⿱⺿碓

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to WS2021-02801

02801
⽯ 112.12
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-2622

⿰⽯萑

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03584
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03584
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01629
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01629
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03965
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03965
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04504
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04504
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01485
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01485
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03216
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03216
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01893
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01893
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01262
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01262
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03387
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03387
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02801


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02043
02043
⽔ 85.9
12 · ㇑ (2) T9-773B

⿰⺡苟

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It would be helpful to have more information about this
character. What is the reading and how is it used? Is the
semantic "water" or "grass". There is a similar Hán-Việt
character read "câu" that means a kind of plant used in
Chinese medicine cited in "Ngũ Thiên Tự" 
 

02181
02181
火 86.7
11 · ㇒ (3) T9-783E

〾⿰火肜

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 余中切

02059
02059
⽔ 85.10
14 · ㇐ (1) T9-7925

⿰⺡⿱百⽲

Comment
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

How to pronounce this one？

Comment
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

The pronunciation of this character is gāo.

03072
03072
⽷ 120.8
14 · ㇐ (1) T9-7A38

⿱卧⽷

Comment
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

variant of 緊？

01622
01622
⽂ 67.6
10 · ㇐ (1) T9-7B5D

⿰⾂⽂

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+2BFB1 𫾱

01990
01990
⽔ 85.2
6 · ㇑ (2) T9-7D2E

⿰⽔⼘

Comment
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

variant of 𣱶 U+23C76？

Comment
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

There is no documentary evidence to say whether it is a
variant.

03297
03297
⾈ 137.3
9 · ㇒ (3) T9-7E3E

⿰⾈凢

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+8224 舤 and U+8227 舧 

 

 

01824
01824
⽊ 75.10
14 · ㇠ (5) TB-4B6E

⿰⽊⿱⼮囱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to TD-2890 (⿰⽊𡿺) which is a character used for
Jian’ou Minbei dialect (建瓯闽北⽅⾔). ⿰⽊𡿺 is included in
《建瓯⽅⾔词典》 written by 李如龙 and 潘渭⽔, but it is a pity
that I don’t have the clear evidence.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02043
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02043
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02043-bcd496f69bd9fbd4eb5d1bfce307665ff60bd00bca2ef56fa0760d1ac854c52f.jpg
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02181
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02181
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02059
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02059
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03072
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03072
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01622
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01622
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01990
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01990
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03297
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03297
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01824
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01824


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04144
04144
⾦ 167.11
19 · ㇔ (4) TB-4D7C

⿰⾦盖

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Is the reading given, "luán", correct? The new evidence says
"⾳塔“, the fanqie for which is variously 吐盍切, 託合切, 達合,
etc. . The glyph shape seems to be a simplification of 鑉 (託盍
切), for which the phonetic is 盍 and whose coda the same as
塔.

Comment
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The reading Luán is provided by Dept. of Household
Registration, M.O.I.  
Indeed, according to the right part(盖), the pronunciation is a
little odd. 異體字字典 also includes this character, which comes
from 四聲篇海, pronounced tà. Therefore, it is recommended to
change the pronunciation data of this character to tà. 

 
《改併五⾳類聚四聲篇海．⾦部》(明刊本) 
 

 
異體字字典

00985
00985
女 38.9
12 · ㇑ (2) TB-522D

⿰女⿸虍㐄

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Note, there is a similar encoded pair: U+93EC ⿰⾦虖 and
U+𨩞 (28A5E) ⿰⾦⿸虍㐄.

01657
01657
⽇ 72.4
8 · ㇒ (3) TB-5D3F

⿰⽇兮

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to WS2021-01661:TC-3C54

03883
03883
⾜ 157.7
14 · ㇑ (2) TB-5E54

⿰⾜⾜

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

similar to U+8E00 踀?

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

similar to U+8E00 踀?

Comment
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Agree.

02761
02761
⽯ 112.7
12 · ㇒ (3) TB-696C

⿲⽯⽉习

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+25489 𥒉

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04144
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04144
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04144-2d465898e853327b89e319e856d56f3b706f57fe6145afcf91ae262b968fe0d5.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04144-8f3774e34135c4b62418a4d9efd431819e92fce19bafb1934ec2b9e918407e97.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00985
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00985
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01657
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01657
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03883
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03883
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02761
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02761


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01995
01995
⽔ 85.4
7 · ㇐ (1) TC-2C5A

⿰⺡匹

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to WS2021-01996:TC-2C5B

01996
⽔ 85.4
7 · ㇐ (1) TC-2C5B

⿰⺡𠤭

 
 
Both of two characters are used in Tainan City according to the
evidence.

01996
01996
⽔ 85.4
7 · ㇐ (1) TC-2C5B

⿰⺡𠤭

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to WS2021-01995:TC-2C5A

01995
⽔ 85.4
7 · ㇐ (1) TC-2C5A

⿰⺡匹

 
 
Both of two characters are used in Tainan City according to the
evidence.

01313
01313
⼼ 61.4
8 · ㇒ (3) TC-3222

⿱⽑⼼

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

This character is also included in GCCS v1.0, but removed
since v2.0. 

 
 
UTC includes this character in UAX #45 as UTC-00891. If
HKSAR considers to include it in HKSCS in future, the H-
Source reference should be H-A05A.

01661
01661
⽇ 72.5
9 · ㇒ (3) TC-3C54

⿰⽇⿱⼋亏

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to WS2021-01657:TB-5D3F

02998
02998
⽶ 119.3
9 · ㇒ (3) TC-407C

⿰⽶丸

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kJapanese だんご?

03192
03192
耳 128.3
9 · ㇠ (5) TC-4149

⿰耳⼸

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+5F2D 弭 

 

01323
01323
⼼ 61.6
10 · ㇒ (3) TC-4856

⿱先⼼

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

similar to U+3905 㤅?

01737
01737
⽉ 74.6
10 · ㇒ (3) TC-4A25

⿰⽉向

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kVietnamese hửng

01778
01778
⽊ 75.6
10 · ㇐ (1) TC-4A70

⿰有⽊

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+682F 栯

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01995
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01995
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01996
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01996
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01996
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01995
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01313
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01313
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01313-7c453d31a381d1a17bc61b6659cd76624e15f9cabaf0a8347b57fbd86d48b115.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01661
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01661
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02998
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02998
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03192
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03192
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01323
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01323
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01737
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01737
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01778
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01778


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03338
03338
⾋ 140.6
10 · ㇠ (5) TC-4F51

⿱⺿㚥

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+44B5 䒵 

 

00422
00422
⼜ 29.9
11 · ㇠ (5) TC-5336

⿱叒且

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

similar to U+53E0 叠

00420
00420
⼜ 29.9
11 · ㇐ (1) TC-5644

⿰赤反

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Similar to U+8D67 赧

02182
02182
火 86.7
11 · ㇒ (3) TC-5A7D

⿱佔灬

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to TC-5023 which has not been submitted yet 
{{https://www.cns11643.gov.tw/wordView.jsp?ID=807479}}

02741
02741
⽯ 112.4
9 · ㇒ (3) TC-7A47

⿰⽯卬

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+2E010 𮀐

01949
01949
⽑ 82.8
12 · ㇐ (1) TD-2A6E

⿺⽑昔

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie ⽽容切

02193
02193
火 86.8
12 · ㇔ (4) TD-2C39

⿱炏火

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+7192 熒 

 

02925
02925
⽵ 118.6
12 · ㇐ (1) TD-2F46

⿳⽵⼀右

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The reading provided by TCA is nà, but I guess it is not the real
Mandarin pronunciation. 
 
若 reads as nã⁵³, nã²²/³³ in Xiamen / Amoy. Maybe the user
made the Min nan reading as the similar Mandarin syllable.

03357
03357
⾋ 140.8
12 · ㇒ (3) TD-3156

⿱⺿侟

Other
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Similar to 𢞻? A TF-only character, ⿰⺖薦 is not encoded. 
 

 

03536
03536
⾍ 142.6
12 · ㇠ (5) TD-3222

⿰⾍𪪊

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+27392 𧎒 

 

03854
03854
走 156.5
12 · ㇔ (4) TD-327C

⿺走永

Comment
WANG Yifan
SAT

Variant of U+8D82 趂?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03338
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03338
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00422
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00422
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00420
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00420
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02182
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02182
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02741
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02741
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01949
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01949
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02193
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02193
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02925
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02925
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03357
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03357
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03536
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03536
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03854
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03854


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02929
02929
⽵ 118.7
13 · ㇑ (2) TD-4266

⿱笡⼋

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Looks like a variant of 算 (U+7B97)

01691
01691
⽇ 72.11
15 · ㇐ (1) TD-5C5B

⿺是早

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+2C054 𬁔 

 

01700
01700
⽇ 72.12
16 · ㇐ (1) TD-6830

⿺堯⽇

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+66C9 曉

03407
03407
⾋ 140.12
16 · ㇒ (3) TD-6F5E

⿱⺿猫

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to WS2017-01130 
[ {{WS2017-01130}} ] 

02398
02398
⽝ 94.9
12 · ㇔ (4) TD-7521

⿰⺨𬙬

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+247AC 𤞬 

 

02198
02198
火 86.9
13 · ㇑ (2) TD-762F

⿰火昭

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+242DC 𤋜 

 

01349
01349
⼼ 61.9
13 · ㇔ (4) TD-7640

⿱⿰𦍍反⼼

Other
Xieyang WANG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

There is a ⿱叛⼼ in CNS11643. 

02204
02204
火 86.9
13 · ㇠ (5) TD-792E

⿱姫灬

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Similar to T9-8929 ⿱姬灬 
{{https://www.cns11643.gov.tw/wordView.jsp?ID=620861}} 
{{https://zi.tools/zi/%E2%BF%B1%E5%A7%AC%E7%81%AC}
}

03857
03857
走 156.7
14 · ㇔ (4) TD-7A3C

⿺走兑

Comment
WANG Yifan
SAT

Variant of U+8D85 超?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02929
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02929
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01691
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01691
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01700
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01700
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03407
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03407
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2017/app/?id=01130
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02398
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02398
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02198
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02198
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01349
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01349
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01349-e56ff1ed6748c23e91401e7e71cc811f9b4affc18f6ed2064d6d7dda0be66eae.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02204
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02204
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03857
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03857


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01353
01353
⼼ 61.10
14 · ㇐ (1) TD-7C2F

⿱欯⼼

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

looks similar to U+6164 慤

04410
04410
⾴ 181.6
15 · ㇐ (1) TD-7D61

⿰⾴成

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

similar to U+4AC6 䫆?

01071
01071
⼨ 41.14
17 · ㇔ (4) TE-2240

⿱⿰𠕻長⼨

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+4886 䢆, U+4887 䢇

01288
01288
⼺ 59.16
19 · ㇐ (1) TE-2261

⿰霖⼺

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

In the evidence of WS2021-01289, the previous character of
the submitted one (with blue square as below) chould be
normalized to the this character, but I guess ROK will
normalize the character to 虨 U+8668 based on KR Norm. 130-
1. 
 

 
 
BTW, 虨 is the variant of 霦. If ROK could help confirm this
issue, it will be better for the encoding work.

02801
02801
⽯ 112.12
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-2622

⿰⽯萑

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to WS2021-03387

03387
⾋ 140.11
17 · ㇐ (1) T9-7658

⿱⺿碓

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01353
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01353
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04410
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04410
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01071
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01071
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01288
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01288
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01288-5252c37484c24e6f8b47c08073fda1c9a29f3cdb52edd2f9155bea477e23526e.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02801
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02801
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03387


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02950
02950
⽵ 118.11
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-2668

⿱⽵⿰⽊𭅗

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

This is similar, identical components, but different arrangement,
to TE-2360 ⿰⽊⿱⽵𭅗.

03430
03430
⾋ 140.13
17 · ㇠ (5) TE-2777

⿱⺿⿰女隻

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+5B33 嬳 

 
 
 
The readings are different, so it is better to disunify based on
the evidence.

03740
03740
⾒ 147.10
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-2852

⿺⾒𢼸

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

similar to WS2021-03828:TE-286D ⿰⾙𢼸

03828
03828
⾙ 154.10
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-286D

⿰⾙𢼸

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

similar to WS2021-03740:TE-2852 ⿺⾒𢼸

04894
04894
⿊ 203.5
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-2A5E

⿱龸⿊

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Variant of 黨?

01571
01571
⼿ 64.15
18 · ㇐ (1) TE-2C3F UTC-00659

⿰⺘厲

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese lai2

01864
01864
⽊ 75.14
18 · ㇑ (2) TE-2C7C

⿰⽊関

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+23838 

 

02248
02248
火 86.14
18 · ㇒ (3) TE-2E27

〾⿰䍃炎

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+718E 熎 

 

02962
02962
⽵ 118.12
18 · ㇐ (1) TE-2E7E

⿱⽵朝

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to WS2021-02954:UK-20060

02954
⽵ 118.11
17 · ㇐ (1) UK-20060

⿱⽵𨊸

03031
03031
⽶ 119.12
18 · ㇠ (5) TE-2F3A

⿰⽶⿸⼫禺

Comment
Henry CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The reading suggests the right hand side should have been 属
instead of ⿸⼫禺. Could there be confirmation on the correct
shape based on the romanization of the person's name?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02950
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02950
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03430
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03430
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03740
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03740
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03828
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03828
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04894
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04894
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01571
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01571
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01864
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01864
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02248
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02248
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02962
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02962
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02954
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03031
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03031


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04727
04727
⿃ 196.8
19 · ㇔ (4) TE-3439

⿱宓⿃

Comment
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]  

 
 
variant of 𪂁?

01202
01202
⼭ 46.16
19 · ㇒ (3) TE-3440

⿰⼭興

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

similar to WS2021-01203 TE-3443

01203
01203
⼭ 46.16
19 · ㇒ (3) TE-3443

⿱⼭興

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

similar to WS2021-01202 TE-3440

01398
01398
⼼ 61.15
19 · ㇐ (1) TE-3462

⿱⿰爽攵⼼

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

looks similar to WS2021-01399:TE-7830

01927
01927
⽍ 78.15
19 · ㇔ (4) TE-354B

⿰⽍養

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 名養切

03295
03295
⾆ 135.13
19 · ㇒ (3) TE-373A

⿰舍庸

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+93DE 鏞 

 

03462
03462
⾋ 140.15
19 · ㇠ (5) TE-3745

⿱薜了

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+2E4B6 𮒶 

 

03753
03753
⾓ 148.12
19 · ㇔ (4) TE-3836

⿱減⾓

Other
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Note that 觱 doesn't match the pronunciation which provided in
the original evidence.

02129
02129
⽔ 85.17
20 · ㇑ (2) TE-3B79

⿰⺡⿵⾨洛

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+24050 𤁐 

 

03214
03214
耳 128.14
20 · ㇑ (2) TE-3C7C

⿰耳蓋

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+2DFEB 𭿫 (TE-8848) 

 

04039
04039
酉 164.13
20 · ㇐ (1) TE-3E26

⿰酉嗇

Comment
WANG Yifan
SAT

No pronunciation available?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04727
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04727
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01202
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01202
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01203
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01203
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01398
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01398
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01927
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01927
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03295
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03295
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03462
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03462
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03753
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03753
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02129
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02129
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03214
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03214
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04039
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04039


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01405
01405
⼼ 61.17
21 · ㇐ (1) TE-402E

⿱⿰⾞貢⼼

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

looks similar to U+6205 戅

02980
02980
⽵ 118.15
21 · ㇐ (1) TE-415D

⿱⽵碼

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+255D6 𥗖 

 

01534
01534
⼿ 64.12
16 · ㇒ (3) TE-6F3B

⿱⿰合合⼿

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to 拿 U+62FF

03025
03025
⽶ 119.10
16 · ㇐ (1) TE-6F6E

⿰⽶⿱⼠𠖀

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+7CBD 粽 

 

04499
04499
⾺ 187.6
16 · ㇒ (3) TE-7036

⿰⾺名

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The reading given is "luò", which is identical to that of 駱
(U+99F1). This suggests that they are variants and that the
component 名 should be 各, in which case they we might
consider unification. It would be good to clarify the meaning
and the reading.

04261
04261
⾩ 170.8
16 · ㇐ (1) TE-713C

⿰⾩坴

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

It is the variant of 陸 based on the glyph and the reading.

03412
03412
⾋ 140.12
16 · ㇔ (4) TE-7172

⿱⺿⿰⺡匍

Other
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Similar to 𫾎? A TD-only character. 
 

 

02438
02438
⽝ 94.13
16 · ㇔ (4) TE-7222

⿲⺨𦚏尤

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+2A693 𪚓 

 

04101
04101
⾦ 167.9
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-7360

⿰⾦苦

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The new evidence shows that ⿰⾦苦 is a valid character with
the reading "kǔ". However, the original evidence attributes
supplied reading "nuò", which is almost certainly a
misidentification for U+9369. We should avoid adding "nuò" in
the Unihan data.

02953
02953
⽵ 118.11
17 · ㇐ (1) TE-7438

⿱⽵㭪

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese bou6?

01399
01399
⼼ 61.15
19 · ㇐ (1) TE-7830

⿱⿰爽⽋⼼

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

looks similar to WS2021-01398:TE-3462

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01405
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01405
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02980
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02980
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01534
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01534
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03025
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03025
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04499
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04499
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04261
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04261
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03412
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03412
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02438
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02438
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04101
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04101
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02953
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02953
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01399
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01399


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02130
02130
⽔ 85.17
20 · ㇑ (2) TE-7A37

⿰⺡⿺⻎睪

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to U+3D8E 㶎 

 

03742
03742
⾒ 147.14
21 · ㇑ (2) TE-7B35

⿰聞⾒

Other
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The pronunciation for this character provided by TCA is jiàn,
that looks the phonetic element is ⾒.

00376
00376
⼗ 24.8
10 · ㇑ (2) UK-10350

⿱卌卌

Comment
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Since the rationale is that this shape may stand for both 菩薩
and 涅槃, unifying ⿱卅卌 (and other variants) with this may not
be suitable.

02775
02775
⽯ 112.9
14 · ㇐ (1) UK-20002

⿱封⽯

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

Looks like a variant of U+7830 砰 in the phrase "砰然有聲"

03161
03161
⽺ 123.9
15 · ㇑ (2) UK-20004

⿰⽺是

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
Corrupted form of 鞮? 後漢書（清乾隆武英殿刊本）卷53 folio
15/16 gives 私渠北鞮海.

00119
00119
亠 8.10
12 · ㇒ (3) UK-20014

⿰交交

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

variant of 效? 
 
奉藥罔～

03434
03434
⾋ 140.14
18 · ㇐ (1) UK-20017

⿱⺿舔

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
The evidence is from 仁化縣志（清光緒刊本）, I have
extracted the evidence directly from the NLC provided PDF
without transcoding, but it seems not better than the original
evidence, which I think is already reasonably clear. 
 
The text gives 「～，俗名莙薘」. I guess ⿱⺿舔 is a variant of
菾. I didn't find ⿱⺿舔 in 嘉靖仁化縣志、萬曆仁化縣志、康熙仁
化縣志; I do find 莙薘 in 韶州府志（清康熙刊本）卷1 folio 16. 
 

 

03799
03799
⾖ 151.9
16 · ㇒ (3) UK-20024

⿰⾖扁

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

{⿰⾖扁}⾖ is presumably a variant of 扁⾖, which can also be
written 萹⾖, 稨⾖, 藊⾖.

02446
02446
⽝ 94.14
17 · ㇔ (4) UK-20026

⿰⺨榮

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

《⺠國樂昌縣志》 has "先是有猴如狨⼤陡⾄樹...", so ⿰⺨榮
should be a variant of 狨 róng.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02130
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02130
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03742
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03742
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00376
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00376
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02775
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02775
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03161
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03161
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=gb&file=79565&page=174
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00119
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00119
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03434
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03434
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03434-69b05a2ec320f4b8c5646bb0f50b334899697917570061c31a6c4c8aafc6e7b7.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001086061
https://nrs.harvard.edu/urn-3:FHCL:14814591?n=53
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03799
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03799
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02446
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02446


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02140
02140
⽔ 85.18
21 · ㇒ (3) UK-20032

⿰⺡鯈

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Variant of 㶖? 
 
Text has ～㴸. 
 

 
▲ 六⾂註⽂選（四部叢刊景上海涵芬楼藏宋刊本）卷12 folio 15
《江賦》：「㶖㴸㶒瀹」. 
 

 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02140
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02140
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02140-7349f75df8048ccf67af356b2362cf284cbda7795c2a94d83509db824a7446e6.webp
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan1900-%E8%95%AD%E7%B5%B1-%E5%85%AD%E8%87%A3%E8%A8%BB%E6%96%87%E9%81%B8-30-07.djvu/30


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01164
01164
⼭ 46.10
13 · ㇔ (4) UK-20036

⿰⼭宫

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

variant of 巆? The text has 岭～嶙峋. 
 

 
 
▲ 六⾂註⽂選（四部叢刊景上海涵芬楼藏宋刊本）卷7 folio 14
has 岭巆嶙峋, from ⽢泉賦 by 揚雄. 
 

 

02580
02580
⽥ 102.3
8 · ㇑ (2) UK-20046

⿱⽥⺒

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 寧海縣志（明崇禎刊本）卷10 folio 42 has 𭘋. 𭘋 is a variant
of 㕀/㽕. Based on this evidence, I suspect ⿱⽥⺒ is a
corrupted form of 𭘋. But since we already have ⿱⽥⺒ in two
evidences, better just encode it. 
 

 

02954
02954
⽵ 118.11
17 · ㇐ (1) UK-20060

⿱⽵𨊸

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to WS2021-02962:TE-2E7E

02962
⽵ 118.12
18 · ㇐ (1) TE-2E7E

⿱⽵朝

No change, IRG 57. 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01164
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01164
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01164-beb76afd6cda5e836654932143609f9dd4e41404538787f71ba611a27cd32832.webp
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan1897-%E8%95%AD%E7%B5%B1-%E5%85%AD%E8%87%A3%E8%A8%BB%E6%96%87%E9%81%B8-30-04.djvu/112
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02580
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02580
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02580-83ae2df896b592c95cc1d6e01a808135840e87acc39c8a2b7a3ea82baf23a8b4.pdf
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001076607
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02954
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02954
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02962


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01321
01321
⼼ 61.6
10 · ㇑ (2) UK-20067

⿱𰏒⼼

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The source should be corrected as 定興縣志（⺠國21年刊
本）. 
 
The text is a transcription of 《⼤元保定路易州定興縣重修孔⼦
廟記》, of which a rubbing is collected by 中央研究院歷史語⾔
研究所: https://catalog.digitalarchives.tw/item/00/1b/f6/c9.html 
 
In the info section, 史語所 noted 刻⼯:芯題 程澤 
 
The text has ⿱𰏒⼼題程澤刊, I suspect ⿱𰏒⼼ is a variant of 
 

 
 
 
𢘿題 is a place name in 河北, which makes sense here.

02247
02247
火 86.14
18 · ㇐ (1) UK-20095

⿰火駁

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

Other versions of this text have "周环⼗三⾥有奇，炮台六⼗有
⼆", indicating that ⿰火駁 should be a variant of 礟 pào (礮炮
砲).

01107
01107
⼭ 46.4
7 · ㇐ (1) UK-20099

⿱⼭仄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

fanqie 厄邱切

01498
01498
⼿ 64.10
13 · ㇔ (4) UK-20107

⿰⺘桊

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

variant of 榺/𬄆? 
 
康熙字典「榺，機持經者。」 
 

 
 
 

 

02578
02578
⽥ 102.2
7 · ㇠ (5) UK-20108 SAT-08976

⿱⼑⽥

Comment
Henry CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

This looks like a corrupted form of 臽? A corrupted form of the

shape on the right of 

01922
01922
⽍ 78.8
12 · ㇒ (3) UK-20118

⿰⽍卑

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Variant of 殫? 靡不殫⼼周悉. 
 
The RHS 卑 is similar to ⿱⼂𤰞 (A00635-008), which is a
variant of 單 according to MOE dictionary

04525
04525
⾻ 188.8
18 · ㇐ (1) UK-20121

⿰⾻或

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

 
 
Variant of 馘? 當出輕騎～虜以報。馘：【說⽂】軍戰斷耳也。

02141
02141
⽔ 85.18
21 · ㇒ (3) UK-20133

⿰⺡雙

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kVietnamese sóng

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01321
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01321
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001063845
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02247
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02247
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01107
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01107
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01498
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01498
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=77415&page=0545
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02578
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02578
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02578-b56dec35a8c53e033313db8b878a7a217b98463c37d396c7511d0715ca41ac53.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01922
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01922
https://dict.variants.moe.edu.tw/variants/rbt/word_attribute.rbt?educode=A00635-008
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04525
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04525
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02141
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02141


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00177
00177
⼈ 9.9
11 · ㇔ (4) UK-20137

⿰⺅𣢦

Comment
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Should be a corruption of some basic verb or preposition, not
any proper name. 
 
王⽒，宫景隆妻，仁靜粹然，▲才智不名。雖鳳翹翟衣，…

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

I agree with WANG Yifan and suggest postpone pending more
evidences.

02078
02078
⽔ 85.11
14 · ㇒ (3) UK-20146

⿰⺡貧

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Variant of 㵅.
 

 
 
 
The evidence is from 錢塘縣志（明萬曆刊清光緒重刊本）. 
 
The text is from 《錢塘賦》 by 葛澧, active in late Southern
Song. 
 

 
 
▲ 咸淳臨安志（宋咸淳刊本）卷94 folio 8 gives 㵅. 
 
⿰⺡貧 is likely mutated from 㵅 -> ⿰⺡𮙿 -> ⿰⺡貧.

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

We can find out the current form is used in the modern text and
several ancient books, so it is better to keep it. 
https://sou-yun.cn/yjlh.aspx?
book=TuShuJiCheng&id=KR7a0007_284_0001

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00177
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00177
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02078
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02078
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001070699
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02078-45ec6d4763bde012918f223a4a7cd5be9371f243415e9344383f6a53a8a52c3a.webp
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3ASBL055_%E5%92%B8%E6%B7%B3%E8%87%A8%E5%AE%89%E5%BF%97.pdf&page=2021


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03531
03531
⾍ 142.6
12 · ㇔ (4) UK-20152

⿰⾍充

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

⿰⾍充 is a misprint of 蛻. 
 

 
 
▲ 茗齋集（四部叢刊景海鹽張⽒涉園藏⼿稿刻本寫本） gives
⿰⾍⿱⼋𠃔, unifiable variant of 蛻. 
 
This is the most authentic version since it is reproduced from
the author's manuscript. 
 
But we'd better encode ⿰⾍充 since we already have two
evidences.

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

It is also the variant of 蜘 used in some versions of 曹植’s 《蟬
賦》.

04321
04321
雨 173.9
17 · ㇔ (4) UK-20153

⿱雨洋

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

misprint of 霈? 
 
廣韻：「霶霈⼤雨」

Comment
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

agree with comment #5140.

04717
04717
⿃ 196.8
19 · ㇐ (1) UK-20159

⿰厓⿃

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Possibly related to GKJ-00358 ⿰崖⿃

04496
04496
⾺ 187.5
15 · ㇔ (4) UK-20171

⿰⾺立

Other
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The simplification form is coded in extension B. 
 

 

01796
01796
⽊ 75.8
12 · ㇑ (2) UK-20173

⿰⽊𥄀

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 於交切

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03531
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03531
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03531-c25c2e3c0f76ef67aebe48d088aac8e58f92fa4b74783cccfc74e38e80dc0f54.webp
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan_Xubian460-%E5%BD%AD%E5%AD%AB%E8%B2%BD-%E8%8C%97%E9%BD%8B%E9%9B%86-34-08.djvu/30
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04321
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04321
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=77411&page=52
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04717
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04717
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04496
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04496
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01796
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01796


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02051
02051
⽔ 85.9
12 · ㇔ (4) UK-20175

⿰⺡冠

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

The evidence text implies that ⿰⺡冠 may be a variant of 滱.

01606
01606
⽀ 65.5
9 · ㇒ (3) UK-20189

⿺⽀㐱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kVietnamese chia

02321
02321
⽜ 93.11
15 · ㇔ (4) UK-20190

⿰牜麻

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

Other versions of this text give "雞公、鹿⺟、⿈麞、鹿犘，以
⿃獸名". The character in the evidence is 犘 with the 'ox'
radical moved to the side.

02472
02472
⽟ 96.5
9 · ㇒ (3) UK-20199

⿰王㕣

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

variant of 玜? 
 

 
 
 
According to the evidence, 熊會～ held a position of 江寧府 江
防同知 in 乾隆 periods. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02051
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02051
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01606
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01606
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02321
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02321
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02472
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02472


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
 
▲ 安徽通志（清道光刊本）卷56 folio 9 mentions 熊會玜：「官
江蘇知府」, CBDB/熊會玜 gives his birth year as 1702 and
death year 1762. I suspect 熊會～ and 熊會玜 are same
person and thus ～ is a variant of 玜.

00745
00745
⼝ 30.19
22 · ㇒ (3) UK-20207

⿱興同

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

The following character (⿰⺡𥬡) is WS2021-02079 UK-20208.
The fact that both characters in his retirement sobriquet are
unencoded suggests that he deliberately created two novel
characters.

02079
02079
⽔ 85.11
14 · ㇒ (3) UK-20208

⿰⺡𥬡

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

The preceding character (⿱興同) is WS2021-00745 UK-
20207. The fact that both characters in his retirement sobriquet
are unencoded suggests that he deliberately created two novel
characters.

01978
01978
⽓ 84.10
14 · ㇔ (4) UK-20224

⿹⽓臭

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese cau3

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02472-25efbbf435a0ee56a03767e4d7528a3f6d8d0b8e853fd862754f8e17b400ab28.webp
https://ctext.org/library.pl?if=en&file=107412&page=276
https://cbdb.fas.harvard.edu/cbdbapi/person.php?id=91252&o=html
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00745
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00745
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02079
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02079
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01978
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01978


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01942
01942
⽑ 82.5
9 · ㇒ (3) UK-20228

⿺⽑主

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kJapanese チンボコ

01752
01752
⽉ 74.11
15 · ㇔ (4) UK-20238

⿰章⽉

Comment
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Radical keep ⽉(74.0).
 
《外科正宗》(明萬曆丁⺒(四⼗五年, 1617)崇川陳⽒刊本)卷之
四 "肥皂⽅" gives "朝腦". 朝腦 is 樟腦.

01362
01362
⼼ 61.11
15 · ㇐ (1) UK-20252

⿱⿰来攵⼼

Other
Eiso CHAN
Individual

IRGN899 S0-212C

02676
02676
⽫ 108.10
15 · ㇑ (2) UK-20258

⿱⿰⽇⿱⼋⽂⽫

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kJapanese じだい

01448
01448
⼿ 64.5
9 · ㇠ (5) UK-20271

⿱队⼿

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese deoi2

01649
01649
⽅ 70.14
18 · ㇑ (2) UK-20272

⿰⽅罂

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese fang3 
kFanqie 符罂

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01942
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01942
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01752
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01752
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01752-dbca3bbac67bea7bf0ece9ff485524880d866ff3d0fed4a339e2e3f5a0aed810.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01362
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01362
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02676
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02676
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01448
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01448
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01649
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01649


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01449
01449
⼿ 64.5
9 · ㇠ (5) UK-20273 UTC-00637

⿱弗⼿

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese faak1 faak3 
kFanqie 弗客

03169
03169
⽻ 124.3
9 · ㇒ (3) UK-20275

⿱⽻个

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese go6

03494
03494
虍 141.5
11 · ㇒ (3) UK-20278 UTC-00742

⿺虎下

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese ha1

02702
02702
⽬ 109.8
13 · ㇔ (4) UK-20279

⿰⽬空

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese hung3

01834
01834
⽊ 75.11
15 · ㇔ (4) UK-20280 UTC-00671

⿰⽊窒

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese zat1

01027
01027
⼦ 39.14
17 · ㇑ (2) UK-20282 UTC-00623

⿰⼦蜚

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese zi1

01704
01704
⽇ 72.12
16 · ㇒ (3) UK-20283 UTC-00667

⿰⽇禽

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese kam4

01969
01969
⽓ 84.8
12 · ㇑ (2) UK-20284

⿰肯⽓

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese kang3

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 卡鶯

02028
02028
⽔ 85.8
11 · ㇐ (1) UK-20285

⿰⺡顷

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese king4

02637
02637
⽧ 104.12
17 · ㇔ (4) UK-20286

⿸⽧阑

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese laan3

01945
01945
⽑ 82.7
11 · ㇔ (4) UK-20287 UTC-00682

⿱冷⽑

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese laang1

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01449
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01449
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03169
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03169
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03494
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03494
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02702
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02702
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01834
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01834
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01027
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01027
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01704
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01704
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01969
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01969
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02028
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02028
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02637
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02637
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01945
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01945


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02251
02251
火 86.14
18 · ㇔ (4) UK-20288 UTC-00697

⿱辣灬

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese laat3 naat3 
 
The more proper reading should be naat3. 
 
kFanqie 羅壓

01441
01441
⼿ 64.5
8 · ㇐ (1) UK-20289

⿰⺘厉

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese lai2

02689
02689
⽬ 109.5
10 · ㇐ (1) UK-20290

⿰⽬厉

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese lai6

04469
04469
食' 184'.7
10 · ㇔ (4) UK-20291

⿰⻠吝

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese leon1

01327
01327
⼼ 61.6
10 · ㇔ (4) UK-20292

⿱论⼼

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese lan2

01456
01456
⼿ 64.6
10 · ㇔ (4) UK-20293

⿱论⼿

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese lan2 
kFanqie 羅因

01970
01970
⽓ 84.8
12 · ㇑ (2) UK-20295

⿹⽓罗

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese lo3

02228
02228
火 86.12
16 · ㇠ (5) UK-20296 UTC-00766

⿱隆灬

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese lung1 nung1

04474
04474
食' 184'.11
14 · ㇔ (4) UK-20298

⿰⻠庵

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese mam1

01624
01624
⽂ 67.6
10 · ㇠ (5) UK-20299

⿰⽂尽

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese man3

01385
01385
⼼ 61.13
16 · ㇑ (2) UK-20300 UTC-00631

⿰⺖盟

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese mang2

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02251
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02251
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01441
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01441
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02689
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02689
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04469
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04469
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01327
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01327
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01456
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01456
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01970
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01970
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02228
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02228
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04474
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04474
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01624
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01624
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01385
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01385


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02612
02612
⽧ 104.7
12 · ㇐ (1) UK-20301

⿸⽧⻨

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese mak6

02605
02605
⽧ 104.5
10 · ㇐ (1) UK-20302

⿸⽧灭

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese mit3

01528
01528
⼿ 64.12
15 · ㇑ (2) UK-20303 UTC-00652

⿰⺘幂

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese mik1

01284
01284
彐 58.8
11 · ㇐ (1) UK-20305

⿰寻未

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese mei2

02684
02684
⽬ 109.2
7 · ㇒ (3) UK-20306 UTC-00712

⿰⽬乃

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese naai2

03088
03088
⽷ 120.10
16 · ㇠ (5) UK-20308 UTC-00723

⿱能⽷

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese nang3

01963
01963
⽓ 84.6
10 · ㇐ (1) UK-20309

⿰压⽓

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese ngaat3

01513
01513
⼿ 64.11
14 · ㇔ (4) UK-20310 UTC-00647

⿰⺘庵

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese ngam4

02785
02785
⽯ 112.10
15 · ㇑ (2) UK-20311

⿰⽯莺

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese ngang2

01549
01549
⼿ 64.13
16 · ㇑ (2) UK-20313 UTC-00653

⿰⺘罨

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese ap1

01473
01473
⼿ 64.8
12 · ㇔ (4) UK-20315

⿱泼⼿

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonee put3

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02612
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02612
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02605
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02605
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01528
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01528
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01284
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01284
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02684
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02684
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03088
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03088
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01963
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01963
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01513
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01513
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02785
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02785
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01549
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01549
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01473
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01473


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02665
02665
⽪ 107.11
16 · ㇠ (5) UK-20316 UTC-00711

⿰⽪巢

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese caau4

01432
01432
⼿ 64.4
8 · ㇐ (1) UK-20317 UTC-00636

⿱切⼿

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese cai3

02276
02276
爪 87.6
10 · ㇐ (1) UK-20320 UTC-00699

⿺爪圭

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese waa2 we2 
kFanqie 烏耶

02289
02289
⽙ 90.5
9 · ㇒ (3) UK-20324 UTC-00701

⿰⽙瓜

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese saak3 
kFanqie 是軛

02606
02606
⽧ 104.5
10 · ㇑ (2) UK-20325

⿸⽧申

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese san5 san4

01555
01555
⼿ 64.13
16 · ㇒ (3) UK-20327 UTC-00787

⿰⺘鼠

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese syu2

01544
01544
⼿ 64.13
17 · ㇐ (1) UK-20328 UTC-00768

⿱靴⼿

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese soe4

02044
02044
⽔ 85.9
13 · ㇑ (2) UK-20329 UTC-00689

⿱削⽔

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese soek3

01389
01389
⼼ 61.13
17 · ㇒ (3) UK-20330

⿱锡⼼

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese sek3

02661
02661
⽪ 107.8
13 · ㇐ (1) UK-20333 UTC-00709

⿰⽪奄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese jim2

01355
01355
⼼ 61.10
14 · ㇒ (3) UK-20334

⿰乌恶

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese wok1
kFanqie 烏學

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02665
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02665
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01432
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01432
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02276
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02276
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02289
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02289
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02606
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02606
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01555
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01555
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01544
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01544
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02044
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02044
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01389
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01389
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02661
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02661
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01355
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01355


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03349
03349
⾋ 140.8
12 · ㇐ (1) UK-20335

⿱⺿软

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese jyun5

03759
03759
⾔ 149.3
10 · ㇐ (1) UK-20346

⿰⾔下

Other
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Note that the simplified form ⿰⻈下 is given as a local vulgar
simplification for 谢 in the evidence for GDM-00344 (s/n
00367).

01199
01199
⼭ 46.15
18 · ㇠ (5) UK-20371

⿱⼭層

Other
L F CHENG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

Similar to U+21F93 𡾓?

02629
02629
⽧ 104.10
15 · ㇠ (5) UK-20388

⿸⽧挐

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese naa1

03127
03127
⽷ 120.19
25 · ㇐ (1) UK-20389

⿰⺯難

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese nan3

03000
03000
⽶ 119.3
9 · ㇠ (5) UK-20400

⿰⽶叉

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kMandarin chǎ

00285
00285
⼎ 15.9
11 · ㇠ (5) UK-20402

⿲⼎𣧄⺉

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Similar to 𣸟. 
 

 

03267
03267
⾁ 130.16
20 · ㇐ (1) UK-20418

⿰𦰩胡

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kMandarin hú

00998
00998
女 38.11
14 · ㇐ (1) UK-20420

⿰女頃

Comment
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This passage apparently from 《立太⼦恩詔》: “⾃昔哲後，降
及近代，莫不立儲樹嫡，守器承祧。” 
But I am not sure where this shape comes from. 
 
https://www.zdic.net/hant/%E6%A8%B9%E5%AB%A1

01541
01541
⼿ 64.12
15 · ㇔ (4) UK-20385

⿰⺘棄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese for 𢶳 U+22DB3 he3

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03349
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03349
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03759
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03759
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00367
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01199
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01199
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02629
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02629
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03127
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03127
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03000
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03000
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00285
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00285
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03267
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03267
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00998
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00998
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01541
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01541


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

嫡 appears in 初學記 
 

 
 
▲ 初學記（宋紹興刊本）卷10 folio 9 
 
藝⽂類聚 and 初學記 are different text system. Many, if not
most, pre-Tang texts we can read today are sourced from
them. Since ～ and 嫡 are very different and ～ prevails in
multiple versions of 藝⽂類聚, we should encode it for
digitalization purpose.

03313
03313
⾈ 137.12
18 · ㇔ (4) UK-20470

⿰⾈曾

Other
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

⿰⾈曾 is a variant of 繒. See
{{https://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E8%B6%95%E7%B9%92%E8
%88%B9 趕繒船}}.

01846
01846
⽊ 75.12
16 · ㇒ (3) UK-20489

⿰⽊短

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kJapanese つか

02642
02642
⽧ 104.14
19 · ㇐ (1) UK-20490

⿸⽧酸

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kJapanese つづく (?)

01525
01525
⼿ 64.12
15 · ㇐ (1) UK-20524

⿰⺘𠥔

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese wai2

00029
00029
⼃ 4.4
5 · ㇠ (5) UK-20538

⿰㐅也

Other
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

This should be an instance of Latin-Han hybrid whose
encoding model is a subject of discussion.

Other
TAO Yang
China
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Exactly, this is not a Han character. It's temporarily appear on
this group of publicity materials. And we could replace 也 with
every component to indicate all of the characters including the
component.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00998-81a4fd7cbaf80ab64dfa92165ba6e7f37be00c56af49777e0de87534d7a7f4c3.webp
https://db2.sido.keio.ac.jp/kanseki/T_bib_frame.php?id=006903
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03313
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03313
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01846
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01846
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02642
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02642
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01525
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01525
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00029
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00029


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

See this SCMP article for additional background discussion of
the "X也" gender-neutral 3rd-person pronoun. Refusing to
encode this character would be doing a great disservice to the
user community who want to use this gender-neutral pronoun
form.

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

Additional discussion on twitter showing a glyph form similar to
that proposed by the UK with 㐅 rather than X: 

00142
00142
⼈ 9.6
8 · ㇐ (1) UK-20541

⿰⺅⿱七天

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

Agree to change glyph and IDS.

01105
01105
⼭ 46.3
6 · ㇐ (1) UK-20566

⿱㞢⼉

Other
BAI Yi
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]  

The glyph is identical with third glyph in UCV rule 222a, which,
of course, non-cogante with this.

02056
02056
⽔ 85.9
12 · ㇠ (5) UK-20574

⿰⺡⾶

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kJapanese ゆうひ

Comment
L F CHENG
Individual

kJapanese ひ. 雄 is read as ゆう.

00199
00199
⼈ 9.12
14 · ㇒ (3) UK-20603

⿱𠆢⿰⿳𠆢𠆢𠆢⿳𠆢𠆢𠆢

Other
WANG Yifan
SAT
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

a kStrange candidate.

01526
01526
⼿ 64.12
15 · ㇐ (1) UK-20648

⿰⺘琶

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese pa4

https://www.scmp.com/magazines/post-magazine/short-reads/article/3168100/how-non-binary-chinese-people-seeking-gender
https://twitter.com/ourobororoboruo/status/1328771580424544258
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00029-5fbfaad1013e06b037a2c0911309c636760b787c24aee431033db89271e154f9.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00142
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00142
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01105
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01105
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01105-4235d214b4fd69038913acd853a4aa6d83f0322a0e5c6be20ec5d14963cb1545.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02056
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02056
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00199
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00199
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01526
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01526
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04518
04518
⾺' 187'.4
7 · ㇐ (1) UK-20649

⿰⻢⽝

Comment
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The traditional form is coded in extension A. 
 

04761
04761
⿃ 196.12
23 · ㇐ (1) UK-20656

⿰斑⿃

Other
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The variant is coded in extension E. 
 

00620
00620
⼝ 30.12
15 · ㇒ (3) UK-20670

⿰⼝順

Comment
Conifer TSENG
TCA
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Mantra characters, it is recommended not to code. The mantra
is mainly used to mark the pronunciation, not to mark the
pronunciation of the glyphs.  
 
《呂祖全書．卷⼗四．參同經下卷．⼀⾏⼦⽃姥⼼咒北⽃⼼咒

說》 

00443
00443
⼝ 30.5
8 · ㇐ (1) UK-20687

⿰⼝⿻丅⼝

Other
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Is this a variant of the character ⿻丅⼝ (no mouth radical)
shown in the evidence for UK-20685? Perhaps a
mantra/dharani final syllable like "hūṃ"?

Other
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Yes, indeed, it is that character with a mouth radical. As you
say, it may well be a mantra-final syllable similar to Buddhist
hūṃ. I hope that we can find additional evidence explaining the
usage and reading of ⿻丅⼝.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04518
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04518
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04518-51afee609b03053fdce8c3e1fec144e2ceecf655cf15a83fed4c141d989c73dd.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04761
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04761
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04761-ab82cbc42212c48c9c2bbd81351ec6940a726fc970e52c9d7d8bdea06c1738aa.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00620
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00620
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00620-6bb448f067c9caf7738c53a79b4975fca3b40b0bade44a6efa913e3fd10866e3.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00443
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00443
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00538
00538
⼝ 30.9
12 · ㇑ (2) UK-20694

⿰⼝思

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

UTC-00882 Adobe-CNS1 C+16196

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

This character is also included in GCCS v1.0 as 0x9FAD, but
removed since v2.0. 

 
 
There are other usages for this character, but I think the
current evidence is sufficient for encoding. If HKSAR considers
to include this character in HKSCS in future, the H-Source
reference should be H-9FAD.

04473
04473
食' 184'.10
13 · ㇒ (3) UK-20802

⿰⻠⿁

Other
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

According to 《說⽂解字》,it seems that the meaning is
different to 馈. The traditional form is coded in main block. 
 

04664
04664
⿂' 195'.4
12 · ㇠ (5) UK-20804

⿰⻥丑

Other
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

It possibly is the simplification form of 𩽤. 
 

 

Other
Eiso CHAN
Individual

This character is totally different from U+29F64 𩽤. 
 
U+29F64 𩽤 is a Nom character which means crocodile. The
submitted character is a Min nan character used in Leizhou
City, Zhanjiang City, Guangdong Province (⼴东省湛江市雷州
市). My hometown is Chikan District, Zhanjiang City,
Guangdong Province (⼴东省湛江市赤坎区). In Chikan district,
this kind of fish reads as nɐi¹¹ nɐu⁴⁴⁵ in the local Yue dialect, so
this character should read as 嬲 (nau1) in Cantonese.

04476
04476
食' 184'.14
17 · ㇑ (2) UK-20817

⿰⻠遣

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese hin3

04466
04466
食' 184'.4
7 · ㇒ (3) UK-20822

⿰⻠⽎

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

fanqie 丁定反

Comment
WANG Yifan
SAT

丁定反 is the fanqie for 飣, this character is ⾳⾖也 according to
the evidence.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00538
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00538
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00538-c1bfe4fbc73802b940189cf5a4e1385ac9edd0efabc262ddc83f2378fac02105.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04473
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04473
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04473-4ce1d4d8566385245e965d4e91c80218e289e9f89dddea07e18db6e12f859148.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04664
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04664
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04476
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04476
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04466
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04466
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03588
03588
⾍ 142.10
16 · ㇒ (3) UK-20825

⿰⾍钳

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The corresponding traditional form ⿰⾍鉗 is not encoded.

03158
03158
⽺ 123.8
14 · ㇑ (2) UK-20842

⿰⽺罗

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Corresponding traditional form ⿰⽺羅 is not encoded.

04470
04470
食' 184'.7
10 · ㇔ (4) UK-20843

⿰⻠宋

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese sung3

01436
01436
⼿ 64.4
7 · ㇑ (2) UK-20851

⿰⺘⻅

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kMandarin jiǎn

04471
04471
食' 184'.8
11 · ㇔ (4) UK-20859

⿰⻠穸

Comment
Eddie LI
Individual

The picture in #3154 is 东莞县志 which is the same as the
evidence quoted.

01087
01087
⼫ 44.5
8 · ㇐ (1) UK-20862

⿸⼫可

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK

局 is first attested with the meaning of 'to steam' or 'to bake' in
Robert Morrison's 1828 《廣東省⼟話字彙》; and first attested
as 焗 in 《粵語全書》 (1905). UK-20862 certainly seems to be
the same meaning and Cantonese pronunciation as 局 in this
sense. The ⿸⼫可 form shown in the evidence may be a
mistake for 局, but potentially it is a specific variant of the
character used only for the culinary meaning, in which case it
should not be unified. Therefore suggest to postpone pending
additional evidence.

01088
01088
⼫ 44.5
8 · ㇠ (5) UK-20864

⿸⼫弗

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese fat1

01952
01952
⽑ 82.10
14 · ㇑ (2) UK-20867

⿺⽑晏

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese jin2

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03588
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03588
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03158
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03158
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04470
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04470
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01436
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01436
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04471
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04471
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01087
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01087
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01088
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01088
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01952
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01952
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03421
03421
⾋ 140.13
17 · ㇑ (2) UK-20880

⿱⺿暘

Other
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Similar to 𦿄/𧀄? 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
▲ ⼋閩通志（明弘治刊本）卷56 folio 15 has 林𦿄, active in
Ming. But there is no evidence that they refer to the same
person.

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual

In the new evidence provided by Eiso, I suspect ⿱⺿暘 is a
variant of 𧀄, the fanqie 恥令 is similar to 𧀄 and the meaning
卉⽊茷（茂） (luxuriant) matches.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03421
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03421
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03421-2f9b317ff087fe369ec07ccb77ac58f35fa48df10459b9ada94b7da5ad64fe0d.png
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3ANAJDA-292-0084_%E5%85%AB%E9%96%A9%E9%80%9A%E8%AA%8C_%E5%B7%BB55-57.pdf&page=46


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04490
04490
香 186.10
19 · ㇒ (3) UK-20885

⿰香隻

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual

> 雷州府 and 廉州府 were established at the same level at that
time, so it is hard to imagine that ancient writers would confuse
these two places. 
 
I didn't find 鄭⿰香隻/鄭頀 in 雷州府志. However I do find 鄭頀
in a few 廉州府志 editions, 崇禎廉州府志卷8 folio 5, 康熙16年
廉州府志卷8 folio 3, 乾隆廉州府志卷15 folio 3, 道光廉州府志卷
19 folio 15. 
 
道光廣東通志 also gives 鄭頀, ⽯康⼈: 
 

 
 
▲ 廣東通志（清道光刊本）卷68 folio 21a 
 
鄭頀 is not recorded in 萬曆廣東通志, which may explain why
雍正廣東通志 editors got his ancestral home wrong. 
 
BTW 《明史·鄭韺傳》also mentions 鄭頀：「⽯康⼈。⽗賜，
舉⼈，兄頀，進⼠」

03118
03118
⽷ 120.15
21 · ㇐ (1) UK-20892

⿰⺯⿱雨⾥

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

⿰⺯⿱雨⾥ could be a variant of 繩. 
 

 
 
▲ 晉書（宋刻元明遞修本）卷97葉7 gives 繩 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04490
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04490
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04490-38387ffb70b175324252d738136d8acd99333da221745772dc1472b8f123bb3b.webp
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001083328
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03118
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03118
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03118-b9b1fbe323af9ef589786ee4d310a4bb12094f36364595b7096974d9ca21e30a.webp
https://iiif.lib.harvard.edu/manifests/view/drs:19972028$2468i


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
 
▲ 太平御覽（宋慶元5年跋蜀刊本） 卷787葉4 gives ⿰⺯電,
which could be variant of 縄.

01785
01785
⽊ 75.7
11 · ㇐ (1) UK-20901

⿰⽊𮕜

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kJapanese くら

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03118-dddf870c05d56658930353e42f1f879a801b9a0872c57bbb3a1d5b42e361f22a.webp
https://db2.sido.keio.ac.jp/kanseki/T_bib_frame.php?id=007055
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01785
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01785
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01054
01054
宀 40.12
15 · ㇐ (1) UK-20905

⿱宀𮙺

Comment
BAI Yi
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

found in 教育部異體字字典 as variant of 寡。 
https://dict.variants.moe.edu.tw/variants/rbt/word_attribute.rbt?
educode=A01044-019 

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The original evidence could be a misprint of 寮. 
 

 
 
 
It seems that the text comes from 諸羅縣志（清康熙刊本） 
 

 
 
▲ 卷1 folio 27 gives 寮. However, 寮 is not printed clearly so
the 福建通志 editors might think it were ⿱宀𮙺.

04722
04722
⿃ 196.8
19 · ㇑ (2) UK-20916

⿰⿃虎

Other
NG Hou Man
University of Macau
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]  

 
 
Similar to 𪂬.

02903
02903
⽳ 116.8
13 · ㇠ (5) UK-20937

⿱⽳居

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

⿱⽳居 is a variant of 𡨢. 
 

 
 
 
𡨢 presents in the following evidences: 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01054
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01054
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01054-c9d11fc42da5fce0229c51c9271ccedc61582b5da6d395428ecedc56747eb411.png
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001075313
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01054-4e59b9efe1053d5ae907142ba530f174c4c16dafcc268c692dd34146d2c46eb8.webp
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04722
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04722
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02903
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02903
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▲ ⼋閩通志（明弘治刊本）卷34 folio 7 
 

 
▲ 汀州府志（明嘉靖刊本）卷11 folio 17 // 天⼀閣藏明代⽅志選
刊續編: 第39册. 上海: 上海書店出版社, 1990. 
 

 
▲ 閩書（明崇禎刊本）卷59 folio 39 
 
However, since we already have multiple evidences of ⿱⽳居,
better just encode it.

02536
02536
⽟ 96.17
22 · ㇐ (1) UK-20941

⿱臨⽟

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Variant of 𤪋.
 

 
 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02903-178f62951e33be6a87a73108ce92bd29add4edfa61aabd816493fb9b97c96ac8.png
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=GBZX0301013747
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02903-68282930ef599187a5b8e3810e2efa0213bc0ad0866bc3ba84e33dd469639531.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02903-7c184531443d933eac6861b82bb8f8b44d9d78eb9a4b5b0dfde4c31c7950e03b.png
https://commons.wikimedia.org/w/index.php?title=File%3ANAJDA-292-0086_%E9%96%A9%E6%9B%B818.pdf&page=42
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02536
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02536
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馮～ also appears as in 馮𤪋 in 浙江通志： 
 



Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02536-2778e6ddaa57feb1dc38f6e5f323f2f0b4ab6c7f9f4128dd17c6be3ef0fc47ee.png
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▲ 浙江通志（清乾隆刊本）卷122 folio 7

01860
01860
⽊ 75.13
17 · ㇠ (5) UK-20942

⿰⽊殿

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to WS2021-01859:KC-05202

01859
⽊ 75.13
17 · ㇠ (5) KC-05202

⿱殿⽊

02295
02295
⽚ 91.9
13 · ㇐ (1) UK-20948

⿰⽚⾴

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie ⽦被切

00351
00351
⼒ 19.22
24 · ㇒ (3) UK-20960

⿰籚⼒

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 嘉靖福寧州志[1] pp. 990 gives 𠣊. All evidences are quoted
from 閩書. However 閩書 does not specify where the text
comes from. 
 
說⽂: 「𠣊，助也，从⼒非，慮聲，良倨切」 
 
[1]: 閔⽂振, 陳應賔. 嘉靖福寧州志 [G]//天⼀閣藏明代⽅志選刊續
編: 第41册. 
上海: 上海書店出版社, 1990: 1/626.

01644
01644
⽅ 70.9
13 · ㇒ (3) UK-20961

⿰⽅⿱𮕦⼀

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 嘉靖福寧州志[1] pp. 990 gives ⿰⿱亠⼈𠂢. All evidences
are quoted from 閩書. However 閩書 does not specify where
the text comes from. 
 
I guess ⿰⽅⿱𮕦⼀ is a variant of 㼋. 廣韻：「㼋，乾菜」 
 
[1]: 閔⽂振, 陳應賔. 嘉靖福寧州志 [G]//天⼀閣藏明代⽅志選刊續
編: 第41册. 
上海: 上海書店出版社, 1990: 1/626.

04352
04352
雨 173.14
22 · ㇑ (2) UK-20962

⿱霝冉

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Attached PDF file 
 
▲ 嘉靖福寧州志[1] pp. 990 gives 𩆚. All evidences are quoted
from 閩書. However 閩書 does not specify where the text
comes from. 
 
But 𩆚 is pronounced as 零, quite different from 諭. I guess in
that case 諭 is a misprint of 論. 
 
[1]: 閔⽂振, 陳應賔. 嘉靖福寧州志 [G]//天⼀閣藏明代⽅志選刊續
編: 第41册. 
上海: 上海書店出版社, 1990: 1/626.

03388
03388
⾋ 140.11
15 · ㇐ (1) UTC-00258

⿰⺿⿵⼤雨

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Agree with Lee, so the kFanqie value for this character should
be 親吉.

02404
02404
⽝ 94.10
14 · ㇑ (2) UTC-00281

⿰隺⽝

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kFanqie 苦⾓切

00652
00652
⼝ 30.13
16 · ㇠ (5) UTC-00328

⿰⼝隘

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese ai3

Comment
L F CHENG
Individual

kCantonese aai3 (long vowel).

http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001070176
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01860
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01860
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01859
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02295
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02295
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00351
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00351
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00351-7ebab8d528787e35c88cc875d9def9a4f4acd3fd2d321d68727d89ea58a64088.pdf
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan0069-%E8%A8%B1%E6%85%8E-%E8%AA%AC%E6%96%87%E8%A7%A3%E5%AD%97-4-4.djvu/69
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01644
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01644
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00351-7ebab8d528787e35c88cc875d9def9a4f4acd3fd2d321d68727d89ea58a64088.pdf
https://zh.wikisource.org/wiki/Page:Sibu_Congkan0083-%E9%99%B3%E5%BD%AD%E5%B9%B4-%E5%BB%A3%E9%9F%BB-5-3.djvu/29
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04352
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04352
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/00351-7ebab8d528787e35c88cc875d9def9a4f4acd3fd2d321d68727d89ea58a64088.pdf
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03388
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03388
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02404
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02404
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00652
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00652


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01564
01564
⼿ 64.14
17 · ㇑ (2) UTC-00329

⿰⺘裳

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese caang1

03235
03235
⾁ 130.8
12 · ㇐ (1) UTC-00345

⿰⽉枕

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese zam2

00518
00518
⼝ 30.8
11 · ㇔ (4) UTC-00359

⿰⼝炕

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese hong3

01560
01560
⼿ 64.13
16 · ㇠ (5) UTC-00365

⿰⺘經

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese gaang1

00608
00608
⼝ 30.12
15 · ㇐ (1) UTC-00380

⿰⼝揖

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese ngap1 ngap6 zap1 jaap6

00576
00576
⼝ 30.11
14 · ㇐ (1) UTC-00390

⿰⼝桻

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese bang1 bang6

01583
01583
⼿ 64.15
18 · ㇠ (5) UTC-00394

⿰⺘劈

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese pek3

02242
02242
火 86.15
19 · ㇒ (3) UTC-00398

⿰火𧛱

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese bou1

01876
01876
⽊ 75.15
19 · ㇒ (3) UTC-00402

⿰梹咅

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese bam1

02659
02659
⽪ 107.6
11 · ㇒ (3) UTC-00405

⿰⽪合

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese pap6

01584
01584
⼿ 64.15
18 · ㇠ (5) UTC-00423

⿰⺘熨

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese tong3

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01564
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01564
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03235
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03235
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00518
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00518
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01560
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01560
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00608
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00608
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00576
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00576
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01583
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01583
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02242
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02242
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01876
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01876
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02659
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02659
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01584
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01584


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02003
02003
⽔ 85.5
8 · ㇑ (2) UTC-00456

⿰⺡𠕄

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese nap6 
 
The Hong Kong people always reads this character as lap6,
but we should follow the evidence. This word is often written as
𣲷 (U+23CB7) in Hong Kong, because some scholars
considered 𣲷 is the original form (本字) of the word nap6/lap6,
which I disagree for the huge difference in definitions for
dictionaries. The Kangxi Dictionary shows the fanqie of 𣲷 is 尼
立切 in 廣韻, so the pronunciation is corrected by nap6 not
lap6. Zhanjiang has a word nɐk̚¹¹ with the similar meaning, but
they do not conform to the general phonetic corresponding
relationship. It is better to treat them as different words if we
don’t get further usages of other local Yue sub-dialect. For this
case, the pronunciation in the western part of Guangdong
province has not been provided any useful support to correct
the reading in Hong Kong and Guangzhou. 
 
All in all, UTC-00456 is more proper than 𣲷 for the Cantonese
word nap6/lap6.

01514
01514
⼿ 64.11
14 · ㇔ (4) UTC-00459

⿰⺘𡨴

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese ning6

01491
01491
⼿ 64.10
13 · ㇑ (2) UTC-00481

⿰⺘晒

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese saai1

01072
01072
⼨ 41.14
17 · ㇠ (5) UTC-00625

⿰尋未

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese mei2

01374
01374
⼼ 61.12
16 · ㇑ (2) UTC-00630

⿱跋⼼

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese bap6

01403
01403
⼼ 61.15
19 · ㇔ (4) UTC-00632

⿱論⼼

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese lan2

01404
01404
⼼ 61.16
20 · ㇒ (3) UTC-00633

⿱錫⼼

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese sek3

01543
01543
⼿ 64.12
16 · ㇠ (5) UTC-00651

⿱隊⼿

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese deoi2

01577
01577
⼿ 64.15
18 · ㇒ (3) UTC-00657

⿰捠咅

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese bam4

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02003
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02003
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01514
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01514
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01491
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01491
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01072
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01072
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01374
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01374
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01403
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01403
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01404
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01404
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01543
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01543
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01577
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01577


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01596
01596
⼿ 64.17
20 · ㇔ (4) UTC-00660

⿰⺘甕

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese ung2

01581
01581
⼿ 64.15
19 · ㇔ (4) UTC-00662

⿱論⼿

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese lan2 
kFanqie 羅因

01631
01631
⽂ 67.14
18 · ㇠ (5) UTC-00664

⿰⽂盡

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese man3

01650
01650
⽅ 70.20
24 · ㇑ (2) UTC-00665

⿰⽅罌

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese fang3 
kFanqie 符罂

01986
01986
⽓ 84.19
23 · ㇑ (2) UTC-00684

⿹⽓羅

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese lo3

02023
02023
⽔ 85.7
10 · ㇠ (5) UTC-00686

⿱泥入

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese nap6

01582
01582
⼿ 64.15
19 · ㇔ (4) UTC-00692

⿱潑⼿

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonee put3

02623
02623
⽧ 104.9
14 · ㇑ (2) UTC-00703

⿸⽧背

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese bui6

02627
02627
⽧ 104.10
15 · ㇐ (1) UTC-00704

⿸⽧烕

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese mit3

02628
02628
⽧ 104.10
15 · ㇐ (1) UTC-00705

⿸⽧麥

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese mak6 
 
mak2 in the evidence is not used for the pronunciation of the
individual character (單字⾳), and it is related to the modified
tone (變調) in a word. So, mak2 is not suitable to include in
kCantonese for this character and WS2021-02612.

01591
01591
⼿ 64.17
20 · ㇐ (1) UTC-00661

⿲⺘束員

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

The current kCantonese value for U+650B 攋 is laai6. Could
we change the value back to laa2 laai6, or add a new property
for the character with more than one Cantonese reading?

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01596
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01596
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01581
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01581
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01631
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01631
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01650
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01650
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01986
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01986
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02023
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02023
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01582
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01582
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02623
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02623
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02627
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02627
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02628
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02628
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01591
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01591


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02714
02714
⽬ 109.13
18 · ㇒ (3) UTC-00714

⿰⽬𡕰

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese zong1

02828
02828
⽯ 112.21
26 · ㇔ (4) UTC-00717

⿰⽯鶯

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese ngang2

03392
03392
⾋ 140.11
15 · ㇑ (2) UTC-00740

⿱𫇦⾳

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese ngang4

04461
04461
食 184.11
19 · ㇔ (4) UTC-00770

⿰飠庵

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kCantonese mam1

03330
03330
⾋ 140.6
10 · ㇑ (2) UTC-03199

⿱⺿吐

Comment
Andrew WEST
UK
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The reading of puh for this character is unexpected. This hymn
is available on several websites (e.g.
http://hymn.pct.org.tw/Hymn.aspx?PID=P2011080400003)
where the unencoded character is represented as "puh", so the
reading "puh" should be correct. But why has a character with
a grass radical and 吐 phonetic been created to represent the
reading "puh"? Is this a mistake?

00421
00421
⼜ 29.9
11 · ㇒ (3) UTC-03210

⿱叙𰆊

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

reads as 산

01131
01131
⼭ 46.7
10 · ㇐ (1) UTC-03212

⿰⼭赤

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kJapanese はけ

01652
01652
无 71.3
7 · ㇒ (3) UTC-03213

⿱旡⼢

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kMandarin ài 
kJapanese アイ

00004
00004
⼀ 1.2
3 · ㇠ (5) UTC-03225

⿻⼀𠃏

Other
Ken LUNDE
UTC

kJapanese ポンド

01991
01991
⽔ 85.2
5 · ㇑ (2) UTC-03226

⿰⺡𬼁

Other
Ken LUNDE
UTC

kJapanese みずのドラクム

01994
01994
⽔ 85.3
6 · ㇑ (2) UTC-03227

⿰⺡𬼄

Other
Ken LUNDE
UTC

kJapanese みずのオンス

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02714
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02714
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02828
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02828
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03392
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03392
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04461
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04461
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03330
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03330
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00421
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00421
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01131
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01131
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01652
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01652
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00004
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00004
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01991
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01991
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01994
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01994


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01149
01149
⼭ 46.8
11 · ㇔ (4) UTC-03229

⿰⼭定

Other
Ken LUNDE
UTC

kJapanese たわ

01455
01455
⼿ 64.6
9 · ㇒ (3) UTC-03231

⿰⺘込

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kJapanese によう

Other
Ken LUNDE
UTC

kJapanese should be にょう (small よ)

02328
02328
⽝ 94.2
5 · ㇠ (5) UTC-03232

⿰⺨⼜

Other
Ken LUNDE
UTC

kJapanese また

04226
04226
⾨ 169.7
15 · ㇑ (2) UTC-03233

⿵⾨児

Comment
William T. Nelson
UTC
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

Similar to 䦧 U+49A7.

Comment
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The place name is read "Hishirimo", and the reading of this
character, "hishiri", does not suggest any obvious semantic
relationship with the standard reading of 䦧 or 䦧, which is
"seme(gu)" meaning "blame, curse, attack" etc. 䦧 or 䦧 are
probably not interchangeable with UTC-03233, hence not
unifiable.

Other
L F CHENG
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

https://www.weblio.jp/content/ひしる 
The verb "hishiru" is found in 『精選版 ⽇本国語⼤辞典』 as
"to shout" and in 『和歌⼭[Explorer』 (Wakayama dialect) as
"to be furious". Perhaps it is also in the local dialect of
"Hishirimo". Neither meaning is far from "blame, curse, attack".

Other
Ken LUNDE
UTC

kJapanese ひしり

00788
00788
⼟ 32.3
6 · ㇒ (3) UTC-03236

⿰⼟夕

Other
Eiso CHAN
Individual
[ Unresolved from v1.0 ]

This character is also included in CNS 11643 as 12-2578.

02224
02224
火 86.12
16 · ㇑ (2) UTC-03237

⿱晶灬

Other
Ken LUNDE
UTC

kJapanese ショウ

Other
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

According to this note from the Wikipedia article about the
person with this name, https://ja.wikipedia.org/wiki/ショウ王
#cite_note-1, ジョウ is another possibility for kJapanese.

04007
04007
⾡ 162.27
31 · ㇐ (1) UTC-03238

⿺⻎𰆂

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Japanese reading いさてらへ

Comment
WANG Yifan
SAT

The Japanese reading is actually disputed.

01488
01488
⼿ 64.9
13 · ㇠ (5) VN-F0208

⿰⺘⿱改⼝

Comment
HUANG Junliang
Individual
[ Unresolved from v2.0 ]

The ⿱攺⼝/啓 pair can also be found in some versions of 福建
通志. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01149
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01149
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01455
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01455
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02328
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02328
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04226
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04226
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00788
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00788
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02224
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02224
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04007
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04007
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01488
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01488


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
 
▲ 福建通志（清康熙刊本） 卷23 folio 18 has ⿰王⿱攺⼝. 
 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01488-03b1237bcd95165d373a5fe6c0b689e678056762dce0c38dea9fc6a8ffd0a622.webp
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_892&fid=412000014530
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01488-4e308ed872d843073e6fe24d80fe6ab19508d855cf371e91577b02ba87b8cf96.webp


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

 
▲ 重纂福建通志（清同治刊本） 卷100 folio 12 has ⿰王啓. 
 
They were not submitted to WS2021 because both are misprint
of 璐. Yet they suggest that ⿱攺⼝/啓 are semantic variants.

01611
01611
⽁ 66.10
14 · ㇒ (3) VN-F024D

⿰𭓇⽁

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kMandarin xiào

01901
01901
⽋ 76.8
12 · ㇑ (2) VN-F02B9

⿰𭁈⽋

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kMandarin yú

02254
02254
火 86.14
18 · ㇔ (4) VN-F0329

⿱炏冡

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kMandarin měng

01772
01772
⽊ 75.5
9 · ㇐ (1) VN-F06D7

⿰⽊𫠣

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

kMandarin liàn

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/01488-4e308ed872d843073e6fe24d80fe6ab19508d855cf371e91577b02ba87b8cf96.webp
http://read.nlc.cn/allSearch/searchDetail?searchType=all&showType=1&indexName=data_403&fid=312001082484
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01611
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01611
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01901
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01901
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02254
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02254
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01772
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01772


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00101
00101
⼆ 7.6
8 · ㇐ (1) VN-F1AF3

⿰⽽⼆

Comment
Eiso CHAN
Individual

similar to WS2017-03558:VN-F1E29 (U+31EF0) 
[ {{WS2017-03558}} ] 

 
 

Data for Unihan

Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

00256
00256
⼋ 12.2
4 · ㇠ (5) GDM-00307

⿱丷了

Semantic variant
Henry CHAN
Individual

kZhuang: reux

02384
02384
⽝ 94.9
12 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00541

⿰⺨⾴

Semantic variant
Eiso CHAN
Individual

U+8C8C 貌 

 

02382
02382
⽝ 94.8
11 · ㇠ (5) GKJ-00542

⿰⺨隶

Semantic variant
Andrew WEST
UK

U+27CD9 𧳙

02385
02385
⽝ 94.9
12 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00549

⿰⺨垚

Semantic variant
Andrew WEST
UK

U+735F 獟

02449
02449
⽝ 94.15
18 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00581

⿰⺨遼

Semantic variant
Eiso CHAN
Individual

U+7360 獠? 

 

02340
02340
⽝ 94.5
8 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00604 UK-20151

⿰⺨⽬

Semantic variant
Eiso CHAN
Individual

U+72CA 狊 

 

02350
02350
⽝ 94.6
9 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00610

⿰⺨朿

Semantic variant
Eiso CHAN
Individual

U+72C4 狄 

 

02831
02831
示 113.4
8 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00624

⿰⺭⽝

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Evidence says that this is a variant of U+2C4B2 ⿰⺭叐

02451
02451
⽝ 94.15
19 · ㇑ (2) GKJ-00629

⿰𠾧⽝

Semantic variant
Eiso CHAN
Individual

U+7378 獸 

 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00101
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00101
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2017/app/?id=03558
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00256
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00256
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02384
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02384
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02382
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02382
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02385
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02385
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02449
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02449
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02340
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02340
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02350
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02350
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02831
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02831
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02451
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02451


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04017
04017
⾢ 163.11
18 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00693

⿰鹿⾢

Semantic variant
HUANG Junliang
Individual

The evidence suggests that ～ is a semantic variant of 鄜.

02733
02733
⽯ 112.2
7 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00882

⿰⽯七

Semantic variant
Eiso CHAN
Individual

U+780C 砌

01522
01522
⼿ 64.12
15 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-01010

⿰⺘萌

Semantic variant
Ken LUNDE
UTC

U+6A57 橗

00083
00083
⼄ 5.10
11 · ㇔ (4) KC-00071

⿱⾼⼄

Semantic variant
Eiso CHAN
Individual

U+3414 㐔 

 
 
 
See #5972 under WS2021-00055:KC-00020

00055
⼄ 5.5
5 · ㇑ (2) KC-00020

⿱古⼄

03923
03923
⾝ 158.6
13 · ㇐ (1) KC-05761

⿰⾝⾄

Semantic variant
WANG Yifan
SAT

U+9D44 鵄

02963
02963
⽵ 118.12
18 · ㇑ (2) SAT-04240

⿱⽵𠝣

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Meaning given as proper form of 箭. The shape is a
rearrangement of the components of U+25CED 𥳭, another
variant of 箭, so the 3 characters can be considered semantic
variants.

03394
03394
⾋ 140.11
15 · ㇔ (4) SAT-04272

⿱⺿涬

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The evidence notes the equivalents to 䕪 (U+456A)

02964
02964
⽵ 118.12
18 · ㇒ (3) SAT-04392

⿱⽵⿰离⺉

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Evidence shows that this is a variant of 箭 (U+7BAD).

02693
02693
⽬ 109.7
12 · ㇑ (2) SAT-05057

⿰⽬䀏

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

眴 U+7734

03491
03491
虍 141.2
8 · ㇑ (2) SAT-05654

⿸虍⼈

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

虎 (U+864E): evidence says this means a tiger, with claws
resembling [fingers of a] human. Hence the ⼈ in place of ⼉.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04017
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04017
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02733
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02733
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01522
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01522
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00083
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00083
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00055
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03923
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03923
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02963
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02963
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03394
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03394
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02964
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02964
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02693
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02693
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03491
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03491


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03071
03071
⽷ 120.7
13 · ㇠ (5) SAT-05666

⿰⽷狂

Semantic variant
Eiso CHAN
Individual

WS2021-03069:SAT-05667

03069
⽷ 120.7
13 · ㇒ (3) SAT-05667

⿱狂⽷

03069
03069
⽷ 120.7
13 · ㇒ (3) SAT-05667

⿱狂⽷

Semantic variant
Eiso CHAN
Individual

WS2021-03071:SAT-05666

03071
⽷ 120.7
13 · ㇠ (5) SAT-05666

⿰⽷狂

03170
03170
⽻ 124.4
10 · ㇔ (4) SAT-06161

⿱㝉⽻

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

𦐉 (U+26409), 𦏿 (U+263FF)

03219
03219
⾁ 130.3
9 · ㇑ (2) SAT-06374

⿰⾁⼲

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

肝 (U+809D)

03364
03364
⾋ 140.9
13 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06470

⿱⺿⿺友⽣

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The evidence says that this is a popular form of 蕤 (U+8564)

03282
03282
⾅ 134.3
10 · ㇐ (1) SAT-06505

&P10-01;

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

舁 (U+8201): Version of Shuowen cited by Zi.tools has 興起
也。从舁, so we can assume that 舁 are semantic variants.
Could discuss unification.

02475
02475
⽟ 96.6
10 · ㇒ (3) SAT-06937

⿰王𬼉

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Identical with one of the variants of U+24956 at
https://zi.tools/zi/𤥖

03104
03104
⽷ 120.12
18 · ㇔ (4) SAT-07010

⿰⽷⿱宀⿰⺅囱

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

縮 (U+7E2E)

02885
02885
⽲ 115.12
17 · ㇒ (3) SAT-07086

⿰⽲⿱𠆴⾙

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Evidence suggests that this a variant of 𥢼 (U+258BC), which
in turn is a variant of 積.

03097
03097
⽷ 120.12
18 · ㇐ (1) SAT-07097

⿰⽷⿱𠆴⾙

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

U+7E3E 績

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03071
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03071
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03069
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03069
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03069
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03071
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03170
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03170
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03219
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03219
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03364
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03364
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03282
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03282
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02475
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02475
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03104
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03104
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02885
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02885
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03097
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03097


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

03607
03607
⾍ 142.11
17 · ㇑ (2) SAT-07153

⿱⿰⾂巿⾍

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

蟀 U+87C0 and 𧍓 (U+27353)

02547
02547
瓦 98.6
11 · ㇐ (1) SAT-07172

⿱死瓦

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The evidence shows that this is a variant of U+6900 椀, and
according to dict.variants.moe.edu.tw, 椀 and the similar
character, 㼝 (U+3F1D), are variants. 

 
Also note that the 死 element appears in another variant ⿱死
⽫.

02901
02901
⽳ 116.8
13 · ㇔ (4) SAT-08609

⿱⽳⿰爪爪

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

窳 (U+7AB3), reading and meaning are similar.

03368
03368
⾋ 140.9
13 · ㇑ (2) SAT-08693

⿺莧厶

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The evidence says the meaning is "to form a soundless smile"
and quotes a passage from the Analects, which is now more
commonly rendered: 夫⼦莞爾⽽笑, so this is apparently
interchangeable with 莞 (U+839E) which also describes a type
of smile. The meanings of 莞 also overlap with 萈 (U+8408)
and 莧 (U+83A7), which dictionaries such as Kangxi cite as
semantic variants. Might consider unification with 萈 (U+8408)
or 莧 (U+83A7) based on similar shape.

02695
02695
⽬ 109.7
12 · ㇒ (3) SAT-08739

⿰⽬狂

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

誑 U+8A91

03216
03216
耳 128.15
21 · ㇔ (4) SAT-08942

⿰⿹耳王悤

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

聰 (U+8070)

03601
03601
⾍ 142.12
18 · ㇐ (1) SAT-08954

⿰⾍𦯧

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

蝶 (U+8776)

03702
03702
衣 145.6
12 · ㇐ (1) TD-3239

⿱夻衣

Semantic variant
WANG Yifan
SAT

U+4631 䘱

02489
02489
⽟ 96.9
13 · ㇔ (4) TD-4022

⿰王㒸

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The reading given, "zhuó", suggests that this is a variant of
U+24968 and U+7422 琢, but from the right side element, 㒸,
we would expect "suì". It would be helpful to get more evidence
about meaning and reading.

03369
03369
⾋ 140.9
13 · ㇑ (2) TD-4443

⿱莫厶

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

According to Taiwan MOE, this is a variant of 篡 (U+7BE1)  
https://dict.variants.moe.edu.tw/variants/rbt/word_attribute.rbt?
quote_code=QTAzMDI5

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03607
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03607
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02547
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02547
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02547-b4bfe4978d3c1845ca6b1c685ecac209db2e43ff58dee1d1eb9973a2b847bd23.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02901
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02901
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03368
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03368
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02695
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02695
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03216
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03216
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03601
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03601
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03702
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03702
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02489
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02489
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03369
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03369


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02787
02787
⽯ 112.10
15 · ㇒ (3) TD-605F

⿰⽯盌

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Reading "wǎn" and element 盌 suggest this could be another
variant of 碗: 
 

02801
02801
⽯ 112.12
17 · ㇑ (2) TE-2622

⿰⽯萑

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

variant of U+7936 礶?

03427
03427
⾋ 140.13
17 · ㇔ (4) TE-2766

⿱⺿滄

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

濸 (U+6FF8): components are identical, minor difference in
arrangement

02906
02906
⽳ 116.11
16 · ㇔ (4) TE-7045

⿱⽳髙

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

It agree the we need more evidence. Reading and shape
suggest a variant of U+7AA9 窩

02446
02446
⽝ 94.14
17 · ㇔ (4) UK-20026

⿰⺨榮

Semantic variant
Andrew WEST
UK

U+72E8 狨

02247
02247
火 86.14
18 · ㇐ (1) UK-20095

⿰火駁

Semantic variant
Andrew WEST
UK

U+791F 礟

01498
01498
⼿ 64.10
13 · ㇔ (4) UK-20107

⿰⺘桊

Semantic variant
Andrew WEST
UK

U+69BA 榺

02237
02237
火 86.13
17 · ㇑ (2) UK-20132

⿱暗灬

Semantic variant
Andrew WEST
UK

U+9EEF 黯

03292
03292
⾆ 135.8
14 · ㇒ (3) UK-20174

⿰舍⾆

Semantic variant
Eiso CHAN
Individual

U+929B 銛 

 

02321
02321
⽜ 93.11
15 · ㇔ (4) UK-20190

⿰牜麻

Semantic variant
Andrew WEST
UK

U+7298 犘

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02787
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02787
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/02787-ab737817619f54e5fbff545399ce8d3ace878390ff733fa8d682e6887265d395.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02801
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02801
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03427
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03427
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02906
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02906
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02446
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02446
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02247
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02247
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01498
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01498
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02237
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02237
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03292
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03292
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02321
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02321


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

04016
04016
⾢ 163.11
14 · ㇑ (2) UK-20206

⿰畢阝

Semantic variant
HUANG Junliang
Individual

Variant of 郫.
 

 
 
▲ 邵⽒聞⾒前錄（明崇禎汲古閣刊本）卷20 folio 8：「癸⺒，
伯溫奉使⻄州，美孺居郫」

03752
03752
⾓ 148.11
18 · ㇑ (2) UK-20423

⿱唯⾓

Semantic variant
WANG Yifan
SAT

U+8835 蠵

03727
03727
衣 145.13
19 · ㇔ (4) UK-20443

⿰⻂廌

Semantic variant
WANG Yifan
SAT

U+277C6 𧟆

02583
02583
⽥ 102.4
9 · ㇒ (3) UK-20646

⿰⽥勾

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

Possibly related to U+3F5B 㽛, of which one of the 2 meanings
in Kangxi is 畦.

03388
03388
⾋ 140.11
15 · ㇐ (1) UTC-00258

⿰⺿⿵⼤雨

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

The evidence places this character after the entry for 桼
(U+687C), with the note, 俗, so it appears that this is a
common / vulgar form of 桼 (U+687C)

02242
02242
火 86.15
19 · ㇒ (3) UTC-00398

⿰火𧛱

Semantic variant
Eiso CHAN
Individual

U+7172 煲 

 

03319
03319
⾊ 139.12
18 · ㇑ (2) UTC-00738

⿰𣊔⾊

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

䒐 (U+4490): one of the meanings given for U+4490 at zi.tools
is 急躁, 'short-tempered', which suggests some semantic
overlap with this character's definition, 'impatient';

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04016
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04016
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04016-55271a81e843941dfedc03ee94c42cb9385c6633defc348236cac5ed1afb979c.webp
https://nrs.lib.harvard.edu/urn-3:fhcl:27783951?n=273
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03752
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03752
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03727
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03727
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02583
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02583
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03388
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03388
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02242
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02242
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03319
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03319


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01488
01488
⼿ 64.9
13 · ㇠ (5) VN-F0208

⿰⺘⿱改⼝

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

I agree that there is semantic overlap between VN-F0208 and
V0-384B / U+22D16 with regards to the meanings related to
"gợi". However, based on the evidence we currently have, VN-
F0208 is not found in contexts where the other readings of
U+22D16, khui, khơi, and khảy, are appropriate. So, they
should be encoded separately.

01772
01772
⽊ 75.5
9 · ㇐ (1) VN-F06D7

⿰⽊𫠣

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

楝 (U+695D). Note: 𫠣 is an ⼆簡 form of 柬, so 楝 might also
be considered a traditional variant of VN-F06D7

00036
00036
⼃ 4.11
12 · ㇠ (5) VN-F0BE9

⿱⿱𠂊囚⿲⼃𰀁⺃

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

巤 (U+5DE4)

03616
03616
⾍ 142.11
17 · ㇔ (4) VN-F1B3D

⿰⾍斎

Semantic variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

𧕚 (U+2755A)

03754
03754
⾓ 148.12
19 · ㇔ (4) VN-F1B70

⿱觧会

Semantic variant
Andrew WEST
UK

VN-F0547 (⿱解会)

02461
02461
⽝ 94.19
22 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00589

⿰⺨難

Simp variant
Eiso CHAN
Individual

WS2017-02550:GZ-3471301 
[ {{WS2017-02550}} ] 

01571
01571
⼿ 64.15
18 · ㇐ (1) TE-2C3F UTC-00659

⿰⺘厲

Simp variant
Eiso CHAN
Individual

WS2021-01441

02776
02776
⽯ 112.9
14 · ㇐ (1) UK-20139 UTC-03169

⿰⽯柬

Simp variant
Henry CHAN
Individual

U+2C483 𬒃

04221
04221
⾨ 169.6
14 · ㇒ (3) UK-20185

⿵⾨朱

Simp variant
Andrew WEST
UK

U+3223C 

02074
02074
⽔ 85.11
14 · ㇑ (2) UK-20665

⿰⺡敗

Simp variant
Andrew WEST
UK

WS2021-00245 GDM-00245

04801
04801
⿃' 196'.6
11 · ㇐ (1) UK-20806

⿰匠⻦

Simp variant
LI Yuan
SAT

Simplified form of U+2A018 𪀘. 

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01488
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01488
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01772
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01772
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=00036
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=00036
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03616
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03616
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03754
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03754
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02461
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02461
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2017/app/?id=02550
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01571
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01571
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02776
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02776
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04221
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04221
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02074
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02074
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04801
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04801
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/04801-166bbb1e81c6f61b557e4fe2330ae8ebbdfe89319cc16f8ddbb3a5016d2666b4.png


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

02646
02646
⽧ 104.19
24 · ㇒ (3) V0-3E41

⿸⽧邊

Simp variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

𤶒 (U+24D92)

02682
02682
⽫ 108.18
23 · ㇑ (2) VN-F1930

⿰曷盡

Simp variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

𣍊 U+2334A

01792
01792
⽊ 75.8
12 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00239

⿰⽊𰿖

Trad variant
Ken LUNDE
UTC

U+236D3 𣛓

01810
01810
⽊ 75.9
13 · ㇔ (4) GDM-00240

⿰⽊阁

Trad variant
Ken LUNDE
UTC

U+6ACA 櫊

01811
01811
⽊ 75.9
13 · ㇔ (4) GDM-00242

⿰⽊弯

Trad variant
Ken LUNDE
UTC

U+23869 𣡩

02018
02018
⽔ 85.7
10 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00247

⿰⺡贡

Trad variant
Ken LUNDE
UTC

U+23E5F 𣹟

01431
01431
⼿ 64.4
7 · ㇐ (1) GDM-00270

⿰⺘历

Trad variant
Ken LUNDE
UTC

U+650A

01998
01998
⽔ 85.4
8 · ㇑ (2) GDM-00347

⿱⽔⻅

Trad variant
Ken LUNDE
UTC

U+2AD82 𪶂

03537
03537
⾍ 142.7
13 · ㇐ (1) GKJ-00479

⿰⾍医

Trad variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

𧕪 U+2756A is formally a traditional form of this character.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02646
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02646
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02682
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02682
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01792
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01792
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01810
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01810
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01811
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01811
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02018
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02018
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01431
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01431
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01998
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01998
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03537
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03537


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

Trad variant
Eiso CHAN
Individual

Support Lee’s comment #7780. The following is the ancient
version of Evidence 3. 
 

 
▲ 周履靖：《赤鳳髓》，夷⾨廣牘本，三卷

03959
03959
⾡ 162.4
8 · ㇔ (4) GKJ-00483

⿺⻎为

Trad variant
HUANG Junliang
Individual

 

02099
02099
⽔ 85.13
16 · ㇔ (4) TE-703B

⿰⺡数

Trad variant
Eiso CHAN
Individual

WS2017-02208:VN-F0D1E (U+31A75) 
[ {{WS2017-02208}} ] 

01362
01362
⼼ 61.11
15 · ㇐ (1) UK-20252

⿱⿰来攵⼼

Trad variant
Andrew WEST
UK

U+6197 憗

01435
01435
⼿ 64.4
7 · ㇑ (2) UK-20266

⿰⺘⻉

Trad variant
Andrew WEST
UK

U+22B72 𢭲

02028
02028
⽔ 85.8
11 · ㇐ (1) UK-20285

⿰⺡顷

Trad variant
Ken LUNDE
UTC

U+23EF3 𣻳

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03537-2a99a62cbc705c1067ebd26fdb1a4dcd4598d00f344a87dbd1452b0cc1ff75c1.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03959
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03959
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02099
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02099
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2017/app/?id=02208
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01362
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01362
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01435
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01435
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02028
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02028


Sn Image/Source Comment Type Description

01441
01441
⼿ 64.5
8 · ㇐ (1) UK-20289

⿰⺘厉

Trad variant
Eiso CHAN
Individual

WS2021-01571

01624
01624
⽂ 67.6
10 · ㇠ (5) UK-20299

⿰⽂尽

Trad variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

UTC-00664

03075
03075
⽷ 120.8
14 · ㇑ (2) UK-20523

⿰⺯些

Trad variant
HKSAR
Hong Kong

A traditional variant of UK-10409 

04664
04664
⿂' 195'.4
12 · ㇠ (5) UK-20804

⿰⻥丑

Trad variant
Andrew WEST
UK

U+311A7 𱆧 
Evidence provided for G_Z3862201 indicates that U+311A7 is
a Zhuang word meaning 'pond loach' (泥鰍). UK-20804 also
means 'pond loach', but in the Minnan language, which is a
strange coincidence as Zhuang and Minnan are unrelated
languages.

02208
02208
火 86.10
14 · ㇐ (1) UK-20826

⿰火聂

Trad variant
Ken LUNDE
UTC

U+3E0E 㸎

02617
02617
⽧ 104.7
12 · ㇠ (5) UK-20837

⿸⽧阴

Trad variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

U+764A

01436
01436
⼿ 64.4
7 · ㇑ (2) UK-20851

⿰⺘⻅

Trad variant
Ken LUNDE
UTC

U+6338 挸

01467
01467
⼿ 64.7
10 · ㇔ (4) UK-20853

⿰⺘间

Trad variant
Ken LUNDE
UTC

U+22D67 𢵧

03538
03538
⾍ 142.7
13 · ㇐ (1) UK-20860

⿰⾍丽

Trad variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

U+2756F 𧕯

04517
04517
⾺' 187'.2
5 · ㇐ (1) UK-20999

⿰⻢⼔

Trad variant
Henry CHAN
Individual

U+2EA72 𮩲

01576
01576
⼿ 64.15
18 · ㇑ (2) VN-F023D

⿰⺘𬞕

Trad variant
Ken LUNDE
UTC

U+22EA4 𢺤

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01441
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01441
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01624
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01624
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03075
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03075
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/comments/03075-c512b3d2226df7c5806bfdd620cd458ddd75d693ae503343b74485ad32340374.png
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04664
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04664
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2015/app/index.php?id=05087
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02208
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02208
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02617
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02617
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01436
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01436
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01467
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01467
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03538
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03538
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=04517
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=04517
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01576
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01576
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01611
01611
⽁ 66.10
14 · ㇒ (3) VN-F024D

⿰𭓇⽁

Trad variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

斅 (U+6585)

01469
01469
⼿ 64.7
10 · ㇔ (4) VN-F18AE

⿰⺘𫔭

Trad variant
Ken LUNDE
UTC

U+22D71 𢵱

01855
01855
⽊ 75.13
17 · ㇑ (2) VN-F1975

⿰⽊蒌

Trad variant
Ken LUNDE
UTC

U+237BE 𣞾

02613
02613
⽧ 104.7
12 · ㇐ (1) VN-F1A4E

⿸⽧报

Trad variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

U+24EB4

03058
03058
⽷ 120.6
12 · ㇐ (1) VN-F1ACB

⿰⺯执

Trad variant
Lee COLLINS
Vietnam

𬗵 U+2C5F5

 
 

Source Code released at https://github.com/irgonline/ws2021.

https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01611
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01611
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01469
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01469
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=01855
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=01855
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=02613
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=02613
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/index.php?id=03058
https://hc.jsecs.org/irg/ws2021/app/?id=03058
https://github.com/irgonline/ws2021

